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THE E:GHTH GRADE UNITS

RECOJIMENDED SCHEDULE

Unit Title proximate Time Required

I. "The Making of Heroes: Tha Noble Eight to nine weeks 8

Man in Western Culturo:

II. "Syntax" Six weeks 6

III. Words and Their Meanings" Three weeks 3

Semester 17

IV. "The Epic Hero: Beowulf and tle
Song of Roland

V. "The Journey Novel Hero"

VI. "The Historical Novel Heron

VII. "The Heritage of the Frontier"

Four weaks 4

Four weeks

Four weeks

Four weeks

ALTERNATE PLAN

I. "The Making of Heroes: The Noble

Man in Western Culture"

II. "Syntax" Part I

III. "'':cords and Their Meanings"

IV. "The Epic Hero: Beowulf and the
Song of Roland"

4

4

4

16 weeks

Eight weeks 8

Two weeks 2

Three weeks 3

Four weeks 4

1
Semester

17 weeks

V. "Syntax" Part II Four weeks 4

VI. "The Journey Novel Hero" Four weeks 4

VII. "The Historical Novel Hero" Four weeks 4

VIII. "The Heritage of the Frontier" Four weeks 4

16 weeks
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NOTE: All supplementary texts, which are listed in the individual packets,
should be made available in the school library. Where alternative core
texts are liJtrJd, see the unit for the particular merits and df.fficultieo

of teaching each alternate.

I. "The Making of Heroes: The Noble Man in Western Culture"

Roger Goodman (ed.), 75 Short Masterpieces (New York: Bantam Books, Inc.

(600) Students who participated in the Curriculum last year already
own copies of this text.

Top Level Students:

Stephen Crane, The Red Badge of Courage (New York: Dell Publishing Co.

(500)

Ernest Hemingway, The Old Man and The Sea (New York: Scribner's, ($1.60)

Anne Frank, The Diary of a Young Girl (New York: Pocket Books, Inc.
(500)

Pierre Boulle The Bridge Over the River Kwai (New York: Bantam Books,
Inc. Lei

Harper Lee, To Kill a Mockingbird (Popular) (600)

Average Students:

Use same titles as are given for top level students except for
The Red Badge of Courage substitute

Marjorie Rawlings, The Yearling (New York: Scribner's) ($1.45) OR

Booker T. Washington, a from Slavery (New York: Bantam Books, Inc.
(500)

Below Reading Level Students:

Marjorie Rawlings, The Yearling (New York: Scribner's). ($1.45)

Anthony Hope, The Prisoner of Zenda (Pyramid). (350)

Robert Scott, God Is MY Co-Pilot (Ballantine). (350)

Ernest Hemingway, The Old Man and The Sea (New York: Scribner's). ($1.60)

II. "Syntax"

None. Materials are included in the Student Packet.
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III. m[iTol-s and Their Meanings"

None. Materials are included in the Teacher and Student Packets.

IV. "The Epic Hero: Beowulf and The Song of Roland"

Top Level Students:

Burton Raffel (trans), Beowulf (Mentor). (.600)

Dorothy Sayers (trans.) The Song of Roland (Penguin) (850) OR

Frederick Luqiens (ed.) The Song of Roland (New York: Macmillan). (950)

Average students:

Goodrich, The Medieval Myths (New York: Mentor). (500)

V. "The Journey Novel Hero: The Picaro"

Top Level Students:

Charles Dickens, The Pickwick Papers (New York: Washington square Press)
(900)

Top Level and Average Students:

Alain-Rene LeSage, Gil Bias (abridged) (Fawcett) (900)

Miguel Cervantes, Don Quixote (abridged) (New York: Mentor) (600)

All Students:

Harriet DeOnis (tr.) Iazprillo de Tomes (Barron) (750)

T. H. White, The Once and Future Hint:, (Dell) (950)

VI. "The Historical Novel Hero"

Top Level Students:

Charles Dickens, The Tale of Two Cities (New York: Washington Square
Press) (450) CR

Tolstoy (ed. Ernest J. Simmons), War and Peace (New York: Washington
Square Press) (600)

Average and below average students:

Esther Forbes, Johnny Tremain (School Edition) (New York: Houghton-
Mifflin Co., 1943) (01.60) OR

C. S. Forester, Captain from Connecticut (Bantam) (.500)



VII. "The Heritage of the Frontier"

One of the following:

Francis Park -man, The Oregon Trail (Signet). (500)
Hamlin Garland, A Son of the Middle Border (New York: Macmalan) ($2.25)
Mark Twain, Roughing It (Ne'-r York: 107: (950)
John Steinbeck, The Red Pony (New York: Bantam). (400)
Carl Sandburg, Prairie Town Boy (New York: Harcourt, Brace) ($2.25)

DESCRIPTION CF UNITS

I. Literature

The eighth-grade literature units are concerned with the theme of the
hero. The first unit, "The Making of Heroes: The Noble Nan in Western
Culture," emphasizes three traits of character which have been associated
with heroes throughout the history of Western literature: courage, justice,
lnd control (a combination of the classic virtues of prudence and temperance).
CJs.iderable care has been taken to avoid the oversimplification and
ctctreotyping which can easily result from setting up such criteria. An
important objective throughout the year is to help students to recognize the
individuality, stature, and (usually) complexity of the heroes studied and
to contrast such men with the stereotyped hero-substitutes with whom they
are familiar through television, movies, magazines, etc. The first unit is
largely concerned with how heroic virtues are displayed in literature and
how they are related to the culture to which the hero belongs. There are
three core books, each concerned primarily with one of the three selected
qualities. The texts are tracked for accelerated, average, and below-average
students. Alternative selections are available for the first two groups.
Before selecting the books most suitable to his class, the teacher should
carefully examine the entire teacher and student packets. As is true of all
the literature units, the time required for presentation will vary according
to the texts selected, compositions assigned, supplementary reading done by
students, and abilities of the class.

The unit on the journey novel introduces a type of hero which has been
called unheroic. He is characterized more by sheer vitality than by fortitude;
he is usually less concerned with being the just man than with meting out a
rough and ready justice to his society, which is always guilty of injustice;
and his self-control is often the result of the pressures of external forces.
The genre is characterized by an episodic plot in which a journey (physical,
psychological, or social) presents challenges to the hero which serve as
much to define social evils as to define picaresque virtue. The epic
journey primarily presents heroic excellence; to Cdysseus and Ulysses the
social order is not evil, as they are privileged members of it. The picaro
fs their poor relation--his roguery is largely due to the mistreatment he has
rc-,.ived, and although he may be disreputable, he is, like many socially un-
acc:aptable people, interesting, highly individualistic, and amusing. Lazarillo
de Tormes is to be read by all students. It, Don Quixote, and Gil Bias are
picaresque novels. The other alternative texts are members of the broader
classification, journey novels. Again, the unit should be carefully examined
before the teacher chooses the text best suited to his class.
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The historical novel hero is related to the epic hero in that he is
a character whose life is set in a time previous to the writer's life and
who participates in great events; however, he neither dominates nor makes
history az does the epic hero. "The Heritage of the Frontier" differs
from the previous units because it does not deal with heroes. It deals with
the kind of society in which they are created--it represents the materials
of the heroic narrative without the central character. Five books are
suggested for this unit, but only one is read as a core text, offering the
teacher a wide field of choice. The effectiveness of the unit depends to
a great extent upon the assigned readings on the subjects of exploration
and frontiers. The teacher will want to examine the procedures outlined
in the unit with particular care.

Each of the described units can be taught in approximately four weeks,
and combined, they make up all or part of the second semester work,
depending upon the plan of teaching used. A few weeks of the school year
have been left open in the time allotment suggestions to permit expansion
of the units with compositions, spelling, language study, and testing,.and
to cover any unexpected scheduling problems which may appear.

Language

The "Syntax" unit provides the major language content for the eighth
grade. Syntax is the arrangement of words as elements of a sentence; the
unit teaches the basic sentence patterns and shows how such patterns are
transformed, expanded, coordinated, and subordinated. The unit is introduced
with a review of form classes. (See seventh-grade unit, "Form Classes,"
for additional information.) Syntax is taught by the inductive method.
The teacher packet contains questions for the teacher and indicates the
type of answer expected to lead students toward recognition of the basic
sentence patterns. In the student packet, sentences for practice and
exercises are included; thus the unit is self-contained--no text is required,
but Discovering Your Language by Postman, Morine, and Morine (Holt, Rinehart,
and Winston) may be helpful. The unit requires about six weeks if taught
at one time. The teacher may wish to divide the unit, teaching the basic
sentence patterns and transformations at one time and teaching the remainder
of the unit at a later time. (See alternate plan of time allotment chart.)

The purposes of the study of "Words and Their Meanings" are

(1) To increase the student's control of language.
(2) To forestall confusions which arise frcm failure to understand how

words can be used meaningfully.
(3) To show how people use words as meaningful tools.
(4) To increase the student's knowledge about his language.
(5) To clarify the student's understanding of our methods of explaining

words.
6) To increase his facility in using these methods.

Although no specific unit is planned for the eighth grade in spelling
and the use of the dictionary, the teacher should refer to the seventh-grade
units in these areas and apply the suggestions for spelling and word study
in the eighth-grade work. As in the seventh grade, composition assignments
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and literature units provide opportunities for building spelling and
dictionary lessons. In addition, language assignments over this year's
language materials are included in the literature units.

III. Composition

A variety of composition topics is given in each unit for the considera-
tion of the teacher and student; topics arising from the literature are
developed through the study and discussion questions. Enthusiastic class
discussion will improve the quality of compositions by stimulating students'
ideas and imaginations. At least one composition from each literature unit
slr.ad point toward the core text as it relates to the central theme of the
, r's work--the heroic qualities of justice, courage, and control. The
Nebraska Curriculum for English (1961) outlines in some detail the objectives
for composition in junior high (pp. 38c-41c) and the junior high teacher will
find these paes helpful in planning and evaluating eighth-grade compositions.
It is most important that the student learn to write with honesty, to
express ideas of value and support them with evidence gained from reading
and experier-le. He should be encouraged to organize his ideas in logical
sequence so that the composition, no mattar how short,, shows a developed
central idea. In evaluating a theme, major emphasis should be given to
clear thinking and organization of ideas. See the Nebraska Curriculum for
English for suggestions on marking papers. No unit is planned for areas in
capitalization and punctuation; it is assumed that teachers of English will
have ample materials at hand for assisting students with these skills.
Certainly, the frequent composition assignments will be a proving ground for
applying these skills and will give the teacher an opportunity to find
weaknesses without wasting the students' time with multitudinous exercises
and drills.

IV. Integration of Language and Composition with Literature

Language units of the eighth grade treat syntax, word use, and semantics.
Although it has not yet been proved by research, it might safely be assumed
that there is some carry-over from formal study of structural syntax to
writing compositions. Consequently, the eighth-grade language studies
should be constantly related to the year's literature units. The syntax of
certain authors, such as John Steinbeck and Stephen Crane, might be of
especial interest to students. They will soon realize that an author's tone
is somewhat dependent upon the syntax he employs. In an effort to improve
th.: students' styles, they might be asked to investigate their own syntax
and determine whether a simplification or a complication of syntax would
improve their styles. Eighth grade students should be constantly aware of
the ramifications of semantics. By introspection, they could diagnose their
own experiences with language meaning.

In the eighth grade, students' composition work builds upon varied writing
experiences in the grades and looks forward to formal rhetorical composition
in the high school. Do read the ninth and tenth grade rhetoric units to
become aware of the exciting possibilities in these years. This academic
year should give the students opportunity for additional experience with the
paragraph or short composition, and their component sentences. Students should
be guided away from long rambling compositions. This is not a time to place



strict structural limitations upon the paragraph, but rather a time at
which students should investigate the many possibilities of the paragraph
concentrating upon its content, its unf",r, and its cohesion. The student
must have something to say; if he does, he will fashion his paragraph
satisfactorily.

For detailed suggestions on motivating an interest in language and
composition activities, see the seventh-grade "Introduction to the Units."

The eighth-grade program is, on first glance, a demanding one. How-
ever, most students at this grade level are interested in heroes. If the
te-rther is prepared to offer the challenge, he can expect a rewarding
ac,:eptance of it from his students.
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THE NCBLE MAN IN WESTERN CULTURE:

THE MAKING Cr THE HERO

Grade 8

CORE TEXTS:

Track A:

Stephen Crane, The Red Badge of Courage (New York: Dell Paperback,
1960). (5070

Pierre Boulle, The Bridge Over the River Kwal (New York: Bantam,
1957). (507T

Anne Frank, The Dian of a Young Girl (New York: Pocket Book,
1953). r515-0)

Harper Lee, To Kill a Mockingbird (New York: Popular Library,
1962). WO--

Ernest Hemingway, The Old Man and the Sea (New York: Scribner's,
1952). ($1.60r.

Track B:

Same as Track A but The Red Badge of Courage. Substitute:

Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings, The YearlirK (New York: Scribner's,
19 ). ($1.45)

OR
Booker T. Washington, px; From Slavery (New York: Bantam, 1959).

(600)

Track C:

Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings, The Yearling (New York: Scribner's,
19 ). ($1.45)

Antony Hope, The Prisoner of Zenda (New York: Pyramid, 19 ).
(350)

Robert L. Scott, God is M Co-Pilot (New York: Ballantine,
19 ). (350)

Ernest Hemingway, The Old Man and the Sea (New York: Scribner's,
1952). (a.601

NOTE: The following collection of short stories maybe used as in-class
introductions to the idea of the modern hero:

Roger Goodman (ed.), 75. Short Masterpieces (New York: Bantam,
1961). (600)

The following selections are recommended:

"He Swung and He Missed," p. 5.
"Senor Payroll," p. 12.
"Daughter", p. 35.
"The Upturned Face," p. 49.



"A Game of Billiards," p. 53.
"The Test," p. 90.
"The Sniper," p. 197.
"A Dangerous Guy Indeed," p. 221.
"The Begger Woman of Locarno," p. 253.
"The Phoenix," p. 255.
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I. DESCRIPTION OF CONTENTS

This unit introduces to the student the concept of the hero in western
literature, a concept they will use later in the eighth grade units, The
Historical Novel Hero, The Journey Novel Hero, and The Epic Hero: Beowulf
and Roland. This unit, and the entire eighth grade program, builds upon
tha seventh grade units on nth and religious narrative and becomes, with
the seventh grade units, fundamental in the curriculum program.

If the student is to have an understanding of the hero, the teacher must
make him aware of the continuity of the concept of the hero by specific ref-
erences to western literature. The first section of this unit concerns the
varying concepts of the hero throughout western literature by using brief
quotations from Greek, Roman and Renaissance literatures; the second section
deals with the hero of modern literature. The student should compare the
heroes of modern literature with the heroes of the past as well as understand
the traits of each hero. The entire unit emphasizes the hero as a character
in western literature rather than as an historical man. In this respect,

the hero of literature is closer to "myth" than ordinary modern history.

The teacher's packet contains brief critical essays concerning the
prominent literary heroes of western literature. and essays discussing
most of the modern works that the students read. The essays are meant
to be aids for the teacher, not lectures for the students, but the questions
in the student packet are designed to reflect the ideas contained in the
critical essays. The student should work towards the central idea of each
selection--this may take some pushing on the teacher's part to be sure--but
active participation is always worth more than passive listening. The essays
do not answer all of the questions in the student packet but most of the
questions, beyond the simple "what happens here" type, relate to the central
idea of the critical essay. It is hoped that there are enough evestions so
the teacher may select the ones most suited to the level of the class. One
can, of course, overdo the question technique and the student wanders away
from the experience of the book to the answering of the questions. Perhaps
it would be best to have the students read each selection through before
attempting to answer the questions. It would be a shame to interrupt the
death of the fish in The Old Man and the Sea with a question. The questions,
then, are for the teacher's selection, not his restriction.

The unit deals with two kinds of heroes, to oversimplify; exemplary
heroes constructed by cultures in which the values of the culture are
somehow embodied in the hero and in which the depth and richness and full-
ness of the character is the depth and richness and fullness of an idea

given radiance in a man. These are the heroes discussed in the section
titled "The Heroes" (II, B). The teacher will find that the reading
techniques which the student learns in approaching these characters is also
the reading technique which the student will need to handle the characters
in the unit on Beowulf and Roland (The Epic Hero) and, making suitable
adjustments for the difference between heroic and satiric technique, in
the Lazaro-Don Quixote unit (The Joynlanyel). On the other hand, the
modern heroes included in this stuuy have another kind of "depth' and richness--
the kind that goes with an imaginative rendering of complex psychology.
And with this kind of writing, the complicated, question of "point of view"
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in fiction becomes prominent; the teacher should study carefully the essay
on "point of view" included in Section E II (The Modern Hero: "The Modern
hero and the author: "point of view" in reading.) The student who nesters
the reading techniques requred for the handling of the "modern hero" section
will be ready for the Historical Novel unit and for other units in the
Nebraska Curriculum dealing with modern fiction.

II. Critical Aids:

A. The Hero and his Culture:

This unit will be concerned with the hero as an ideal, an ideal of his
culture and his creator. The seventh (gads units at liessicol
outlines two possible functions of myth that are quite applicable to a
discussion of the hero. Myths tend to (1) picture the values and, ideals
toward which the vam should move and (2) picture whatever id holy to,
the groan. The classical and Christian heroes, at least, fulfill these
functions. Whether Achilles or Beowulf actually existed is not-of prime
importance; what allegorical, symbolic, or exemplary meaning they embodied
for their culture is all important. If we are to discuss the hero at all,
we must consider the values of the work that contains him.

To extract Achilles from the Iliad and place him in the world of
Beowulf, then condemn him for his pride, certainly distorts the heroic
character of Achilles. But Achilles is the grand and honored hero of
the Iliad; his heroic nature is valuable within the Iliad but not
necessarily within peowulf, The Ssaa of Roland, or The Red Badge, of
Courage,. The Greek hero defended his honor with physical courage, was
proud of his courage and his honor, and would sacrifice all, even Greek
victory, for his honor. The Iliad's moving force is the revenge and
wrath of Achilles against Agamemnon. After Achilles deliberately with-
draws from battle, the Greeks, in spite of such forinidible warriors as
Diomedes, Ajax and Odysseus, fall back to their ships beaten by Hector
and the Trojans. Only when Achilles returns to the battle may the Greeks
conquer; his superior strength and courage are necessary for Greek victory.
The values of the Iliad are contained in its hero: Achilles exemplifies
physical strength and courage as well as justifiable pride. Perhaps
Aristotle's definition of the great-souled, proud man best captures the
hero of the Iliad: "Now the man is thought to be proud great-souleg
who thinks himself worthy of great things, . . the proud great-souleg
man, then, is an extreme in respect of the greatness of his claims, but
a mean in respect go] the rightness of them" Achilles is the proud
man worthy of his pride and the Greek ideal. But each literary work
defines its own hero. Achilles, Aeneas and Beowulf embody Greek, Roman
and Medieval Christian ideals each in his own way. (Further detailed
discussion of the epic hero may be found in the later unit, The is
Fero' fl-ise heroes are hardly "realistic" or particular human beings,
a frx/,-, " ?Comes quite evident if we try to imagine any one...of them
as hi -I. xather than literary, figures.

frem Maurice B. McNamee, Honor and the is Hero (New York:
1960), p. 6.
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To the Romans Aeneas was an example of the good man; his stoicism,
his physical superiority, his pious nature are all exemplary and the
composite, ideal Aeneas was never meant to have the psychological
complexity of a modern literary hero. Aeneas' complexity is moral,

not psychological, and we ask questions of Aeneas' moral qualities
and how they embody Roman ideals, not whether Aeneas' behavior is psycho-

logically plausible. These heroes imitate ideals, not persons; they

"tend to picture whatever is holy to the group."

The word "group" in our last paragraph gives us the clue to the con-

trast between the epic hero and the modern literary hero. As a society

becomes more complex, the literary audience fragments and the artist can
not depend on a uniform reaction to his work. He no longer can predict

what "is holy to the group," only what is holy to himself. Not only does

the tone of his work change but the traits of his heroes change. The

heroes embody the artist's ideals (as they do in the Classical and Chris-
tian epic), but not necessarily the audience's ideals. The stature of

the hero is reduced, he seldom has national or cultural scope, and he
tends to be more realistic and psychological. The character of the hero

loses its exemplary qualities as it gains psychological depth. Since the

artist can not rely on the values of the, group to sustain or support his
hero, he must construct a value system on his own. This system may or may

not support the morality of a large section of his society. (See the

seventh grade unit, The Making of Stories frr more details.) The modern

realistic hero embodies the ideals of the artist who creates him--ideals
that may conflict with the code of contemporaneous society. Achilles,

Aeneas or Beowulf never struggle against a moral or social norm, they
support it; but the conflict between the modern hero and the existing
moral and social code is often the very heart of a modern novel.

Given these differences between the modern and the epic hero, it seems
almost fruitless to compare them on an absolute scale--the modern hero
doesn't have a chance. What modern hero has the pride and courage of
Achilles, the piety and duty of Aeneas or the Christian virtues of the
Red-Cross Knight in Spencer's Faire Queene? A rare man indeed. But we
must constantly remember that these heroes are not men at all, but
composite ideals, exemplary and allegorical figuresc, When an artist
starts with a national or cultural ideal and works towards a man, he
creates an Achilles or Aeneas; when an artist starts with a man and
works towards his own ideal, he creates a Henry Fleming (The Red Badge,
of Courage) or Santiago (The Old Man and the Sea).

Thus far we have discussed the hero as an ideal, not a man of action;
but what a hero is reflects in what he does,. Achilles can not prove his
courage in a tea room; he must have battles 'endan antagonist the stature
of Hector. The noblest Achaean must have the noblest Trojan to defeat.
Any hero must be tested in order to prove his heroism, so that any dis-
cussion of what makes a hero must consider the obstacles he surmonts.
The author who creates the hero and his virtues creates the obstacles as
well; and again we are reminded that any literary hero must be discussed
with his surroundings, i.e., the work in which he exists. To have a
hero like Achilles appear amid the soldiers in The Red Badge, of Courage
is unthinkable; Achilles' type of courage just does not exist in The
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Red Badge. But a test of the hero is common to both the Iliad and The
Red Badge, as it is in most hero-centered literature. The hero meets his
test with all he is and either is conquered or conquers.

B. The Heroes:

1. Achilles.

It may be difficult for us to admire the boastful, proud Achilles,
but his place as the hero of the Iliad may not be disputed. The

Greek warriors admire and praise him; the Trojans feat even his
presence on the battle field. Achilles combines the Greek virtues
of physical prowess, exemplified by Telemonian Ajax, and crafty
intelligence, exemplified by Odysseus. To condemn Achilles is
to condemn the whole Iliad, because the structure of the poem sup-
ports Achilles. He is wronged by Agamemnon, withdraws from the
fighting until his beloved friend, Patroclos, is killed, then seeks
revenge on Hector and the Trojans. The Iliad ends with Achilles
victorious, feared and admired. Homer does not ask us to admire
Achilles as a person, but as an heroic ideal.

The student's sympathy (which is fully justified) for the Trojan
warriors may block their judgment of Achilles, but perhaps it is
enough for them to realize the Achilles is a hero and the type of
hero he is--justifiably proud and "fierce." In the selection from
the Iliad read by the students the physical prowess of Achilles
is quite evident; what the student may not see is Achilles' pride,
and that it is justified by his feats on the battle field. Achilles
is flattered by the comparing of him to the men he kills; he kills
the worthy because he is worthier.

2. Aeneas.

Achilles is reminded by the gods throughout the Iliad that his
fate is death; Aeneas is reminded in the Aeneid that his fate is the
founding of Rome. The "personal" warrior's code ideal of the
Iliad contrasts directly with the national ideal of the Aeneid and,
of course, Oach hero reflects the ideal. Aeneas serves the national
destiny of Rome, and the "great Aeneas" acts out his fate with
obedient duty, a duty that requires him to kill the worthy for the
sake of his destiny. Aeneas has a pity for his victim, Lausus,
that Achilles could never express, but Aeneas kills in spite of his
pity because he realizes that the founding of Rome depends upon
his deeds. Aeneas' compassion and sense of duty points towards the
Christian knight and away from Achilles' personal code of honor,
but Aeneas is still a classical hero--he is proud, he is the "great
Aeneas."

In the selection the students read Aeneas is moved by the son,
Lausus, defending his father. Filial devotion and duty may be
substituted for national duty in this short selection, and a'brief
report on Aeneas' final national destiny would easily link the
filial and national. This selection also is useful for a discussion
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of courage and justice. Lausus seems courageous when he comes forth

to defend his father, but his courage disintergrates into foolhardi-

ness when he attacks the great Aeneas, even after Aeneas' warning.

His rashness destroys him just as much as Aeneas' sword. Aeneas'

duty to Rome overcomes his compassion and he slays him, but Aeneas

does recognize a code higher than personal glory. He does not

boast over Lausus' body; he honors the code of filial devotion by

allowing Lausus' fath r, Mezentius, the right to bury his son. Aeneas

recognizes the enemy's rights and this is Aeneas' justice--devotion
to an ideal higher than himself and adherence to that ideal. Justice

implies this devotion and duty to an ideal and again we may separate

Achilles from Aeneas. Achilles is devoted to his own glory, Aeneas
to the glory of Rome; Achilles' justice involves personal honor,

Aeneas' justice involves national honor.

3. Sir Gawain and Sir Lancelot.

Sir Gawain and Sir Lancelot should be judged against the code of

knighthood outlined in Diaz deGamez's "Chivalric Ideal." Both
knights honor the order of knighthood and both are worthy men, but
Sir Lancelot, in this passage, is the superior knight--not only in
physical strength but in moral strength. In this respect we may use

Gamez's "Chivalric Ideal" as the moral code and the selection from
Malory as the exempla (or example) of this moral code. This moral .

code includes the four secular virtues of Christianity--courage,
justice, prudence and temperance) tempered by humility (duty to God's
will) and charity (love of fellowman). The code of knighthood
functions to serve the earthly king (here King Arthur) and the
heavenly king (the triune God), and when a knight forsakes the code,
he forsakes both his king and his God. The code is not, then, a
"save-the-fair-damsel" ethic but a devotion to higher ideals, ideals
grounded in medieval Christianity.

There is no question that Sir Gawain is a great knight, but his
reasons for fighting Sir Lancelot are suspect: he wishes revenge upon
Sir Lancelot for the death of his brothers. Sir Gawain calls Sir
Lancelot a traitor and a coward, insults that force Sir Lancelot to
defend himself. Sir Lancelot does not fight because he is enraged,
but because he is "as a beast at bay" and must fight. He must fight

because his very knighthood is being challenged, and he fights
reluctantly. He fights all the more reluctantly because he is
fighting against King Aruthur's "own blood."

The word "endure" best summarizes Sir Lancelot's behavior during
the fight and also serves as a point of comparison between Sir Lancelot
and the other heroes we have met. Sir Lancelot endures the superhuman

1
The last two virtues, prudence and temperance, may be called "self-control"

for the student. "Prudence" and "temperance" tend to have unfavorable connotations
today.
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blows of Sir Gawain until Sir Gawain loses his great strength; then
Sir Lancelot must "do his duty" by striking Sir Gawain down. Sir
Gawain never loses his insulting tongue ("Turn again and slay me,
traitor knight"), but Sir Lancelot is true to the code, not to
his personal anger. He will endure Sir Gawain "by the grace of God."
Sir Lancelot recognizes his duty to his God and his dependence on him
as well as his duty to his fellow knight. The intemperate Sir
Gawain has little charity for Sir Lancelot, while Sir Lancelot controls
his anger and serves the higher code of knighthood. But Sir Lancelot
has deserted King Aruthur, and Arthur laments this loss because
"without good knights, the king is like a man who has neither feet
nor hands."

Any comparison between Achilles and Sir Lancelot should be easy
to make by this time--Aeneas is the problem. Sir Lancelot embodies
perhaps more than the national ideal embodied in Aeneas. His virtues
are religious before they are national--God, then king; while Aeneas'
virtues are national before they are religious--Rome, then the gods.
This may be a fine distinction for the student to make but perhaps
a discussion of justice would focus the problem. Aeneas, as we
have seen, devotes himself to Rome and to his fate that he must found
Rome; this code determines his justice: Sir Lancelot is devoted to
a code of knighthood based on a devotion to God. Aeneas endures by
his faith in Rome, Sir Lancelot "endures by the grace of God."

4. Mr. Oakhurst.

The title of Bret Htrte's short story establishes the basic
contrast between the outcasts and the people of Poker Flat. The
outcasts are far nobler than the townspeople and one searches for
a standard of judgment. In the Iliad. Aeneid and La Mort D'Arthure
the standards of justice coincide with the society involved in each
work. Aeneas supports his own society's ideals, the society in and
out of the Aeneid, but in "The Outcasts" the main characters are in
conflict with their society. The standard of justice cannot be the
mores of the townspeople of Poker Flat; they banish the only good
man among them. Their standard of justice is revenge for monetary
loss. lath the exception of Uncle Billy, who becomes an outcast
from the outcasts, the sympathy for others redemns the main charac-
ters--in Gamez's terms, their charity. Mother Shipton's death, the
Duchess' concern for Piney and Tom's desire to entertain the group,
all stem from their charity. Initially the outcasts are isolated
persons, isolated from the town and from each other, but gradually
they lose their selfishness and help each other. All but Uncle Billy
are good people on this standard of charity, and he is an outcast
from even society's rejects.

This standard of charity also judges Mr. Oakhurst and makes him
at once "the strongest and the weakest" of the outcasts. Oakhurst
realizes the ultimate fate of the group and what he must do to save
them, but he cannot perform his duty--a duty that would require
him to go back to Poker Flat, face the townspeople and save the
group. He is a man..obsessed with his fate, and he allows his fate



to conquer him. Oakhurst is fascinated with the Achilles of Tom
Simpson's narration because Achilles knew he was to die. But
Achilles slays Hector in spite of this fate; Mr. Oakhurst cannot
perform the heroic act, and the realization of his own death conquers
him. He is a man of fate, a gambler who lives by chance, but he
cannot accept the consequences when his luck runs out. But Oakhurst
is the strongest person in the group because he has this knowledge
of death. He comforts and encourages them, lies about Uncle Billy's
theft of the provisions so they won't be upset and prevents the
group from panicking. Oakhurst should go back to Poker Flats and
he should help all the others back. If Tom Simpson can make it,
certainly Mr. Oakhurst could have. Oakhurst is not a coward because
he refuses to act, but his own sense of fate destroys him6 His
failure to act violates the standards of the outcast group because
he forsakes the group, thus forsaking his fellow man. Piney and
The Duchess die locked in each other's arms--an affirmation of
charity; while Mr. Oakhurst dies alone and by his own hand--a
denial of charity. He is the strong who failed the heroic test.
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IVe The Modern Hero

\A. The Red Badge of Camrsge: Henry Fleming - (Courage)

\
1 From the first paragraph of the Red Bake of Courage the army is alive

and the landscape moves, threatens or consoles Henry Fleming as he prepares

to meet the great "blood-swollen god" of war. Henry must learn what

\ courage is before he may confront the war god; he must shed not only

,cowardice but his humanity as well; he must become a fanatic and a beast

In

order to become a hero. The vivid life of this book lies not only in

h obvious excitement in the events of the battle but in the metaphorical

transformation of shell bursts to flowers, trees to gods and men to

beasts. When Henry runs, he runs "liku a rabbit"; when he is cornered,

he develops teeth and claws" and in the midst of battle the men

"resembled animals tossed for a death struggle into a dark pit. There

was a sensation that he and his fellows, at bay, were pushing back,

always pushing fierce onslaughts of creatures who were slippery" (p. 138).

The soldiers lose their humanity to become heroes. But The Red Badge

of Courage is not a propaganda tract for a pacifist league, it describes

what happens to one who meets the war god and becomes a man.

When Henry Fleming leaves his mother disappointed at the rather flat

and unheroic goodbye, he is a vain, self-centered recruit who belives

that battles "might not be distinctly Homeric, but there seemed to be

much glory in them." (p. 30) But the dullness of the camp whose tent

floors seem built for eternal use destroys Henry's vision of heroics

and he grew "to regard himself merely as a part of a vast blue demonstra-

tion. His province was to look out, as far as he could, for his personal

comfort." (p. 34) Henry certainly loses his individuality by wearing the

blue uniform and drilling with the troops, but he does not lose his

selfishness. He is an insignificant but selfish member of the snake like

army that "crawled from the cavern of the night," and the conversations

with the loud soldier, Wilson, and Jim Conklin confirm our opinion that

Henry wants to test his own courage not the army's. Henry's first

encounter with the enemy reflects his own selfishness:

But he instantly saw that it would be impossible for him to

escape from the regiment. It inclosed him. And there were

iron laws of tradition and law on four sides. He was in a

moving box.
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As he perceived this fact it occurred to him that he had
never wished to come to the war. He had not enlisted of
his free will. He had been dragged by the merciless govern-
ment. And now they were taking him out to be slaughtered.
(p. 51)

Henry sees himself as an object "carried along by a mob" with no
responsibility for his own life or death, and he pities himself, to
the point of wishing himself dead or wounded so he could "retire with
perfect self-respect and make excuses to the stars." (p. 101) But
Henry is not alone in his selfishness, the entire regiment defeats
itself in its first encounter by being a confused mob, not an =Y.
Its movements are separate and confused:

There was a singular absence of heroic poses. The men bending
and surging in their haste and rage were in every impossible
attitude. The steel ramrods clanked and clanged with incessant
din as the men pounded them furiously into the hot rifle bar-
rels. The flaps of the cartridge boxes were all unfastened,
and bobbed idiotically with each movement. The rifles, once
loaded, were jerked to the shoulder and fired without apparent
aim into the smoke or at one of the blurred and shifting forms
which upon the field before the regiment had been growing
larger and larger like puppets under a magicians's hands. (p. 67)

There is no aim or organized action in the regiment, and, of course,
they come off badly in their first encounter with the enemy. Henry
stands because the others stand; Henry runs because he perceives that
others are running. His actions are controlled by others, and Henry's
and the regiment's actions are singularly unheroic in the encounter.

When Henry returns to his unit after he has run from the battle,
witnessed the death of Jim Conklin and been humiliated by the "tattered
man," he is cared for by Wilson, the loud soldier, but Wilson has changed.
No longer does he boast of his coming heroism; he has been calmed and
humbled by the battle and, as such, is a deliberate psychological contrast
to Henry who has not seen the war god and has not been changed. Wilson
helps Henry and is ashamed when Henry tries to lord his "last letter"
over him. Henry boasts and lies about his ironic red badge of courage
while Wilson, who has reason to be proud, humbles himself before Henry's
taunts. Wilson is a man, Henry is still a boy; Wilson has met the war
god, Henry has not; Wilson has lost the selfishness that Henry retains
with renewed enthusiasm.

In the second charge after Henry returns to his unit, he again becomes
the beast charging at the war god, but this time he comprehends every-
thing, everything "save why he himself was there." (p. 149) He does not
ask that terrible question, it is just not in his mind at the time of
the charge. Henry participates not only in the physical fact of the
charge but in the psychological frenzy that permeates the charge:

But there was a frenzy made from this furious rush. The men,
pitching forward insanely, had burst into cheerings, moblike
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and barbaric, but tuned in strange keys that can arouse the
dullard and the stoic. It made a mad enthusiasm that, it
seemed, would be incapable of checking itself before granite
and brass. There was the delirium that encounters despair
and death, and is heedless and blind to the odds. It is a
temporary but sublime absence of selfishness, And because
it was of this order was the reason, perhaps, why the youth
wondered, afterward, what reasons he could have had for
being there, (p. 149, italics added)

Henry asks no questions when he charges, he thinks of nothing; he only
reacts to the charge, the questioning comes later. We must remember
that Henry is never alone in any of these charges, he may lead a few, but
he never charges without his mates. It is this atmosphere of the "sublime
absence of selfishness" that, allows Henry to charge, that leads him to
heroism .l. It is in no sense a conscious act, but it is a courageous
one. Henry still exists in the "moving box" that is the army, but no
longer does h whine about it; he is being taken out to be slaughtered,
but he has lostk himself and the question"why am I here?" Later in the
battle when Henry is the color-bearer and, in a sense, leading the
charge, the same loss of self takes places

For it seemmd,that the mob of blue men hurling themselves
on the dangero\is group of rifles were again grown suddenly
wild with an enthusiasm of unselfishness But they
were in a state of frenzy, perhaps because of forgotten
vanities, and it made an exhibition of sublime reckless-
ness. There was, apparently, no considered loopholes. It
appeared that the. swift wings of their desires would have
shattered against the gates of the impossible. (pp. 173-174)

Henry's courage comes in a frenzied charge that robs him of himself;
cowardice comes when Henry is a selfish part of the group. Courage,
then, is sacrifice, and Henry has learned what Wilson knew after the
first encounter: "He felt a quiet manhood, nonassertive but of sturdy
and strong blood. He knew that he would no more quail before his guides
wherever they should point. He had been to touch the great death, and
found that, after all, it was but the great death. He was a man."

B. The Old Man and the Sea: Santiago (Control)

Santiago is a man who loses everything but that which makes him a
Man. His old age has taken his youthful fishing skills, so that what is
left is a good right hand, a bad left hand and his knowledge of the sea;
his society has taken his only helper and worshiper away from him, the
boy, because the old man has run out of luck, and the sharks destroy the
last symbol of what he is, the fish. But the book is not an exercise in
defeat and pessimism, for the old man is, in his own words, "destroyed but
not defeated." Though his body hardly obvyto him anymore, the old man's
will and intellizence conquers the pain of his body and he kills the fish.

The old man's world is the sea and the creatures of the sea. In fact,
we might say that Santiago' -s religion is the sea; his doctrine of salvation
is union with the creatures of the sea, and his ritual of worship the
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killing of the fish. The religion of his society does not comfort him;
he uses it as a spell and good luck charm: "I will say ten Our Fathers
and ten Hail Iarys that I should catch this fish, and I promise to make a
pilgrimage to the Virgen de Cobre if I catch him. That is a promise."
(p 63) But his panthesitic religion does actively help him as the birds
show him 'there bait is:

If they donit travel too fast I will get into them, the
old man thought, and he watched the school working the
water white and the bird now dropping and dipping into
the bait fish that were forced to the surface in their
panic.

The bird is a great help;" the old man said. (p. 35) And
Santiago receives comfort from his remembrance of turtles:

Most people are heartless about turtles because a turtle's
heart will beat for hours after he has been cut up and
butchered. But the old man thought, I have such a heart too
and my feet and hands are like theirs. He ate the white
eggs to give himself strength. He ate them all through
May to be strong in September and October for the truly
big fish. (p. 34)

But the creatures of the sea arc not all helpful and noble. The Portuguese-
man -of -war stings him, and he rejoices when the turtles pop them open and
eat them. Although the first shark to hit the fish is noble, "everything
about him Ehe Mako sharg was beautiful except his jaws." the second
and third group of sharks glut themselves when they tear at the great
fish, "the shark let go of the fish and slid down, swallowing what he
had taken as he died." (p. 108) But the old man does not hate the order
of the sea, an order that will save him or destroy him; he accepts the
inevitable destruction that must be his.

The old man seeks union with the fish and quite early in the hunt the
fish loses any commercial value: "How many people will he feed, he thought.
But are they worthy to eat him? No, of course not." (p.74); and the
hunt becomes spiritual: "I'll kill him though, in all his greatness and
his glory." (p. 64) The old man thinks of himself as having intelligence
and will and the great fish as having heart and nobility, 'Put, thank
God, they are not as intelligent as we who kill them; although they are
more noble and more able." (p. 61) "I wish I was the fish, he thought,
with everything he has against only my will and my intelligence" (p. 62)
The old man's intelligence and will can defeat the fish because only
these qualities can overcome the pain of the kill, for "I must hold his
pain where it is, he thought. Mine does not matter. I can control mine.
But his pain could drive him mad." (p. 87) Santiago seeks to control
in equipoise the pain of the fish and his own pain but this search for
balance and union creates his own sacrifice and that of the fish. By
choosing to go beyond the safe fishing waters, he chooses not only
confront the glory of the fish but to confront his own destruction:

His choice had been to stay in the deep dark water far out
beyond all snares and traps and treacheries. My choice was
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to go there to find him beyond all people. Beyond all
people in the world. Now we are joined together and
have been since noon. And no one to help either one of
us. (p. 48)

Santiago looks upon the fish as his brother, a brother he must kill
and a brother he would wish to be: "Man is not much beside the great
birds and beasts. Still I would rather be that beast down there in
the darkness of the sea." (p, 67) Just before Santiago kills the fish
there is an almost complete spiritual balance between the fish and the
man:

You are killing me, fish, the old man thought. But you
have a right to. Never have I seen a greater, or more
beautiful, or a calmer or more noble thing than you, brother,
Come on and kill me. I do not care who kills who.

Now you are getting confused in the head, he thought.
You must keep your head clear. Keep your head clear and
know how to suffer like a man. Or a fish, he thought. (p. 92)

The old man has relinquished his very intelligence and he endures through
his suffering only, just certainly as the fish endures. At the moment of
the kill, "he took all his pain and what was left of his strength and
his long gone pride and he put it against the fish's agony." (p. 93)
And of course he drives his harpoon through the fish's heart, the fish's
nobility.

This theme of endurance and self-sacrifice certainly helps explain
the many metaphorical reference to Christ. Although the Christ symbolism
of the book is in no way structural (the old man is not literally crucified,
nor is there a last supper, etc.); the references to the Christian idea
of a sacrificial salvation supports the theme of The Old Man and the Sea.
When the sharks hit the fish and the old man cries out "Ay," Hemingway
says, "There is no translation for this word and perhaps it is just a
noise such as a man might make, involuntarily, feeling the nail go through
his hands and into the wood ." (p. 107). We should not transform the old
man into Christ but remind ourselves that the old man's suffering is like
that of Christ's. Men the old man hauled the mast of his ship back to
his house, "he started to climb again and at the top he fell and lay for
some time with the mast across his shoulder" (p. 121); we again are
reminded of the Christian sacrifice,but this reference works like metaphor
and not like the assertion of identity. The idea of control, sacrifice,
and endurance is the important allusion, not that Santiago is in any sense
a new Christ, not even a new "symbolic" Christ.

C. The Bridge Over the River Kwai: Colonel Nicholson (Control-Courage)

Col. Nicholson, like Santiago in The Old Man and the Sea and Henry
Fleming in The Red Badge of Cain at, goes beyond reason and the normal
order of things, but Nicholscn's rigid adherance to military discipline
leads to an inversion of value not the affirmation of value. Nicholson's
"courage" and devotion to an ideal blinds him to the true values expounded
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in the book. At first Nicholson's devotion to this military ideal produces
valuable results; his insistence that he and his officers maintain control
of their men for the good of the men is a noble ideal and certainly his
ordeal and torture makes us admire him. But when Nicholson does gain
control his main thought is the bridge, not the physical welfare of his
pen. He becomes obsessed with the idea of perfection; the idea is trans-
formed into attacks on his own men for impeding the progress of the bridge.
He strives not for his men but for the bridge. He must build a better
bridge than the Japanese could build to prove that the Western idea of
perfection is superior to the Japanese culture. He deplores the methods
of, the Japanese because they are not efficient and they will not last. He

proceeds to build a better bridge sc the Japanese may conquer Asia and
hence, forsakes the ideals of the war for the ideal of perfection.

But Col. Nicholson is not the only offender- As officers follow and
admire him so much so that they are counterparts of his personality.
Reeves the engineer criticizes the Japanese engineer and perfects a plan
for a bridge that would last twenty years. Hughes perfects his talent
for managing men and drives them to build the "perfect" bridge and the
men themselves devote their lives to the bridge. Clipton, the medical

officer, is the sole doubter and he always is asking himself, "Is
Nicholson a hero or a fool?" And this question must be answered if we
are to understand the book. Nicholson's devotion to a higher ideal and
his determination to execute that ideal are admirable traits, traits that
we have observed in all the heroes we have considered. The deliberate
contrast between Col. Saito and Col. Nicholson, between a ruined, incapable
man and a military ideal, certainly enhances our judgment of Nicholson.
Nicholson's insistence on military respect and adherence to the Manual
of Military Law seems quite admirable,'but even this admiration is tempered
by Clipton's doubts, and we soon learn to listen to Clipton.

The parallel plot concerning the demolition team and the development
of Joyce obviously links to the building of the bridge on the action level
and probably not so obviously'on the thematic level. Force 316 must
destroy the bridge and they must do it perfectly. They are also obsessed
with the idea of perfection, they must plant the charges in exactly the
right place, they must think of every possible detail and yet they fail.
They fail because they are not fighting the Japanese but their own western
idea of perfection embodied in Col. Nicholson. Force 316 pits a young
man who has not been,tested, Joyce, against the most determined and insane
of men, Col. Nicholson. Joyce will be able to use the knife to kill, but
he kills the wrong 'man. Perfection destroys itself by blinding itself to
the reality of war and the defeat of the Japanese. Col. Nicholson does
go beyond the'normal expectations of society and he is, in a sense,
courageous, but he serves the wrong ideal and the ideal destroys not only
himself but the socie6y in which he exists. It is courage gone wrong.

D. The Diary of a Young Girl: Anne Frank (Courage)

The structure of Anne's diary depends not only upon the physical events
that happen to her but upon the state of her mind. As Anne says, "memories
mean more to me than dresses," and memories constitute her diary. But
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these are not memories that run in a straight line to a specific physical

or psychological event; they are memories recorded in all their vividness,

without a judgment by the rememberer, Anne. She records her life and as

we read through her diary we realize this is not a record of her physical

isolation only, but of psychological isolation. Her daily trials of
hunger and fear of the Germans take second place to her concern for her
awn "self" and its relation to the others in the isolated group. The

struggle with her physical isolation is shared by the whole group and
finally resolved by the Germans carrying them away, but the struggle with
her psychological isolation is shared only by her diary, Kitty, and
resolution never comes. The last entry presents the problem that Anne

never learns how to overcome:

My lighter superficial side will always be too quick for
the deeper side of me and that's why it will always win.

You can't imagine how often I've tried to push this Anne
v aaway, to cripple her, to hide twr, becausa after all, she's

only half of what's called Anne: but it doesn't work and
I know, too, why it doesn't work.

Anne divides herself in two - her social "Anne" and her diary "Anne" - and
we, of course, see the Anne of the diary. Anne's struggle is to resolve
these two into one Anne, but she can never truly present the diary Anne
to the others isolated with her. She tries with Peter but their relation-
ship so often is one of Anne worshiping Peter rather than Peter ever
knowing the "real" Anne; but the only moments of understanding outside her
diary come in her talks with Peter. She distrusts her mother, finds her
cold and unknowable; she loves her father but cannot talk to him. Peter
does meet the Anne of the diary for a few brief talks.

The structure of the diary follows this struggle between the two
Anne's - Anne as social object and Anne as psychological reality. She
stands between her hatred of others who treat her as an object and her
understanding toleration of others. In the entry for 22 January 1944,
Anne feels she is quite mature and can reconcile her own wants with those
of the groups, "I want to start afresh and try to get to the bottom of
it all, not be like the saying 'the young always follow a bad example.'
I want to examine the whole matter carefully myself and find out what is
true and what is exaggerated." But her equilibrium is easily upset as it
might easily be given the intense pressure of having to live with others
and Anne retreats into herself again (13 February 1944), "I desperately
want to be alone. Daddy has noticed that I'm not quite my usual self,
but I really can't tell him everything. 'Leave me in peace, leave me
alone;' that's what I'd like to keep crying out all the time. Who knows,
the day may come when I'm left alone more than I would wish!" She pities
herself and retreats into herself, the self we witness, her diary Kitty.
Kitty becomes Anne's "real" and isolated self.

Maturity would come to Anne if she could live with her social self--
the self that is the object of others, that walks around the annex, that
talks and reacts to Mrs. Van Daan and Dussel. She manages to have brief
periods of what we might call maturity. She tries to see her mother
objectively; she tries to see the other persons viewpoint, but her doubts
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and dislikes never allow her to maintain a stable viewpoint towards the

other members of the group. This is, of course, an adolesence's view of

the world and with Anne we have all of this struggle compressed into the
diary because Anne must live with the others. She cannot physically
escape. She must escape into her diary. Her last plea to her diary is
all the more terrible and pitiful because we know that she will die,and
the physical reality of the Germans will destroy the struggle with herself,
a struggle that is never resolved:

A voice sobs within me . . . . Cho I would like to listen,
but it doesn't work; . . . and finally I twist my heart round
again, so that the bad is on the outside and the good is on
the inside and keep on trying to find a way of becoming what
I would so like to be, and what I could be, if . . there
weren't any other people living in the world.

E. The Modern Hero

1. The Modern Hero and Value.

Perhaps the psychology of Anne Frank leads us to the basic problem
in any discussion of the modern hero. Anne's psychology is split
into two ideas of herself; she sees herself as an object of a social
group, of other people's desires and wishes and she sees herself as
an individual, distinct "self" that no other person may know. Kitty,

her diary, is the only record of Anne's inner self. Of course Anne
never unites her two selves and her final cry is for other people to
disappear so her inner self maybe perfected. The drama of a modern
novel so often involves this struggle of two psychological selves
rather than a physical struggle. Even in a novel that depends so
much on action like The Bridge Over the River Kwai, the main interest
is Col. Nicholson's psychology, his inability to recognize when an
ideal has gone wrong. Santiago in the Old Man and the Sea goes
out "beyond all people" to kill his brother and to reaffirm the very
order of his inner self--in a spiritual sense, the fish and the old
man become one. Henry Fleming loses his inner self to the mad frenzy
of the charge and in so doing becomes a man.

Previously we noted that the values of Achilles, Aeneas and Sir
Lancelot coincided with the values of their society. If we compare
the modern hero with these ancient heroes we notice that the values of
the modern hero may coincide with the values of Achilles, Aeneas or
Sir Lancelot (e.g. Santiago and Sir Lancelot), but the values of the
modern hero usually conflict with those of his society. The hero
usually perceives the difference between the values of his inner self
and those of society--he must either accept the values of his society
(as does Henry Fleming) or reject them (as does Holden Caufield in
Catcher in the Rye). If he rejects society's values, he is either
destroyed because he cannot establish his own values (as is Quentin in
Faulkner's The Sound and the Fury) or he must construct values for
himself, values that may conflict with accepted norms. This conflict
between the inner self and the social self usually occurs within the
modern hero's mind, a conflict that seldom occurs in Classical or
Christian literature, One might object by citing Hamlet; doesn't he
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have this inner struggle? Certainly he does, but there is never any
question of the true values. Hamlet is not questioning the necessity
for revenge, for righting the wrongs of Claudius. Hamlet knows what
he must do. The questioning in Hamlet's mind concerns the validity
of the ghost's accusations, is the ghost a true ghost, is the ghost
from God or the Devil. The modern hero struggles to establish values;
he either defeats or he is destroyed by his social self.

2. The Modern Hero and the Author: "point of view" and reading:

A discussion of the modern hero must consider two questions that
confront modern literature: (1) what type of characters has the
author created, (2) what is the author's attitude toward these charac-
ters. In literature before the 19th century we are seldom in doubt
about the author's feelings towards his characters. Homer, Virgil
and Malory tell us quite explicityly who their heroes are and what they
think of them. The problems of interpreting the author's attitudes
are a matter of historical perspective rather than the author's
ambiguity.

But in modern fiction the answers to these two questions become
so important that they may even determine the interpretation of the
work. If an author has created a character so much like himself
that he cannot judge him properly (as in D. H. Lawrence's Sons and
Lovers), then we are confused. If an author "presents" a character
without explicitly telling us what he thinks of his creation, we
again have an ambiguity (similar to the problems in Melville's piny,
Budd and James Joyce's Portrait of an Artist). These ambiguities
of character may be resolved by the intelligent reader but not be
referring to a trustworthy narrator within the work as we might do in
Malory's La Mort d'Arthure. In The RiAri of Yom, Girl Anne
fluctuates between love and hate for her parents- -when are we to
trust her, when not? These problems are never resolved by Anne
because they exist in her personality; but with an artist deliberately
setting out to create a character and not write a "real" diary, we
expect consistency and resolution. We want to }mow what.the author
thinks about his characters.

To help understand this relationship of the author to his characters,
let us make three rather artificial distinctions in the narration of
several works in this unit:

(1) Omniscient and reliable narrator: This narrator knows every-
thing about the lives of his characters, their emotional, mental and
moral states. The narration is, of course, third person which, when
combined with omniscience, gives the narrator unlimited range. But
with this freedom comes distance, a distance that gives the author's
characters sharp moral and psychological outlines. In the Iliad,
Aeneid, or La Morte d'Arthure we are never in doubt as to the nature
of the heroes, who is right, who is wrong because the narrator presents
his characters as examples of certain virtues or vices; they are "flat,"
with little psychological depth but with great moral significance and
the narrator tells us so. This form of narration is-rare in modern
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literature, although the third person omniscient narrator does exist,

but in the modern novel the narrator seldom comments on the action,

he presents it unjudged. Such it The Bridge Over the River Kwai.

The narrator is still distant from his characters but now, possibly

because of a lack of the narrator's comment, the characters have
exchanged their exemplary natures for psychological ones. Since we

can no longer rely on the author's comments to judge the characters, we

must look for intentional ironies and other language cues, "normative"

characters whose view of the events supposedly coincides with that

of the author, and to the events themselves to discover who the "hero"

is and what he means. The last paragraphs of The Bridge Over the

River Kwai imply a question we must answer: "'I Pardenirtook the
only line of conduct possible. It was really the only proper action

I could have taken.' 'The only proper action,' Colonel Green agreed."

Was it the only proper action? We must turn to the attempted destruc-
tion of the bridge and Colonel Nicholson's character to find the answer,
not to any specific comment by the author, because he gives us no
precise, quotable answers. But Boulle does give us information about

Nicholson's mistake. Clipton doubts him and properly assesses Nichol-

son's misguided idealism, and we have Warden's judgment that Joyce
killed the wrong colonel. The author passes judgment through his
characters without going into the mind of Nicholson.

(2) Third person, limited, narrator: This narrator knows every-
thing that happens in the work but limits the observation of events to
a single mind byllooking over his shoulder." Perhaps "limits"
is the wrong word. The author certainly limits himself to an observa-
tion of physical events but he gains observation of psychological
events. We need only observe the differences between the Iliad and
The Red Badge of Courage to make this clear. Homer may roam the
battle field and observe any warrior; Crane must stay with Henry
everywhere he goes but he may filter the events through Henry's mind
so that they are transformed by it. The army looks like a snake,
the men are screaming wild beasts. 'Tbjectively" this is not true,
but psychologically these are valid sights and sounds. But how can we
now trust the narrator, a narrator who sees with the eyes of a young
boy? We must rely again on "normative" characters, if their are
any, the connotations of the language used by the narrator, and the

events of the work; for Crane does not say, "Henry Fleming you are a
man," rather he says, "He was a man," and leaves us to wonder if we
may trust him.

We are "with" Henry, but we are not limited by him. The narrator
gives us a comparison character-Jalson--and a man wbo judges Henry's
flight--the tattered soldier--without presenting his own judgments

directly. After Henry's first combat the narrator says,

He perceived that the man who had fought thus was
magnificent.

He felt that he was a fine fellow. He saw himself
even with those ideals which he had considered as far

beyond him. He smiled in deep gratification. (p. 71)
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and in the last chapter the narrator tells us,

Yet gradually he mustered force to put the sin at a
distance. And at last his eyes seemed to be opened
to some new ways. He found that he could look back
upon the brass and bombast of his earlier gospels
and seem them truly. He was gleeful when he dis-
covered that he now despised them. (p. 182)

Out of context both quotations seem to express similar states of
Henry's mind, but in context the first is ironic, the second serious.
The author tells us what he thinks of Henry by subsequent action and
description, not by direct comment. After the action of the first
quotation, the rebels charge again, and "the men groaned. The luster

faded from their eyes. Their smudged countenances now expressed a
profound dejection . . . . They fretted and complained each to each."

(p. 72) We now know that Henry's gratification was false, he misjudged
the enemy, the fact of war and himself. His previous elation was
quite ironic. But we do not know this from the narrator as commentator,
but from the narrator as "objective" describer. After this incident
we do not trust Henry's feelings (we do trust the narrator's description
of Henry's inner state, however), and we take Henry's comments with a
touch of irony. The attitude of the author, however, is clear.

In the second quotation we have all of Henry's experiences in the
past, his desertion, his loss of fear, his loss of self in the frenzied
charge, and now Crane asks us to accept Henry as a man. We can because
now Henry sees what we, as readers, have seen throughout the book- -
that war is an unnatural god-beast imposed upon an indifferent, yet
calm, landscape. Before the battle the landscape "threatened him"
and "the shadows of the woods were formidable. He was certain that in
this vista there lurked fierce-eyed hosts." (p. 53). But after the
action of the second quotation Henry perceives the natural order that
the war-god has distorted:

It rained. The procession of weary soldiers became a
bedraggled train, despondent and muttering, marching
with churning effort in a trough of liquid brown mud
under a low, wretched sky. Yet the youth smiled, for
he saw that the world was a world for him, though many
discovered it to be made of oaths and walking sticks.
He had rid himself of the red sickness of battle. The

sultry nightmare was in the past. He had been an animal
blistered and sweating in the heat and pain of war. He
turned now with a lover's thirst to images of tranquil
skies, fresh meadows, cool brooks--an existence of soft
and eternal peace. (p. 183)

From this quotation we do not know beyond a doubt, that Henry is a
fully matured man, but we do know that he has changed and for the
better. Crane changes the landscape to indicate Henry's new maturity.
The narrator does tell us, and we now accept the statement, "He was
a man." Ue discover this through event and metaphor, not from direct
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narration. In a modern novel without a commenting, reliable narrator,
as we participate further in a character's mind and feelings, we are
less able to judge him absolutely. How to understand fully and judge
completely the modern hero is the dilsrma of the modern novel.

(3) First person, reliable and unreliable narrator: Her the author
limits all physical and psychological observation to the "I" narrator
and the problems for the reader multiply. Again our central problem
is the reliability of the narrator --when is he right, when wrong? In
third person "single mind" narration (cf. 2 above) the narrator is
limited to the mind of the main character but he can comment on it and
we accept the truth of his comments. In first person narration we
lose even this shaky reliability; we can no longer use "objective"
events in the work to judge the narrator for there are no objective
events, they all exist in the narrator's present or past experience.
In her diary Anne Frank records quite contradictory statements con-
cerning her mother, father, Peter and even the state of her own mind;
how are we to sort the reliable from the unreliable narration? With
the diary we cannot. It is a record of a girl's mind, not a work of
art, and there is no resolution to the contradiction, nor was there
meant to be one. We do not know the state of Anne's mind from other
person's, no one else narrates; but there is one clue to the other mem-
bers of the group, their conversation. If Anne has recorded the
conversation accurately, we may see through her own thoughts to this
"objective" dialogue. But: of course, Anne selects the dialogue for
her diary and though she may record accurately, she does not record
all. We come back to the same problem. The problems in the diary
are the problems of the unreliable first person narrator in a work
of art but now the author maybe able to give more clues. In William
Faulkner's The Sound and the Fury the author presents. three first
person narrations, BenjyqTthe idiot), Quentin Compson's and-Jason
Compson's as veil as one section of third person narration. In this
novel we may compare narrators, realize who is right and who is wrong.
then compare our judgments with the reliable third person narrator. '-
Faulkner recognizes the problem of the unreliable "I" but also the
extreme psychological complexity available in this form of narration.
He solves the problem by giving the reader clues outside each character's
narration.

We need only imagine Santiago narrating The Old Man and the Sea to
realize the problems involved in first person narration. Santiago is
not aware that he is a noble man; he worries more about Joe Dimaggio's
bone spur than his own cut and bleeding hands. He feels Dimaggio's
courage is greater than his own, but we clearly see, through Hemingway's
narration,that Santiago's courage and endurance is the suffering of a
noble man, and Dimaggio's endurance is artificial and he suffers as a
baseball player, not a man who suffers because suffering is his very
life. If Santiago narrated the book, we would have a difficult time
distinguishing between Dimaggio and the old man simply because Santiago
is not aware of his own greatness. A man not aware of his own greatness
cannot tell us about it directly. Hemmingway can, through comment and
symbol. The reading problems presented by modern novels or stories
which say something about the nature of the heroic through one or another
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kind of point of view should be constantly kept in mind by the teacher.
Students who can learn to read so that they are alert to the possibility
that what an ordinary character says, what a hero says, and what a total

work says through plot, symbol, and verbal texture may each be quite
different from the others has learned a good deal about the art of
reading in depth.

V. Composition Exercises

A. The first section of this unit distinguishes between the characters of
Achilles, Aeneas and Sir Lancelot, and any composition exercise should
discuss their differences and similarities.

1. Have the students write a supposed battle between any two of the ancient
heroes. If the student would choose Achilles and Sir Lancelot, the
differences in their characters should be just as evident as the dif-
ferences in their weapons. Victory or defeat and the warrior's attitudes
should depend on the character of the warrior, not the superiority of
any weapon.

2. Have the students write several paragraphs describing Achilles on the
battlefield of The Red bail of Courage. If the student understands
the differences between Achilles and the soldiers in The Red bke,
the distinction between Henry and Achilles will be quite evident.
Achilles would never question his courage the way Henry does, etc.

3. Have the students change the ending of The Old Man and the Sea so that
the sharks do not eat the fish and Santiago returns to sell the fish.
Then ask them to write several pages discussing the effect of this
change on the idea behind Santiago's character. Perhaps they could
rewrite the meeting between the boy and Santiago after he brings the
fish back. A rewriting of the ending of The Adze Over the River Kwai
might also work. Colonel Nicholson might aid Joyce and destroy the
bridge. How would this change the character of.. Nicholson? of Joyce?

B. A reading of the books for this unit should make the student aware of the
extreme differences in style. The following composition questions should
alert the student to these differences without a mechanical imitation of
any of the writers.

1. Have the students rewrite a section of "The Outcasts of Poker Flat" (say
Oakhurst's death) but using the stylistic devices of either the selection
from the Iliad, Aeneid or La MOrted,Arthure--in prose, of course. They
should be aware that a writer cannot change style without changing the
subject matter. Oakhurst's death would certainly be more "noble" if
written in Homeric similes.

2. Have the students write a diary of one day in the life of Henry-Fleming
making certain they choose a specific event (say his leave taking, his
meeting the tattered soldier, or his desertion). The diary should be
more personal a.treatment-of-Henx7than.is possible laithCraneLs_third
person account.
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River ETA using Hemingway's stYle. The event would

toned down and the style clipps:d. Again the student

that the style actually changep the event.

C. The more advanced students, at least, should be aware of

in Iht 1221]actustgautaat and Iht Old Man and 2.12:

questions give the students the opportunity to recognize
aymbols.
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Bridge Over the
certLInly be
should realize

the symbolism
The following
and manipulate

1. The last paragraphs of The Red Badge symbolically explain Henry's

maturity. If the reader has been aware of the elaborate animal

imagery involved with the landscape surrounding Henry, the change in

the landscape is quite noticeable. The red demon-beast is gone,
replaced by the tranquil sky; the heat replaced by rain. Discuss this

change in class, then have the students write several paragraphs in

which the surrounding objects (landscapes, buildings, streets, etc.)

determine the interpretation of the passage. A definite event should

be chosen (say, a deer hunt, a baseball game, a car accident) so the

student doesn't just "describe" a scene. After this assignment, have

the students rewrite their own paragraphs so that the "interpretation"
reverses itself.

2. In The Old Man the symbolism is contained less in explicit metaphor
than in the events of the novel; Santiago's cut hands, his kinship
with the fish and the killing of the fish are "facts" and symbols,
but not metaphors. The events of The Old Man function in two ways:
as literal happening and as representatives of a higher, spiritual
reality. The questions in the student packet should emphasize this
dual nature of events to the student. Composition questions on this

form of symbolism might be difficult, but careful guidance by the

teacher would give the student some idea of symbolism. Have the

students choose one important event (say, an automobile accident or
a riot) and have it "stand for" a psychological or moral, event. The

riot might represent a confusion of mind, the accident man's inability

to understand modern life. This is rather high powered for the eighth

grade, but a good student should realize that there are abstractions
behind concrete events and concrete objects can stand for these abstrac-
tions.

V. SUPPLEMENTARY TEXTS:

These are for individual reading and application of the concepts developed

in the reading of the core books. The teacher may f4 1 he wishes to substitute

a book from these lists for one of the core texts, in accordance with the needs

of 4the class.

Courage

Short Stories: These are to be found in anthologies indicated, which are

available in some schools.
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"Annapurna" by Maurice Herzog (Pleasure in Literature)

"Shago" by James S. Pooler (Adventures in Reading)
The New Kid" by Murrey HeyeRTMITIre in Literature) (Adventrres

in Living)
"Two Boys on a Mountain" by William Douglas (Adventures in American

Literature)
"Contact with Danger" by John D. Craig (Worlds of People)

"The Hero" by Margaret Weymouth Jackson TPleasure in Literature)

(Adventures in Reading)
"The Lovely Night" by Shirley Jackson (Adventures, for lackm)

"Victory on Everest" from The tiza of Mountaineering by dames Ullman

(Adventures in Appreciation)
"The Miracle of Scion by Frank Siedel (Adventures for MUD
"Young Van Schuyler's Greatest Romance" y Al Capp7Idventures for

Today)

"Baseball's Hero" by Paul Gallica (Adventures in Living)

"John Colter's Race for Life" by Stanley Vestal (Adventures for
Americans)

Poems:

"Gunga Din" by Rudyard Kipling (Pleasure in Literature)
"The Ballad of East and West" by Rudyard Kipling Adventures for

Today)
"The Highwayman" by Alfred Noyes (Adventures for Today) (Worlds

of People)
"Courage" by Helen Frazee-Bower (Prose de Poetry for Enjoyment)

Plays:

Norman Corwin, Ann Rutledge (Adventures in Living)

Long fiction:

Richard Byrd, Alone
Henry Felsen, St_ reet Rod and Hot Rod (especially good for 3rd track boy)
Jack London, Call of the Wild and Island of the Blue Dolphins (especianY

good for girlsr
Thor Heyerdahl, Kon-Tiki (true adventures)
J. Meade Falkner, Moonfleet (adventure, mystery, bravery)
Carl Sandburg, Abe Lincoln Grows TIE
Robert Louis Stevenson, Treasure Island
Robert Louis Stevenson, Kidnapped

Justice

Short Stories:

"The Cask of Amontillado" by Edgar Allan Poe
"The Most Dangerous Game" by Richard Connell (Pleasure in Literature)
"The Tell-Tale Heart" by Edgar Allan Poe (Worlds of People
"Bladk Cat" by Edgar Allan Poe
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"Speckled Band" by Arthur Conan Doyle (Worlds of &E at)

"Ransom of Red Chief" by..40. Henry (Adventures in ReadinR)

(Frost ft, Ea= for .445231W)
mtlolf and Lamb "_ -fable

"The Bishop's Beggar" by Stephen Vincent Benet
"Under the Lion's Paw" by Hamlin Garland (Main.Travelled Roads)
"Laborers in the Vineyard" selection from Mutiny on the county in

Pleasure in Literature

Radio Flay:

"Sorry, Wrong Number" by Lucille Fletcher (Pleasure in Literature)

Poetry

"Leaden Eyed" by Vachel Lindsay

pm:Fiction:

Nordoff and Hall, Mutiny on the Bounty
Robert Louis Stevenson, Kidnapped
Anthony Hope, Prisoner of Zenda
Walter Van Tillburg Clark, Ox-Bow Incident
Arthur Conan Doyle, Hound of the Baskervilles

Control

Short Stories:

"The Sculptor's Funeral" by Willa Cather
"The Silver Mine" by Selma Lagerlof (Adventures in Reading)

Lons. Fiction and Mara_ am:

Joseph Conrad, Typhoon (difficult)
Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre
Emily Bronte, liutherina Heights
Daniel Defoe, Robinson Crusoe
Eve Curie, Madame Curie
E. M. Forster, Where Angels Fear to Tr_ead (difficult)
Catherine Drinker Bowen, Yankee from 03.1m (difficult)
Clara Ingram Judson, Mr. Justice Holmiileatiy)
Iris Noble, First Woman Ambulance Surgeon golly Barringer
Gandhi, AutobioAral757quite long)
Leo Tolstoy, Last Diaries (difficult)
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CORE TEXTS :

Lazarillo de Tormea (trans. Harriet de Onis) Great Neck, New York:
Barron's Educational Series, Inc. (750) All tracks

Miguel Cervantes. Don Ouixote (abridged).New York: New American Library
of World LiterWire, Inc. Mentor Book #MP407. (600) Tracks A and B

T. H. White . Sword and the Stone,in The Once and Future King, New York:
Dell PuffislirigCo.7 iTc71)e11767312 (95ffA1 riTcks

Alain LeSage. Gil Blas (abridged). Greenwich, Connecticut: Fawcett
PublicatioriME. #T15? (750) Tracks A and B

Charles Dickens. The Pickwick Papers. New York: Washington Square
Press, Inc. SWPgr#1002. EATIVT"Track A. This novel is not
available in an inexpensive abridged edition Track A

NOTE:
The teacher should probably select two or three of the above novels for
use as core texts. All students should read Lazarillo. The choice of
the other text(s) should be guided by the studeirding ability.
Above you will find suggested levels on-which each of the tests may most
profitably be used.
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I. General Introduction to the Materials in this Unit:

This packet contains statements of objectives for the unit; a brief biblio-
graphy of works on the journey novel and on the individual works covered by
this unit; a list of novels for supplementary reading; background information
and critical suggestions designed to aid the teachers; and suggested composi-
tion topics.

The student packet consists of some materials which will prepare the
student for an intelligent reading of the journey novel and especially for an
understanding of how the journey is often used as a device by which an author
strings together a series of events all of which satirize society. The student
packet also includes study and discussion questions on each of the core texts
together with related language studies.

II. Objectives:

1. To present a selected group of journey novels that entertain the reader,
reveal to him the follies and vices of particular societies and the persistent
problems of human behavior,and imply ideal social patterns.

Z. To provide students with those techniques that are necessary for handling
the problems peculiar to journey novels.

3. To provide a meaningful basis for composition.

III. Bibliography:

A. Critical Works

Alter, Robert. Rogue's Progress: Studies in the Picaresque Novel.
Cambridge, Mass. , 1964. ThetisTworrrvatEgWaresque
novel; defines the picaro and outlines the history of the picaresque;
contains particularly good essays on Lazarillo and Gil Bias.

Battestin, Martin. "Introduction" to Joseph Andrews. Boston, 1961.
Available in paperback (Riverside, B62). Treats Tose Andrews
as a picaresque novel and provides some help in ma ing gii=a-
tions about the picaresque.

Chandler, F. W. The Literature of Roguery. 2 vols. Boston and New York,
1907. Trace-rthe history of the picaresque novel.

Flores, A. and M. J. Bernadete, eds. Cervantes Across the Centuries.
New York, 1947. A collection of essays that cent er ISTGFaiiirisart
on Don ':..uixote. All the schools of interpretation are represented here.

Lewis, R. W. B. The Picaresque Saint. Philadelphia, 1959. Mr. Lewis
wants to say that any has a quasi-criminal hero is a
picaresque novel. A provocative work that needs to be read cautiously.

Mandel, Oscar. "The Function of the Norm in Don Quixote, " Modern Philoksly,
LV (February, 1958), 154-163.

Miller, J. Hillis. Charles Dickens: The World of His Novels. Cambridge,
Mass, 1958. A helpfu essay onPic v.ri-71C-E-P-Tpers.
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Riley, E. E. Cervantes' Theory of the Novel. Oxford, 1962. A very helpful
book, for MilirtiTi7ATranteirrZei=de toward the epic and the
romance and how Cervantes combined these two forms with the
picaresque, One section entitled "Literature and Life in Don Quixote"
is particularly significant.

Van Ghent, Dorothy. The English Novel: Form and Function. Few York, 1953,
1961. Availables-Trip aaITariernitY567C7).Mitis an essay
on Don Quixote that argues a different interpretation than the one
presentethis packet.

NOTE: There is almost no material on T. H. White. What there is is
in the form of reviews and of biographical sketches. If one needs
help with his Sword in the Stone, consult a guide to periodical litera-
ture, especialTrar years-1938 -39 and 1962-64.

B. Supplementary Student Reading.

John Buchan. Prester John

John Bunyan. Pilgrim's Progress (Difficult)

Samuel Clemens. A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court

Huckleberry Finn
11.111.01.1.1.

Innocents Abroad

Life onthe Mississippi

Tom Sawyer

Daniel Defoe. Robinson Crusoe

Charles Dickens. Great Expectations (Difficult)

Oliver Twist

Grimm Brothers. Fairy Tales

Victor Hugo. Les Miserables (Difficult; should use abridged edition)

Jack London. Call of the Wild
eN111111=111

Edison Marshall. Benjamin Blake

Robert Louis Stevenson. Travels of a Donkey

T rea sure Island

J. D. Wyss. Swiss Family Robinson.
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Sundry Notes:

1. No vocabulary lists have been included in either the students' or the
teacher's packet. The teacher who is the best judge of the student's reading
ability should probably provide for the students some kind of vocabulary aids
suited to their reading level before they begin doing a reading assignment,
However, since the meaning of a word depends on its context, one should
avoid setting up vocabulary "drills."

Z. No detailed procedures or methods have been included in this packet
because it has been written with the assumption that the individual teacher
knows how best to present the material.

3. The commentaries on the individual novels are not to be regarded as the
only interpretations of these novels. They have, however, been written in
order to show how these novels fit into the classification of journey novels and
in order to lay out the way in which authors have used the principles of
organization peculiar to the journey novel.

4. Because journey novels often center on the lower classes, the seamier
side of life is often portrayed in journey novels. Hence, problems of decorum
and taste may arise. Neither general nor detailed procedures are provided
for handling such problems because the handling of these problems will
necessarily vary according to the community, the students, and the feelings
of the teacher.

IV Articulation:

This unit has as its primary purpose to present to the student those
techniques by which he can intelligently read and interpret novels in which
the hero goes on a journey. The unit concerns itself with two basic problems:
the kinds of heroes that undertake journeys and the significance of their
journeys. The first problem is especially important, for some of the heroes
that the students will encounter do not appear in the least heroic. Neverthe-
less, since the unheroic hero has appeared in countless literary works, it is
necessary that the students develop an understanding of the purposes for which
an author may create such a hero. The second problem concerns the relation-
ship of the journey-novel hero to his journey. The question that this problem
raises is why the author chooses to send his unheroic hero on a journey.
Hopefully, the students will perceive that the journeys are not mere adven-
ture stories, but that they function as a device which enables the author to
comment on significant moral and social issues.

This unit is designed so that the students gradually discover why an
author may use an unheroic hero and why he sends him on a journey. The
concept of the journeying, unheroic hero, or the picaro, as developed by
means of a comparison-contrast method ; for this purpose a summary of the
Odyssey, a biblical selection, a selection from Morte D'Arthur, and two
rairy tales have been included in the student pack7ETZTgawifh study and
discussion questions.

V. Characteristics of the Journey Novel:
A. Its Hero and its Form
Although definitions or descriptions of types of novels are notoriously

inadequate, it will prove helpful, nevertheless, if students can recognize
the characteristics of the "picaresque" novel or the journey novel, especially
those that distinguish it from other kinds of novels and other genres such
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as the epic and the romance. One should, however, avoid setting up a
definition of an ideal journey novel and applying it mechanically to the novels
which the students read, for the journey novel has been and is a living, shift-
ing, and combining form. Rather than striving for a neat definition, one should
perhaps start with a working definition and interpret that definition against
the background of the development of the journey novel. The most important
consideration in this unit is not the precision of the definition, but providing
the student with a set of techniques by which he can learn to handle a
particular kind of novel.

It would, therefore, probably be advisable not to confuse the students
with an attempt at defining the journey novel or even with a general descrip-
tion of the journey hero. The characterization of the journey novel that
follows, then, constitutes not a source for a lecture, but an outline of those
principles which organize this unit and should be regarded as background
information for the teacher which will aid in the handling of the introductory
materials in the student packet.

Since the journey novel has its historical source in the pica:resque
novel, perhaps it would be advantageous to begin with a description of the
picaresque. Moreover, since the picaresque shares certain characteristics
with the epic, a discussion of the picaresque might well begin by comparing
and contrasting it with the epic. The writers of epics and picaresque novels
generally arrange theirpictsaround a journey which may be geographical,
allegorical, or both. The resultant plot usually falls into distinct episodes
which are unified by character or theme. Moreover, a picaresque novel,
Don Quixote for instance, may employ occasionally the high style of the

ly, both the picaresque and the epic may be read allegorically,
for the journeys of either are more than mere adventure stories.

The epic and the picaresque novel, however, differ in the kinds of
heroes they exhibit. The epic hero usually represents the ideal and noble
man emulated by a particular society or age, and the hardships and
obstacles that the epic hero encounters on his journey usually force the
hero to develop those qualities that are necessary for his founding or
defending a particular social order. The hero of the picaresque novel, the
picaro or rogue, however, is an apparent inversion of the epic hero, an
anti-hero. Unlike the epic hero, the picaro usually does not practice the
same kind of self-restraint and justice as does the epic hero, nor does
the picaro learn to practice these virutes.

Unlike the epic hero, the picaro usually has no sense of social justice.
The epic hero may punish others and even kill them, but he punishes or kills
because he obeys his reason, not his passions. It is necessary and just, for
instance, that Odysseus kill the suitors of Penelope in order to restore
order and peace in his household and his homeland and to fulfill both his ownand his society's destiny. The picaro, however, has little sense of social
order or of personal or social destiny. If he practices the virtue of justice
his justice is of a personal sort. Although the picaro's justice may be poetic
justice, it often borders on revenge. Because the picaro has no sense of social
justice or of providence, he does not consider the moral and social implica-
tions of his actions; his only consideration is that he preserve his life. Indeed,the picaro has a practical or pragmatic, rather than a moral, vision. Usually,
the picaro because of his practicality does not envision an ideal society, but
rather, he accepts the status quo and its conventions and, in order to gain
livelihood, manipulates those conventions to his own ends. The picaro, then,
usually lives by his wits, not according to some ethical system, and
consequently the kind of justice he may practice is personal and .pragmatic.



Although the picaro does not practice justice of the same sort as does
the epic hero, he does hold to the virtue of temperance, but in a different
way than does the epic hero. The epic hero usually learns that he cannot
indulge in satisfying his passions or desires if he is to fulfill his destiny.
Aeneas, for instance, cannot remain in Carthage with Dido and still fulfill
the destiny ordained by the Fates. Again, Odysseus does not thawart his des-
tiny or fate by eating lotus; he cannot if he is to reach Ithaca and restore peace
there. The picaro, on the other hand, does not practice such obvious re-
straint, but neither does he allow his passions full sway over his reason. Al-
though the picaro usually is struggling to survive physically and often has to
forgo moral punctiliousness if he is to survive, deadly sins are alien to his
nature. Because of his practical nature and because ofEN concern with merely
surviving, the picaresque hero is incapable of thinking or rising to a new social
position and does not become envious; because he contentedly accepts his servant..
role and because of the humbleness of his station, he does not become proud; and,
since his practical imagination limits his aspirations to providing for his sur-
vival, he never becomes greedy or avaricious; his end is survival, not the
accumulation of wealth. Because he lives by his wits, he does not indulge in sen-
suality even if he could. The self-restraint of the picaro, however, differs from
that of the epic hero, for whereas that of the epic hero derives from a sense
of duty to his society and to his gods, the picaro's derives from a sense of duty
not to society or to the gods, but to his own survival.

Although the picaro does not practice the same kinds of virtues as does
the epic hero, one must distinguish the picaro from ordinary vagabonds,
shysters, and criminals. The picaro, unlike the epic hero, is an outcast
from, not a leader of, society, but he is a unique kind of outcast--not a
leper cast out because he is a menace but the outcast who has been thrown
out because other men have extended to him no concern or charity. If he is a
trickster, he is one only because others have denied his natural right to
preserve his being. Thus, the picaro is an inversion of the epic hero, but he
lacks moral courage and is ignorant of social justice not because his will
is corrupt, but because society has forced him outside its structure.

Generally, the picaro differs from the epic hero and even from such
rogues as Moll in Moll Flanders because he remains static throughout the
novel. The picaro's character does not develop. The author of an ideal
picaresque does not, as do the writer of most novels or even epics, por-
tray a character who grows or declines morally. Moreover, the author of
a picaresque does not reveal the inner life or the psychological complexity
of his hero. Although the picaro may undergo an initiation into experience
at the beginning of the novel and although he may learn, he does not change
for better or for worse.

The picaro, then, represents a character alienated from society not
because of his acts but because of society's neglect of him or its actions
toward him. He often engages in petty crime, usually theft, in order
to survive, but his will is not corrupted. He lacks a sense of duty to any-
thing outside himself, becomes an outcast of society, and does not even
imagine an ideal society, let alone strive to establish one.

The author of the pica.resque creates a picaro as we have described
him for several reasons. He does not create a complex character of high
social standing because the picaro is not the novel's center of attention; its
center of attention is the structure of society. All the characters in the



picaresque--not only the hero--are type characters, not psychologically
"real" ones, and they generally represent various classes, social strata, and
professions. The status of the picaro, however, unlike that of the other
characters, is ambiguous, for, while he nominally belongs to society and
usually functions as a servant, he is actually outside of society and in-
dependent. Not only does his practical imagination prevent him from
becoming an integral part of society, but his acceptance of his position
of nominal servitude frees him from many of the ordinary obligations to
society. The picaro, while a servant, is also independent roaster. There
are aesthetic reasons for such a character. Because the picaro exists
outside society he maintains a distance from society. He tends to become
a cynic. His author can look "objectively" through his eyes and perceive
and expose social foibles and vices--not, of course, only because of the
distance the picaro maintains and his consequent objectivity but also
because the characters he encounters are types or representative characters.

VIIIPOO

If the author of a picaresque novel is the exposer of the faults of the
members of society and the picaro is not the center of his attention, neither
is his action, The plot may seem to lack artistic merit because it is
episodic. But, the action is episodic because the author is not interested
in showing how a certain course of action changes the hero and is not inter-
ested in showing how the hero influences the action. The episodic structure
is essentially a satiric device which allows the author to manipulate his
picaro so that he encounters one by one the representatives of most of the
sundry classes and professions which make up his world and encounters
them in such a way as to expose satirically their liabilities to moral failure.
For instance, an author might have his picaro encounter a clergyman who
bilks his people and the picaro as well to show that a man who should
practice charity is a hypocrite or to imply that the clergy should reform
itself.

Although these characteristics are usually associated with the picares-
que novel, there is probably no one novel that possesses all of them.
Lazarillo de Tormes, the first of the picaresque novels, and Dickens'

14E15'7r-71a fripei71 pMbably approximate more nearly this conception of the
picaresque no vel than any other novels in this unit. This fact is due, at least
in part, to artistic problems inherent in this form. The most persistent one
is that because the picaro remains essentially static there is no convincing or
logical end to the novel. This problem is most readily solved by manipulating
the hero so that he either degenerates morally, finds for himself a place in
society without changing morally, or improves, both morally and socially.

It is not surprising, then, that authors of journey novels often combine
elements of the picaresque novels with those of the epic and romance. Both
the epic and the romance, like the picaresque, usually have society as their
focus and the effectiveness of all three forms depends on the relationship of
the hero to that society, either to its ideals or to its vices. The amalgama-
tion of elements from the epic and romance with the picaresque novel solves
the problem of the static hero, for almost inherent in the forms of the epic
and romance is the concept of the changing, hero. Historically, Cervantes was
one of the first novelists to write what he called a prose epic, Don ,..4uixote.
Don Quixote, however, also employs elements characteristic orifie
garesque and the romance. Since Don Quixote, several novelists have used
the hybrid form conceived by Cervantes. Henry Fielding, for instance,
says that Joseph Andrews is "written in imitation of the manner of Cervantes,
author of ucn.'..--1 =:.xi.ixote." LeSage also casts Gil Blab into the form of an epic
although his hero is unheroic and roguish. White's Sword in the Stone also
belongs..to the tradition that had its inception in Don Q.uixote. AlthErig Wart
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differs radically from Cervantes' hero, both his character and his journey
derive from the romance. The journey novel is distinguished from the
picaresque. novel mainly by the handling of the hero.

The picaro, if Lazarillo de Tormes is taken as the archetypal picaro,
undergoes Vala7changes. For instance, Dot,. Zuixote is not alienated from
society by society, but by himself; he does so because, unlike Lazaro, he
does not have to concern himself perpetually with providing for his own
survival. Gil Blas also represents a major transformation of the picaro,
for Gil Bias changes morally, becomes an integral part of the civil govern-
ment, and loses the moral incorruptibility and the satiric distance that
characterizes the picaro. In The Sword in the Stone, the most radical
transformation of the picaro iris novel, the hero, like the
picaro, is strictly speaking outside society, but unlike the picaro or Don
Quixote, he is an outcast from society not because society neglects him,
not because he has alienated himself, but because of his very goodness.

B. Satire and Humor in the Journey Novel:

One of the characteristics of the journey novel is its satirical purpose.
Students who have studied the materials prepared for elementary grades will
have encountered satire in their study of the fable. They will study row satire
operates in Tale of Two Cities in the Historical Novel Hero unit, and, in the
ninth grade,Theli will star. satire in detail. Since the students will need to
know about satire in order to read the journey novels and Tale of Two Cities,
it is necessary to remind them how satire works in tale fable orintiales.
"Thumbling" and "The Three Languages," which sre included in the student
packet, provide such an opportunity. These tales should explain the theory of
satire. Since the students will later study the various forms of satire in
detail, this explanation can be simple and brief and limited to one kind of
satire.

Satire is a literary device by which an author exposes, perhaps
ridicules, wrong-headed attitudes and patterns of behavior. The satire in
journey novels is usually social and not directed at individuals. Usually the
author satirizes by comparing the attitudes and behavior of the characters
in his novel--who are usually stereotypes of a social class or profession- -
with ideal attitudes and patterns of behavior. The author's point is that the
discrepancy between the ideal and the actual should not exist and that the
actual should be reformed so that it conforms more closely to the ideal.
Satire in the journey novel, then, usually involves the stripping away of the
pretensions of the characte:es.

One must, however, continually guard against assuming that because the
author satirizes the attitudes or behavior of a particular class he is satirizing
everyone in that class. Moreover, one must be particularly cautious when an
author satirizes members of the religious establishment. Most of the authors
studied in this unit do not criticize the church because they wish it out of
existence; rather, they satirize those who pervert it for their own purposes.
The same holds true about satire of officials in the civil government.

Often social satirists appear to pick on only the lower classes--the
servants and functionaires of the civil and ecclesiastical governments. One
must, LAowever, beware of concluding that the satirist aims only at exposing
the faults of the lower classes because he c4o often attacks the lower classes and
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not the upper echelons of society. When he satirizes the lower classes he
is often implicitly satirizing the upper classes because, until the nineteenth
century at least, they were responsible for the administration of justice and
the moral life of the lower class. Hence, if the lower classes practice vice
and hypocrisy, the upper classes, the logic of satire goes, must be failing
to rule vice and hypocrisy.

Satire of any kind involves some kind of humor. In the picaresque novel,
the humor usually operates on two levels. Because the picaro or rogue hero
usually belongs to the servant class, one common kind of humor is slapstick,
the humor of amusing actions. The other kind of humor is more subtle and
sophisticated. Humor other than slapstick usually involves the comparison
of the status quo to a conception of an ideal situation. Thus, in the journey
novel,7-nira (Tribe humor derives from the exposing of the discrepancy
between what is and what ought to be. The social satirist uses this kind of
humor to "laugh" his objects of satire into more acceptable patterns of action.
One must, then, constantly remember that the satirist's humor has a moral
purpose. In order to produce this morally-oriented humor, the satirist often
creates a fiction which appears to "oversimplify" and "overgeneralize." For
instance, when the satirist exposes one kind of fictional civil servant, say a
judge, he often will appear to imply that all judges are c( ,erupt. The implica-
tion gives his fiction force but it cannot be taken at face value; the satirist's
purpose is to expose corruption. One must not read a social satire as an
accurate and realistic description of a particular society.

Because the social satirist simplifies in order to set forth his moral
vision and because his characters generally represent an entire class, he
usually creates grotesques, characters that are absurd and psychologically
invalid according to realistic standards. This principle is of prime impor-
tance in the social satire; it will be necessary to emphasize it so that students
understand how it works, for this principle is especially alien to our psycholog-
ically oriented society. One must generally avoid assigning or looking for
complicated motives in social satire. The author usually assigns his charac-
ters attitudes or motives, either morally bad or morally good, but usually the
former; moral ambiguities and problematic situations find little place in his
work.

Teaching Suggestion:

Columns by modern social satirists, e. g. Art Buchwald and Russell
Baker, might be used to demonstrate the principles of social satire, Car-
toons often employ social satire and might be used for the same purpose.
Cartoons are especially valuable for demonstrating the creation of "grotes-
ques" to make a satiric point. The cartoonist, in making a caricature,
exaggerates certain features in order to suggest character (Krushchev's scowl)
or personality (Eisenhower's grin) just as does the social satirist in sketching
a grotesque.

C. The Journey Novel Hero as a Play Thing of Fortune:

The authors of the picaresque novels often have their heroes refer to
themselves as victims of fortune. The concept of fortune and the allied concept
of providence are complicated and an understanding of them assumes at least
some acquaintance with theological thinking. It might be well, therefore, to
refrain from introducing students to these concepts in a lecture. Nevertheless,
students may find problems in the novel that can be solved only by their
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understanding these two concepts. The following outline of the basic
Western post-classical notions about providence and fortune should provide
the teacher with sufficient resources for handling such problems, but it
makes no pretension of being complete. For a detailed discussion of these
concepts Boethius' Consolation of Philosophy is the best source.

Providence is the notion that God controls the workings of the universe
and the course of history. God is omnipotent and omniscient; nothing is or
happens that lies outside his power or his knowledge. That all is in God's
power and knowledge does not imply that man lacks free will. Even though
God has perfect foreknowledge of a man's actions, He does not determine
man's actions for man is free to choose or refuse a particular course of
action. An analogy might clarify this idea: if I see someone rise from his
chair in this room and start for the door, I know with almost absolute cer-
tainty that he will walk out the door. Yet, I have not determined his action.
This analogy cannot be literally applied. My foreknowledge is based on my
past experience and my experience is limited enough to allow for accidents
which would violate my foreknowledge. God's foreknowledge, on the other
hand, is perfect. If the person walking should, for instance, suffer a heart
attack before he reaches the door, my foreknowledge would be imperfect, .but
God, according to this theory, would foreknow the heart attack.

A heart attack, for the authors of Lazarillo, Don Quixote, and perhaps
Gil Bias, would be regarded as an instanaurieirs oleFinon. Fortune is
'that concept which is used to describe those events which from man's point of
view apparently have no knowable cause and happen apparently at random
though they may happen as the result of the operation of material forces or as
the result of superrational revelation. Nevertheless, according to the
theorists, fortune is an instrument of Providence, for Providence can employ
means that transcend human reason. Events, then, that are described in
terms of fortune are always a result of Providence. Providence may use
these events for several reasons, but usually they are thought of as means for-
testing virtuous and holy men, as in the Book of Job, in order to increase
their virtue and holiness and to remind the nOrtErnecessity of relying on
Providence rather than on wills, their own riches and goods, or as a means
by which Providence punishes vicious and wicked men. This punishment
is chastisement, for it functions as a means by which a wicked man may be
brought to his senses so that he may reform.

The good man, then, relies on God's Providence, conforms his will to
God's, and regards all events, whether they give or take away material goods,
position, or pleasure, as the result of God's Providence. Sir Gawaine, for
instance, in the selection from Malory in the student packet, attributes his
victory over the Saracen to Providence rather than to his own prowess in
battle. The fool of fortune, or the wicked man, on the other hand, would
ascribe such a victory to his own ability and regard the wealth or prestige
which it gave him as something given him for his pleasure. If he were defeated,
he would blame fortune, whereas Gawain if defeated would supposedly view it
as sign from God, perhaps as a reminder to him that his own strengthis 6.1lible.
The fool of fortune, then, does not recognize the relationship between fortune
and Providence. He thinks that fortune, not Providence, controls history, does
not see the Providence in fortune's gifts and .denialsthat these are tests and
opportunities, and comes to believe that his own will is of no avail in situations
where he is not in material control -I' events. He does not see that one can will
to see the providential meaning of an event. Therefore, he describes himself
as the victim or plaything of fortune, and refuses to see that fortuitous events
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have their origin in Providence and are intended to instruct him about his
pride and failure to rely on God's will.

In the picaresque novel, the hero often comes to regard himself as a
pawn of fortune. The evidence of his experiences suggests that he is, for
he continually finds himself in situations inrich suffers--perhaps comical-
ly--situations that apparently are not given by the hand of Providence. The
picaro, however, usually finds himself in these situations because other men
have allied themselves to fortune rather than to Providence Er;c1 huibecome too
greedy and too commited to material goods. The picaro's vision of fortune
as in control has its source in the attitudes of the society to which he is
introduced. The author of a picaresque novel will often have his hero become
a fool for a time in order to criticize the general attitudes of a society. By
so doing, he points out how men rely on themselves rather than on God, even
though they may claim to rely on God's will. The author of Lazarillo does
this in the speeches of Lazaro when the "angelic" tinker visiTFIEZFiest's
house. Moreover, the author of the picaresque often uses the concepts of
Providence and fortune to explain the corruption within a society. For in-
stance, Gil Blas and his associates, in those episodes when he is employed by
the Duke of Lerma, are fools of fortune; that is, they have committed them-
selves to their own selfish interests without any regard for what they can.do
for other men or for God with their wealth.-without any regard for the
Providence in their good fortune. They fail to perceive that their power is
from God and is to be used in order to carry out his will, which in social'
terms, means the administration of justice and the practicing of charity.
Fortune, however, deals with them as it does with all men who commit
themselves to fortune--eventually they axe struck down from their high
positions. Their fall represents Providence's use of fortune in order to right
undesirable circumstances.

In Don Quixote, Providence and fortune are referred to often. Don
Quixote is a =6nortune from the moment he sets out, although he claims
to be a servant of Providence and indeed one time even says he is "in His
service." In spite of his protestations to the contrary, Dcn Quixote has firmly
committed himself to fortune, which is symbolized in his Dulcinea. He con-
tinually calls upon her to strengthen his sword arm, and if he does not ascribe
his "victories" to himself,he ascribes them to Dulcinea. Never does-he ac-
count for his "victories" by referring to God. If he did, of course, Cervantes
would upset the framework and frustrate one of his purposes, for one..of the
moral points of Don Quixote is that the fool of fortune destroys what justice
there is and is a disruptor of the peace. Don Ouixote's drubbings and mis-
fortunes, especially in the first part, are indeed an act of fortune, but they
E re an act of fortune in the control of providence, for they are intended..to in-
struct him that he should return home. Sancho perceives that this is the pur-
pose of these misfortunes, although he does not offer a sophisticated defense
of his perception. Don Quixote probably should recognize the purpose behind
his misfortunes and return home in order to fulfill his responsibilities.
Sancho, however, also becomes a fool of fortune, for he believes that Don
Quixote will make good his promise of a governorship. He disregarda..the les-
son of the drubbings, bull-headedly persists in his illusion, and neglects his
rightful role in society. Finally, when the promise is fulfilled, suffering
teaches Sancho how he should behave.

Teaching Suggestion:
If students should wonder about the continual references to .fortune and

Providence, one should not dismiss their curiosity as unwarranted, Rather
one should aid them in understanding these concepts. However, one probably
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should not indulge in abstract theory, for there are other ways of explaining
these concepts that are more comprehensible. One mtht, for instance, use
Luke 12: 24-30 ("Consider the lilies") in order to teach the concept of
Providence. The story of Job is a good example of the way Providence uses
fortune as a means for testing the virtuous man, and the parable of the
prodigal son would serve as an example of the way in which Providence uses
fortune (frzaine, in this case) to instruct the wicked man about how he
should conduct himself,

VI Suggestions for Handling the Introductory Materials:

The study questions in the student packet are so designed that the stu -
dents themselves should be able to discover how the journey novel is related to
the epic, the romance, and parables with a journey motif. In their reading and
discussion of the summary of Odysseus, the students should learn that
Odysseus' character and particularly the heroic virtues he displays in the
episodes with the Sirens (temperance), Cyclops (courage), and the suitors
(justice) are closely related to his journey. Moreover, the students should
find that the imaginary creatures like the Lotus-eaters and Cyclops are not
intended as representations of "reality" but as devices by which the author
manifests Odysseus' virtue. Finally, the students should see that the journey
is not merely adventure, although it is that, but that it represents the making of
a hero.

The episode from Le Morte d'Arthur, together with the prefatory mater-
ials, is included in the studaTioatwo reasons: it introduces the stu-
dents not only to an antecedent of the journey novel and to a particular kind of
journey hero but also to concepts necessary for an intelligent reading of Don
Q uixote and Sword in the Stone. Initially, however, the episode should be
used to illusti-M-Tio-7/ TET knight-errant functions as a journey hero. The
students should, after reading the selections from John of Salisbury, see that
Arthur and his men journey about Europe in order to rid it of the Saracens
(Moslems), for the Moslems are enemies of the faith to which the knight-
errant has sworn his allegiance. The particular episode presented to the stu
dents illustrates how the good knight fulfills his vow to his God and his.king_and
how he, like Odysseus, practices heroic virtue.

The parable of the Prodigal Son introduces the students to a hero more
like the picaro than like Odysseus or the knight-errant. This parable is in-
cluded not because of its theological significance for Christians but because of
its use of a journey as an organizational principle. The prodigal son repre-
sents the antithesis of the epic hero. He exhibits no kind of virtue, only dis-
content and pride. His journey, however, represents an initiation into the
world and a learning experience by which he learns the necessity of the virtue
of humility. Since the journey novel belongs to literature of experience and
learning, this parable is particularly useful for teaching students how an author
uses the journey as a means of educating his hero.

The students may want to dismiss the two fairy tales in the student packet
as frivolous and unworthy of serious attention. However, these two tales are
not artistically sound but also are particularly instructive for the purposes
of this unit, since both of them are picaresque novels in miniature. "Thumb-
ling" should lead the student to see how society and nature victimize those who
are innocent and defenseless. This story provides an especially good opportun-
ity to emphasize that the center of attention iti the journey novel is often the
vices and abuses in society rather than the hero or the plot. Moreover, this
story, like the usual journey novel, has an episodic structure which is unified
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by the journey motif and by the satire which exposes the faults of the adult
world. "Three Languages," like "Thumb ling," is essentially a picaresque
story, but it differs in that the characters whom the hero encounters repre-
sent more exactly different classes of society. The plot follows the familiar
pattern of alienation from home and the eventual creation of a new and better
one. While on his three journeys the youth learns the languages of the dogs,
birds, and frogs. These animals function as emblems for the classes in the
traditional social hierarchy: nobility, clergy and commoners. By having the
youth learn from animals the author suggests that the youth has learned from
nature what are the roles of each of the three classes, Because he has learn-
ed what the role of each class is, the youth is able to handle the follies and
abuses of each class, particularly the nohilityand the clergy. This story pro-
vides, then, a good opportunity for the students to learn how the author of a
journey novel satirizes society. For instance, the clergyman are satirized
because they engage in magic when they choose their spiritual leader; the
nobles are satirized because they do not rid society of a very real menace.

When these materials have been read and discussed, the students should
use the discussion questions at the end of this section in order to formulate
the general characteristics of the journey novel and its hero. If the students
are reminded that the fairytales are similar to the picaresque novel and that
novelists have combined the picaresque with the epic and romance, they should
be able to suggest the various ways in which an author may exploit the
thematic possibilities of the form of picaresque and journey.novels.

Suggested Composition Topics: Introductory Materials

Note: The composition suggestions in this packet are only suggestions. They
are not to be regarded as sacrosanct. They may be used asThey stand,
changed, )1. ignored. How they are used should be determined by the ability
of the students. Only a few suggestions for creative composition have been
included, for such assignments must be more carefully designed for individu-
al students than expository ones. Whatever kind of assignment is given, it
should have its basis in class discussion but should allow the student to
explore imaginative ly the material at hand. .fhe purpose of these assignments
is to provide the students 1. .th a meaningful basis for composition, whether
that composition.is expository-or creative.

Introductory Materials:

1. Write a short fiction which is organized around a journey, has a hero like
Thumbling, and satirizes society or some aspect of it. These compositions
then could be read aloud in class and the students could try to determine if the
author used the principles of the journey novel and how they are used.

2. Compare and contrast Odysseus, the prodigal son, or Sir Gawain with
Thumbling or the youth in "Three Languages." Pay particular attention to the
heroes' relationship. to their journeys.

3. Compare the significance of the prodigal son's journey with that of the
youth in "Three Languages"; or the journey of Odysseus with that of
Thumbling.
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VII Critical Essays and Composition Suggestions

A. Lazarillo de Tormes:
low IIPIIww..

Lazarillo de Tormes is a particularly instructive novel for the purposes
of this uThict7Or it represents perhaps the purest picaresque novel in all
Western literature. Lazarillo was published in 1554 and it bequeathed to
literary history a form that has lived on in novels such as Don Quixote, Gil
Bias, Joseph Andrews and Pickwick Papers. Lazarillo, however, is inciaed
anis zarr-lotzwEecausetistorical signs iTatiCe but also because of
its artistic integrity.

The teacher will probably have little difficulty in generating interest in
Lazarillo's escapades, for the comic scenes should delight junior high stu-
dents. Moreover, students will probably enjoy the author's expose of the
sham and hypocrisy of Spanish society during its Golden Age. There is more
to the rcv el; however, than good fun, for it rests upon the author's assumption
of certain background information and concepts which, if provided to the
students in palatable form, will enhance for them the significance of this novel.

Part of the impetus for the writing of Lazarillo lay in the economic con-
ditions that prevailed in the Spain of the Golden Age. In the yearsimmediately
before and after the publication of this novel,Spain commanded the mightiest
military power in Europe. The discovery and conquest of sections of the New
World and the subsequent exploitation of them had sent wealth flowing into
Spain at a phenomenal rate. Spain then was both powerful and wealthy, but
Spain represented a gigantic parasite,and its power was sustained by in-
stitutions shot through with corruption. Spain's formerly sound economic
foundation had slowly eroded ever since 1492, when the Jews and Moors
were expelled. Although this expulsion was done in the. name of Christianity,
it brought disastrous economic effects, for Spain had drained itself of much
of its most productive manpower. Consequently, the productivity. of both its
agriculture and its domestic industries dropped considerably.

The discovery of gold also exerted, paradoxically, ran evil influence on
the Spanish economy. Although the discovery of gold in America provided an
apparently inexhaustible source of income for the noble class, it also led
them to purchase luxury items from France rather than less desirable Spanish
products. Because the wealthy could obtain their desired products from
France, they failed-to stimulate domestic industry. Moreover, because of
the new wealth and because of the drop in agricultural output, Spain, which
had once been the bread basket of Western Europe, began to import wheat.
Spain's golden blessing, then, became a curse. The new wealth allowed the
nobles to forscke the:11: responsibility for diligently administering Spain's
economy and society and to turn instead to attempting to increase the glory of
Christianity, of Spain, and of themselves by fighting wars on the continent, by
seeking gold in America, or by competing for the most profitable posts in the
government. Deprived of economic stimulus, plagued by unemployment, and
neglected by the upper class, the lower class faced starvation because of the
high price of bread and consequently turned to begging and roguery. The whole
society of Spain's Golden age, then, was parasitic; the noble class lived off
American gold and foreign industrial and agricultural productivity,and the lower
classes, in turn, lived off the noble classes. Because of these economic con-
ditions, Spain, in spite of its apparent might and especially its sea power and
in spite of its many dependencies a,broad,ms in imminent danger of degener-
ating into a second -class nation.
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These economic and social conditions account for the constant threat
of starvation that plagues Lazarillo's life, and they explain why he and the
other characters in the novel are parasites of society and engage in beggary
and roguery. The author of Lazarillo, however, does not content himself
with merely representing realistically the social and economic plight of the
lower classes. Indeed, the realism in Lazarilloisafictional rather than an
accurate realism. It is not the realismlf the historian but of an author who
clearly ties his devastating satire to very real conditions that have their
source in undesirable attitudes and principles of human behavior.

The author of Lazarillo directs his satire against the lower class, which
has turned to beggarTITEFFiuery, and against functionaires of the church
and state, e.g., the pardoner, the constable, and the squire. This satire is
obvious and easily perceived. The author, however, by satirizing the lesser
officials of the ecclesiastical and civil governments, also satirizes those in
the governmental hierarchies who are responsible for policing and controlling
those lesser officials. The satire finds its basis in a conservative, tradition-
al conception of the structure of society based upon the responsibilities of the
various classes. The basic metaphor is the pyramid. Each level is respon-
sible for that immediately beneath it and to that immediately above it. The
parish priest, for instance, is responsible for the souls of his parishioners;
the bishop is responsible for his priests as well as the parishioners. The
same relationships exist in the civil hierarchy, except that the responsibility
is for physical rather than spiritual well-being. Thus, when the author of
Lazarillo, satirizes the priest or the pardoner,he is also satirizing the
bishops and the archbishops; when he satirizes the constable or the squire,
he is satirizing those in the higher echelons of civil power and responsibility
as well. One must remember, however, that the author is not criticizing the
philosophy that undergirds the structure of either the civil or ecclesiastical
governments. Rather, he criticizes the misuse of the power that those in
either government possess, for he assumes that with power comes the
responsibility to exercise it for the common good.

This ideal is implied throughout the novel, but particularly in the uses
of biblical and theological concepts. The name Lazarillo or Lazaro, for
instance, comes from the biblical parable about Lazarus and Dives. Although
this parable has often been interpreted as an exemplum about the Christian
belief in after-life and in eternal rewards and punishments, it also has
significant social implications. Indeed, one could say that Lazarillo
represents an extended application of this parable to Spanish society. Dives
parallels the wealthy noble classes who have abdicated their responsibility to
the starving lower classes, and Lazarus' plight parallels that of the lower
class. These parallels, however, do not exhaust the significance that this
parable has for the novel, for the author of Lazarillo could assume that his
readers, most of whom must have been noblemen and clergymen, were
acquainted with the end of the parable and particularly with Dives' eternal
punishment. Since the author assumes this acquaintance, he is implying not
only that the upper classes should conduct themselves differently but also that
the upper classes will be held responsible for their neglect of and the con-
dition of the lower classes.

The author exposes the extreme poverty and hardships of the lower
classes that result from the civil maladministration and the spiritual poverty
of the same class that results from the neglect of the lords spiritual. Both
the clergy and the noble class have inverted the traditional scale of values
and sought to fulfill their own wills rather than God's. This inversion is
reflected in the attitudes of the lower class. When, for Instance, the blind



beggar claps Lazaro's head against the statue, he introduces Lazaro to a
harsh, cynidal, and "desacramentalized" world. The upside-down nature of
this world is clearly indicated in the ironical references to the sacraments.
The blind man, for instance, baptizes Lazaro with wine and says that it
engendered life in him several times, but the life it gives is not the Christian
life. Later, when with the priest, Lazaro looks at the bread and says that he
sees "the face of God in the form of loaves of bread." This bread, however,
is not the sacramental bread transformed during the elevation of the host nor
the "bread of life" that St. John speaks of. Instead, this bread hae been trans-
formed into a god not by miraculous power but by necessity. Later, Lazaro
indicates how he worships this very real, unsacramental bread when he says
that he looks at the bread and does not touch it in spite of his hunger because
of his awe.

Lazaro's attitude toward Providence is another instance of the desacra-
mentalized, materialistic, hypocritical world which he has encountered.
Although Lazaro continually talks about Providence, there is for him no
Providence. Life has so overwhelmed him that he has found belief in Provi-
dence impossible and has therefore substituted for that belief reliance on his
own wits and physical prowess. This is illustrated most clearly in the incident
of the tinker who provides Lazaro with a key to the food chest. Lazaro refers
to the tinker as an "angel" and as an "angelic tinker"; but in the same breath
Lazaro says that the tinker "happened" to call, or, in other words, called "by
chance." At the same time, Lazaro claims that he is inspired by the Holy
Spirit when he asked the tinker for a key although he knows full well that he has
not been so inspired and has instead employed his wits in order to bilk the
priest of bread. Lazaro, however, does not let such contradictions bother
him, for his experiences have taught him to do as others do and veil his
actions with pious words. He has found that it pays to defend immoral and
questionable actions by misapplying Christian theology.

Lazaro's misapplication of Christian theory, however, does not derive
from a inherently corrupt will. Rather, he hail been taught and is continuously
taught by masters of hypocrisy. The beggar is a hermit who lives by exploit-
ing religion; he is a religious highwayman who veils his bilking of the common
people and his cynical attitudes toward life with a sanctimonious face and
sham piety. The priest is more interested in the offertory than in the sacra-
ment of Holy Communion; he administers the last rites only in'order to fill
his belly at the \vake. He starves Lazaro while mouthing words about the
virtue of temperance and then proceeds to eat like a glutton. Lazaro's first
two masters, then, masquerade as holy men. The blind beggar plays upon
the ignorance and credulousness of the people; the priest perverts his holy
office for his own ends.

Lazaro's next master, the squire, introduces him to hypocrisy that
prevails in civil government. The squire tells Lazaro that he is from Castile.
This information is included by the author because it tells the reader familiar
with Spain that the squire comes from a section of the country that as literally
plagued with nobles and those who wish3d to'be nobles. The nobility in Castile
during the 15th century had risen to their greatest glory and had succeeded to a
large degree in undermining royal power. Moreoever, the Castilian nobility
had gained control of the most profitable governmental posts and of the most
powerful and enriching positions in Spain's coleaies. The squire, then,
represents the worst of Spain's nobles, for not only did the nobles pervert
their governmental offices but also they had rebelled against legitimately
established civil power. The author of Lazarillo however is satirizing not
only those segments of society represented by tlie various characters in the
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novel but also those who are responsible for allowing corruption and ex-
ploitation to exist. For instance, as we have noted, the priest in the novel
is certainly a corrupt one. He is for instance, more interested in the offer-
tory than in the sacrament of the Eucharist. The priest, then, deserves to
have his vices exposed, and the satire in this section devastatingly points out
the materialistic values of the people's spiritual guardian. The satire, how-
ever, does not stop with the priest, but by implication at least, the author
is satirizing the priest's superiors, the men who allow the practices of the
priest. For instance, the author may have in mind those church adminis-
trators who allow a man to become a priest by paying a sum of money rather
than by studying. The priest, then, represents not only the kind of hypocrisy
and corruption which may have prevailed on the parish level but also the kind
that could have pervaded the entire hierarchy of the church in Spain. The
point of the section about the priest is that corruption in the upper echelons of
the clergy is responsible for corruption in the parishes.

The squire is not a "high-class" but a "low-class" nobleman. His
description of his holdings, which he presents in the most favorable light,
indicates that he is worth little, that he is a hildago or (a poor nobleman) who
lives in genteel poverty at best. Nevertheles7h-ris proud of being a noble-
man given to idleness because he considers work undignified. In his pride
and sloth, then, the squire attempts to maintain his dignity, even though his
manner of lisp results in the greatest poverty. His clothes mark him as P.
man of quality and his bearing as a noble--noble only in appearance. He is
the picture of the most parasitic of all the Spanish social classes, for his
class serves no political purposes and continues to subsist only because of
inherited prestige and wealth. The squire, in short, represents a useless
appendage of Spanish society that should be amputated.

In the episode with the pardoner and the constable, Lazaro witnesses
clerical corruption in collaboration with civil corruption. The pardoner sells
indulgences. Indulgences were not, however, merchandise. Indulgences
represented the Roman church's power to remit either all or some of the
punishment due to sins. But this remission of sin could not be obtained by
mere monetary payment; it required hearty and true sorrow for one's sin,
not because of fear of punishment but because that sin had offended God. In
other words, the effectiveness of the indulgence depended upon one's being
truly and completely penitent. The episode about the pardoner and the con-
stable, then, satirizes the way in which functionaires of both governments
were allowed by their superiors, or even hired by them, to pervert for their
own advantage a tradition that had been established to encourage the nurturing
of souls and to promote penitence for sin. Indeed, the people themselves are
satirized for mistaking pretended magic for a miracle, but the greater satire
is aimed at those who allow and foster this decption of the people and, from
the author's point of view, the deliberate and ultimate damnation of their souls.

In the last two scenes of this novel we find that Lazaro has learned how
to get along in his corrupt society. In the first of the last two chapters, he
sells water for a chaplain. Lazaro here participates in the corruption of the
ecclesiastical establishment, but not in the worst kind, which the pardoner
represents. Lazaro tells us that this is his first step toward good living. But
he begins his ascent up the "ladder of good living" by working for a chaplain
who is the spiritual adviser of the bishop and who simultaneously engages in
a capitalistic enterprise unbecoming his role as a bishop's spiritual adviser.
Lazaro has become a respectable parasite. In the last chapter, Lazaro be-
comes a town crier, but this is a governmental position and allows him to
participate in civil corruption--so much so, in fact, that he receives a



percentage of the wine seller's profits. Lazaro also has learned how to be
a hypocrite, for he pretends that his wife is a virtuous woman in spite of the
rather obvious hints that she is the archbishop's mistress. He has, in short,
become a full-fledged member of society, and in doing so he has lost that
distance from society that allows him to perceive its faults and the follies and
vices of its members.

Lazarillo de Tormes: Composition Topics

1. Someone has said that "Lazarillo de Tormes is a real story about a real
Spanish boy." Defend or attiCrrhiri idea. Support your argument with de-
tails from the novel.

2. One of the objections that readers often raise is that the author of
Lazarillo attacks only the poor people. Write an essay in which you either
sustain this objection or show that the author is by implication satirizing the
upper classes as well. Pay particular attention to the parallels between
Lazarillo de Tormes and the parabLe about Dives and Lazarus.

3. "Thumbling" and Lazarillo are alike in many respects. Show how Thumb-
ling and Lazaro are alike, especially in the way society treats. them.

4. A critic has said that the basic situation in the picaresque novel is that
the hero is alone in the world. Does this statement apply to Lazarillo?

5. Lazaro is an ambigious character who is neither wholly bad nor wholly
good. Describe Lazaro in such a way that you account for both his good and
evil tendencies.

6. One of the characteristics of the picaresque novel is its episodic plot.
Write an essay in which you show why the author uses such a plot or what
the author is able to do by constructing such a plot.

B. Don Quixote:

Don Quixote finds its place in this unit not only because of its significance
for literary history but also because of its use of the journey as an organiza-
tional principle. Reading Don Quixote may appear a formidable task to assign
junicrhigh students, and it would be if an unabridged edition were used. The
recommended edition, however, is excellently abridged and the translation
is highly readable. Moreoever, if the reading assignments are kept reason-
able and are not so burdensome that the student will neglect the study questions,
the student should be able to read this novel intelligently and the teacher's
direction will lead him to discover more fully the "meaning" of the novel. Per-
haps one should be satisifed with having students read only parts rather than
the whole of the novel. Therefore, it might be well to plan on reading only
the first part (to p. 204). One might discover, however, that after the stu-
dents have overcome their initial fear of reading from a four hundred page
volume they will find that Don Quixote merits reading and their serious
attention and effort and will want to read Part II.

One of the difficulties in teaching any novel written prior to the
twentieth century is that one has to instruct the students about the beliefs
and attitudes of a particular age. Don r:`uixote is particularly difficult for
the modern reader because Cervantes assumes that his reader is acquainted
with both the ideals of chivalry and books about chivalry. Moreover, all the
characters he creates have very real counterparts in his society. Therefore,
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it is essential that the teacher provide for the students the background materi-
al necessary for an intelligent reading of this novel. Much of the necessary
background material is provided for the students in the quotations from John
of Salisbury and in their study questions. However, since the teacher might
find it helpful to have the material organized and since the teacher may wish
to present it to students in the form of short lectures, the essay on Don
Quixote is included in this packet. However, it is intended primariii-r--for the
teacher; one should not lecture iti.ndigested to the students. Moreover, one need
more than the essay which follows in order to teach Don Quixote.

The chief problem in Don auixote is the hero. Critics violently dis-
agree in their interpretationlr OftirM=Some think that he represents a kind
of analogy with Christ; some that he represents Cervante's conception of the
noble and ideal man; some that he is the butt of Cervante's satire. The
latter view is developed here because it avoids the tendency of the advocates
of the other views to give free and complete rein to their imagination, so
much so, in fact, that at times they neglect the text, Cervante's own view
of man and his world, and the historical circumstances and social conditions
in which the novel is set.

In the opening chapter of the novel, the author introduces the hero as
a poor nobleman, or a hidalgo. He is a country hidalgo and has but a bit of
land which ; .?ovides him---"M"ra rather parsimonious living. Even though hehas a small income, three-fourths of which is used to buy food and the other
fourth to buy clothes, Don Quixote is too proud to work. Because he is proudly
idle, Don Quixote neglects his own affairs and becomes a devotee of chivalric
novels, so much so that he loses his wits completely. Don ,:tuixotels madness,
according to the author, stems from his reading of noels of chivalry. The
authors of these novels from Cervante's point of view usually fail to dis-tinguish between fiction and history and often intertwine the fantastic and the
putatively historical in such a way as to suggest that they t. eke neither
seriously and that they are not interested in sustaining any one mode. This
characteristic of the novel of chivalry induces Don D_uixote to make the same
mistake; he too does not distinguish history and literature but he takes the
fiction to be history, and sets out to live literature. This is the basic con-
fusion in Don Quixote's mind.

Cervantes manages to bring together two kinds of satire in his hero:
social satire and literary satre. One of the prime objects of satire is the
novel of chivalry. The novels of chivalry are satirized primarily by showing
how they corrupt the hero. Don Quixote functions as the instrument for this
literary satire, for he has allowed himself to be made insane by chivalry
novels. The social satire, as far as the hero is concerned, is directed against
the hidalgo class. Because Don Quixote neglects his civil responsibilities andbecause he thinks he is so noble that work is beneath him, he sets out to
imitate those fictional chivalric heroes whom he emulates and to right the
wrongs in society. When he does so, he claims to be a knight-errant.
Theoretically, the knight-errant is a servant both of the king and of God;
when he takes the vow of knighthood, he pledges himself to effecting God's
will on earth and to carrying out the commands of his king. The knight-
errant class could be a significant power for the promotion of the common
good and the defense and extension of justice. One does not, however, elect
by himself to become a knight: he must be called into service by a king or
ruler who elects only those men of good reputPtion and good and moral charac-
ter. Only after he is elected by the ruler can the knight take his vow.
Cervantes demonstrates,in his hero, how this concept of knighthood, how this
chivaric ideal, can be and has been perverted. No king, has called Don
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Quixote into his service; but the hero decides to become a knight-errant
"both for his own honour and for the service of the state. '1 The former
motivation is the stronger, for his desire is to win everlasting honour and
renown and to have his heroic deeds recorded in a novel, or as he would say,
to have his hi story written down. His motivation, then, is perhaps imperfect.

Cervantes shows in the description of Don Quixote's armor, how far his
hero has strayed from the correct conception of knighthood. The armor of the
knight was understood in terms of St. Paul's description of the "full armor of
God"--the passage reproduced in the student packet, but Don Quixote's armor
had been his great-grandfather's and is not his own. It represents not his own
but his ancestor's faith. The rust on his armor tells us that on Quixote has
neglected something. Another indication of the character of Don Quixote's
folly is his notion that he must have, as do his fictional heroes, a lady for
whom he can undertake his adventures. Without a lady, he says he would be a
"tree without leaves and fruit--a body without a soul." Don Qu::,xote has de-
ceived himself by pledging his allegiance to a lady rather than to more public
or more religious ideals, and the fruits which he produces are not exactly
fruits of the spirit (Galatians 6: 19-23). Even in the first chapter, Cervantes
presents a knight who is not a knight, in more senses than one--not a servant
of the common weal. Don Quixote's subsequent adventures are entirely pre-
dictable after this initial description. He attacks, one after another, "foes"
that are harmless, foes which have done nothing to merit his "punishing". His
chastisements come out of a curious-mad conception of justice and a proud-
mad desire for glory. The merchants and muleteers (I, 4); the windmills (I,
7), the Yanguesans (I, 8); the sheep (I, 11); the barber (I, 13); the wineskins
(I, 21)--all are harmless foes whom ;uixote attacks without provocation.
Other interventions seem justifiable. The incident about Andrew and his mas-
ter (I, 4) is perhaps the best example, but Don Quixote, in spite of his appar-
ent doing of justice, does it blindly without bothering to investigate the
situation and to deteemine who is to be punished. Even if Andrew is right,
Don ",..xixote's intervention only results in more whippings for Andrew.

The case of the monks (I, 7) presents a problem, for they probably
should not be riding out in the world, but should be, since they are Benedictine
monks, in their cloisters. One perhaps has to suspend judgment on this case
because the monks may have had permission to travel. Nevertheless, one
tends to think that the monks should be attacked for they obviously do not have
contempt for the things of the world. They carry sun-shades, wear dust
masks and ride mules rather than walk. This incident brings us to a dis-
tinction that is fundamental to an understanding of Cervantes' satirical method.
Although Cervantes satirizes the class to which Don Quixote belongs and
novels of chivalry by making his hero pervert the ideal of chivalry and the
concept of justice and by portraying that perversion in Don Cuixotels attacks
on harmless "foes," Cervantes does not neglect exposing the real wrongs that
exist in society. Thus, the satire in this novel moves on two levels: it shows
what real wrongs exist and shows how not to right them. The Benedictine
monks are a case in point. Although they should be reformed, they can not
be reformed by Don uixotets method. Their perversion of the monastic ideal
inheres in their attitude and can be corrected only by ecclesiastical discipline.

The same kind of satire is directed at the priest whA escorts the corpse
(I, 7). Cervantes notes that the saddlebags that Sancho raids were "well
furnished with belly ware." Again, however, Don Quixote's-- attack is moti-
vated not by a desire to reform the priests but to promote his own glory by
avenging the supposed knight's death.

Cervantes also satirizes civil authorities, most notably probably in Don
Q uixote's speech just before he frees the prisoners (I, 3). Cervantes probably
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means to expose corruption in civil government when he has Don Quixote
attribute the prisoners' sentences to their lack of influential friends, their
want of money, and their failure to find an unbiased judge. Since Don
Q uixote's remedy for this situation worsens it, Cervante point may be that
although there is injustice in a situation where some of those who violate the
laws which the prisoners violate are not punished because of social position,
nevertheless, Don Quixote argues for the absurd position that, because
some escape their due punishment, all should.

Two problems remain: Quixote's apparent maltreatment at the hands of
society and his gradual improvement in the second part. There are several
incidents in which Don Quixote appears to be victimized unjustly by society.
Maritornes, for instance, leaves him hanging by his arms; Sancho makes
believe that he has actually gone to Loboso and delivered his Master's letter;
the barber and the curate bring him home in a cage; Samson Carrusco in-
cites the hero to undertake more adventures; the Duke and Duchess engage in
protracted rxtical,j,*es at the hero's expense and so forth. Students will
probably tend to think that one should pity Don Quixote. Many mature readers
do. A distinction, however, may clarify how one can react intelligently to
Don Quixote, Cervantes asks us to judge Don Quixote with affectionate
reprobation. One should pity Don Quixote because he is a delude aimisguided
man, but one should not allow this pity to excuse the actions of Don Quixote.
Don ,...!uixote lives in a fictional world, perverts what should be the ideals of
that world and would impose those perverted ideals on society; he refuses to
acknowledge that he has perverted those ideals, and that he therefore brings
with him more chaos than already exists. To such a man one extends pity,
but he must be held accountable for his self-delusion and his consequent
actions.

Moreover, some of the apparent victimizers of Don Quixote act rather
obviously out of mercy rather than out of contempt. The curate and the bar-
ber put the hero in a cage not in order to have fun at his expense but in order
to try and rescue him from his folly. In the other incidents in which Don
Q uixote is apparently mistreated his mistreatment can be attributed to both
the irascibility and perverseness of his victimizers and to his own vanity.
For instance, when Maritornes' leaves Don Quixote hanging by his wrists, she
is able to do so only because he deceives himself into believing that she is a
lady of quality rather than a prostitute and because he is vain enough to
believe that a lady of quality would desire his paying court to her. Maritornes'
use of the vanity of tle here cannot be completely justified. It would be if she
used her trick to enlig"aten Don Quixote rather than to mock him. She extends
no charity to Don Quixote as do the curate and the barber. The satire in this
incident,then, is two-edged; it exposes Don Quixote's folly and vanity, and the
unconcern of the "Maritornes" and her class for the well being of other men.
The same kind of satire is operating in the episodes at the castle of the Duke.
Cervantes in no way refrains from pointing out how the Duke and Duchess so
neglect their duties that they expend both time and money for an extended
practical joke; he does not refrain from exposing the haughtiness of the duenna
and of the parasitic ecclesiastic--both of whom attempt to gain control of
their master's wealth, if not his soul, Yet at the same time, Cervantes also
allows Don Quixote, in his tongue-lashing of the priest (II, 8), to trip over his
ludicrous vanity--"I have redeemed injuries, righted wrongs, chastened in-
solence, conquered giants and trampled on monsters," "my intentions are
always directed toward virtuous ends, to do goodto all and evil to none." He
may have trampled on imaginary monsters, but one wonders if the speech
does not display a man who is irretrieveably mad because he could never
understand what it might be to chasten insolence.
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One problem concerning the hero remains--his change in the second
part. During the first part, Don Quixote does not learn or change at all, but
during the course of the second part, he begins to have moments of lucidity
and to perceive that an inn is an inn and not a castle. The change is gradual.
He repeatedly relapses into his former character. Part of the reason for the
change in the character of Don .2x.iixote is that while Cervantes was writing
Part II, there appeared a sequel to Part I by another author. In the first part,
Cervantes had not solved the problem inherent in the picaresque navel, which
is how to bring the adventures of the hero to a satisfactory conclusion with-
out destroying the effect and the form of the novel. When the sequel appeared
because the first part lacked a satisfactory conclusion, Cervantes found him-
self faced with the problem of bringing Don Quixote back to reality in a
convincing manner. He does so by exhibiting Don Quixote's slow, uncertain
improvement.

The appearance of the apocryphal sequel, however, only account parti-
ally for the change in Don Quixote's character. The second part moves on a
more urbane level than the first part; the world is different. Drubbings are
less frequent; slapstick has almost disappeared. Quixote continues to deceive
himself but on a different plane. Instead of taking the lions to be giants as he
would have in Part I, he sees them as real lions, but deceives himself about
his courage. Again (II, 14) he arrives at an inn and knows and says it is an
inn but leaves "the two gentlemen surprised at the medley of good sense and
madness they had observed in the knight." Even at the very end of the book,
the hero is ready to trade his illusions about chivalry for illusions about the
pastoral life. The hero does not actually change as much as he appears to.
He has merely discovered that one form of madness, his conception
chivalry, is, indeed, mad.

Sancho, like Don Quixote, raises several critical problems. At the
beginning of the novel he is not deceived about the reality of things, since we
are given to believe that he would have nothing to do with Don Quixote's ver-
sion of chivalry if he did not have the promise and prospect of governing an
island. Several times he tires of adventures and wishes to return home. Yet
at the end of the novel (Part II), he has himself become like Don Quixote; he
now believes that Dulcinea is enchanted. The change is not as evident in the
first part, but Sancho does allow himself to believe that the knight's promise
will be made good, even in the face of continual defeats. If one limits his
discussion to Part I, he is likely to view Sancho as a foil to Don Quixote's
imagination, and indeed he is, for he keeps the reader informed of the real
nature of things aid portrays how a sensible man would react to Don Quixote's
misfortunes and to his delusions. Nevertheless, Sancho also functions in
other ways. In some instances, he is used by Cervantes to display the hero's
contempt for the lower classes. The hero continually tells Sancho that he,
and not Don Quixote, will have to fight those who are not knights and to rescue
those who are less than noble. Sancho's only motive for attending the knight
is his hope for a governorship; but at the end if Part I, he has not got it, even
though he has endured several drubbings. Sancho, then, in Part I, is prag-
matic man, with the rustic's interest in hoarding and self -interest and self-
seeking. Through Sancho, Cervantes portrays the folly of the lower class's
hope of attaining the noble status and its attendant privileges, and the way in
which it will neglect itz. responsibilities both to its own class and to
society by striving after nobility. Sancho is not a "normative" figure in this
novel. In Part II, Sancho becomes, as aresult of the Duke's practical joke, a
governor, and he suddenly learns here the hardships that a lord temporal
faces. Since he is unable to rule effectively, his subjects steal his power and
unseat him. His proverbs are of no avail; and the life of ease he had
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envisioned, evanescent. If he is cured, in these episodes,of his desire for
civil power, he is not cured of self-deception. Now he no longer knows what
is true. He cannot determine if Don. Quixote's narration of his descent into
the Cave of Montesinos is true or not, and he believes that Dulcinea is en-
chanted. The wisdom of proverbs ri:d the priest's sermons which he does not
understand but upon which he pretends to rely, do not aid him. He is, in
short, a representation of the way in which Don Quixote's misconception of
chivalry can bring havoc to the entire social order and can pervert a reason-
ably sound man.

If the central characters perplex the reader, so also does the form of
Cervantes' novel, especially the reader grown accustomed to the tight-knit
novels of authors in the tradition of Henry James or to their TV equivalents.
Don Quixote seems to be little more than a series of episodes strung together
without real connection. One must first observe that Cervantes patterns his
novel after the romances or the epics of chivalry. He does so in order to
parody the romances or novels of chivalry. The episodic construction of the
romance together with its themes of love and arms plays into his hands, 1.1r
not only is he able to mock its themes, but also he is able to use its
episodic construction as a device for satirizing various classes and strata
of society. All of the episodes, in the abridgement used in this unit, are
related to the novel's themes--Don ,:,,uixote's perversion of the chivalric
ideal, Sancho's avarice and discontent with his God-ordained place in society,
and the satire of conditions in society. The unifying device of Don Quixote
is the journey through society around which Cervantes develops-Ill themes.

Don Quixote speaks the language of his fictional idols. His speech, for
instance, upon his leaving his hometown for the first time is a parody of the
high style employed in the chivalric romances. It is shot through with irony
and with hyperbole. Again, his speech about the golden age at the inn when
Dorthea, the barber and curate are present, is a parody of the high style. It
employs long, periodic sentences, is patterned after the classical oration,
and contains rather close reasoning. Don cZuixote is distinguished by his style
of speech, for he employs the high or ornate style constantly; but his style
also assures us of his madness, for the style of his speech belongs in books
addressed to kings or concerned with noble subjects rather than in real life.
Indeed, the instructor may use Don Quixote as a device for calling attention
to what the written language would sound like--were it spoken. The kind of
style that Ouixote uses derives from the rhetorical conventions of the middle
ages and the Renaissance, and it is to be used in addressing men of high rank
and kings.

Other characters are also distinguished by their "dialects". The
Biscayan speaks the Castilian dialect and the galley slaves employ the
vocabulary of rogues. Sancho speaks in the simple, popular style of the day.
He continually resorts to cliches and proverbs in order to express his ideas
and sentiments. Cervantes uses Sancho's cliches and proverbs to good effect.
Through them he portrays Sancho as an Jnoriginc.1, unthinking, uncritical man,
and presumptuous as claiming to be wise. In Part II, Cervantes changes
gradually the style of Sancho's speeches; the change parallels the change in
Sancho's character.

Don Quixote: Composition Topics

I. Write an essay in which you show how the first chapter is relatee to the
rest of the novel.
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2. The humor in Cervantes' novel is appealing. Write an essay in which you
describe the different kinds of humor or in which you center your attention on
one episode and determine how the humorous action is related to the
"meaning" of the novel.

3. One of the greatest problems in Don Quixote is the character of hero.
Write an essay in which Don Quixote is compared to the ideal knight as
described by John of Salisbury and as portrayed in the character of Sir
Gawain.

4. When Don Quixote is brought back to his home in a cage, he seems to be
victimized by the curate and the barber. Write an essay in which the curate
and barber's action is defended or in which you discuss the appropriateness
of this ending to Part I.

5. Don Quixote was written for the purpose of instructing the reader.
Determine what the reader is supposed to "learn."

6. Don Quixote's freeing of the criminals is an instance of his brand of jus-
tice. Show how his concept of justice in this episode is either perverted or
praise-worthy.

7. Write an essay in which you describe some of the parts of society that
Cervantes satirizes and explain why Cervantes satirizes these parts.

8. If you studied the units on Greek and Hebrew literature in the seventh
grade, write an essay in which you compare a Hebrew or Greek hero that
goes on a journey, e.g., Joseph, Hercules, with Don Quixote,

9. Describe the relationship between Don Quixote and Sancho and determine
what each of them represents.

10. Explain why and how Cervantes satirizes novels about chivalry.

11. Describe Don Quixote's speech; show how it reveals his character.

12. Don Quixote appears to believe in magic and enchantment. Is there any
evidence to suggest that he does not? Whether he really does or not, what
does his constant talking about magic reveal about his character?

13. Compare and contrast Part I and Part II. How do Don Quixote's adventures
differ in these two parts ? Or, how does his character change ?

14. Compare Lazarillo and Don Quixote. How do the heroes differ ? Why do
the authors create such diffe-iTnfri ?

Although LeSage's Gil Blas has not aroused much enthusiasm among critics
during the last two decades, one need not apologize for its inclusion in this
unit, for its neglect probably derives from the critics' preferring the well-
knit, highly unified modern novel to the apparently disorganized, loose novel
like Gil Bias. Almost all critics, however, recognize Gil Blas as historical-
ly important, for it represents a major step in the evolutionOrihe novel, and
it is aesthetically pleasing, if one strips away modern preconceptions about
the novel. Moreover, Gil Blas fits admirably the purposes of this unit, for its
social satire is readily accessible to junicc high school students and it employs
the principles of organization peculiar to the journey novel. This novel
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provides a particularly good opportunity for studying how the picaresque novel
is related to the epic, how the author solves the problem inherent in a static
hero, and how the social satirist uses the device of irony.

In the introductory remarks about the genre of the journey novel, it
was asserted that the journey novel has its source in the epic. Gil Blas is
an instance of this generalization. The author of Gil Blas consce-nrfarily
imitates the structure of the epic, for he divides fin- iiii/ into the twelve
books characteristic of the epic. However, because the author imitates the
larger form of the epic, one cannot therefore expect to find in this novel
other characteristics such as the epic simile, high style, and beginning the
story in medias res. Indeed, Le Sage does not intend to write a classical
epic, but"inWIte an inversion of the epic. Instead of the epic simile, the
most notable rhetorical device is irony, and instead of high style, the author
writes in the middle, even the low, style. Usually the author of the epic uses
the form of the epic to portray the moral progress of a society (a group of
heroes) or of a single hero, e.g. Odysseus. The moral progress enables the
hero or heroes to develops through confronting various kinds of obstacles, the
virtues necessary for establishing or for deferding and maintaining a society
that rests on certain ideals. Le Sage, however, does not use the form of the
epic in order to portray in his hero the ideals that a particular society should
emulate; rather he portrays through his hero and the form of the novel the way
in which society has inverted social ideals and in which such a society can
corrupt an essentially good and virtuous person. When Gil Blass undertakes
his journey he is essentially virtuous and good. He manages to retain his
moral sense for a while in spite of the corrupting influences of society, but
eventually, he becomes an inversion of the epic hero. He is corrupted by
society rather than being its purge.

One of the problems that is inherent in the form of the picaresque is
that the hero generally does not change, e.g., the hero in Lazarillo de
Tormes. Because the hero does not develop during the cou'iiTTZTEe novel,
rffe 7Mor is forced to break off his story and leave it in a to-be-continued
state, a breaking-off which may raise problems for the author: the ending
may not be very pleasing, it may seem abrupt etc. Moreover, the abrupt
ending may prompt hacks to write sequels.

Le Sage faces both the problem of abruptness and the problem of con-
tinuation in his novel. He begins by conforming to the traditional picaresque
pattern. Until Gil Blas reaches Madrid and attains power and wealth, he re-
mains uncorrupted by society--perhaps attracted to various kinds of corrup-
tion, but, witnessing the consequences of such corruption, essentially repelled
by it, and eager to undertake his journey afresh. For instance, when he takes
a major role in the hold-up of the monk, his moral sense pricks his conscience,
even though he recognizes that the monk himself is no paragon of virtue. Like..
wise, when he practices medicine under the tutelage of Sangrade and when he
participates in the bilking of Simon the Jewish tailor, his conscience urges him
to leave off these kinds of employment and to cease exploiting other men for
his own benefit. Somehow his moral nature gives him an immunity to cor-
ruptions, which never allows him to take on the attitudes necessary for their
persistent or malicious indulgence. Gil Blas in this earlier part of the novel
functions as a kind of literary device for the author. He is an observer and a
half-hearted participant in social activities from which he maintains a satiric
distance, a distance that the author uses to exhibit the vices that permeate
society. All of this is to say that in the first books, up through Book VII, the
center of attention is the actual structure of society, not the hero or the action.
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Gil Blas, however, differs from such plazas as Lazarillo
and Sancho. Gil Bias is not continually preoccupied with finding the means
of survival; deprivation finds no place in this novel, The hero is always
adequately fed and clothed. Gil Bias is a 'new kind of picaro; he is concerned
with survival but with improving his social status, concerned not with exist-
ing merely, but with educating himself. Once the hero is assigned a desire
for improving and educating himself, the picaresque novel is transformed.
The center of attention becomes, then, not only the structure of society and
the vices that persist in that society, but the hero - together -with- society, the
hero undergoing an education in society--the concern of the bildungs roman.
Significantly, the author never seriously attributes to Gil any real desire for
climbing until he takes up his duties for the Duke of Lerma. At that time,
Gil is made to observe that "ambition and vanity obtained complete empire
over" his soul. He is no longer charitable and compassionate; his heart
"became harder than any flint." Our hero comically and sadly looses his
immunity to corrupting influences, conforms to court patterns, and promotes
the corruption which had earlier sickened him. Gil becomes self-conscious
as he was not in the earlier books. His fixed and static character disappears
and with that disappearance, the center of attention moves from society to the
protagonist. So that, by changing the nature of the protagonist, Le Sage sug-
gests how powerful the corrupting influences on the court are (in contrast to
those of lower levels of society) and implies that he is at least a bit pessimis-
tic about the possibility of reforming the officals at court. However, perhaps
the major reason for this change in Gil's character is that, through it, Le
Sage is able to portray how man falls and how he gets back on his feet. Gil's
participation in the intrigue to provide the prince with a mistress has, as its
motivation, the desire of the court and of Gil to ingratiate themselves to the
prince in hopes of gaining more power and wealth. The gimmick eventually
lands Gil in jail where he succumbs to a despair that is foreign to his nature
(consider the parallel incident in which he is imprisoned in the underground
cave of the bandits). The imprisonment functions as a kind of reforming
device: Gil vows to give up his former pursuits and take up a pastoral
existence removed from the corruption that he has known. He has lost his
toughness; he now falls easily ; he needs a setting which does not ask him to
be a moral Hercules--only Philemon. At the urging of his servant and his
friends, however, Gil again returns to court; the moral transformation
effected in prison has provided him with a new moral "fiber"' unknown to
him before, a charity which he had not known before (cf. his treatment of
his petitioners, his awareness of the Count's inevitable fall, etc. ). After
the deposing of the Count, Gil once again flees the court and lives a pastoral
life. Gil has moved from one kind of partial innocence to another kind of
partial innocence. Gil's journey seems to be organized around a desire to
treat all three of the estates which occupy a place in the ancien regime- -
Lords Spiritual, Lords Temporal, and Commoners. In theTirst-ii=oks
of the novel, Gil encounteres common people, with the exception of Don
Alphonso and the family of Count de Polan. He finds himself in the company
of bandits, actors, physicians, innkeepers, tailors, stewards, authors,
hermits, and grandees who pretend to nobility, men whose grotesqueries
satirize the following follies:

(1) The moral "disguises" of selfish religious men and lawyers.

(2) The deceptions of highway robbers and the failure to distinguish between
meutn and tuum.

(3) The merchant's exploitation of customers, e.g., the innkeeper and the
tailor.



(4) Theatrical morals, especially as portrayed in Laura.

(5) The servant class betrayal of the master's faith, especially the stewards.

(6) The preoccupation of would-be grandees with venery and with living the
parasitic life.

(7) The noble class's irresponsibility and idleness.

(8) The physician's incompetence and malpractice.

Although this list does not pretend to be complete, it reveals that Le Sage's
main satiric concern with commoners in the first six books.

Although many satirists limit themselves to satirizing the lower
classes and only implicitly satirize lords temporal and spiritual in order to
avoid the censure of either the civil or ecclesiastical government, Le Sage
evidently feels at liberty to satirize all. classes of society. In Book VII, for
instance, he tranifests no caution in satirizing the archbishop. Previously,
he has satirized the licentiate, the friar who betrayed the confidence of the
confessional, the monk from whom Gil Blas steals, but in his satire of the
archbishop, the author goes further and attributes the practices of these
lowly servants of the church to the hypocrisy and pride of the archbishop.

When Gil is in the service of the archbishop, he has, as a master a
man who pretends to the humility and holiness that an archbishop should
have. His concern about his approaching senility and the quality of his
sermons appears to be admirable. The function of the sermon, at least
ideally, is to urge the listener to acquire those attitudes and practices which
will result in his eternal salvation. But his is a hypocritical concern. His
motivation "to retire from professional life with my reputation in undimin-
ished luster." Gil reports to him his own observations and those of others
about the decline in the quality of his sermons; the archbishop refuses to
believe the truth of those observations. He discourses on the Christian
virtue of sincerity and then concludes that he would have given Gil "infinite
credit for what he thought," if he "had thought anything that deserved to be
spoken." This statement, together with the archbishop's protestations
against flattery and the contrasting continual obeisance of the archbishop's
officers, suggests the extent to which the archbishop and his functionaires
have been overtaken by the vices against which they protest. The man who
was touched by the satire could wince; one may have to remind the students
that not all archbishops are touched.

Gil's journey begins among the commoners, takes him among church
officials, and finally introduces him to officials of state. When Gil is
employed by the Duke of Lerma, he is introduced to the intrigue and cor-
ruption among civil servants and observes first hand the ways in which they
pervert their offices for their own aggrandizement. The social satire in this
section is heightened by the transformation of Gil's character, his ceasing
to maintain his satiric distance and beginning to participate in corruption
himself. Now the satire depends not so much on Gil's satiric distance as on
that of the author, the satiric distance which allows him to display the change
in Gil's character and the activities and attitudes of Scipio as both of these
comment on the duke as leader (cf. Gil's treatment of Navarro, an incident
which the author probably intends to be taken as an example of the entire
spectrum of activities at this level of society). It is not until Gil Blas has
been reformed during his imprisonment and has returned to the service of
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the Count that the satire centers on the Count's character and activities.

In Le Sage's world, both lords spiritual and lords temporal allow their
administration of ecclesiastical and civil officers to be influenced, if not
determined, by petty concerns, vanity, and ambition. They create the cor-
ruption that prevails on lower social levels, create by failing to rule the
commoners.

"Oh man! man! What a compound of candor breathing satire and
splenetic impartiality art thou!" Beyond candor and satire and impartiality
lie the implied norms for the good society.

Gil Blas: Composition Topics.11 .".
1. Trace the history of Gil's career through the first seven books. Describe
the kinds of people that he encounters and explain how they are satirized.

2. Discuss the construction of the plot. Explain why the author divides the
action into episodes.

3. Explain why and how Le Sage satirizes Doctor Sangrado.

4. Define irony and then point out one or two passages in which the author
is ironic. Explain why and how he is ironic.

5. How does the author satirize the bishop?

6. Explain why Gil's character changes after he becomes a servant of the
Duke of Does this change make the novel bad? Is this change
believable? If not why does the author change his character ?

7. Compare the Duke of Lerner and Don Alphonso. What do they represent?

8. Compare Gil as the servant of the Duke of Lerma and as the servant of
the Count. How and why has he changed?

9. Describe the relationship between Gil and Fabrico. How do they differ?
What do they represent? How is Fabrico satirized?

10. Compare the incident in which Gil is locked in the bandit's cave and the
incident in which he is imprisoned. What do these incidents reveal about Gil's
character and the change in his character ?

VI Pickwick Papers is an example of a nineteenth century author's employ-
ment of the techniques characteristic of the picaresque novel in order to
satirize nineteenth century English society. Although the students will only
read selected chapters from it, they will be able to follow the plot. if they
ignore trivial inconsistencies.

Dickens' treatment of Mr. Pickwick departs from the usual. The
"picaro" himself is satirized. While Dickens' satirizes the military establish-
ment through the troops' fight, he also satirizes the stupidity of Pickwick and
his comrades. Indeed, each of the most important members of the Pickwick
Club represents a specific type of individual that Dickens wishes to satirize.
Mr. Pickwick is an "instance" of the typical eighteenth.:ana early nineteenth-
century traveller; Mr. Winkle, an instance of the Ergglish sportsman; Mr.
Tupman, an instance of the gallant lover, etc. Through Pickwick, Dickens
satirizes-those travellers who move through societies with pencil and notebook
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in hand ready at a moment's notice to record any extraordinary event or to
describe any extraordinary character. When the driver of Mr. Pickwick's
carriage tells Pickwick that his horse is forty-two years old, out come.
Pickwick's pencil and notebook. When Jingle talks of dogs, Mr. Pickwick
asks him if he will allow him "to make a note of it," The dismal man, at
the beginning of Chapter V, promises to provide at Pickwick's request a
"curious manuscript." Mr. Tupman, almost from the moment he is intro-
duced, functions as a grotesque (a kind of comic, almost allegorical
representation) of the gallant over. When he joins the Wardles in their
carriage, he immediately sets about proving his prowess as a lover. Again
a Dingley Dell, he pretends affection for the spinister aunt, but when the
object of his affection is taken from him by the wily Jingle, he shifts his
affection to Emily. His pretension of being a gallant lover, however, is
shattered by Jingle's stealing away from him the spinster aunt.

Mr. Winkle is, like Tupman, a grotesque. He is a would-be sportsman.
His fear of the regiment's blank charges in Chapter IV, and his wounding
Tupman rather than shooting a bird in Chapter VII satirize this type of in-
dividual and his pretensions. The most devastating satire, however, is in
Chapter II when Winkle decides to fight and duel with Mr. Slammer. He
determines to fight because he must live up to his reputation among the club
that he is an expert sportsman and because he hopes that the pistols will. be
loaded with blanks and that the local police will intervene in the affair. None
of these reasons, of course, accord with his professed allegiance to the code
of the sportsman, which would lead him to fight the duel for amusement. and
for demonstrating his dexterity as a sportsman.

Mr. Jingle, who is not a member of the Pickwick Club,. is a kindof
watered -dawn Renaissance man. He engages in--or pretends to have engaged
in--all the pursuits of a gentleman. He pretends to be a lover, a. sportsman,
an acute.observer of mankind. He reshapes his character to fit any situation
in which he finds himself. In a way, he is the supreme example of the picaro
or the rogue, but his identity changes, as does his past, whenever-it is
necessary for him to change identity or past. The picaro, unlike Jingle,
never forgets who he is or what his past has been. Jingle is the perfect
parasite.

If those characters are representative, Dickens does nOt createindeed,
is not trying to create --realistic characters but exemplary representations
of various classes and professions. The characters in this novel are a
"collection of varieties," comic book characters who function as satiric
literary devices. Each lives in a world unto himself in which he performs
a kind of pantomime. No real communication among character exists. Each
is, for a moment, the center of attention and an isolated center of vitality,
having no real relationshp to any of the other characters. The novel appears
disjointed, but its disjointedness is the disjointedness of the society it por-
trays. The isolation of each of the characters, the lack of any real com-
munication between them, and their lack of any private inner life display the
breakdown of the sense of human community as best it can be displayed in a
fictive model.

Pickwick in search of "truths which are hidden beyond" his own private
world sets out to encounter the great world. He leaves the security and
stability of his isolated sphere of existence in a quest for reality and for truth.
His private world, his secure retreat from the "world out there," is described
several times, most notably at the beginning of Chapters II, V, VII. In each
of these cases, the time is the early morning; in each, Pickwick in isolation
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from the great world finds his environment a bland and homogenous pablum.
He leaves this isolation because of his insatiable desire to "seek amusement
and instruction, " but he leaves his private world and begins his journey with
certain preconceived notions about the nature of man and the nature of society,
and, from one point of view, his journey begins as an attempt to validate those
notions, His companions also begin with certain fixed assumptions. For
Winkle, everything is capable of being interpreted in terms of sportsmanship;
for Tupman in terms of love, and for Snodgrass, in terms of poetry. Pick-
wick, however, begins with the attitudes of a scientist: he wishes to be a
detached observer, an uninvolved spectator. But, even though he wishes to
remain detached and uninvolved, Pickwick begins, as does the scientist,with
some preconceived notions about what he will find. He expects all his evi-
dence, dispassionately collected, to confirm his hypothesis about man and
society. The author tells us that "general benevolence was one of the leading
features of Pickwickian theory;" that is, Pickwick assumes that he will dis-
cover in the world out there that the human heart is by nature good and that
Providence is in charge of the ordering of events for the good of all. In short,
he begins his journey expecting to find the best of all possible worlds. From
the very beginning of his journey, he finds much evidence that contradicts
his theory and none that supports it. The confusing multiplicity of characters
and the exploding world in which nothing is related to anything else bewilder
and overwhelm Pickwick, and his journey becomes a bad dream in which tur-
moil cannot be explained nor the evil of the "best of all possible worlds"
rationalized. Pickwick's moral bewilderment comes out in his failure to
distinguish objects from one another; all tends to blur: "Fields, trees, and
hedges, seemed to rush past them with the velocity of a wh7rlwind ;" the
placid, well-made world which Pickwick expected to find does not exist even
on the physical level: horses plunge, glass breaks, carriages are ruined,
horses will not obey their drivers (see especially Chapters V and IX). On
the social level, the chaos is greater; ro sooner does Pickwick pay the driver
of his carriage than the driver challenges him to a fight. (Chapter II). When
he is at Eatansville, the political goings on bewilder him; not knowing what to
do, he decides that "it's always best on these occasions to do what the mobs
do."

In Chapter IV, the scene, described as "one of the utmost granduer and
importance," is a scene full of confusion; even the most ordered part of
society, the military, lacks order. Here is Dickens' ironical description:
(p. 49)

There were sentries posted to keep the ground for the troops, and
servants on the batteries keeping places for the ladies, and sergeants
running to and fro, . . . and Colonel Bulder, in full military uniform,
on horseback, galloping first to one place and then to another, and
backing his horse among the people, and prancing, and curvetting,
and shouting in a most alarming manner, and making himself hoarse
in the voice, and very red in the face, without any assignable cause
or reason whatever. Officers were running backwards and forwards,
communicating with Colonel Bulder, and then ordering the sergeants,
and then running away altogether .

Pickwick, then, encounters a multiplicity of characters who seemingly come
from nowhere, disappear without notice, and reappear unexpectedly; the
whirl of events, mobs, uproar, and social confusion prevent the detached
benevolent philosopher from making any observation of anything.'

Pickwick at first generally manages to retain his philosophical
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equilibrium; but his self-possession and intellectual repose are aeon shattered,
for he finds himself the victim of other characters and situations. Mobs con-
trol him (see p. 184). The confusion of situations overcomes him: "Mr.
Pickwick had been so fully occupied in falling about, and disentangling himself,
miraculously, from between the legs of horses, that he had not enjoyed suffic-
ient leisure to observe the scene before him. " (p. 50). And, eventually,
the turmoil of the external world transforms Mr. Pickwick so that he partakes
of the turmoil--becomes passionate, indignant and excitable. He is angry
when he thinks he is accused of stealing a horse (p. 69). When Mr. Jingle
refers to Tupman as Tuppy, he "drew his breath hard, and coloured up to the
very tips of his spectables." At a later time, when Jingle refers to Tupman
as Tuppy, Dickens says: "Mr. Pickwick was a philosopher, but philosophers
are only men in armour, after all the shaft had reached him, penetrated
through his philosophical harness, to his very heart. In the frenzy of his
rage he hurled the inkstand madly forward, and followed it up himself." (p.
141).

The scenes in which Pickwick is victimized by other characters and
situations and in which he becomes passionate and angry are punctuated by
retreats into a kinder, safer world. This retreat often takes the form of
sleep, A t r the trials of the day, Pickwick sleeps, is refreshed, and next
morc;ing 11Fts regained his self-posseseione His retreat can be a enormous
meal (all the meals in this novel are enormous): consider, for instance, his
rescue from the turmoil at the mock-battle to eat together with the Wardles;
his confusion in Chapter II followed by another meal; and the Christmas meal
at the Wardle's, Indeed, the visits to Dingley Dell futvztion as retreats from the
confusion prevalent in society. Usually, there is little chaos there, or if there
is some, it is milder than in other parts of society.

These retreats represent Pickwick's retreat to his initial assumptions
that man is innately good and that Providence reigns supreme. Pickwick, how-
ever, cannot ignore either the fortuitous circumstances which have victimized
him or the aggressive, uncharitable action of the members of society. This
lesson becomes inescapable when he becomes at his trial the spectacle rather
than the spectator, the specimen rather than the scientist. Goodness and
benevolence is only a dream and the intervention of providence into human af-
fairs does not exist. Pickwick has, by seeking those "truths which are hidden
beyond," subjected himself to the mercy of a society that is devoid of mercy.
Justice is unknown: attorneys defend charging exorbitant fees and extorting
clients by arguing that they will "be all the better for a good lesson against gett-
ing into debt." By a fortuitous circumstance, Mr. Pickwick becomes involved
in the case Bardell vs. Pickwick. He knows and everyone else knows that he is
innocent of treCrarge wEICT-a; been made against him, but unlike everyone
else, Pickwick does not realize that his being brought to trial is due to the
avarice of attorneys rather than to the malice of Mrs. Bardell. He fails to
understand that legal machinery, rather than serving justice, is manipulated
for profitable ends by those who are supposed to be servants of justice. In
the courtroom, the friendliness of the opposing attorneys bewilders and
angers him. After he is sentenced, he is even more angry, and on principle,
refuses to pay the assessed damages and goes to prison. When Pickwick
goes to prison, he must either admit that the world does not conform to his
preconceived notions about it or allow himself to be ravaged .and driven to
insanity by his imprisonment, as are the other prisoners. He must either ad-
mit his failure or be destroyed (see Sam's story in Chapter XLIV). Going to
prison is Pickwick's way c getting himself out of and recovering from un-
pleasant shocks--retreating from the dog-eat-dog world; he conceives of the
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prison as a kind of Ding ley Dell that will protect him from the evil rampant
in society and that will allow him to go on deceiving himself. Deceptions and
protection from evil, however, are impossible in Fleet. Here Pickwick's
real education begins and he begins to perceive that society is indeed merci-
less, that man is merciless, and that Providence evidently has no control
over affairs. For instance, the lack of mercy in society is illustrated by
the law that says that debtors on the poor side are not to be provided with
food and rainment as are the worse criminals; he knows that man is not
merciful when he sees the poor Chancery prisoner die because of neglect;
and the absence of Providence is evident in the woeful tale that the cobbler
tells about his experience with the law. After his visit to the poor side
Mr. Pickwick begins to realize that Fleet Street and society will destroy
him: ". . . old men may come here through their own heedlessness and
unsuspicion: and young men may be brought here by the selfishness of those
they serve." (p. 641). Pickwick here finally perceives that it is his "heed
lessness and unsuspicion" that have brought him to his sorry state. But even
after he has made this admission, Pickwick remains obstinate and refuses to
leave prison. The fortuitous arrest of Mrs. Barden, however, provides for
Sam the means of persuading Pickwick to leave. Shocked by the merciless
treatment of Mrs. Bardell at the hands of her attorneyb, Pickwick, rather
than allowing Mrs. Bardell to encounter the corrupting forces in the prison,
allows his benevolence to conquer his obstinancy. He leaves the prison know-
ing that every one of the prisoners "was. . . the happier for his sympathy
ane charity." (p. 715) While in prison, he has established a little society
of his own permeated by his benevolence, a society outside "real society"
and sustained only by Pickwick's money, money which outside the prison
would be ineffectual or at the mercy of evil.

Pickwick is a kind of Don Quixote who leaves the security of his own
private world and undertakes a series of adventures with about as much
success as Don :Juixote. Like Quixote, Pickwick starts with wrong assump-
tions and only through a series of painful experiences does he learn that he
is wrong. Though he learns, he does not change. To change would annililate
his identity. Like Don Quixote, he has a companionwho attempts to prevent
the disaster that necessary follows making foolish assumptions about man
and society. Sam Weller functions as a kind of Sancho. Unlike Sancho, he
does not yield to illusions. He is a kind of good--or at least attractive- -
Jingle who has the resilience typical of the picaro. Jingle makes himself
what his own interests require, but Sam passivelyallows the situation to
make him whatever it will. He is wax in the hand of society. Herein lies his
wisdom, and it is through this wisdom that he is able to protect the innocent,
deluded Pickwick from ravaging. Because of Sam's efforts, Pickwick is
finally prevailed upon to le^ve prison. Sam is the real picaro in this novel;
he can withstand corrupting influences in society without becoming evil and
without destroying his sense of moral responsibility toward Mr. Pickwick,

Pickwick Papers: Composition Topics

1. Write an essay in which you determine whether or not Pickwick's character
changes. If it does or does not, explain why the author changes or does not
change his character.

2. Why is Pickwick so often described as bewildered, confused; indignant?
How does what Pickwick find "out there" differ from what he expected to find?

3. Describe Dodson and Fogg. Explain how and why Dickens satirizes lawyers.
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4. Explain how the trial leads Pickwick to discover that society is completely
unjust and in need of reform.

5. Compare Sam Weller and Mr. Jingle. How are they alike ? How do they
differ?

6. On page 641, Pickwick says that "old men may come here /To Fleet
prison /, through their own heedlessness and unsuspicion." Explain the
significance of this statement. Is Pickwick referring to himself? Does it
indicate that he has learned something?

7. How is the cobbler's story in Chapter XLIV related to Dicken's satire on
the administration of justice?

8. Characterize Fleet prison. What kinds of things is Dickens satirizing?

9. Choose one of Pickwick's fellow members--Mr. Tupman, Mr. Winkle,
or Mr. Snodgrass--and determine what kind of person he represents and
how Dickens satirizes this kind of person.

10. Write an essay in which you explain the significance of Dingley Dell and
the enormous meals which are always being consumed.

11. Describe the political activities at Eatansville. What is Dickens satir-
izing and what does he think should be done about political life?

12. Summarize the action in Chapter IV, especially that of the military group
and the spectators. Why does Dickens include this chapter?

VII Sword and the Stone
111101.01.1111.11001,

T. H. White's novel, The Sword in the Stone appears to be a hodge-
podge of learning and satire -6"-ijariea 'loos-07 about one of the Arthurian
legends. Its lack of organization, however, is apparent rather than real.
In his novel, White, a twentieth century author, uses a medieval fiction in
order to satirize one of the commonplace ideas of the early twentieth-century:
the perfectability of man. White is a firm believer in the theory of literature
that holds that the end of literature is to instruct while entertaining. The
comic scenes and the tomfoolery in this novel :Ire more than entertainment;
rather, they make palatable for the reader a devastating satire of modern
society. White has good reason for setting his satire in the middle ages
rather than in the twentieth-century. If he were to satirize the twentieth-
century by setting his story in that same cetV-ury, his reader might not gain
the necessary satiric distance. White uses the Arthurian legend because
Arthur is the mythical hero of England and is a s st.rnbol for what one might
call the English spirit, at least the English spirit before the advent of
technology and the idea of progress.

The idea of progress which White satirizes in this novel has lost much
of its appeal since World War II and survives only in a modified version. Prim.
to 1939, when White wrote The Sword in the Stone, however, faith in man's
moral progress was a predominant popular philosophical point of view. If
World War I tempered faith in the idea, it nevertheless persisted. Put
simply and in its crudest form, the idea of progress or the notion of the per-
fectibility of man is the assumption that man is getting better every day in
every way. This notion partially derives from eighteenth-century philosophers
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such as Shaftesbury who deny the orthodox Christian belief in the doctrined
original sin. Once one has denied the existence of original sin and has
affirmed that man is essentially good, the next step ira the argument is to
argue that man can improve himself. Divine aid is no longer needed. This
argument seemed to be reinforced during the eighteenth century by the great
advances in science ant: technology. By employing his reason, so the argu-
ment runs, man can eventually know all there is to know about the universe
and thereby attain perfectibility. This notion of perfectibility combined with
the emphasis on the importance of the individual that came to the fore during
the latter half of the eighteenth-century, partially as a result of the influ-
ence of Rousseau and the Romantic Movement, led to the development of the
notion that every man can attain perfection if the corrupting influences of
social institutions and traditions are stripped away.

In the nineteenth-century, the possibility of achieving individual and
collective perfection by the use of reason was envisioned by John Stuart
Mill and his school. In the treatise On Liberty, for instance, Mill argues
that each man should be so freed from tra-d=nal modes of thinking and of
behavior that he can find for himself the perfection which he seeks; a kind
of view of society which led to a series of reforms, all of them extending
more freedom to the individual. Apparent social progress, continued economic
progress, the advent of Darwinism, all of these convinced the popular English
mind that man vas slowly mounting through one level of perfection after
another in all areas: moral, political, economic, and biological.

T. H. White considers such a notion of progress an illusion. In one of
his books, The Age of Scandal, White asserts that he has witnessed the end
of civilization says

It is useles to whine. It has happened. It is the logical result
of our half-baked Victorian humanitarianism, All men are not
equal. That ridiculous idea of English democracy was invented
during the reign of Queen Victoria, and it has now become
bureaucracy.

White, who describes himself as a "nostalgic Tory," begins with different
assumptions about man than do those who hold to the idea of progress and the
belief in the perfectability of man. He conceives of man in approximately
the same way that the orthodox Christian does. Man, who for White is
"eternally undeveloped" and remains "potential in our Mod's7 image," has
a dual capacity: he is capable of both good and evil, Man inclines toward
evil, but can, by valiant struggle and by discipline, do good, although the
latter possibility is the more improbable of the two. The social and political
implications of such a view of man is that every group of men needs wise lead-
ership in the form of a centralized authority and in the form of laws. However,
White does not argue for tyranny, rather he argues for a benevolent govern-
ment that so orders its subjects that it promotes the common good. If the
purpose of government and social structure is the common iior;Then the
individual man finds his fulfillment by contributing to common good, not by
following his own style of life. What White conceives of as the ideal society,
then, is one which is hierarchially organized and one whose cardinal prin-
ciples are justice and charity.

The Sword inthe Stone is a novel which teaches its reader how a
society has to be ordered and be governed so that all members of society bene-
fit from it, since man inclines toward evil rather than good. Those societies
which do not, from White's point of view, promote the common good and which
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do not recognize the need for firm but benevolent leadership and laws are
satirized. The normative patterns of behavior and of social organization,
which are established and against which other patterns of behavior and
societies are to be measured, are primarily patterns derived from White's
study of "Christian" medieval society. This normative society is the kind
of society represented by the geese, a society organized hierarchially. On
the island which all the geese reach when they migrate across the North Sea,
the various kind of geese "kept more or less to their own kind, but they were
not mean about it." Each flock of geese has its own leader (whether pro-
duced by that flock or lent to it by another) who is chosen because of his
wisdom and virtue. Muddle- headed leaders are not chosen. Moreover, the
geese, both individually and collectively, spontaneously or with "free
discipline," work to promote the common good. Each takes his turn at
watch without protest in order to guard against natural enemies. The geese,
then, have among themselves "a comradeship, free discipline and joie de
vivre rexuberance for life-7." The geese preserve peace and order in t-ffeir
-6-6-a-e-ty without tyrannical-kings "like Uther" and without "laws like the bitter
Norman ones." Without this tyranny, the geese are able to express their
individuality, an individuality which is not cultivated for its own sake, but for
the promotion of the common good of goose society and checked only by a
spontaneous kind of self-discipline. Not only is there an absence of both
tyranny and self-aggrandizement within the goose society, but there is also
no war among the various goose societies. The word "war" is alien to goose
vocabulary, and as Lyo-Lyok, Wart's goose friend, it.plies the absence of
war is due to the absence of boundaries in the boundariless air. Man,
however, cannot "take to the air": He is earth-bound; he cannot heed Lyo-
Lyokis advice that "those ants of yours and the humans too would have to stop
fighting in the end, if they took to the air"--what Wart learns from his con-
versation with the badger. The badger teaches Wart to qualify the idealism
which he acquired from the geese, an idealism which leads Wart to pray "God
to let/him-7 encounter all the evil in the world in rh'is7 own person, so that if
The conquered there would be none left, and if ficerwere defeated, Tel
would be the one to suffer for it." The badger toile-Wart a parable &RAT
creation which portrays man as a part of the Lord of nature, granted dominion
over the beasts, fowl and fish, but himself also a part of nature. Man as the
lord of nature can be either a tyrannical or benevolent ruler. If he is tyran-
nical, he brings sorrow upon himself and destroys the harmony in nature; if
benevolent and in harmony with the rest of nature, he experiences joy.

He tends to be tyrannical and "has a quantity of vices."

Once man is out of tune with the rest of nature, his society becomes a
mess. Natural law dictates that man should behave benevolently towards both
lesser creatures and his own fellow men. The badger says that his parable
is a "trifle optimistic" for man continually violates the trust granted to him
by God when he made him lord of nature. This violation results in tyranny
and exploitation on all levels of nature, human society included. Nevertheless,
White's ideal remains an accessible ideal: he refers to the Esquimaux, the
Gypsies, the Lapps, and certain Nomads in Arabia, all of whom avoid warfare
and tyranny.

The episode in which Wart visits gooseland is the explicit outlining of
the novel's satiric norms. Other episodes implicitly establish the same norm,
When Wart and Kay go hunting and Wart shoots his best arrow in the air, a
gos-hawk snatches it and carries it off. This incident is a kind ofexemplu
which teaches that power, which is represented by the arrow, is not to be dis-
played for its own sake. Wart, moreover, after the excursion to Morgan
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Le Fay's castle provides a normative pattern of behavior when he is benevo-
lent toward the dog keeper and Wat and sees to it that they are re-integrated
into a society that had formerly ostracized them. The society described at
the beginning of Chapter 14 also establishes implicitly the social norm.

Departures from and perversions of the norm, however, are more
frequent. The more obvious ones aro cast in the form of animal fables.
Some departures from the norm are portrayed in the medieval fiction. King
Tither represents throughout L.he novel a departure from the normative pat-
tern of behavior for kings. This departure is summaril_ed in the parody of
the national anthem which Sir Ector and his guests sing at Yuletide. King
Uther's tyranny is also portrayed in the boar-hunt. In order to support the
many hungry mouths at his court, he commands a boar-hunt on Sir Ector's
estate, a command which forces Sir Ector to organize his society for a kind
of war effort and to disrupt the order established on his estate which is por-
trayed at the beginning of Chapter 14. /The effects of King Uther's command
parallel the effect of the war between the` antP. King Pellinore, like King
Uther, is a departure from the norm establis-fied in the novel. His constant
pursuit of the 5.)uesting Beast in accordance with the rules of his perverted
chivalry makes him a useless social appendage. The duel between Sir.
Grumnore and King Pellinore is another perversion of the ideal. When they
duel, they destroy domestic peace and tranquility. First rate knights would
be defending Christendom from the Saracens and seeking to carry out justice
and to establish peace and order. Kay, Sir Ector's son, represents the
greatest departure from the norm. When he kills the griffin, he does so only
to insure his glory and fame, desiring as his gift the head of the griffin,
which he takes as a symbol of his valor, courage, and goodness. Unlike Wart,
he has no concern for the captives that they have rescued. He treats Wart
haughtily, supposing that Wart is a bastard who has no claim to equal treat-
ment, and his insolence toward and contempt for Wart a?eaches their peak,
when he sends Wart after his sword while they are in London and when he
falsely claims to have pulled the sword from the stone. Kay is the paradigm
tyrant. His treatment of Wart and his contempt for Merlyn clearly indicate
what kind of king he would make; his ostentatious display of power over lesser
creatures (for instance when he kills the rabbit in Chapter 6) displays him for
what he is - -a man out of harmony both with his fellow men and with all of
nature.

White is interested not so much in satirizing duelling, killing rabbits,
ordering boar-hunts, for example, as he is in exposing the wrong-headedness
of certain attitudes, all of which disrupt social peace and the order of nature.

The same attitudes which White's characters, or character- emblems,
represent are more explicitly portrayed in the episodes in which Wart is
turned into a fish, a hawk, and an ant. When Wart is turned into a fish, he
encounters the old pike who tells him that the principle upon which society
should be based is that physical power is right and that "love is a trick played
on us by the forces of evolution." Wart learns first hand what the implica-
tions of such a principle are when he is almost devoured by the pike. Per-
haps White has in mind Fascism, but whether or not he does, he certainly
satirizes the attitudes toward other men and one's self that give rise to such
a political philosophy. The fable of the hawks continues the treatment of the
theme of the misuse of power. The hawks, according to Merlyn, are a per-
version of the chivalric ideal. They run a kind of fraternity that is reserved
only for those who enjoy the irrational use and displaying of power. In their
Ordeal Hymn they assert that they are the timor mortis, the fear of death.
Their rightful occupation, however, is notne-t-hreatemn.g of others with death,
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superiors. Indeed, the ordeal through which Wart goes is one that requires
not so mucr courage and madness as rashness, not so much "wisdom and
fortitude" as irrationality . The hawks say "kill to enjoy killing." White's
satire is most devastating in the chapter in which Wart visits the ant society.
Quite clearly White is here pouring invective upon German society under
Hitler, for the propaganda, the means of dispensing it, the portrait of the
leader, and the national anthem, "Ant land, Ant land, over all," have dis-
tinct historical parallels. The satire has a dual purpose. It does expose
the inhumanity of Nazism, but more importantly it lays bare-till-67e attitudes
which create a society devoid of justice and charity. Every member of soci-
ety is exploited. He contributes to a common goal, but not to the common
good. He achieves no personal fulfillment as does the goose who contributes
to the common goose good. in short, the uniqueness of the individual member
of society is annihilated, 1.1:: is made a machine.

Wart, under the tutelage of Merlyn, becomes aware of what he is and
what society is: the ideals which he should strive for as a king, the pos-
sibilities of realizing such ideals, the perversions of norms, and, most
significant, the attitudes that contribute to perfected patterns of behavior.
Wart learns how to use rightly the civil power which is entrusted to him as
King Arthur and the power over nature which God has granted him. Wart's
having ler_rned this lesson is dramatically symbolized in his pulling the
sword, a symbol of power, from the stone. He is able to remove the sword
because -and only because--he has established the proper relationship with
the rest of nature. The scenes in which Wart is described as "loving" Cully,
the hawk, and his favorite dog and other various animals are not slopply,
sentimental scenes. What White is portraying here is man's proper relation-
ship to creatures lower than man on the chain of being. He represents this
proper relationship in Chapter 23 by having all of the creatures of the earth,
"come to help rbim7 on account of love," and he explicitly says that Wart has
sufficient power to pull out the sword because of his relationshipb nature.
Because he knows nature as worthy of love, he has befm.. able to know his
fellowmen in the same way. His acquaintances send him gifts of love at the
time of his coronation. What Wart is as a King is clarified by the contrast be-
tween his rule .and King Uther's which the author draws when he compares his
rule to that of King Uther, a king who had founded his government on the prin-
ciple that might is right. (See Chapter 24).

The Sword in the Stone has to do with the way in which societies should
be governed and with those forms of government which should be avoided.
More importantly it lays bare those attitudes which motivate those who work
contrary to the common good and create community patterns and cultural
patterns which institutionalize cruelty, inhumanity, and competitive fierce-
ness--virtues in a technological society. White makes his observations about
these various attitudes applicable to modern society not only by establishing
parallels between the action in his story and modern history (as in the case of
the ants). He also uses anachronisms in his plot and anachronisms in the
character of Merlyn to make his points. The anachronisms range from his
describing the tournament field as a football field to his rendering a discussion
involving a modern theory of the origin of language (Chapter 17) ac having
occurred in the late 12th century. Sir Ector's employs all the cliches known
to modern after-dinner speakers when he addresses the company at Christ-
mas time (Chapter 15). The spell by which Merlyn cures Mrs. Roach is a
satiric thrust at modern medicine men consisting of scientific jargon which
parodies scientific jargon. White's point is that both modern physicians and
patients seem to regard the jargon_a.s the curative agent. White satirizes the
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mercenary instincts of the physicians by including, in the spell, a last line
which appears to be nonsense, which, when translated, reads, "with non-
sense words (fol-de-rol) I mock you (derido from Lat.derideb) for the five
guinea fee." White's apparent playfulness in this instalMThis a satiric
thrust. The satiric use of the anachronism has as its target the common-
place assumption that modern man has progressed since the middle ages.

Many of anachronisms are introduced through Merlyn. EL very
character is an anachronism. He lives backward in time; i.e., for him,
the past is the future, the future the past. Because he lives backward in
time, he has lived through modern history. His pessimism, implicit in
nis prophetic utterances concerning Wart's accomplishments as king, comes
out of his knowning what will transpire in later history. He knows that man
has not improved and will not improve. The vices and follies that exist in
medieval society also exist in modern society. Merlyn, however, is a
peculiar kind of mouthpiece, for his comments are in the form of fables or
parables by which he introduces Wart to different kinds of societies, to a
Fascist and a Nazi society, both of which demonstrate that man's nature has
not improved and perhaps that man': capacity for evil has even increased.

All in all, the general pattern in the novel is to set the deviation from
the norm next to an potion or descriptive passage in which the norm is im-
plied. Following is an outline of the way in which this works in roughly
chronological instances.

Deviation from Norm Norm
Kay's forsaking Cully Wart's attachment to Cully (re-

member that love for animals is an
emblem for man's correct relation-
ship to nature).

King Pellinore (questing after beast)

The Pike (The King of the Moat)
Kay

The dual between Pellinore and
Crurnmore
The hawks
Kay's asking for the griffin

The ants.
King tither and the boar hunt

Kay's becoming a knight (Chap. 20)

Wart's idealism

Kay claiming to have drawn out sword

Merlyn (questing after wisdom)

Wart's arrow snatched away by
Goshawk

Wart's asking for Wat and the dog
boy in order to re-integrate them in
society.

The description of the domestic
society on Sir Eaton's estate (Chap.
14)

The geese

Badger's pessimism

Wart's drawing out sword

Wart is neither a hawk nor an ant; White had little faith that men in our
time could become Warts or geese. But he apparently felt it worth his time
to remind them that they could be Warts and geese.
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Sword in the Stone: Composition Topics

1. Write an essay in which you compare and contrast the kinds of education
that Wart and Kay receive from Merlyn and in which you show how three kinds
of education result in different kinds of leaders,

2. Determine whether the author is satirizing the middle ages or contempor-
ary life. Support your argument with specific references to the novel.

3. Explain what the sword (in the stone) represents and how Wart's education
enables him to draw it from the stone.

4. Write an essay in which you explain how one of the animal societies is
related to the rest of the novel.

5. Discuss Wart's visit to the badger and explain why he visits the badger
after and not before he has seen the geese.

6. Characterize the hawks as knights. Are they good or bad knights? Why?

7. Why does the author create characters like King Pellinore and Sir
Grummore?

8. What is the author's attitude toward modern society? Does he think that
man has improved since the middle ages?

9. Describe Merlyn, Explain how he lives backward in time and the
significance of his living backwards.

10. Explain what an anachronism is and then explain why the author uses so
many in the novel. Refer to specific anachronisms in this novel.

II. Explain the significance of the goshawk carrying off Wart's arrow in
chapter 6 and then show how this incident summarizes the entire story.

12. Wart is portrayed as "loving" animals. Point out specific instances which
Wart shows affection towards animals. Decide why Kay doesn't and Wart
does. Then look at the badger's speech about man as the Lord of Nature and
explain the significance of Wart's affection for animals. Is Wart like the
modern "nature lover"? If not how does he differ?

13. Write a fiction in which you likc, White satirize some aspect of modern
life by setting your story in another age.

Language Studies:

The linguistic exercises in this unit concern the classification of words accord-
ing to forms in order to emphasize the relationship between derivational
affixes and the form class to which a word belongs and the word's meaning
These exercises, however, should not be construed as "vocabulary" drills.
The word lists included in the student packet are taken from Pickwick Papers.
If that novel is not used as a core text, the teacher should corrW.s own
list of words from the texts that are used.
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Further Composition Su6gestions

The following composition suggestions are designed to introduce stu-
dents to some of the range of phonological, grammatical, and vocabulary
patterns that the authors in this unit have employed and that the students them-
selves cm employ for serious or satirical purposes. The purpose of these
exercises is twofold: (1) to make the student aware of the relationship of the
author's style and his meaning and (2) to present to the students the stylistic
techniques that he might exploit in his own writing.

Following the suggestion of Kenneth L. Pike in his article, "A
Linguistic Contribution to Composition" /CCC, XV (May, 1964), 82-887,
each of the exercises focuseci on one parfialar kind of stylistic technique
or on one "analytical situation." Mr. Pike's assumption that "the formal
phases of writing comprise a set of structural habits, the productive control
of written dialect, not a group of memorized propositions about spoken and
written language" is the theoretical basis for these proposed exercises. Each
of the following exercises represents a drill that teaches habits of writing
which can suitably be employed in certain situations to express certain
patterns of thinking or "thought structures." Many of the exercises focus
on "habits" the t: can be and are used for satirical purposes.

The following exercises suggested by Mr. Pike nave been tried with
some success:

1. "Write a conversation in which controlled juxtaposition of words radically
affects the style. . . by having one speaker in the dialogue utilize extensive
cliches, and the other speaker utilize discordant juxtaposition of words in an
unexpected variety."

2. "Taking for one dimension the contrast between formal and casual style,
and for the other dimension standard and substandard dialects, rewrite a
paragraph . . . using successively each of the four styles . . . Add
/genre-7 differences--science fiction on Mars versus young child in a
nursery--and discuss the further changes that would be needed to meet the
requirements of the implied patterns."

The teacher might wish to revise the following exercises so as to adapt
them more advantageously to the abilities of the students or to make up his
own exercises that are similar to the suggested ones.

EXERCISE I

A. Ask the students to write a short passage in which they employ the
grammatical patterns and level of diction of the following passage. They
should also be asked to provide a context--speaker and setting, e. g. football
player leaving the fieldhouse for the crucial game of the season. The
teacher should ask the students to make all changes that such a context
implies.

'0 happy era, happy age wherein my famous deeds shall be
revealed to the world, deeds worthy to be engraved in bronze, sculptured
in marble and painted in pictures for future record. 0 thou wise enchanter,
whosoever thou mayest be, whose duty it will be to chronicle this strange
history, do not, I beseech thee, forget my good horse Rozinante, the ever-
lasting companion of my wanderings. 0 Dulcinea, my princess! Sovereign
of this captive heart! Grievous wrong halt thou done my by dismissing me
and by cruelly forbidding me by decree to appear in thy beauteous presence.

'I
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I pray thee, sweet lady, to remember this poor enslaved heart, which for
love of thee suffers so many pangs."'

from Don Quixote.1.0
B. Suggest that the students might rewrite the following passage using

the level of diction and grammatical patterns that are employed in the above
passage. They might be asked also to construct a hypothetical context in
which the re-written passage might occur; e.g,, a coach addressing his
team after it has won its first game of the year or a military leader congratu-
lating his troops after they have defeated the grossly outnumbered enemy
troops. Ask the students to discuss the way the style in which they write this
essay lends to it a satiric edge.

"You have finished this adventure with less injury to yourself than any
others I have seen. These people, though overcome and scattered, may
perhaps reflect that they have been routed by one person alone, and, growing
ashamed of themselves, they may rally their ranks and return to give us
plenty of trouble. The ass is as he should be; the mountains 7-;re at hand;
hunger presses; we have nought to do but retire at a decent pace and, as the
saying goes, 'To the grave with the dead, and them that live to the loaf of
bread. 1"

from D.on Qu4xote

EXERCISE II

A. Ask the students to write a passage in which a character who has
betrayed the ethical code of his profession or of his peers laments the virtue
of the others and praises his own departure from the established nr;rms.
Urge the students to examine the patterns of diction and syntax in the follow-
ing passage in order to determine how the author uses the style of the passage
for satirical purposec, and then to employ those patterns in their own writ-
ing for a similar purpose.

B. Suggest that the students rewrite the following passage by employing
such syntactieeastructures and level of diction that the satirical thrust of the
passage is either mitigated or destroyed.

"So much the worse, rejoined Sangrado: with the principles you
sucked in under my tuition, you would have become a physician of the first
skill and eminence, with the guiding influence of heaven to defend you from
the dangerous allurements of chemistry. Ah, my son! pursued he with a
mournful air, what a change in practice within these few years! The whole
honor and dignity of the art is comprom:sed. That mystery, by whose in-
scrutable decrees the lives of men have in all ages been determined, is now
laid open to the rude, untutored gaze of blockheads, novices, and mounte-
banks. Facts are stubborn, things; and ere long the very stones will cry
aloud against the rascality of these new practitioners: lapides .;lamabunt!
Why, sir, there are fellows in this town, calling themselves
who drag their degraded persons at the currus triumphalis antimonii, or as
it should properly be translated, the cartes sit antimony. Apostates
from the faith of Paracelsus, idolaters of filthy kermes, healers at haphazard,
who make all the science of medicine to consist triTEFTreparation and pre-
scription of drugs. What a change have I to announce to you! There is not
one stone left upon another in the whole structure which our great predecessors
had raised. Bleeding in the feet, for example, so rarely practiscdin better
times, is now among the fashionable follies of the day. That gentle, civilized
system of evacuation which prevailed under my auspices is subverted by a



reign of anarchy and emetics, of quackery and poison. In short, chaos is
come again!'"

from Gil Bias

EXERCISE III
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Ask that the students write two short speeches--one in which they use
extensive cliches and one in which they use other expressions of an unexpected
variety. Then ask the students to discuss the way in which the distribution of
words in expected and customary and in discordant and unusual patterns
affects the style of the two passages as well as the ways in which the different
patterns reveal the attitudes and purposes of the writer. The following
passage may serve as a model for a speech in which extensive cliches
are utilized.

m---unaccustomed as I am to public speakin', it is my pleasant duty- -
I might say my very pleasant duty--to welcome all and sundry to this our
homely feast. irm been a good year, and I say it without fear of contra-
diction, in pasture and plow° We all know how Crumbocke of Forest Sauvage
won the first prize and Cardoyle Cattle Show for the second time, and one
more year will win the cup outright. More power to the Forest Sauvage.
As we sit down tonight, I notice some faces now gone from among us and
some which have added to the family circle. Such matters are in the hands
of an almighty Providence, to which we all feel thankful. We ourselves have
been first created and then spared to enjoy the rejoicin's of this pleasant
evening. I think we are all grateful for the blessin's which have been
showered upon us. Tonight we welcome in our midst the famous King
Pellinore, whose labours in riddin' our forest of the redoubtable Questin'
Beast are known to all. God bless King Pellinore. Also Sir Grurnmore
Grummursum, a sportsman, though I say it to his face, who will stick to
his mount as long as his Quest will stand up in front of him. Finally, last
but not least, we are honoured by a visit from His Majesty's most famous
huntsman, Master William Twyti, who will, I feel sure, show us such sport
tomorrow that we will rub our eyes and wish that a royal pack of hounds could
always be huntin' in the Forest which we all love so well. Thank you, my
dear friends, for your spontaneous welcome to these gentlemen. They will, I
know, accept it in the true and warm-hearted spirit in which it is offered.
And now it is time that I should bring my brief remarks to a close. Another
year has almost sped and it is time that we should be lookin' forward to the
challengin' future. What about the Cattle Show next year ? Friends, I can
only wish you a very Merry Christmas, and, after Father Sidebottom has
said our Grace for us, we shall conclude with a singin' of the National
Anthem.'"

from The Sword in the Stone
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EXERCISE IV

Both of the following passages are narratives, the one written in a
standard, the other written in a substandard dialect. Ask the students to
rewrite the passage in standard dialect using the patterns of the other passage*
Then suggest that the students might place the rewritten passage into a
particular context, i.e. , create a speaker and a situation for which the re,
vised passage would be appropriate. It might be well to point out to the
students that changes in both phonoLogy and diction will be necessary.
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"'There is no date, gentlemen, 'but I am instructed to say that it was
put in the plaintiff's parlour-window just this time three years. I intreat
the attention of the jury to the wording of this document, "Apartments
furnished for a single gentlemen"! Mrs. Bardell's opinions of the opposite
sex, gentlemen, were derived from a long contemplation of the inestimable
qualities of her lost husband. She had no fear, she had no distrust, she had
no suspicion, all was confidence and reliance. "Mr. Bardell," said the
widow.; "Mr. Bardell was a man of honour, Mr. Bardell was a man of his
word, Mr. Bardell was no deceiver, Mr. Bardell was once a single gentle.
man himself; to single gentlemen I look for protection, for assistance, for
comfort, and-r-Or consolation; in single gentlemen I shall perpetually see
something to remind me of what Mr. Bardell was, when he first won my
young and untried affections; to a single gentleman, then, shall my lodgings
be let," Actuated by this beautiful and touching impulse (among the best
impulses of onr imperfect nature, gentlemen), the lonely and desolate widow
dried her tears, furnished her first floor, caught the innocent boy to her
maternal bosom, and put the bill up in her parlour-window. Did it remain
there long? No. The serpent was on the watch, the train was laid, the mine
was preparing, the sapper and miner was at work. Before the bill had been
in the parlour-window three days--three days--gentlemen--a Being, erect
upon two legs, and bearing all the outward semblance of a man, and not of a
monster, knocked at the door of Mrs. Bardell's house. He inquired within;
he took the lodgings; and on the very next day he entered into possession of
them. This man was Pickwick--Pickwick, the defendant.'"

from Pickwick Papers

"'No, that he hadn't, my dear, 'and if you'd put an exact model of his
own legs on the dinin' table afore him, he wouldn't ha' known tem. Well, he
always walks to his office with a wery handsome gold watch-chain hanging out,
about a foot and a quarter, and a gold watch in his fob pocket as was worth--
I'm afraid to say how much, but as much as a watch can be large, heavy,
round manufacter, as stout for a watch, as he was for a man, and with a big
face in proportion. "You'd better not carry that 'ere watch, " says the old
genlion'n's friends, "you'll be robbed on it," says they. "Shall I?" says he.
"Yes, you will, " says they. "Veil, " says he, "I should like to see the thief as
could get this here watch out, for I'm blest if I ever can, it's such a tight fit, "
says he; "and venever I wants to know what's O'clock, I'm obliged to stare into
the bakers' shops" he says. Well, then he laughs as hearty as if he was a-
goin' tk. pieces, and out he walks agin' vith his powdered .head and pigtail, and
rolls down the Strand, vith the chain hangin' out furder than ever, and the
great round watch almost bustin' through his grey kersey smalls. There
warn't a pickpocket in all London as didn't take a pull at that chain, but the
chain 'ud never break, and the watch 'ud never come out, so they soon got tired
o' dragging such a heavy old genll'm'n along the pavement, and he'd go home
and laugh till the pigtail wibrated like the penderlum of a Dutch clock. At
last, one day the old gen'I'M'n was a rollin' along, and he sees a pickpocket as
he know'd by sight, a- comin' up, arm in arm vith a little boy vith a wery large
head. "Here's a garner," says the old gen'l'm'n to himself, "They're a-goin'
to have another try, but it won't do!" So he begins a-chucklin' wery hearty,
wen, all of a sudden the little boy leaves hold of the pickpocket's arm, and
rushes headforemost straight into the old gen'llmln's stomach, and for a
moment doubles him right up with the pain. "Murder!" says the old gen'I'm'n.
"All right, sir," says the pickpocket, a wisperin' in his ear. And wen he come
straight agin, the watch and chain was gone, and what's worse than that, the old
gen'I'm'n's digestion was all wrong ever artervards, to the wery last day of his
life; so just you look about you,, young feller, and take care you don't get too
fat. "' from The Pickwick Papers
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EXERCISE VI

A. Ask the students to examine the syntax of passages (1) and (2); then
suggest that they rewrite passage (1) in the style of passage (2). Ask them to
explain what grammatical changes are necessary , e. g. the excision of con-
nectives, the excluding of subordination, etc.

1. "The appearance of everything on the Lines denoted that the
approaching ceremony was one of the utmost grandeur and importance. There
were sentries posted to keep the ground for the troops, and servants on the
batteries keeping places for the ladies, and sergeants running to and fro, with
vellum-covered books under their arms, and Colonel Bulder, in full military
uniform, on horseback, galloping first to one place and then to another, and
backing his horse among the people, and prancing, and curvetting, and
shouting in a most alarming manner, and making himself very hoarse in the
voice, and very red in the face, without any assignable cause or reason what-
ever. Officers were running backwards and forwards, first communicating
with Colonel Bulder, and then ordering the servants, and then running away
altogether; and even the very privates themselves looked from behind their
glazed stocks with an air of mysterious solemnity, which sufficiently bespoke
the special nature of the occasion. from The Pickwick Papers

2. "'Warm! --red hot--scorching--glowing. Played a match once- -
single wicket--friend the ColonelSir Thomas Blazo--who should get the
greatest number of runs. Won the toss--first innings--seven o'clock a. m. --
six natives to look outwent in; kep in- -heat intense--natives all fainted- -
taken away--fresh half-dozen ordered--fainted also--Blazo bowlingsupported
by two natives--couldn't bowl me out--fainted too--cleared away the- Colonel- -
wouldn't give in--faithful attendant--Quanko Samba- -last man left--sun so
hot, bat in blisters, ball scorched brown- -five hundred and seventy runs
rather exhausted- Quanko mustered up last remaining strengthbowled me
outand a.bath, and went out to dinner.'" from The Pickwick Papers

B. Suggest that the students perform the same operations described
in A as before on passage (3). Ask them to discuss how the differences
between the style of the original passage and that of their own rewriting. sug-
gest that the passages were written for different satirical purposes.

3. "'The contest,' said Pott, 'shall be prolonged so long as I have
health and strength, and that portion of talent with which I am gifted. From
that contest, sir, although it may unsettle men's minds and excite their feel-
ings, and render them incapable for the discharge of the every-day duties of
ordinary life; from that contest, sir, I will never shrink, till I have set my
hell upon the Eatanswill Independent. I wish the people of London and the
people of this CoMT---ItryTilricr, that they may rely upon me --that I will
not desert them, .that I am resolved to stand by them, sir, to the last.'"

from The Pickwick Papers
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I. ARTICULATION:

This packet contains a statement of the objectives and articulation
of the unit, an annotated bibliography, background materials, and sugges-
tions for procedure and extended activities. The background materials
develop critical prospectives on the novels as literature. Historical
information on the "setting" of the novels is included in the student
packets. The teacher is urged to study carefully the background materials
in this packet, and the historical information presented in the student
packet. They will help him lead his students toward a critical insight
into these novels in particular, and toward a deepening awareness of
the character in the use of the hero as part of the general rhetoric of
this literary form.

The analysis of the historical novel should prepare the students
not only to read other historical novels, but also to read other works
of an historical or putative-historical character, especially the epic,
which is extensively studied in the 9th and 12th grades. The remarks
included above will indicate why this is so. The student should be made
aware of the similarity between the epic, to which he has already been
briefly introduced, and the historical novel. Both are grounded in
historical fact, though the epic takes more freedom with the reporting
and interpreting of past events. The journey novel, which the student
has just studied, is also related to the historical novel. The asocial
picaresque hero formulates critical judgments on the men and manners
of his time; the hero of the historical novel is sometimes able to do
this, sometimes not, but the total effect of the historical novel is
always a kind of critical judgment of the past. Indeed, the historical
novel or one of its normative heroes can function in a manner very
like that of the picaresque hero in developing a perspective from which
to view, and estimate, the world.

This unit builds toward the tenth grade study of the "Leader and
the Group." The unit proceeds from the student's seventh grade work on
myth and meaning. The historical novel, the student will realize, is a
sophistication of the primitive human instinct for myth making. Like
the myth, the historical novel (1) pictures reality as society knows it

and (2) depicts the values and ideals toward which the group would move.
The expression of present reality and future ideals is, however, more
directly and more critically presented in the historical novel.

II. OBJECTIVES:

At the completion of this unit the student should have developed
a basic understanding of the use of the "hero" in the historical novel
and of his place in the historical novel's statement about history. With
this understanding as a guide, the student might then be encouraged to
read and think about other historical novels, particularly those listed
in the bibliography of the teacher's packet. The unit is not, however,
simply a study of literary form. The characters in the novels should
be analyzed in respect to the qualities of courage, justice, and control
that are traditionally associated with the hero; the handling of fictional
"point of view" and such matters of techniques shmild also be considered.
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III. HISTORICAL NOVEL:

A. The Significance of the Historical Novel

, The historical novel should help the student develop a capacity
for making judgments. The historical novelist, the student should
come to realize, is arranging historical data into a meaningful
pattern. The pattern, which the novelist consciously works out or
which his imagination unconsciously suggests to him, interprets
society, interprets political action, and interprets man himself,
insofar as man is an eleront in an historical process. The pattern,
or meaning of history, that the novelist proposes will seem more
or loss valid depending upon (1) the solidity of the characters
whom he pors:ays as caught in the midst of these events; and (2)
the extent to which the novel seems to capture the "spirit of the
age" with which it deals. The usual devices of the novelist--for
example, techniques of symbolism, viewpoint, characterization, plot- -
are directed toward the creation of a believable and meaningful past.
Since the subject of this year's study is the "hero" and, the related
subjects of characterization, point of view, etc., the unit tends
to concentrate on heroes and characters in historical novels and the
way in which understanding them helps us understand a novelist's
versir- of the meaning of the past. The student should be taught
to look as the heroes of historical novels look--for the pattern in
the history which the novel renders. He ought to learn to think
of the discovery and examination of this pattern as one of the most
significant and rewarding aspects of the study of this kind of novel.

B. The Perspective of the Historical Novel

The "perspective" of the historical novel may be defined as
the general point of view from which the novelist treats his events.
The psychological impact of an historical event on a character- may
be, for example, one device by uhich the author may create an
interpretation for history. Tolstoy establishes his "perspective"
in War and Peace primarily by displaying, in various ways, the
psychological and moral impact of events. This is especially true
in the battle scenes of the books, where the reader is introduced
to the experience of battle and where crucial movements of history
are depicted as a kind of mental and spiritual confusion. Religion,
philosophy, politics, art may all furnish potential "perspective"
for an interpretation of history, but generally the novelist, at
least partiany, works out a version of history and its meaning as
he writes his book, perhaps reinforcing or reshaping a previously
taken position (as Dickens does with Carlyle's position) or refuting
the previously taken positiOn by showing that it simplifies, distorts,
or confuses "what really/ happened" (as Tolstoy does with Carlyle's

'

position).

The student, "should be encouraged to look for the pens, ective or
general "philosophic position," from which the author develops his
ideas. As a novel becomes more complex, this task becomes more
difficult. Part of the problem were is rcllated to the problem of
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"point of view" in character study (cf. The Making of Heroes unit) .
In some cases, a historical novel's "point of view" may be the
limited narrator's point of view as in The Red Badge of Courage; in
others it may "do an omniscien "point of view" as in The Tale of Two
Cities. In the case of either kind of novel, we observe people
observing history and making judgments as to what makes events
happen, what the events mean, and what should be done next given
the events which have just happened. lie have to decide whether the
people in the novel judge the events reliably. Moreover, our reading
of the events is colored by the way the events themselves are re-
ordered in the novel. The events as portraz3d in the novel constitute
a commentary straight forward or subtle--on the events "which really
happened." The student must be clear about what he thinks "really
happened" to perceive what is the perspective from which the novelist
views these events.

The student should be clear about the difference between what
the novel says about the events and what some character in the novel
says about them; this can be a particularly difficult problem when
the author is in a "single mind" narrating from a limited point of
view. Here th- meaning of the event--if it is different from that
which the main character observes- -must be communicated indirectly by
symbol, irony, suggestion, control of consequence in the plot and
so forth. If the author is in a single mind throughout the book
and that "mind" is a reliable one or if the author uses an omniscient
point of view but sees most events from the slant of a reliable,
honest, perhaps "innocent" character whose sense of the meaning of
events is not obviously contradicted by the events themselves (or
by the reaction of other reliable characters), then the reading of
the events given us by the "single" or "central" mind, the limited
narrator, is probably pretty much also the book's (the author's)
reading of the:. In other cases, the limited narrator or first-
person narrator may be undercut. He may be shown to be blind. He

may be shown to be solipsistic and selfish. He may be displayed as
imperceptive and superficial, simply lacking in the intelligence,
judgment, or good sense necessary to read the meaning of significant
events. From time to time, Henry Fleming in the Red Badge of Courage
is undercut in this way, and the reader has to construct the meaning
of the events he experiences by watching more indirect clues than
those provided by being in his mind.

In novels where the omniscient perspective is used, one may
have a presentation of a whole spectrum of characters- -some good
and some intensely evil- -none of whom perceive the full implications
of the events they witness as these implications are suggested by
other devices in the novelthe plot pattern, symbolism, and evocative
language of the novel. Such is pretty much the case in The Tale
of Two Cities. Sidney Carton does what history asks him to do
if the essay included in this packet concerning the Tale is accurate).

Carton interprets history accurately, but he does not do this because
he has the same sense of what history means as Dickens does. Carton
hardly has any sense of history at all; he only has an intuition of
what heroic qualities demand. No one in the Tale known as much as
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the omniscient narrator d:,es about the meaning of the events rendered
in the Tale. On the other hand, in War and Peace, Napoleon has
a strong histoAcal sense, but he misreads the events as the author
sees them; Hutt. ov has a different historical sense and reads
events as Tolstoy does; between these two is a whole spectrum of
people who in varying degrees "understand" or "misunderstand" the
history which they live through. We understand this by observing
the difference between the events which Tolstoy's men live through
(the causes of the eventell their appearance and effects) and the
way his men see these events. We also understand this because
Tolstoy, particularly in the uncut version of War and Peace, tells
us. He tell us what the history rendered in his book means, how
it comes about, and which of his characters understand it correctly
and act on a solid basis.

The "hero" in the historical novel may, thus, relate himself to
history in two important ways:

1. He may act in history with a justified courage, justice or
control; h.: then becomes like the epic heroes studied in the
"Eaking of Heroes" unit, heroes who were also thought by the
ancients to have been historical.

2. He may "interpret" or "read" the history he lives and either
establish the novel's perspective on a set of historical events
or establish one of the possible readings of events which the
novel qualifies or disregards.

When the historical novel hero interprets history, he becomes
different from the ancient epic heroes in this--that he has to try
to find the meaning of historical events in the events themselves.
He is not allowed the privilege of Achilles and Aeneas, the privilege
of. learning whack history is and is for by having the Gods or their
oracles tell him. The "perspective" from which a novel as E whole
views historical circumstances and the "perspective" from which the
hero views them may not correspond in a 1-to-1 way; students need
to learn this. The analysis of a novel's perspective on history
will often prove the best key to the nature of the historical ideas
and the human values with which the novel is concerned.

C. The Literary Contribution of the Historical Novel

The student should be encouraged to estimate the historical
novel in terms of its similarities to and differences from history
and purely imaginative fiction. He will then have begun to form an
idea of the literary contribution of the historical novel. The
study of history does not generally concentrate, as does the historical
novel, on the relation between the whole person and the events of
his time. OtL.er types of fiction, on the other hand, are not as
concerned with established historical "fact" as history. The historica3
novel, in taping a middle position between "fact" and "imagination,"
is an intuitive, creative seeing into a real past. In the case of
this unit, the novels are paired so as to display the contrasting
perspective or closely related events which authors may create;' both
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Track A novels, A Tale of No Cities and War and Peace, deal with
the period French revolution and the Napoleonic wars and endeavor
to demonstrate, from opposing perspectives, the function of the hero
and the "causes of hiC7,oical eventsnin that time. Both Track B
novels deal vita the period of the American Revolution and the
"Napoleonic" years in America--the War of 1812; again the perspectives
are different as are the heroes.

D. The Beginning of the Historical Novel

Sir Walter Scott is generally regarded Ls the father of the
historical novel. But since this literary form gradually developed
out of a variety of other genres, Scot's title is rather arbitrarily
imposed. The Gothic novel, the romance, fictive reporting, and
especially the level of manners are literary types that contributed
something to the historical novel.

The Gothic novel, popular during the later 18th century, and still
quite popular in our own day, treats of the mysterious, the miraculous
and the supernatural in faintly sinister, often medieval, settings.
The favorite "Aage" for the Gothic novelist is usually an old castle,
a crumbling monastery, or, in our centry, an old house. The favored
characters are ghosts, madmen, raving scientists, and sub-human
monsters. The Gothic plot usually revolves on an ancient tale of
murder, suicide, revenge, perversion, or a combination of these.
Part of the attraction of the Gothic novel lies in its ability to
recall a dim, romantic past. The very popular novel of romance
treats the amorous attachments of its characters as a central issue.
It usually twists the reality of human situations in order to glorify
the inclinations of the heart, thus exposing the tenderest sentiments
of the hero and heroine. 1Jar, for example, is often viewed only in
terms of gay flags, rolling drums, and noble sacrifice.

Fictional reporting is fiction that is written as if it were
fact. Daniel Defoe's Journal of the Plague_ Year, written in the mid-
18th century, and Jim Bishop's 20th century The pay Christ Died are
illustrations of fictional retorting. The novel of manners made
perhaps the most significant contribution to the genre of the
historical novel. The major concern here is with the sentiments and
ideas of social groups.

The influence of some or all of these genres can be noted in
most 19th and 20th century historical novels. In the Tale of Two
Cities, for example, much of the novel turns on the romance between
Lucy Manette and Charles Darnay; Dr. Nanette's imprisonment and its
gruesome effects creates a Gothic atmosphere. The description of
the Terror combines techniques of the Gothic with fictional rerorting.
Dickens' careful delineation of the differences in manners between
the French am English people, and between the upper and lower classes,
is of par,Imount interest in the author's presentation of the Revolution.

Scott was, however, the first to write what is clearly recognizable
as the historical novel. The enormous popm]larity of his books helped
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to raise the image of the novelist in the popular mind. After Scott,
the novel itself came to be regarded more as a genuine literary form,
and less as a oomewhat disreputable and corrupting leisure time
activity for both author and reader.

Scott began his career as an historical poet, working with the
ballads and legends of the Scottish border. With the publication
of Byron's romantic poetry, ScottIJ popularity with the reading
public declined, and he turned to the novel. His first novelistic
effort, Dimly (1814), is clearly an historical novel. Previous
attempts at the historical novel--for example, Jane Porter's The
Scottish Chiefs-- had been somewhat unsuccessful. In the general
preface to the WaverJ.v novels, Scott acknowledges some of his
literary sources of imagination and gives a description of his
techniques. Scott saw the past not as a stiff record of manners
and events but as flesh and blood stuff. His historical imagination
dramatized the customs, social conditions, feelings and opinions
of past men, creating, as it did so, characters who not only
reflected their own age but enjoyed a measure of individuality and
eccentricity. But the rise of the historical novel in the early
19th century is perhaps as much due to changing social conditions
and the broad acceptance of certain philosophical ideas as to
Scott himself. The middle class was the major consumer of all
typos of novels; and as this class broadened and felt its power
in English society more keenly, the novel increasingly reflected
middle class tastes, ideas, and prejudices. Tile highly romanticized
view of nobility in 19th century novels generally, and particularly
in historical novels dealing with a rather remote past, is one
example of how middle class opinions tended to influence the content
of the novel. ':ghat the novels of this period extol are often middle
class virtues. In Scott's The Heart of Midlothian, as an illustra-
tion, the unwillingness of the heroine to tell a lie, even to save
her sister, is depicted as a general virtue of the common folk of
Scotland; her moral obstinancy and courage eventually bring about
a happy alteration of a severe law. This change, effected by a
simple girl, is clearly a class triumph. Scott's middle class
readers could easily identify their own ethical standards with the
industrious and thrifty Jeannie; and they could as easily see in
her victory their own growing power in the English Church and State.
Cne may remark that the English middle class and portions of the
working class were, in the early nineteenth century, acquiring a
sense of history through the publications of societies for the
advancement of knowledge, etc.

E. Bibliographies
Bibliography for the historical novel as a genre
Baker, Ernest A. The History* o the English Novel. X Vols.

(London, (1929). Volume VI of this clasoic study of the English
novels and novelists is well worth reading for a view of Sir
Walter Scott and some of the writers who influenced him.

Cross, Wilbur L. The Development of the English Novel. (Macmillan:
1933). The historical novel is generally divided into novels
of romance and novels of realism. The book covers the novel
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from its roots in Medieval romance to it present state, and
pays some attention to foreign literary influences on the
English novel.

Edgar, Pelham. The Art of the Novel. The chapters are essays on
particular novelists. 33gcmillan: New 1933). Chapter VII,
treating Scott, gives paints of view on historical novels generally.

Van Ghent, Dorothy. The Engliatl Novel: Form and Function. (Harper
Torchbooks: New 7ork, 1953. ) The writer's techniques of
analysis, especially in regard to Scott, demonstrate rewarding
ways of thinking and re-thinking about the novel.

Lukac, Georg The Historical Novel. (Main Press: London, 1962).
The social implications of the historical novel are examined.

Tompkind, J. M. S. The Popular Novel in gm: and 1770-1800. (Bison:
University of Nebraska, 1061). The author considers the social
and philosophical background of the early historical novels.

Watt, Dan. The Rise of the Novel. (Berkeley: University of
California Press). The first two chapters of the book discuss
the philosophy of the novel and the character of the early novel-
reading public.

Bibliography for A Tale of Two Cities

Baker, Ernest A. The History of the Ex-1Eaiat Novel. Vol. VII.
(London: H. F. & G. Witlierby Ltd., 1936). A general view of
the Tale of Two Cities by one of the best critics of the English
novel.

Chesterton, G. K. Charles Dickens. (New York: Dodd Mead & Co.,
1920). This very fine book explores Dickens and his work in
Chesterton's inestimable manner.

Ford, George F. Dickens and His Readers. (Princeton, New Jersey:
Princeton University Press, 1955). The history of Dickens'
criticism, from his earliest to his most recent critics.

House, Humphrey. The Dickensliorld. (London: Oxford University
Press, 1941). The work of Dickens is examined under various
headings. The sections on Dickens' attitudes toward religion
and politics are particularly interesting.

Johnson, Edgar. Charles Dickens: His Tragedy and Triumph. 2 Vols.
(New York: Simon and Schuster, 1952). Dickens' life and
estimates of his novels are included in this very detailed
study.

Lindsay, Jack. Charles Dickens. (London: Andrew Dakers, Ltd.,
1950). This is another biographical and critical study.
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Bibliography for War and Peace

Fausset, Hugh I'Anson. Tolstoy, the IrTer Drama. (London: Jonathan

Cape, 1927). Part III of the book treats War and Peace.

Slonim, Marc. The Epic of Russian Literature. (New York: Oxford

University Prass, 1950). A general view of Russian literature,
but Chapter 15, which deals with Tolstoy, gives a good general

view of War and Peace.

IV. Johnny Tremain

The teacher should encourage the students to look for meaningful

patterns in the historical events leading to the American Revolution.

This should not be difficult since Johnny Tremain himself, with whom the

students will probably identify, is engaged in finding a meaning for

what is happening. Though the "point of view" of the book is omniscient

and we are in several minds as we read the book, we are pretty much asked

to accept Johnny's reading of history (students may wish to quarrel with

the view that the book asks us to take Johnny's position and they should

be encouraged to do so--to show instances where Johnny is undercut).

Johnny eventually allies himself with the revolutionary movement, but

he is not so fanatically dedicated to it that he cannot feel any sympathy

for the loyalists and to some extent see their point of view. He has to

sort out "goodies" and "baddies" on a more complex basis than that
provided by simply knowing who is on what side. In this respect, Johnny
if different from Rob. Rob is a dedicated Whig from the beginning, and

his heart is set on fighting. He does not make Johnny's complex judgments.

As Johnny judges, he sees that Els. Lyte is an example of a "bad" Tory,
one who has apparently aligned himself with the British side out of

commercial motives. His punishment by the Milton mob, and his stroke,
consequent upon the attack, turns him into a somewhat pathetic figure.
Lieutenant Stranger is an example of a "good" Tory. He takes an interest

in Johnny, can laugh at a joke played on him, and is careful to exercise
tolerance for the populace in general. The patriots do not appear in

Johnny's eyes as stereotyped heroes. Paul Revere and Dr. Warren are
kind, great men for whom Johnny has unqualified admiration, but Sam
Adams is pictured as a radical who is trying to manipulate his com-
patriots and the populace as a whole. Johnny does not, as the narrative
clearly shows, totally approve of Sam Adams. Dr. Church is a revolu-
tionary only because of the advantages it may bring him, just as Mr. Lyte
is a Tory for buiness, rather than political, reasons. Uncle Lorne is

a patriot, but a somewhat timid one. The student should be made aware
that the author has not presented a "good" side and a "bad" one in the
novel. When Johnny becomes a member of the rebels, he has seen more
greys than blacks and whites and he joins out of chance as much as out

of conviction. James Otis' speech gives him, finally, a sufficiently
philosophical basis for his activities. But even so, Johnny is aware
of the value of the passing political order. As a British flag moves
past him in Boston, he cannot decide whether to remove his hat, for the
first and last time since Gage arrived in Boston, or not.
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In making a judclent on the men and events involved in the Revolution,

the student is probably experiencing an interpretation of history different

from his own. He is learning that the Revolution did not turn on simple

black-and-white distinctions between the evil, bumbling redcoats and the

virtuous, efficient Americans. It is not a question of tyranny or

freedom in Johnny Tremain. This is the cry of Sam Adams. The real

issue, as Johnny himself finally understands, is between English liberty

and American liberty. Johnny is a reliable judge of the events which

the author creates for him to observe.

The social situation of pre-Revolutionary America to which the

student is introduced may also be something of a surprise to him.

Johnny is rejected as a human being in the early part of the novel

because he is not, with his burned hand, an economically useful
instrument. Even Mrs. Lapham, in her role of a substitute mother,

rejects him, grudgirgthe very food he eats at her table. Johnny finds

the rest of society indifferent to him; at best, society can only pity

him, as does Mr. Hancock. The personal warmth of Rab, who does not
grudge Johnny food, but instead asks him to sit down with him and share

his dinner, surmounts the coldly commercial treatment Johnny has received

from his society. Because of Rab's kindness, Johnny regains his faith

in society. At the end of the book, significantly, he finds that he

belongs to the land and the people.

Problems of justice enter into the story and the students should
be made aware of the many questions concerning social and political
justice Johnny Tremain faces. Mr. Iytels attempt to hang Johnny, and
the stealing of the cup, is a problem of "justice," no less than
Johnny's rejection by society, the Boston Tea Party, and the whole
Revolutionary War are questions of justice. Johnny's historical veri-
similitude, or probability as a character in this particular
historical setting, is greatly enhanced because he confronts key
issues of society and politics. He is directly involved in such
issues, and is not merely an onlooker.

The general viewpoint from which the story is told is the viewpoint
of adolescence. The student should be made aware of the fact that the
narrative is framed, and to a certain extent colored, by a boy's struggle
to grow up. This has some bearing on the interpretation Johnny gives
to what he sees going on around him and perhaps should qualify our
previous remarks about Johnny as "reliable observer." He is, for
example, quite idealistic; his idealism makes him usually sensitive to
James Otis' patriotic appeal. The deep hurt he feels over Isannah's
attitude toward his hand, his despair over his social rejection, his
deep admiration for Rab, are other manifestations of the idealism and
sensitivity of youth.

Some of Johnny's problems are typical problems of a "growing boy."
He feels the first pangs of romantic love and jealousy, for example,
and develops a significant friendship with another boy his age. He

comes to realize his responsibilities as an adult. His attempt to
protect Isanuah from Lavina is an illustration of his increasing
maturity; his changed attitude toward Dove, when Dove becomes a stable
boy for Afric Queen, is another. Johnny is not only figure-set-in-
history, the students should realize, but an individual as well.
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Johnny Tremain should be reltrA as c1ow0y as possible to the other
heroes the student has met in th: course of his study of literature.
Johnny is finally a courageous boy, though he does not become courageous
wahout a struggle ,:ainst the "cruel eyes" of the musket. He continually

demonstrates a deep j.assion for justice -- whether the general, social
justice, which times Otis pleads for, or the justice to a child, such
as Isannah, which Johnny demands from Lavina. Johnny's control over
himself grows throughout the novels His hatred for Dove and for the
La''iams, for example, eventually, becomes sympathy for them. His

prLdence is so noticed by leaders of the revolutionary movement that
they trust him with highly important information.

The students should be asked to assess Johrny's vision of the American

revolution when they have finished &ham TremaiA. Having read a histori-
cal novel, they r nt very pi n.:3 discuss the differences between
history and the historical )A1 between the purely fictional novel
and the historical novel.

V. Captain from Connecticut:

Captain from Connecticut is essentially a novel of manners set in
the War of 1812. Since everything is viewed and interpreted through
the eyes of a highly disciplined American naval captain, the novel's
scope is rather limited. The story is deficient in one important
respect: it does not explore Captain Peabody in any depth. Peabody
seems scarcely human at times, especially when he paces the quarter
deck of the Delaware. But lack of depth of character is not an
uncommon failure in historical novels of manners. If the customs,
ideas, and prejudices of an age are the novelist's first concern,
then his hero must be capable of giving them as nearly perfect a
reflection az possible. Obviously the hero will be a "type" of man,
one formed by his c,.e and one who does not often judge the world
differently than coes his age in general. The plot of the historical
rv.)7,11 of manners is usually little more than a vehicle for allowing the
author to display the hero as a man of manners.

.The captain from Connecticut does, however, display enough
to seem believable. In the last chapters of the novel, when

r. le falls in love and must decide between loyalty to his new wife and
Lnyalty to his duty, he seems more nearly like us and thus more nearly
telieveble. The elsodes of Peabody's early life, which now and then
tlash iutr) his min 1, also tend to give the figure of the hero individ-
aalistic proport- .ls. Some of the reading and discussion questions
In the student

packet are designed to help the student come to under-
wAnd.how from Connecticut functions as a novel of manners and
as a nistorical. novel.

The author of Ca taro from Connecticut has internalized, in the
figure of Captain Natody, number of generalized social problems.
Peabvivls instincts are those of the Connecticut farmer; he wishes to
deal with life in a simple, direct way, and scorns the "niceties" of
society. But his position as Captain of the Delaware forbids him to
do this. Time and again, he is forced to bridle his temper and assume
the "correct" position. In the incident between the Delaware and the
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TIvresse, for example, he must apologize, theluPh he hardly wishes to

do so. His treatment of captured enemy capt..Lus, his attention to

protocol while he anchors in a neutral port where ships of the enemy
are also anchored, and his clumsinev,s on the dance floor are further
examples of the galling which cr,11 be produced by the harness of accepted
behavior. In the ,erson ofCartain, the refinewat of the Old World
meets the vigor cv the New; it is up to him to resolve the sometimes
contradicting c14.Js of both.

There is another social conflict internalized in the soul of Captain
Peabody. In the eyes of society and in his own eyes, he is not only a
fighter, but a diplomat. He must consider strategy as well as tactics.
Faloody dislikes the mission on which he has been sent; he does not
think it quite honorable that he must run from the enemy war ship, if
he can, in order to prey on Britain's helpless merchant shipping.
Such a policy fits well into America's strategy for the war; but it
runs counter to a navy man's idea of himself as a tactical weapon
against an enemy navy. In other words, Peabody finds himself torn
between the role a naval captain oeht to play and the role his orders
demand that he play. At times he thinks of himself and his ship as a
jackal among sheep. His behavior in this strife between honor and
necessity is well worth noting ;cf., for a contrasting stance, the
behavior of Captain. Vere in Billy atdd, 11th grade, Sin and Loneliness.)

A third social conflict, between enterprise and Providence, enters
into Peabody's thinking. The duty of man is to do all he can to arrive
at the happiest solution to a given problem, but Providence, to Peabody's
way of thinking, finally decides whether a man is to be successful or
nc:.. Sometimes Providence will work against a man in an obvious way
whae expecting the man to fly in her face. "Even a losing battle
must be fought out to the end," Peabody remarks, as the Calypso,
Racer, and Bulldog close on him. "If Providence had declared against
him he must fight Providence to the last, for that was the only way to
earn the approval Df Providence." Peabody is constantly faced with
the difficulty c1' trying to reconcile his oun independence with what he
believes to be tile acts of Providence. He is only content when he can
do nothing, when everything depends upon the will of God. He is thus
a kind of representative of the Puritan dilemma. He sees the universe.
as completely controlled by Providence; yet he is also convinced of his
own power to alter the course of events. There is really no very good
solution to such a paradox. The only answer, perhaps, is the duel.
In an evenly matched duel, with each of the antagonists attempting to
destroy the other, man is comfortably helpless while Providence makes
a life-and-death denision. Peabody arranges such a duel in the final
pages of the book. Though convinced he will be killed, he keenly
anticipates the battle. Only the arrival of the packet boat from
Europe with the news of peace prevents the Providential decision.
Much of Peabody's courage and serenity in the heat of battle arises
out of his Calvinistic conviction that he is in the hands of Providence.
His position is here very like that whinh in parodied in Billy Budd,
as that novel is interirretcd, in the 311.11 grade nin aryl Ipneliness"
unit.
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Peabody's conscience, despite the external state of affairs,
determines the morality of his actions. When he finds that the duel
wih Davenant was not truly a duel, for exam: he refers to his
previous intention to fight a real duel. This reference to his intention,
and not the fact that no duel has been fought, satisfies him. He does
not explain the situation to the British captain and grant him the right
of redress once more. Peabody's moral guide, in other words, is inside,
not outside him. is, once more, in his depen'.ience on conscience
unsupported by ov ide authority, the Puritan and Calvinist.

An emphasis on manners is typically combined with romance in the
historical novel. The captain's sudden love for Anne de Villebois is
treated in the fashion of romance writers: Anne is appreciated more
for her physical qualities, for her femininity; than for :her mind...and
moral qualities. There is some justification in the structure of the
novel, however, for the Captain's reaction to her. His Calvinistic
beliefs, beliefs so strong that he believes it sinful to think of women,
have sheltered him from romantic involvements. His strict attention to
duty and the nature of his work, plus the haunting memory of his mother,
have also kept him away from feminine society.

Peabody is not, by any means, a perfect man. Now and then his
opinions will reflect the ignorance of his age. His distrust of Dr.
Downing's medical theories is one examples of such ignorance. He is
a proud man, often to his on faults. His readiness to fight a duel,
his casual attitude toward Jonathan's insolence aboard ship, and the
sharp attention he pays to the discipline of his officers and crew
testify to the nature of his pride. He can also be a vicious man: his
treatment of the Negroes captured off St. Kitts, for example, is not
sympathetic, although it does prove effective.

The most difficult decision of his life comes after his fight with
the pirates. His near escape from death and Anne's tenderness to him
during his convalescence tempt him to forget battle and to finish the
war by remaining in the Martinique harbor. But he chooses duty before
love. This is in carp contrast to the choice of his brother Jonathan.

Students should be encouraged to examine Captain from Connecticut
as the study of an 18th and early 19th century man, and as an example of
a particular type of historical novel, the historical novel of manners.
In this type of novel, manners determine morality; in fact, manners
arr morality in many instances. Some of the reading and discussion
questions in the student packet are designed to help the student under-
stand :aptain from Connecticut as a novel of manners and historical
novel. They should also be asked to recognise the frequent short-
comings of this type of historical novel, a type in which the honest
delineation of character is subordinated to an effort to give a super-
ficial picture of the manners of the time. The use of a romance theme
in the novel might well be pointed out. A profitable discussion might
question the "reality" of the novel's historical surface and the
plausibility of the romance theme within the novel. A consideration of
the manners as they affect morality can lead 'by an attempt to judge
Captain Peabody in terms of courage, justice, and control. All three
of these virtues as the Captain exhibits them are rooted in thP Captaints
attitudes toward Providence and his concept of duty.
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VI. The Hero in A Tale of Two Cities and War and Peace: Carlyle, Dicker..
ard Tolstoy.

The two Track A novels in this unit raise more serious questions of
"Dillosophy of history" arri deal more profoundly with the question of
the function of the hero than do the two Track B books. Both books
arc concerned with the period of the French F,Nr-lution and the Napoleonic
?Tar °; both are efforts to discover what made these cataclysmic revolutions
devoted to the annihilation of past things and to the creation of new
ones. Both can be seen as taking their point of departure from the
work of Thomas Carlyle, the great.wt 19th Century English artist-historian
and the one Englisi an who wrote "popular historf.as" favorable to the
French Revolution ui Napoleon.

A. A Tale of Two Cities:

Thomas Carlyle has been seen as the first ,..ecursor of Hitler's
kind of philosophy, the first Fascist, the first real critic of
democracy, and the most radical thinker of the 19th Century. None
of these views of Carlyle is precisely accurate; they suggest why
his kind of view of history interested Tolstoy and Dickens. Dickens'
book may be seen as an effort to extend what Carlyle says; Tolstoy's,
as an effort to attack it; Dickens, in his introduction to A Tale,
says that "no one could hope to add anything to the philosophy of
Mr. Carlyle's wonderful books" (The Fr_ ench Revolution). On the
other hand, Tolstoy, in the uncut version of War and Peace,
constantly attacks historians who express views like those of the
author of The French Revolution and Heroes and Hero Worship. One
may well inquire what these great novelists saw in Carlyle's kind
of vision of hir,:iory that made it worth supporting or attacking.

If Scott "invented" the historical novel (that is, made it a
popular genre), Carlyle "invented" history-writing as an exercise
in displaying a philosophy of history--made it a popular genre in
19th Century England. History writing with Carlyle was as much
an act of imagination as of research. He became popular because
he brought to the writing of history such a literary flair, such a
capacity for making heroes vivid and mob actions massive, battles
epochal and peace ominous, such a capacity for handling Biblical
language, histcAcal dialogues, razzle-dazzle figurative language,
paradoxes, pi: ? epigrammatic statements, as made the novel in
his period mull. almost dull by comparison. Small wonder then that
novelists learned from his literary technique--particularly Dickens.
Carlyle's philosophy of history and the literary technique which he
uses for rendering it are, of course, one. But for the purposes
of this discussion, we may separate the two. What did Dickens mean
by the "philosophy of Mr. Carlyle's Wonderful Book"?

Carlyle believed that nature is best understood not as a "machine"
with an unchancng system of regularities (a clock, for instance) as
earlier scientists had seen it but as a self-correcting organism, a
kind of living-dying animal, in which nothing can happen in exactly
the same way twice and in wbirth adllistmemhn, ehnnges,
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permutations--casting away of old chrysalides--are part of the life

process. In t1-.3 center of this on-going life in Nature, Carlyle

saw a spirit-life, a divine fiery Imagination constantly making
new "poems," new things in na'vare and discarding old things.
This spirit-life or divine Imagination is Carlyle's version of God.

As old species are discarded, new are thrown out by the cosmic
Energy. Man, Carlyle saw, as either trusting his intuition, his

vital energies and imagination, and cooperating with the Life that
impelled nature or as standing in the way of this Life by regarding
the world as a clock, trimming his imagination to mere piddling

and counting out "atoms" in the technologist's science-house, or
frittering his life away in efforts to preserve things which nature

and man's inner needs would shed, which the divine Imagination will

surely destroy, and which tend to make man's life mean, meaningless,
contemptible. The man of intuition, the .1,-..)phet, the priest, the

"king," and the mob-member under absolute conviction of the rightness
of his action--these trust to intuit ion, questioning nothing of what
they do, as they move with a God-like poetic fury.

Carlyle loc:ed to history to see what in the long record of man's
existence cor: sponded to the "natural" organic processes of death
and emergence and the Life-Force which he saw as governing these
processes. He saw, or thought he saw, the "divine" expressing
itself in history by shedding off whatever institutions or procedures
in man's social order are irrelevant to his collaborating with the
divine energy and creating in their place forms of social life
which are "vital." Concomitantly, he saw the god-like as appearing
in history in two forms: (1) the divine fury of mobs and great
armies, which so rely on intuition as to be absolutely confident
of their rightness in destroying what is dead or petty or socially
unfunctional (whatever does not keep alive the energy of a people,
relate them to their landscape and or to the creative "life-force");
and (2) the divine energy of heroes who lead mobs and masses of men
after they have destroyed the useless and old and make them, en masse,
subservient to a new will and purpose. The hero gives the masses a
job to do in rebuilding a new vital kind of social organism; he

reinvests life ir'.th meaning.

Dickens saw history much as Carlyle saw it. Carlyle saw his
own age as one of chaos and social degeneration. England's expansive
industrialization throughout the 19th century had disrupted national
life to an incredible extent; workers were crowded into sprawling
slums of the industrial towns, they found themselves at the mercy of
rapacious employers, often lost their jobs through no fault of their
own, and were given over to starvation and gin. No wonder that they
smoldered with resentment against a society that so unjustly imposed
its burdens upon them. Carlyle correctly saw that the nation was in
the midst of a -revolution. For the time being, it was a purely
industrial one, but he warned that unless something was done, some
sweeping provision made for industrialized society as a whole, the
inhuman industrial revolution would become a quite human revolution
of the oppressed against their oppressors. He argued that nature,
or the law of the universe, was such that it would visit retribution
on a ruling class that had so completely given themselves over to
the worship of profit (Kam 6ffif and pinsnrn (Dilettantism). He) a
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saw France as Irving thrown off one old shell in the French Revolution;
he saw England e.s ready to throw off another.

Dickens, in A Tale of Two Cities, takes an analogous view of
British Mammonism. TellsOn's Bank and the British nation are
compared in Chapter 2 of Book II. The compariosn is possible
because both resort to one recipe for success: death. The same
tomb-like atmosphere dominates both France and England; in both
countries the tomb is sealed in blood and cruelty. France's tomb
is the Bastille; England's tomb is her institutions, especially
her commercial institutions--Tellson's Bank. (In Bleak House and
other of his =Niels, Dickens often uses the image of the tomb and
the prison to describe the worst aspects of English society). England's

people are no better than its national institutions. The crowds at
Old Bailey are like blue flies, waiting to descend upon a piece of
carrion; when Charles Darnay is acquitted, they are disappointed.
Such images as flies, jackals, lion, dog, deer, and so forth tie
the English portion of the novel together on a symbolic basis.
Through this sydolical technique, Dickens is suggesting that the
"civilized" indu,:xial city is itself a jungle. The instincts of
its inhabitants are the instincts of vicious animals. Sydney
Carton, for example, before he asserts himself, is characterized
as a jackal. An ancient belief held that the jackal brought down
the lion's prey. Sydney, who is the brains behind Mr. Stryver,
rains the lawyer's fees for him. However, it is chiefly in the
trench portions of A Tale of Two Cities that Dickens picks up from
Carlyle's vision of the meaning of historical change as it relates
the masses and their heroes.

In "A Par1:1. aentary History of the French Revolution," an essay
in Critical arc_ Ascellaneous Essay, Carlyle describes the French
Revolution as "the event of these modern ages." "Since the time
of the Crusades," he writes, "there is no chapter of history so
well worth studying." The French Revolution, he claims, "was at
bottom an attempt to realize Christianity, and fairly put it into
action, to get French Revolution in our world. For eir-hteen centuries
(it is not denied) men have been doing more or less the_ way; but
they set their shoulder rightly to the wheel, and gave a dead-life,
for the first tine then." Carlyle saw the divine as coming into
French history in the French Revolution's "Christianity" and mob
energy, its revolt against sham Christianity and Bourbonism, and
Dickens seems to have seen the French Revolution in a similar light- -
as the product of an intuitive "divine" throwing off of a sham political
shell '..)y a justifiably violent mass of men moved by a creative energy
beyond themselves and by historical forces whose source lies in an
Energy outside history. In the end, he sees it as an effort to
realize a new spLAtual vision. Dickens is not interested in the
historical fact of the French Revolution as historical fact; he is
interested in it as it resulted from, and led to, the abuse of one
class by another and so illustrated Carlyle's law of historical
retribution on sham-celfish ruling classes. Hence, in the first
half of the book, the aristocrats, exemplified by the character of
'he Marq s, are clearly the "villains." Tivrir esAinns speak against
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them as does Dickens' devastating commentary. In the second part of
the novel, after the Fall of the Bastille, the people of Paris are
seen as even more ruthless than were their former oppressors, but,
as the seamstress suggests, thoirs may be a ruthlessness which is
a necessary part of the resurrection of the sense of justice (Book
III, ch. 15). The ruthlessness of the mass is not without hope,
the possibility of resurrection though few scenes in the novel of
19th century are more brutal than those found in "The Grindstone"
chapter of Book III.

Dickens, through a number of devices, creates the sense that the
mass acts as a single organism inspired by a mysterious "Imagination"
or "Force" which lies outside of history. First, he vJes a species
of symbolism or suggestion which hints that all poor men in France
are as one, that all are moving in one direction, a direction

"prophesied" by mysterious events and symbolic occurrences. He
begins the novel with a first chapter that estimates the historical
situation; he speaks of "we", meaning the people, the masses. The
figures of the Farmer, who is sowing dragon's teeth of vengeance,
and the Woodman, who is preparing the tumbrils for the condemned,
are symbols.of the rising mass force of resentment against oppression.
Nature and accident and man all say the same thing, The guillotines
are growing; the wine spilled before the Defarge shops spells
"Blood ;" Madame Defarge pours from her knitting needles imaginative
symbols of the coming conflagration. France, its mass animated by
a single life,is poised to spring.

The representatives of the old forms do not read the prophecies
and are, in Carlyle's phrase, "Sham." They consider themselves
lords of the earth, capable of any "miracle." Dickens, ironically
refers to them on the first page of the text as the "lords of the
state preserves of loaves and fishes," a reference to Christ's
miracle of multiplication of loaires and fishes. Bourbon Civiliza-
tion calls itself Chrisitan, but it is not at all Christian, The
civilized brutality made manifest in the gallows, the wheel, and
other"instruments of torture and death show clearly enough haw
Chriat-like is the "Christianity" of the peoples of France. The
Christianity of the ancient mast is a Carlylean dead shell. The
hollow "sham" Christianity of the aristocrats has its reflection
in other "sham" religion. The subject of miracles'is extended
into chapter 2 of Book L. Mr. Lorry is raising a man from, the dead.
Yet this resurrection is not joyful, but Ominous, And other divinities
threaten to replace the Christian order: the Dead Sea divinities,
offering baskets or Dead Sea fruit (traditionally filled with the
ashes of bitterness)which surround the mirrored image of Lucie
Manette,,when Mr. Lorry first sees her, are of ominous portent.
Later in the novel, these figures are personified. Madame Defarge
is a female di-inity, as is The Vengeance and the rest of the starved
and crippled r'owd of women who live in the St. Antoine sector.
Madame Defarge and her knitted symbols are the expression of a kind
of Eassified mass will to"avenge the sins of the past on thepresent; she is one kind of Carlylanu heer4,----tho )»Rin, ant do ntrcrier
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of the old order--the personification of mass chaos and mass intuition

Dickens uses exemplary characters to set forth his historical
view of the relationship between old forms and new energy. The
old order is partially symbolized by the Marquis St. Evremonde.
The portrait of the Marvt.s is drawn in much the same way that
Carlyle drew the leaders of the old order in The French Revolution.
The Marquis' 1.-nners, philosophy, and brutality are meant to typify
the French aristocracy. His murder is a microcosm of the revolt;
that is, it symbolizes the larger, national upheaval that is to
take place and makes us feel that a mysterious energy is animating
the masses to throw off sham. He also suggests the laws of compen-
sation which govern history. Evremonde kills Gaspard's son;
Gaspard kills him; Gaspard is killed; Defarge destroys Evremond's
"House"; Evremonde destroys Defarge's sister; Defarge destroys
Evremonde's son--almost. The blush on the Marquis' face as he tops
the hill on the road to his chateau, the ghost-like appearances of
his assassin, and the stone faces that decorate his mansion are
all symbols which lead the reader to realize the Marquis' murder
is no isolated incident. An historical law is in operation. Only
so much oppression of the poor is possible before the people spring
up to avenge themselves and the dead. The stone faces on the chateau
are frozen into an immobility of attitude; but eventually even these
stone faces change, or seem to, out of rage and shock. So too,
the aristocracy changes. Just as the chateau is finally destroyed
by the arsonist, age-old customs dissolve and crumble as the structure
of the nation is beset by the fire and storm of Revolution. Privilege
becomes penalty.

In Book II, what is prophesied, what is organic historical law,
what has been "imagined in the divine imagination" comes to pass.
The past is always and everywhere present; historical laws are always
and everywhere in operation. The storming of the Bastille, the
scenes of the brutality of the mob, and the burning of the chateau
show the tremerdous power behind these historical laws. Charles
Darnay is dray,." to Paris as to loadstone rock (a loadstone rock is
a natural magnet). Just as his honesty took him away from France,
so his honesty brings him back. The human being cannot escape from
the historical organism that catches him up. The image of a storm
and fire, and the comment on Judgment Day, refer to the interpretation
of Judgment Day as it appears in John's "Revelations." The judgment
of the rich by the poor is a turning upside down of the social order;
it is rendered all the sharper by the comparison to John's description
of the Final Judgment of the earth.

In Book III, the Revolution is seen in its full furry. Now it
is the Revolutionists who become the oppressors. Charles Darnay is

'The absolute squalor of the St. Antoine sector itself and the wretched
mindition of Dr. Manette are also ominous signs of the coming historical
tragedy.
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imprisoned unjustly and held in secret under the New Regime just
as Dr. Manette was unjustly imprisoned and held in secret under the

Old. The nobility that Charles sees in prison are as passive and
bewildered as the poor were under the former government. The
Revolutionary fervor to EBEga society is seen as satanic at times:
this is especilly true in the scene at the grindstone in chapter 2
of Book III. As the revolutionary fervor becomes satanic, the need
for a "hero" who will stop the retributive process when it has done
enough (when it has its justice and has destroyed sham, when it
seems to be destroying for the sake of destroying) becomes evident.
Dickens' "heroes" are Darnay and Carton, and they too may be better
understood if they are laid beside Carlyle's savior-heroes. One

may look at Carlyle's conception of the historical hero before
looking at Dickens' two historical novel heroes.

The only way for any country caught in the cycle of retribution
and chaos to save herself, Carlyle argued, was for it to raise up
heroes. A country's progress, he insisted, has always depended
upon its heroes. He defined the leader-hero as (1) a completely
selfless man, (2) endowed with a prophetic wisdom, (3) able to
inspire and organize his society. His authority could legitimately
be absolute because his vision and ability had been conferred upon
him by God or "Nature," a vision and ability which a "vote" of
the people would never provide them with. Indeed, Carlyle regarded
voting a mec.-nical procedure, unfit to provide society, an organism
ruled by inscrutable laws, with true leaders. The totalling up of
decisions of petty men's wills could not make a hero-leader; the
trust of the people had to be in the men nature had clearly endowed
with heroic qualities- -such men as Mohammed and John Knox (the
hero as prophet); Milton, Dante, Shakespeare, and Rousseau (the hero
as man of letter); Mirabeau, Cromwell and Napoleon (the hero as
warrior). The hero's capacity to inspire and organize society
could be direct (as in the instance of Cromwell) or indirect (as
in the instances of Dante and Shakespeare and Milton). Whatever
his type, the hero brought a spiritual awareness to his followers.
He led them away from false loves, all of which consist essentially
In worship of the self, toward a new world, and society where the
values of the spirit (or intuition) and the social were primary.

Carlyle believed that Mirabeau and Dantcn were the potential
leaders of the French Revolution in as much as they possessed, in
some degree, the three qualities listed above. But because they
failed to secure control of the Revolution's gigantic momentum,
because they could not organize --as well as inspire- -change, the
Revolution ran a violent course without becoming an even more signif-
icant episode in the history of modern Europe than it was; after it
threw off the Old Order of society, it did not sink the footings for
a New Order. Carlyle saw Napoleon as coming close to creating the
New Order, a Napoleon who is in selflessness, prophetic vision,
and capacity to act a little like a fusion of Charles Darnay and
Sidney Carton.

Carlyle's account of Napoleon in Heroes and Hero - Worship displays
something of what Carlyle saw as the function of the French Revolution
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as well as some of what he thought the function of the hero to be.
The account may help us with Carton and Daraay:

Precisely a century and a year after this (1688) .,

(after) Puritanism had got itself hushed-up into decent
composure, and its results made smooth, (by the restoration
of the English monarchy) in 1688, there broke out a far
deeper explosion, much more difficult to hush-up, known to
all mortals, and like to be long known, by the name of
French Revolution. It is properly the third and final act
of Protestanism; the explosive confused return of mankind
to Reality and Fact, now that they were perishing of
Semblance and Sham. Men have to return to reality; they
cannot live on semblance. The French Revolution or third
act, we may well call the final one; for lower than that
savage Sansculottism men cannot go.

They stand there on the nakedest haggard Fact, undeniable
all seasons and circumstances; and may and must begin

confidently to build-up from that. The French explosion,
like the English one, got its King, --who had no notary
parchment to show for himself. We have still to glance
for a moment at Napoleon, our second modern King.

Napoleon does by no means seem to me so great a man
as Cromwell:. His enormous victories (which reached over
all Euroi.;, while Cromwell abode mainly in our little
England) are but as the high stilts on which the man is
seen standing; the stature of the man is not altered
thereby. I find in him no such sincerity as in Cromwell;
only a far inferior sort. No silent walking, through
long years, with the Awful unnamable of this Universe;
'walking with God,' as he called it; and faith and strength
in that alone: Napoleon lived in an age when God was no
longer believed. * *

Yet Napoleon had a sincerity: we are to distinguish
between what is superficial and what is fundamental in
insincerity. Across these outer maneuverings and quackeries
of his, which were many and most blamable, let us discern
withal that the man had a certain instinctive ineradicable
feeling for reality; and did base himself upon fact, so long
as he hod any basis. He has an instinct of Nature better
than his culture was. His sarans, Bourrienne tells us,
in that voyage to Egypt, were one evening busily occupied
arguing that there could be no God. They had proved it,
to their satisfaction, by all manner of logic. Napoleon,
looking up into the stars, answered, "Very ingenious,
Messieurs: but who made all that?" So too in Practice:
he, as every man that can be great, or have victory in this
world, sees, through all entanglements, the practical heart
of the matter; drives straight towards that. When the
steward of his Tuileries palace was exhibiting the new
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upholstery, with praises, and demonstration how glorious
it was, and how cheap withal, Napoleon, making little
answer, asked for a pair of scissors, slipt one of the gold
tassels from a window-curtain, put it in his pocket, and
walked on. Some days afterwards, he produced it at the
right moment, to the horror of his upholstery functionary;
.t was not gold but tinsel: In Saint Helena, it is notable
how he still, to his last days, insists on the practical,
the real. Why walk and complain; above all, why quarrel
with one another? There is no result in it; it comes to
nothing that one can do. Say nothing, if one can do
nothing! He speaks often so, to his poor discontented
followers; he is like a piece of silent strength in the
middle of their morbid querulousness there.

And cccordingly vAs there not what we can call a
faith in him, genuine so far as it went? That this
new enorn.as Democracy asserting itself here in the
French Revolution is an insuppressible Fact, which the
whole world, with its old forces and institutions, cannot
put down; this was a true insight of his, and took his
conscience and enthusiasm along with it, --a faith. And
did he not interpret the dim purport of it well? 'La

carriere ouverte aux talens, the implements to him who
can handle them': this actually is the truth, and even
the whole truth; it includes whatever the French Revolu-
4ion, or any Revolution, could mean. Napoleon, in his
first period, was a true Democrat. And, yet, by the
nature of him, fostered too by his military trade, he
knew that Democracy, if it were a true thing at all, could
not be an anarchy: the man had a heart-hatred for anarchy.
On that Twentieth of June (1792), Bourienne and he sat in
a coffeehouse, as the mob rolled by: Napoleon expresses
the deepest contempt for persons in authority that they do
not restrain this rabble. On the Tenth of August he
wonders why there is not man to command these poor Swiss;
they would conquer if there were. Such a faith in
Democracy, yet hatred of anarchy, it is that carries
Napoleon through all his great work. Through his bril-
liant Italian Campaigns, onwards to the Peace of Leoben,
one would say, his inspiration is: 'Triumph to the
French Revolution; assertion of it against these Austrian
Simulacra that pretend to call it Simulacrum!' Withal,
however, he feels, and has a right to feel, how necessary
a strong authority is; how the Revolution cannot prosper
or last vithout such. To bridle-in that great devouring:
self-devouring French Revolution; to tame it, so that its
intrinsic purpose can be made good, that it may become
organic, and be able to live among other organisms and
formed things, not as a wasting destruction alone: is
not this still what he partly aimed at, as the true
purport of his life; nay what he actually managed to
do? Through Wagrams, Austerlitzes; triumph after triumph,
--he triumphed so far. There was an eye to see in this
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man, a soul to dare to do. He rose naturally to be the

King. All men saw that he was such. The common soldiers
used to say on the march: 'These babbling Avocats, up
at Paris; all talk and no work! What wonder it runs all
wrong? We shall have to go and put our Petit Corporal
there!' They went, and put him there; they and France at
large. Chief-consulship, gmperorship, victory over
Europe; --till the poor Lieutenant of La Fere, not un-
naturally, right seem to himself the greatest of all men
that had ben in the world for some ages.

Carlyle's Jero-king bridles anarchy. He, half-hero, half-
prophet, half-dictator, by his own will, tames a mob and creates a
new, intuitively satisfying vision of social order. He is sincere,
shamless, and selfless; he is a man of action rather than words.
His new vision has all of the virtues of the old order, it conserves
the meaningful energy of the mob. It synthesizes a new society.

The paired figures of Sydney Carton and Charles Darnay in A
Tale of Two Cities may be considered against the background of
the Carlylean hero as figures prophetic of a New Order. Obviously
neither is a Napoleon. Dickens draws his models from somewhat
humble circles, partly because he is creating fictional characters.
Partly Dickens may have avoided choosing the grand Napoleonic
military hero as his "savior-type" because he had less taste for
the military-dictator than did Carlyle. He was perhaps more taken
with the quiet prophets. In any case, Darnay is mostly hero-as-
prophet, and Calton is almost exclusively hero-as-prophet--if we may
use Carlyle's language. Between them, they exhibit the selflessness,
the prophetic wisdom, and the capacity to inspire and organize
which Carlyle demanded. Carton is critical of his society, a
dreamer who, at the end of the novel, envisions a heavenly city.
He is both selfless and able. In another time and place, as Dickens
hints, he might have been a great man of public affairs. As it is,
his service to the hoped-for New Order is a small, but no less
inspiring. Ruined and debauched by service to the old order in
England (St/Tv-cos mate-ialism), he makes a heroic sacrifice that
gains for Dr. \anette and the Darnay family peace and stability.
This sacrifio% is symbolic; it is a solution to the whole problem
of reconstruLUon, after historical oppression even as Madame Defarge
Is the solution to the problem of the existence of such oppression.
The heavenly city that Sydney sees in his imagination just before
he is beheaded is a new Jerusalem toward which he would lead the
French Deople.

One may inquire how Dickens persuades us that Carton, a
debauched animal, could do the Machievellian-altruistic act
which promises to save the New Order. Carton's act unites the
one lust representative of the hatred of anarchy upon which the old
order was founded, Cartes Darnay, with the one really attractive
representative of the intuitive freedom of the new order, Lucie
Manette. How could he do it? The answer probably lies in Dickens'
use of Lucie Manetts, Lucie Manette is a charter without a great
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deal of depth who yet acts as a kind of symbol of what the new order

should be. She is the chief force in the lives of those whom she

loves. It is the iision of her that saves Dr. Manette's sanity

while he is in the Bastil3e; and, after he is released, it is Lucie

who unworks the ravages his long prison years have made upon his

mind. Charles Darnay is apparently redeemed from his past by his

own determination, but Lucie adds a seeming finality to the re-

demption by rear: ,ding hit. Sydney Carton finds in Lucie his last

great hope; ha can believe in her, though he can believe in little

else on the f' e of the earth. Even Miss Fross and Mr. Lorry, who

had never had a "family" in their adult years, are charmed into

the Manette circle by Lucie. It is no yonder that Dickens did not

give her deeper dimensions as a character. He shows her nobility

by mirroring it in the lives of those whom she influences. Sydney

Carton's death is a sacrifice for Lucie in more than one way. He

is sacrificing himself, to be sure, so that she might live out the

rest of her life with the man she most loves. But he is also

sacrificing himself for what; to him and to the reader, Lucie

symbolizes. She is an emblem for the force of peace and love which

Sydney would have triumphant in a world of bloodshed and bitterness.

At the end of Chapter 5, Book II, for example, Sydney's love for

Lucie becomes a love for what she symbolizes. Sydney stood on a

balcony in the early morning, sensing "waste forces within him, and

a desert all around . . . and saw for a moment, lying in the

wilderness before him, a mirage of honorable ambition, self-
denial, and perseverance. In the fair city of this vision, there

wer,, airy galleries from which the loves and graces looked upon
him, gardens in which the fruit of life hung ripening, waters of
hope that sparkled in his sight." Sydney Carton's is a completely
selfless man, endowed with a prophetic vision, capable of imagining
a new society and of preserving those who might bring it to fruition.

Charles Darnay is Sidney's double in more ways than one. Dr.

ianette and Darnay are both innocent of their past, but they cannot
finally be sepa ated from it. The sounds of footsteps as a
storm breaks ov r London anticipates Dr. Manette's well-founded
apprehensions that he cannot break with the past. It catches up
finally with Al Dr. Manette and Darnay though both imagine them-

selves free of it. They are made to be responsible for what they
have tried to escape. Only Sydney Carton's noble sacrifice can
save them from the senseless death implicit in the continued
application of the logic of retribution after the price has been
paid and the organism cleansed. His vision and sacrifice save
Darnay's anti-anarchic democratic vision and ability to organize.

Dickens shows, as does Carlyle in The French Revolution, that
though past sins will receive their just punishment and past shams
their incendiary destruction, destruction does not always stop
when justice is done. Though the logic of present retribution for
past sin seems to be coming down on the house of Evremonde and
Darnay, Manette's letter's evidence is only evidence against
"Evremonde" and his management of his estate and underlings,
not against Darnay or the ideal estate society. which Darnay
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establishes after Evremonde's death. Darnay and Nanette both
represent that confederation of Democracy with Order which the
Revolution needs, Such a vision is in danger of being wiped out
by Ehnette's letter. Charles Darnay is the child of the old
order (St. EVremonde) but he knows that the old order's stability
is tyranny and recognizes that the organism must be reshaped if
it is to survive. In his conversation with his uncle, Darnay
defines his "philosophy" of freedom without anarchy as the basis
of a new society and work as the basis of a new nobility (cf.
The GorRonls, Head, Book II, chapter 9). Darnay's estate under
Gabelle is a just society, a new society more revolutionary than
that in Paris where the ownership of property carries responsi-
bilities for the owner but no privilege.

In the final chapters of the novel, Dickens re-states the theme
that he has woven into the narrative. Oppression begets oppression
as surely as the past gives birth to the present. "Crush humanity
out of shape once more, under similar hammers, and it will twist
itself into the same tortured forms. Sow the same seed of rapicious
license and oppression over again, and it will surely yield the
same fruit according to its kind." Darnay and Carton are the
heroes who twist mankind out of its tortured form and set its eyes
on a new vision.

The heroism of Sydney Carton is a strange mixture of despair,
love, and courage. He has become disillusioned with life. Yet
his disillusimment is also a kind of hope; he believes in a
better world, a world exemplified by Lucie and Charles. He gives
himself to the axe in the conviction that his death will help to
create a new race and a new hope. The children of Lucie and Charles
are the final justification of his death. His public duty, the
obligation of the individual to his society, and private duty,
the obligation of the individual to himself and to those he loves,
blend in his act of sacrifice. He redeems society, redeems his
friend;, and redeems himself from the past. "It is a far, far
better thing that I do, than I have ever done; it is a far, far
better rest that I go to, thui I have ever known."

1

The arrival of Sydney Carton at Paris and the discovery of Cly and
Basard, former spies for England and the Old Regime, allow Charles to be
saved. Dickens stretches the reader's credibility somewhat in doing so.

It is almost too convenient that Cly and Basard should show up in Paris
and that Sydney should both know and find Basard; it is equally convenient
that Basard should have access to the prison and can be blackmailed into
acting as Sydney's accomplice. Sydney's remarkable resemblance to Charles,
the fact that Defarge is Dr. Manetteis old servant, and the revelation ox
Madame Defarge's relation to the boy murdered by a member o2 Darnay's
family- -these coincidences, too, are scarcely credible. The major weak-
ness of the novel is the dependence of the plot on these coincidences.
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B. War and Peace

Dickens' heroes make history; Tolstoy's are made by history.

Dickens' masses are a single live organism animated by a single
inner fire; Tolstoy's masoes are individuals acted upon by infinitely
complex physical laws.

War and Peace, whose final Russian text runs to over 1900
pages, is cormely regarded as the national epic of the Russian
people. It is work of art that expresses a people's spiritual
strength, es.cocially such strength as is manifested in their
ability to el acre in the face of a disaster. A good example of
this view of the book put to practical use occurred in World War
II. Half a million miles of Russia had been overrun by the German
armies, and Leningrad was under a siege. The Soviet government
brought a large number of new editions of the novel as a means of

encouraging national resistance to the invaders. More than 500,000
copies were distributed in Leningrad alone. But War and Peace is
not simply a national epic. It attempts to present a particular
view of history, to express a comprehensive code of morality, and

especially to picture Russian life at the turn of the 19th century
The "picture" js drawn in terms of the environment of Russian
society, particularly the society composed of the wealthy ruling
class of the nation. The weakness of the society are ruthlessly
exposed, But its virtues are also revealed.

War and Peace is an historical novel because it reviews the
political events between 1805 and 1814, focusing in detail on
the French-Lussian conflict of 1812 (As Johnny Tremain and
Captain, from Connecticut both concern the American revolution, so
A Tale of Two Cities and War and Peace both concern the aftermath
of the French Revolution). National policies are examined in
terms of the 1.1,11 who made them; the Russian, Austrian, and French
Emperors and the lesser men who supported them. The spectrum of
these lesser figures runs from German strategists to diplomats to
civil servants engaged in the internal administration of the state.

But War Lna Peace is also, in a sense, a novel that seeks to
debunk the ol.oinary reading of history and especially Carlyle's
kind of readilig of it. One may observe how different is Tolstoy's
view of Napoleon from Carlyle's by looking at Tolstoy's bitterly
ironic account of the way in which historians write about the
French Revolution and Napoleon

'Louis XIV was a very proud and self-confident man. He
Gad such and such mistresses, and such and such ministers,
and the Governed France badly. The heirs of Louis XIV
were also weak hen, and also governed France badly. They
also had ,such and such favourites and such and such mistresses.
Besides which, certain persons were at this time writing books.
By the end of the eighteenth century there must have gathered
in Paris two dozen or so perc.ons who started saying that all
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men were free and equal. Because of this in the whole of
France people began to slaughter and drown each other. These
people killed the king and a good many others. At this
time there vas a man of genius in FranceNapoleon. He
conquered everyone everywhere) i.e. killed a great many
people because he was a great genius; and, for some reason,
he went off to kill Africans, and killed them so well, and
was so clever and cunning, that, having arrived in France,
he order everyone to obey him, which they did. Having
made hims'f Emperor he again went to kill masses of people
in Italy, _ustria and Prussia. And there too he killed a
great many. Now in Russia there was the Emperor Alexander
who decided to re-establish order in Europe, and therefore
fought wars with Napoleon. But in the year '07 he suddenly
made friends with him, and in the year Ill quarrelled
with him again, and they both again began to kill a great
many people. And Napoleon brought six hundred thousand men
to Russia and conquered Moscow. But then he suddenly ran
away from T.loscow, and then the Emperor Alexander, aided by
the advice of Stein and others, united Europe to raise an
army against the disturber of her peace. Napoleon's allies
suddenly became his enemies; and this army marched against
Napoleon, who had gathered new forces. The allies conquered
Napoleon, entered Paris, forced Napoleon to renounce the
throne, and sert him to the island of Elba, without, however,
depriving bird of the title of Emperor, and showing him all
respect, in spite of the fact that five years before and a
year after, everyone considered him a brigand and beyond
the law. Thereupon Louis XVIII, who until then had been an
object of mere ridicule to both Frenchmen and the allies,
began to reign. As for Napoleon, after shedding tears before
the Old Guard, he gave up his throne, and went into exile.
Then astute statesmen and diplomats, in particular, Talley-
rand, who hld managed to sit down before anyone else in the
famous armc:air and thereby to extend the frontiers of
France, to :'.' :d in Vienna, and by means of such talk made
peoples Lappy o/ unhappy. Suddenly the diplomats and
monarchs *)--lost came to blows. They were almost ready to
order their troops once again to kill each other; but at
this moment Napoleon arrived in France with a battalion,
and the French, who hated him, all immediately submitted
to him. But this annoyed the allied monarchs very much and
they again went to war with the French. And the genius
Napoleon was defeated and taken to the island of St. Helena,
having suddenly been discovered to be an outlaw. Whereupon
the exile, parted from his dear ones and his beloved France,
died a slow death on a rock, and bequeathed his great deeds
to posterity. As for Europe, a reaction occurred there,
and all the princes began to treat thgrir peoples badly once
again.'
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Obviausl:. L'olstoy's Napoleon is not Carlyle's. Tolstoy's
generals do not win the battles. Their strategy is no more than
a game. Tolstoy elaborated the idea that there are no real heroes,
no real history makers. The more a ban is assumed to have power in
the world, the farther he is from the actual carrying out of the
event and the less real power and effect he has.

The higher a man's place in the social scale, the more
connections he has with others, and the more power he has
over them, the more conspicuous is the inevitability and
predestination of every act he commits. "The hearts of kings
are in the hand of God." The king is the slave of history.

History--that is the unconscious life of humanity in the
swarm, in the community- -makes every minute of the life of
kings its own, as an instrument for attaining its ends.

Although in that year, 18120 Napoleon believed more than
ever that to shed or not to shed the blood of his peoples
depended entirely on his will (as Alexander said in his
last letter to him), yet then, and more than at any time,
he was in bondage to those laws which forced him, while to
himself he seemed to be acting freely, to do what was
bound to be his share in the common edifice of humanity, in
history.

The ceople of the west moved to the east for men to
kill one mother. And by the law of the coincidence of
causes, thousands of petty causes backed one another up
and coincided with that event to bring about that movement
and that war: resentment at the non-observance of the
continental system, and the Duke of Oldenburg, and the
massing of troops in Prussia- -a measure undertaken, as
Napoleon supposed, with the object of securing armed peace- -
and the Fr, ach Emperor's love of war, to which he had
grown accustomed, in conjuction with the inclinations of
his people., who were carried away by the grandiose scale
of the preparations, and the expenditure on those prepara-
tions, and the necessity of recouping that expenditure.
Then there was the intoxicating effect of the honours paid
to the French Emperor in Dresden, and the negotiations too
of the diplomatists, who were supposed by contemporariesto be guided by a genuine desire to secure peace, though
they only inflamed the amour-mpre of both sides; andminions upon millions of other causes, chiming in with
the fated event and coincident with it.

When the apple is ripe and fallswhy does it fall? Is
it because it is drawn by gravitation to the earth, because
its stalk is withered, because it is dried by the sun,
because it grows heavier, because the wind shakes it, orbsrlanse the boy atanding under the tree wants to at it?
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Not one of those is the cause. All that simply makes

up the conjunction of conditions under which every living,

organic, elemental event takes place. And the botanist

who says that the apple has fallen because the cclls are

decomposing, and so on, will be just as right as the boy

standing under the tree who says the apple has fallen

because he wanted to eat it and prayed for it to fall.

The historian, who says that Napoleon went to Mbscow

because he wanted to, and was ruined because Alexander

desired his ruin, will be just as right and as wrong as

the man who says that the mountain of millions of tons,

tottering and undermined, has been felled by the last stroke

of the last workingman's pick-axe. In historical events

great men--so called--are but the labels that serve to

give a name to an event, and like labels, they have the

least possible connection with the event itself.

Every action of theirs, that seems to them an act of

their own free will, is in an historical sense not free

at all, but in bondage to the whole course of previous

history, and predestined from all eternity.

The men who actually fight, the spirit of the army, determine military

success and defeat. More deeply considered, infinitely complicated

biological and physical laws determine an army's success. The fire

Pierre sees glowing in the faces of the Rucisian soldiers at Borodino,

Kutuzov's insLLnctive running that brings him to retreat before the

French Army, the dissipation of Napoleon's soldiers when they reach

Moscow are all exemplification of the fact that history is made

far differently from the way the history books report it. The great

men, as Tolstoy explains, do no more than label great historical

events. The mistake of the historian is to confuse the label with

the cause.

"Providence"--or physical, biological law--controls history.
Behind the spirit of an army and a nation lies the force of an all-

determining "fate." When he retreats from Moscow, for no apparent
reason, Napoleon is certainly in the grip "Providence"; for the French

Emperor cannot decide to do anything else but retreat, even though
it is the worst possible course of action he could have taken. The

destruction of his army as it retreats across Russia is also inevitable.
The fate of the French army could not, according to Tolstoy, have

been otherwise. Not chance, not the wrong decision, not even the
undisciplined character of the men as a whole is finally responsible
for Napoleon's tremendous defeat: Providence alone has decided.
But what is Tolstoy's Providence? It is certainly not the will of
God as conceived by traditional Christian thinkers or discussed in
Lazaro and Don Quixote. Tolstoy would appear to use the word
"providence" to label what he thought of as exceedingly complex
environmental and hereditary influences which act on man in a
deterministic fashion. The laws by which this determinism operates
are only partiaLly known to man; he has the illusion of freedom- -

"great men" haNing an extraordinary miasure of this illusion as
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they fancy themselves choosing, directing, moulding, making the events
which history records. And Tolstoy, as determinist, has to reject
the "great man view" of history, shaped by Carlyle and other nine-
teenth century historians. He would not, one suspects, have been
impressed with the heroic possibilities in Carton's death or Darnay's
life and vision. Since the masses are moved by environment and
heredity, they cannot be moved by heroes(or by a divine fire either).

Tolstoy's "great" Lan is great by virtue of his recognition
that historical greatness is an illusion, by virtue of his intuitive,
recognition o2 what kinds of events will be created by the influence
of environment and heredity and the historical laws implicit in
them. This intuitive knowledge of historical law is felt more
than understood by the characters of the novel. Platon Karataev,
of all the characters in the book, feels it best. He is a completely
submissive man. His whole philosophy consists in giving in to
whatever life brings him. Because he gives in to life, his instincts
about it become extremely accurate. He instinctively knows, for
example, that Napoleon will be defeated; he even knows haw the
defeat will take place. Russia and summer are not absolutely linked
together, he remarks, and thereby forecasts the freezing winter
weather that accompanies Napoleon's retreat across a desolated
Russian countryside. Kutuzov is much like Karataev. He arrives
at his military decisions by an instinctive consciousness of the
laws of the universe. He distrusts textbook tactics; at the battle
of Austerlitz, where such tactics are employed, he gloomily, and
correctly, predicts defeat. His refusal to fight for Moscow and
his refusal to give Napoleon a decisive battle as the French Emperor
retreats from Moscow is a strategy based .on instinct, rather than
on what the Czar and his Petersburg court expect of him. The Czar,
who attempted to direct Russian soldiers to victory at Austerlitz
and destroyed his army, does not allow himself to be influenced
by the tacticiaus when Russia is in her. crisis. He trusts Kutuzov
and abides by the general's decision to abandon the beloved city
of Moscow. Kutuzov, like Karataev, is deeply in contact with the
people and of Russia. He sends men to their death reluc-
tantly, ktcw.1143 from personal experiences the full horrors of war.
He worships aL the icon his soldiers revere while Napoleon worships
at an image of himself, a picture of his son painted as a child
Christ.

Kutuzov's veneration of the icon, which is a symbol of the
ancient Russian faith, is in sharp contrast to Napoleon's veneration
of his child's portrait, which is no more than an emblem for the
false glorification of one man's ambition, an ambition that has
pitted him against the historical necessity. Napoleon's soldiers
fight for a me:a and collapse in victory because their faith, a
belief in the destiny of one man, is hollow. They are parodies of
the masses who, in Carlyle's account of the French Revolution,
follow such men as Marat (cf. Carlyle, The Fr_ ench Revolution)
or of the masses who, in Carlyle's account of Napoleon in Heroes
and Hero Worship, folloa hhat leader "through wayrams, Austerlitzes;
triumph after triumph." loistevia Rnemians see a meaning in history
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which does not. elevate the individual hero. Though Kutuzov's
soldiers know nothing of "historical necessity," they are strong
even in defeat because their "faith" is pure. They are empiricists.
They are close to the facts. They go about "their ordinarl: business
without feeling heroic emotions or thinking that they Lare/ actors
upon the well-lighted stage of history, Lor arg useful to their
country and community." They fight and die for their own earth,
for a Russian people--neighbors--whose values, tradi4ons, and
past they understand and love. After Kutuzov has driven the enemy
from Russia, he sees no more reason for continuing to fight. He
is not a politician; he is not concerned with the game of power that
so amuses the monarchs of Europe. The Czar relieves him of command
and himself leads the Russian soldiers into Central and Western
Europe. The purpose of the war is no longer "keeping Russia"
as historical necessity 1.as determined that it be kept but national
glory, a national glory which, in Tolstoy's opinion, has little to
do with the nation itself--an empty concept, an illusion that
follows from the false view of man as god, as a maker of history.

Man is not the master but the servant of historical necessity;
he does not make history. Tolstoy writes about life as it really
does happen rather than as it might happen. War and Peace is
a "realistic" novel, not a heroic-romantic historical novel. That
is, Tolstoy tries to render the real influences which affect the
lives of people and form history--the sights, sounds, smells,
biological impul_ses, etc. His "masses" are no single organism but
just all kin..s of people influenced by all kinds of physical law,
changed the oonplex influences which touch him. Tolstoy's dif-
ferences with Dickens' in treating the masses may be suggested
by Isaiah Berlin's description of his differences with the Slavaphil
school, a school which treated history somewhat as Carlyle did:

"The Slavophil doctrine derived principally from German
Idealism, in particular from Schelling's view, despite
much lip- service to Hegel, and his interpreters, that true
knowledge could not be obtained by the use of reason, but
only by a kind of imaginative self-identification with the
central principle of the universe--the soul of the world,
such as artists and thinkers have in moments of divine
inspiration. Some of the Slavophils identified this with
the revealed truths of the orthodox religion and the mystical
tradition of the Russian Church, and bequeathed it to the
Russian, symbolist poets and philosophers of a later gen-
eration. Tolstoy stood at the opposite pole to all this.
He believed that only by patient empirical observation could
any knowledge be obtained; that this knowledge is always
inadequate, that simple men often know the truth better
than learned men, because their observation of men and
nature is less clouded by empty himorles anA. not because
they are inspired vehicles of the divine afflatus."
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Prince Andrew, Pierre, and Nicholas Rostov undergo complex changes

in attitude as the novel progresses. In the beginning of the

narrative, they might well be taken for figures in a conventional

heroic novel. Each believed his own worth as an individual depends

upon remarkable exploits on the battlefield or in the drawing room.

Prince Andrew and Nicholas, especially, wish to remake themselves

Into an idealized superman. Pierre is perhaps more philosophical,
but he idolizes Prince Andrew and listens to him. Nicholas rides

into battle as if he Were enjoying a glorious dream; Prince Andrew

attempts to rally the Russian troops at Austerlitz. Both are wounded,

and the misery of their suffering shocks them into a revaluation of

their lives. They no longer look upon Napoleon as the perfect
man; they cone to look at the world in a different way, recognizing

the horror of war and grimly struggling with the necessity for it.
Prince Andrew finally rejects life, choosing death, convinced beyond
reason that life is inseparable from human vanity, that true freedom

means to give oneself up completely to the purified existence that

is beyond death. Nicholas finds his salvation in the warmth and
holiness of the family liXe Princess Mary creates for him. Pierre,

after his duel with Dolokov and his quarrel with Helene, tries
to find the meaning of life in the doctrines of the Masons. But

the Masonic, rational and impersonal, does not so much satisfy
him as bewilders and bewitches him with its superstitions. Pierre's

beliefAhat his own fate and Napoleon's are linked together because

both their mos contain the same number of Russian characters leads

him to attempt the assassination of the French Emperor. He is slowly
restored to ear4ty under the influence of Karataev. He begins to

he argues, is not the vital concern of the human being. Lasting

It is lived in the family. Here again Tolstoy is attacking the
historian, particularly Carlyle's kind. The history of nations,

values do not arise out of nation philosophies. The true "meaning"

univerue -- is found in the love men and women experience towards
their family, usighbors, friends, and enemies. The detailed

of human IL"... -- if it can be said to have a meaning in a deterministic

exananat
in the book: individual lives are more significant, in Tolstoy's
philosophy, than army reform., for eltamp3e, or the various postures that

ion of Sonya and Natasha is not simply a romance element

accept life in he simp'.e, cheerful way of the Russian peasant,
a way which brings him an internal stability, a sense of a happiness
he has never known before. H* begins to sympathize with others
Instinctively. Natasha becoMos not a "fallen woman" but a creature
to be protected and loved.

Russian life, as Tolstoy describes it in war or peace, does not

revolve around politics or the opposition of "two cities" any
more than it revolves upon a dialogue between the masses and the
heroes. Birth, death, marriage, love, youth and old age, personal
friendship and personal enmity- -these are the true "historical"
events in Tolstoy's picture of human life. Behind and beyond
politics are the grand biological "facts" controlled by natural
laws, facts which are more than an abstraction or a matter for
conversation. The battlefield and the diplomatic maneuver are only
important because they can affect the harmony of Russian life as
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Russian foreign policy takes. Army reform and foreign policy are
no more than "theories."Human life at the intimate, the limited,
the almost biological level and the simplest cultural level is
alone real and meaningful.

Tolstoy does not put ouch stock in impersonal reform--such
reform as is accomplished by the "great mass" and as lies at the
center of Dickens' story of the French revolution. This does not
mean that he was not deeply aware of the great injustices that the
social system of Russia encouraged, but he had no faith in national
political solutions for injustice, especially injustices towards
the lower classes. Pierre attempts to better the conditions of
the serfs on his estates; his idealism comes to very little,
however, because the reform is "impersonal". Pierre knows little
about the life of his workers and, in attempting to make their
lot easier, actually works a great hardship on them. He is not
really interested in them. His reform is a species of self-
glorification fostered by his desire to think of himself as a
humane and progressive thinker and he soon loses interest in the
project. His stewards agree with him, admire his idealism, promise
to do what they can to carry out his orders--and then run their
estates in the old way. Prince Andrew is less sympathetic to the
serfs, but actually far kinder to them. He oversees himself what
changes he desires to make in their lives. The lesscn in the
contrasting treatment of the peasants by Pierre and Prince Andrew
again supports one of Tolstoy's major points in the novel: what
is true and lasting must be intimate and human--a compassionate
response to the genius of local place and people. Dickens'
picture of Charles Darnay's "reform" would not have meant much
to Tolstoy; he would have regarded the picture as a liberal
reformer's naive picture of how to do good. The master must rub
shoulders with his peasants, as Nicholas Rostov does at the end
of the story, if he is to be of any use to them.

War and Peace involves three very different types of families.
Pierre is the :_llegitimate son of Count Begiskov and must find his
own way in life. He derives only one advantage from his father, the
fortune the Count leaves him. That Pierre has no father makes himparticularly useful to Tolstoy, for he is cut off from all traditionsand must try to find for himself the meaning of the history whichhe sees. The Bolkonski family is afflicted with the Voltaireanphilosophy of old Prince Nicholas. He raises his children accordingto the principles of the Enlightenmenteven to the point of forcing
Princess Illary to learn mathematics. Such a philosophy is inhuman,however, and its inhumanity becomes most apparent when the Princebecomes an obstacle to the happiness of both his son and daughter.The invasion of the French brings him to his senses for a shortwhile (Afore he dies; his last act is the rejection of the philosophythat he has held for so long. He asks his daughter for pardon andturns his thoughts toward the terrible plight of his country.The third family is the family of the generous but impractical CountRostov. He lives as if the world belongs to him; perhaps it does,but Iapoleon destroys it. He dies poor, one of his sons dead,
a daughter in disgrace, and his other :Ion far away. The tragedy



of the war is powerfully illustrated by the wreckage of the Rostov
family. New hope for the family is brought about by the marriages
of Nicholas to Princess Mary and Natasha to Pierre. But such hope

springs from the desolation war has brought. No individual in the
three families is left unchanged by the war. The conditions the
war forces upon each individual forces him or her to drop the
deceptions that have been so convenient in time of peace. The

Countess Rostov cannot abandon her furniture and lend her house for
use by wounded soldiers. Those who survive are different for the
suffering they have endured. Some cannot face the suffering.
Helene kills herself and Anatole loses all courage when the doctors
amputate his leg. Pierre (in ovcupied Moscow) goes mad temporarily.
Some never fully recover from their wounds: the Countess, her son
and husband dead, slips slowly into a twilight world of hot tea and
games of Patience.

The characters in the novel are examined in depth. Tolstoy is
a master psychologist that turns new facets of character to view as
conditions change. Beneath Prince Nicholas Bolkonski's severity,
for example, a deeply sympathetic father becomes visible when Prince
Andrew goes to war, when his son's wife dies, when he himself dies
on his deathbed. The kissing of the children in the conservatory,
the feeling of Nicholas when he goes into battle, Princess Mary's
reaction to thv death of her father--these are all examples of
Tolstoy's power to penetrate the souls of his own creation as he
examines how environment and the laws of history determine their
lives.

There is not a complicated plot to the novel precisely because
' Tolstoy wants the story to suggest the naturalness and shapelessness
of hisotry; history provides us with no tricky well made plots.
It is not contrived. Dickens uses the contrived relationships in
his "plot" to symbolize, in a simplified way, the relationships
between classes, periods, kinds of people as they participated in
The French Revolution. Tolstoy says that such dealing with man in
the mass, personifying historical forces and visions, forces one to
lie about history. One can only know history by knowing the individ-
ual and unspectacular. Since Tolstoy's novel gives us no obvious
sense that it is plotted, since the story line does not give us
an allegory or emblem or figuring forth of the forces active in
history, it 4ias to give us something else--it gives us more direct
sense that we are reliving history and not its emblem. We have a
sense that we are not being offered a "poetic rendering." We are
being offered something more like the diarist's entries, the primary
evidence, the social scientist's observations, uncolored picture of
time's stupendous movement before our camera lucida. No heroes and
no aivine fires: only atoms. Tolstoy is milling to expres his
understanding of human life by aranging it in simple chronological
order. There is some co-incidence in the story, but not much.
"at happens depends to a great extent on the decisions that the
characters make, tnough their decisions are always made in the larger
moral environment of "Travidence" or biological and environmental
law.
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Tolotoyis style should be of some interest to students. The
use of "we" to Indicate the ",us.-aian people is extremely important for
an understand of To ';oyis concept of the historical novel. The
"tie" connects the past to the present; it encloses in one identity
the living, the dead, and the unborn of Russia. The story is not
simply an incident selected out of former times and with believable
charactero. It is an examination of a condition which existed in the
past and has deeply influenced the present.

If students are to understand tha differences between Tolstoy
and Dickens as analysts of history and the function of the hero,
they must ask themselves constantly: (1) What actually do the
heroes in this novel do to make great events? (2) What actually
animates the lives of ordinary men acting in great events? On
these two questions turn the differences both in art and in philos-
ophy of the two 1.Joks.

VII. SUGGESTED PROCEDUMS

A. Johnny Tremain

1. Literature

If at all possible, the teaching of Johnny Tremain ought to
be correlated with the study of American history, particularly
the history of the American Revolution.

b. The questions in the Student Packet may be supplemented by
those which appear in the core text. It might be a good
idea for the teacher to point out the distinction between
historical fiction (in which the main characters are
fiction.a, plac..d against a more or less accurate historical
background) and fictionalized biography (in which the main
characters are historical figures imaginatively fleshed out).

c. Principal Chlracters in Johnny Tremain
Fictional Characters
(1) Johnny Tremain
(2) Rab
(3) Jonathan Lyte
(4) Lavina Lyte
(5) Dove
(6) Cilla Lapham
(7) Uncle Lorne
(8) 1.2.z.s. 'Bessie

H:intorical Characters
(1) zarguel Adams was an American Revolutionary statesman

w'rn successfully engineered the "Boston Tea Party."
He served on the second Continental Congress and
signed the Declaration of Independence on July 4,
1776,

Paul Revere was an American patriot and skilled
silversmith. He served as a lieutenant-colonel of
a regiment of artillery diming the Revolution.
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2. Composition
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James Otis was an American Revolutionary leader and
lavc,r who helped to shape colonial opinion preceding
the: Revolution. He becAme insane before the Revolu-
tion and was subject to fits of aberration. While
in an unbalanced condition he rushed out in the
line of fire during the B.ttle of Bunker Hill but
escaped unhurt.
Dr. Joseph Warren was an American patriot and doctor
who served in the early days of the Revolution as a
major-general. He was shot and killed during the
Battle of Bunker Hill.
Jahn Hancock was a politician and rich merchant of
Revolutionary Boston who served as a general during
the Revolution. He was the first signer of the
Declaration of Independence and first governor of
Massachusetts.

Of the minor characters in the story (minor in the
sense that they played a small role in the book)
the following are actual historical characters:

Rev. Samuel Cooper
William Molineaux
Admiral Tbntague
General Gage
Gov. Hutchinson
Joseph (uineY
Dr. Benjamin Church

Colonel Smith
Colonel Nesbit
Major Pitcairn
Billy Dawes
Mrs. Dawes
Robert Newman
Lord Earl Percy

a. Write a composition in which you describe how a historical
novel can tell you a) what history means; b) what it is
like to look for meaning in history. Use illustrations
from Johnny Tremain and a history book on the Revolution.
c) show how the historical novel differs from history and
how it differs from other fiction.

b. In three paragraphs contrast Johnny's sense of courage,
justice and svriathy at the beginning of the story with
the courat;e1 justice, and sympathy he displays at the story's
end. Use examples from the story.

c. Contrast Johnny's personality with Rab's personality.
1. Write an account of the Boston Tea Party as you think it

might have appeared in Uncle Lorne's paper.
e. Write an account of the Boston Tea Party as you think it

might have appeared in an English newspaper.
f. Discuss in two paragraphs the differences between (a) Cilla

and Isannah or (b) Dove and Johnny.
g. Prepare a dialogue based on a meeting of Whig party members

in Rab's attic.
h. Pretend that you are General Gage. Enter events in you

diary for several days in the Spring of 1775.
i. Compose a letter that Pumpkin might have sent to his family

at home describing the opportunities in New England.

if
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j. Write a paragraph giving 7Qur thoughts on the phrase "A

man can stand ui." You needn't confine your ideas to the

Revolutionary War.
k. Prepay a short report on a famous person or event suggested

by the reading of the book.
1. Write a letter Johnny Tremain might have written in his old

age to his son. Let him tell why he became a rebel.
In. Write a letter Isannah Lapham might have written in her old

age, telling about the course of her life in London. Let

her decide 'whether she approved or disapproved of her choice
to go with Lavina.

3. Extended Activities

a. Suggested Activities for Students

(1) Draixttize a favorite scene in the book. Johnny's
accident, the court room scene, the sack of byte
house in Milton by the Whigs, or the attic speech of
James Otis, for example, might make good dramatizations.

(2) Draw a map of Boston, or a map of the Lexington-Concord
area showing troop movements. Christopher Ward's The

War of the Revolution might be a valuable aid for
drawing the latter map.

(3) Display pictures of 18th century American houses,
clothes, common utensils, etc. on the bulletin board.

(4) Arrange a debate on the Boston Tea Party. Let one

student take the side of the Whigs, another the side
of the Tories.

(5) If the commercial movie, Johnny Tremain, can be seen,
encourage the students to watch it closely in order to
coll,:pare it with the story in the novel. Does the movie

treat Johnny Tremain as a sterotyped character? How

are the British presented?
(6) Play a record of songs from the Revolutionary War or

select a book of music from the period and sing some
of tho popular tunes of the War.

Captain from Connecticut

1. This novel might profitably be read in connection with the student's
study of the Revolutionary period.

2. If the teacher decides to teach two novels to the track B students
for 'wham Cal;tain fllom Connecticut is suggested reading, the other
historical 1Jvel for track B students, Johnny Tremain, can be
correlated with this novel. The novels can be compared and
contrasted stylistically, especially in connection with the
author's handling of setting and character. Comparisons of
Johnny Tremain with Captain Peabody, in respect to ideas toward
war, politics, and society, may also prove fruitful. One
might try to compare Peabody's effort to understand the history
he expPrir.nces with Johnny Tremain's effort to discover the
"meanings' of the history which he experiences.
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3. The characters in gut from Connecticut are fictional. Passing

references to real persons, however, such as Commodore Rodgers

and Captain Porter, are now and then made throughout the novel.

II. Composition:

1. Write a composition in which you describe Captain from Connecticut

showing how it differs from history and how it differs from fiction.

Use illustrations from A Captain from Connecticut and a history

book on the War of 1812.
2. In a few paragraphs describe Captain Peabody's sense of courage

and justice. Use examples from the novel. How does the author

make concrete his assertions that Peabody possesses these virtues?

Write a short composition in which you explain the relationship
between Captain Peabody's sense of courage and justice and his belief

in Providence. Are the two related?

4. Pretend you are captain of a merchant ship captured by Captain
Peabody; write a letter home telling of this experience. What was
your impression of Captain Peabody? Was he a gentleman? How did

he show it?

5. Write a short newspaper account describing the voyages of the
Delaware. You might write it for an American newspaper or a
British newspaper.

6. Describe the differences you can detect between Captain Peabody
and Captain Davenant as to morals, manners, dress, and competence.

7. Write an essay, pretending you are Captain Peabody, on the subject:
"raw I am a Patriot." Be sure that you do not write yr.ar own ideas

into the essay; try to think as the captain would think.
8. Write an imaginary dialogue that takes place between two men or

two women who live in Martinique when the Delaware drops anchor in
the harbor. Let each member of the conversation gikre his or her
opinion on the good points and bad points of the American officers
and men.

9. Pretend lrii%':are, *.a. seaman who las shipped aboard the Delaware,
Write a letter to someone back home. Describe your activities
aboard ship telling of the pleasures, dangers, and excitements you
have experienced. Say a few words about your impression of the
Captain.

Extended Activities

1. Draw a picture of a frigate, a sloop, a man-of-var, and a Jeffer-
sonian gunboat. Label each part of the ship. For this project,
you will have to find a book of illustrations on ships of the 18th
century. The best pictures might be displayed on the bulletin
boards.

2. Prepare a short report on a famous naval battle that took place
during the War of 1812. Refer to a history book.

3. Draw a map of the Eastern United States and the West Indies. Show

the course of the Delaware. At the place of each battle draw in
crossed swords and the Lame of the ship with which the Delaware
fought.
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4. Arrange a debate on American naval policy. Let one debater argue
President Jefferson's case, urging the building of gunboats, and
the other debater argue the case for capital ships, urging the
buildin7, of man-of-war.

5. Dramatize a scene in the book. The trial of the sailors aboard the
Delaware, the first boarding of the ziEreas, the reception, or the
duel are all scenes which would make good dramatizations.

6. Play a record of fallow; naval songs; or find a book containing
naval songs, especially those written in the 19th century and sing
them.

A. A Tale of Two Cities

Suggested Procedures:

1. The students should be informed of the general time-place scheme
of the novel before they begin reading it. This procedure
may save them from considerable confusion. It should be emphasized
that:

(a) The novel alternates between two cities. Thus, two different
sets of characters are involved. Only toward the end of
the novel do all of the characters meet one another. The
relatio:ship between individuals in opposite sets of
characters is slowly developed throughout the narrative.

(b) The novel covers a considerable span of time. It begins in
1775, or shortly before, and ends in 1794.

The student should be.encouraged to be patient with Dickens;
he should not feel frustrated if, at first, he cannot relate
all the characters to one another. The teacher should, however,
expect the students to be aware what time a particular part of
the story is taking place.

2. All the characters in the book are fictional. Many of the
incidents that take place in France are not, however, completely
without an historical basis. The burning of the chateau for
example, has a foundation in Thomas Carlyle's the French Revolution.
As Dickens tints in the introduction to the novel, Carlyle's
work on The Revolution influenced him a good deal. The materials
in the student packet will help sutdents to become clear about
a) the historical dimension of the novel; b) what it says about
the meaning of the French revolution, about what it says about
the relationship between the "hero" who understands the meaning
of the Revolution an in part, creates whatever is revolutionary
in it and the masses wino do not understand the tides by which
they are swept.

IT. Composition

Write a short essay in which you describe "mysterious" events leading
to the kmerisan Revolution. Try to imitate Dickens' style in the
i:rst chapter of the Ta7.e of Two Cities.
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2. Write a short essay in which 7ou decribe how an historical novel
differs from history and how it differs from fiction. Illustrate
your essay by quoting the Tale of Two Cities and a history book on
the French Revolution.

3. Analyze carefully Dickens' ability to describe a particular scene;
the scene, for example, that begins chapter 2 in Book I. Write
an analogous description. Describe a car on a muddj road, at night,
for instance; try to create a "mood" or "feeling" in the description.

4. Pretend you are Lucie: write a letter to a friend, telling her of
your feelings at the first meeting with your father in the St.
Antoine section. Write the letter as you imagine Lucie would write
it. Or pretend you are Mr. Lorry, making a report on this scene
for your bank. Write the letter as he would write it.

5. Find a poem of the Romantic period which treats of the French
Revolution anc, compare it to the Tale of Two Cities. See, especially,
if the attituae toward the people and toward the aristocracy is the
same in both works. A particularly good poem to use for this might
be William Blake's "Europe."

6. What is the scene in Defarge's wineshop shortly after the child
has been run over by the Marquis? Dickens gives no hint. Create
such a scene, imitating Dickens' style as closely as possible.

7. Write an account for an English newspaper in which you discuss the
stormings of the Bastille. You might include interviews with some
of the people who took part in the assault.

8. Pretend you are an imprisoned aristocrat. Write an account of
prison life; speculate on the reasons for your imprisonment; discuss
the "justice" that the Revolutionaries are applying to yawrclass.

9. Imagine you are a member of the Revolutionary tribunal. Describe
the procedure of the tribunal and attempt to justify your actions.
What is the philosophy of the Revolution? Do you believe in it?

10. Write a letter that Sydney Carton might have written to a relative
or parent on the nigi before he died. In what sense is your act
of sacrifice "a far, far better thing I do, than I have ever done .

" Try to set down Carton's vision of what the future should be.

Extended Activities

1. Get a record of the Marseillaise and play it. Perhaps you might like
to learn the words to the song as well.

2. Arrange a debate on the Revolution. Let one individual argue the
case for government by the aristocracy; let his opponent defend
the right of the people to govern themselves. Try to use Dickens'
symbolism or kind of symbolism to argue your case.

3. Dramatize one of the scenes in the book. The Nanette family in
the garden at Soho might make an excellent dramatization. The trials
of Charles Darnay, the meeting of Lucie Manette and her father in
St. Antoine, or the last moments in the life of Sydney Carton would
also make excellent dramatizations.

4. Draw a picture of the stormings of the Bastille, the street accident
in St. Antoine when the Marquis' carriage runs over the child, or
any other scene in the novel that appeOs to you.
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B. War and Peace

Suggested Procedures:

1. War and Pe_ ace is suggested reading for track A students, and
should be read in connection with the other track and novel,
A Tale of Two Cities, and against the background of Dickens'
vision of history and Carlyle's similar vision of it, or against
the background of a very simple account of Carlyle's vision.
Tolstoy is attacking the kinalkof vision of history and its
heroes which Carlyle and Dickens set forth. The study of
War and Peace and A Tale of Two Cities might well be related to
the student's study of the history of the French Revolution and
Napoleonic period.

2. War and Peace and A Tale of Two Cities can be profitably compared
and contrasted on the basis of the treatment of history. Dickens'
characters are heroic; Tolstoy is anti-heroic. Both novels
acknowledge the operation of historical laws. But for Dickens
these laws are independent of nationality and are destroyed by
the "visionary" who breaks the old patterns of injustice and
concomitant degradation. For the masses of men, aristocrat and
peasant alike, injustice can only produce deeper injustice and
eventual anarchy.

For Tolstoy, the laws are absolutely tied to the environment
ard past events. Dickens is a reformer; Tolstoy is not. There
are many other points of comparison and contrast that might
help the student to gain a better understanding of both novels,
and come to see the possibilities and ;imitations of the
historical novel genre itself.

3. If there is not sufficient time to cover the War and Peace
entirely, the teacher might choose to disregard some parts of
the book. The middle section of the novel particularly can be
abridged to suit the requirements of the teacher. Books I
and II are important as an introduction to the characters.
Book III, up to chapter 10, might be summarized for the students.
Chapters 10-18 in Book V, all of Book VI, Book VII, Book VIII
up to chapter 8, all of Book IX, and all of Book X, might also
be summarized. The Battle of Borodino, the retreat from Moscow,
the death of Prince Andrew, and the Epilogue should not be
skipped. The teacher might summarize the chapters left out, or
assign this task to selected. students. If at all possible,
of course, the entire book should be read since much of the
effect of War and Peace is due to the panoramic, all-inclusive
view of Russia that the novelist provides for his readers.

Extended Activities

1. Dramatize a particularly important scene in the book. The
meeting of the generals in KUtuzov's tent, for example, might
make a good dramatization. The farewell of Prince Andrew to
his father mid wife, Pierre's duel with Dolohov, the ball
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where Natasha meets Prince Andrew, Balashev's meeting with
Napoleon, and Prince Andrew's death would also make good
dramatization3.

2. Arran7e a debate on Tolstoy's philosophy of history: "Do

heroes make history, or does history make heroes?" Let one

debater take the conventional position; let the other take
Tolstoy's position. Incidents from the novel should be used
as evidence for either side.

3. Draw a map of Russia. Trace Napoleon's route into and out of
the country. Where a battle is mentioned in War and Peace,
indicate it on the map.

4. Play a record of Russian military songs that were popular in
the 19th century; or play some Russian folk songs.

Composition topics:

1. Write a short account of Anna Pavolvna's reception describing
Prince Vasili, Helene and Anatole, Pierre, and Prince Andrew.
Suppose that you are writing the account for a close friend.

2. The death scene of Count Bezukov is left out of the novel. How
would Tolstoy have written it? How would you write it?

3. Write a few paragraphs describing conditions in the Russian
army camp at Brenan, where Kutuzov commands his troops in
1805. Suppose that you are writing it for newspaper readers
in England or America.

4. In a short essay, compare and contrast the characters aria
viewpoints of Prince Andrew and his friend Bilibin.

5. Write a short account of the battle at Hollabrunn. Suppose
you are a French soldier, as old as Nicholas R...tov, and that
this is your first experience in battle. What are your
reactions?

6. What does Prince Andrew think of Boris? Write a letter such
as Prince Andrew might have written to his father in 1805,
describing Boris and Boris' friend, Nicholas Rostov.

7. Write a dramatic scene of the game of cards Nicholas plays
with Dolahov, after Dolohav has been refused as a suitor.
Try to expose the character of each man as they tensely play
their cards.

8. Condense (into a few paragraphs) the philosophy of Pierre or
Prince Andrew as revealed in chapters 9 and 10 of Book V.

9. Suppose you are Natasha. Write a letter to a close friend in
which you describe Prince Andrew as you saw him on the night
of the ball.

10. Do you approve of marrying for social position and money? It

is not, of course, the custom in our own day in our culture.
Write an essay in support of your views, or in support of the
opposite of your views.

11. Write an account for an English or American newspaper in which
you announce the invasion of Russia by Napoleon. Describe the
reaction at the Court of the Czar and discuss Napoleon's
motives for the attack.

12. What did the Czar tell the nobles and merchants when he spoke
to them of the war? Write a patriotic speech for the Czar which
will encourage the nobles and merchants to contribute generally
to the war effort.
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13. What is the significance of the icon that is paraded before

the Russian troops at Barodino? What is the significance of

the portrait of Napoleon's son? Write an essay comparing both

pictures, commenting on their relationship to one another, and

explaining how they relate to the novel as a whole.

14. Why does Prince Andrew die? How does his death relate to his

philosophy? Write an essay in which you discuss the connection

between one event and the other.

15. Write a scene dramatizing the council of war Kutuzov holds in

his tent after the battle of Borodino (See Book XI, Chapter 3).

16. In a short essay, describe Tolstoy's theory of history as you
can understand it from War and Peace.

17. Write a brief analysis of Platon Karataev's philosophy.
18. Write a short essay in which you evaluate Pelya as a character.

Consider his attitude toward the partisans he meets, towards
his orders, and towards prisoners. How does he compare with

Prince Andrew and to Nicholas Rostov when they were young
soldiers?

19. Write a comparison of the characters of Dolohav and Denisov
as they are presented throughout the book. Which of the two
is the better man? Why?

20. Write a short essay in which you answer this question: "Was

Nicholas Rostov acting justly when he broke his promise to
Sonya and married Princess Mary instead of her?" Consider
the circumstances when the promise was made. Consider the

circumstances when it was broken.
21. Critically evaluate the change in Natasha's character after

she marries Pierre. In writing on this question, you will have
to examine the Epilogue closely to see how Natasha's character
has changed. You might also discuss Tolstoy's view of a woman's
role in life, as you find the view revealed in the Epilogue.

22. Write an interpretation of young Nicholas' dream and try to
explain how the dream is related to the rest of the story.

General Composition Development

Introduction:

The following composition activities are designed to force the
student to organize into a composition form "basic" historical
materials. Not only may such a procedure better acquaint him with
the difficulties faced by the historical novelist, but it may well
encourage him to learn to formulate habitually a particular viewpoint
on ambiguous social and political questions.

1. Find an issue of a newspaper or magazine that mrries a report
on a controversial political or social event; an article, for
example, on a dispute between a Communist nation and a Capitalist
nation on a debated policy (disarmament, the Berlin Wall, a
revolt somewhere) would make a good basis for your composition.
Write a summary, a dialogue, or an opinion of the controversy
from one point of view or another. Fictionalize your composition
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as much as you like. How would an ambassador, a soldier, a
housewife, or an industrialist react to the event? Develop
a point of view.

2. Suppose you are a speechwriter for the President of the United
States or the Premier of the Soviet Union and that you are
addressing Congress or the Praesidium on aft important national
issue (one currently in the news) as you write.the speech.

3. Satirize an important event that is taking up space in the
current newspapers and magazines. Use a fictional form to do
so. You might, for example, write a dialogue between a parent
and a child, in which the parent is attempting to explain some
difficult concept (say national pride) that is tangent to the
subij,lect about which you are writing.

List for Supplementary Reading

1. Novels whose historical period is roughly the same as the historical
settings of the core texts are marked by a single asterisk (*).

2. Novels marked Av. are of average difficulty; those marked Ad. are for
advanced students.

Adam Bede George Eliot (New York: New American Library) Ad.
.igkie. of Innocence Edith Wharton (Bantam Books) Ad.
All Quiet on the Western Front Enrich M. Remarque (New York: Fawcett) Av.
Beat to Quarters C. S. Forester (New York: Bantam) * Av.
Ben Hur Lew Wallace (New York: Bantam) Ad.
Bleak House Charles Dickens (New York: New American Library) Ad.
Captain Caution Kenneth Roberts (New York: Fawcett) * Av.
Captain from Castille Samuel Shellabarger (New York: Bantam) Av.
Citadel A. J. Cronin (New York: Bantam) Av.
Coningsby Benjamin Disraeli (New York: New American Library) Ad.
Tight Flight Antoine de St. Exupery (New York: New American Library) Av.
',:orthwest Passage Kenneth Roberts (New York: Fawcett) * Av.

Octopus Frank Norris (New York: Bantam) Ad.
One nu in the Life of Ivan Denisovich (New York: New American Library) Av.
3x -Bow Incident Walter VonTillberg Clark (New York: New American Library) Av.
Cuentin Durward Sir Walter Scott (New York: New American Library) Ad.
Quo Vadis Henry Sienkiewiez (New York: Bantam) Ad.
Rabble in Arms Kenneth Roberts (New York: Fawcett) Ad.
:hip of the Line C. S. Forester (New York: Bantam) Av.
Two Years Before the Mast Richard Dana (New York: New American Library) Ad.
Wilderness Robert Penn Warren (New American Library) Ad.
Uncle Tom's Cabin Harriet Beecher Stowe (New York: New American Library) Av.
Darkness at Noon Arthur Koestler (New York: New American Library) Ad.
Doctor Zhivago Boris Pasternack (New York: New American Library) Ad.
Drums along the Mohawk Walter D. Edmonds (New York: Bantam) Av.
Flying Colours C. S. Forester (New York: Bantam) Av.
Hannibal Mary Dolan (New York: Avon) Av.
am Esmond W. M. Thackeray (New York: Bantam) Ad.
High Wind in Jamaica Richard Hughes (New York: New American Library) Av.
Hornblower and the Atropos (New York: New American Library) * Av.
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Hunchback of Notre Dame Victor Hugo (New York: Bantam) Ad.
The Informer Liam 01Flaherty (New York: New American Library) Av.

Ivanhoe Sir Walter Scott (New York: New American Library) Ad.

Journal of the Plague Daniel Defoe (New York: New American Library) Ad.
4 thLast of the Mohicans James Fenimore Cooper (New York: New American Library)

Ad.

The Leopard Guiseppe Di Lampeduso (New York: New American Library) Ad.

I
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SUGGESTED PROCEDURES
I. Literature: Development of the Unit

II. Language
III. Composition

EXTENDED ACTIVITIES
1. Related Activities

II. Audio-.Visual Aids

GENERAL INTRODUCTION

I. Description of Content

This packet contains a statement of the objectives and articulation of
the unit; a bibliography and essays which will provide the teacher with
the background information essential to effective presentation of the material;
suggested teaching procedures in literatura, language, and composition; related
activities, and a list of useful recordings.

II. Objectives sad Articulation

This unit introduces the student to two medieval epics: Beowulf and
The sona of Roland. Both are Christian epics, the one of eighth century
Old English society, the other the product of eleventh century French
society. Both concern putative historical heroes, and hence some of the
techniques for reading historical fiction acquired in the mastery of the
historical novel unit should be relevant here. Beowulf draws heavily upon
Germanic material (treated from a Christian perspective), and hence the
teacher should be able to bring in some concepts which the student may have
learned from a study of Norse mythology. Roland portrays a set of knightly
ideals, and hence the material concerning the chivalric tradition introduced
in the Journey Novel unit should be relevant here. The teacher may feel that
the material in this unit is too hard for eighth grade students; it may be
that it will be for some. It should be remembered that the world of Beowulf
is not far removed from the world of Norse myth; and this is taught rather
commonly in the elementary school. The world of Roland is not too far
removed from the world of the Arthurian tales which are often taught in the
later elementary and early junior high years. Both tales' primary difficulty
comes in those sections where they present obscure historical incidents or
detailed catalogues of names. The teacher can cut these parts or allow the
student to skim these sections (turning her glance away). E__Ialverlex. the
emphasis should be on what defines a medieval ais hero as a grgInmal, what
are the ideas symbolized by his enemies and by: his victories. By doing this,
the teacher can draw on the gains made in the study of the journey novel and
the historical novel units, and relate this unit to all of the students'
studies on the hero. In passing, this unit allows the teacher to present
some of the relationships between the Old English Language, the language of
Beowulf, and Modern English, even as the Classical Myth Unit allows the teacher
to present the contributions of Greek to modern English. This part of the
unit will prepare students for the study of The Hitom of the La...jostzt later.

The teacher will Plm at encouraging the students to discover, in these
long narrative poems which were originally presented orally, the characteristics
of the epic hero in a great heroic adventure. The students will be led to
realize the nature of the Christian epic and its importance as a primary epic
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to their literary heritage. It would be hoped that composition skills and pro-
ficiency might be developed through analysis and comparison.

BIBLIOGRAPHY

I. Beowulf

Henry Bett. English Myths and Traditions (London: B. T. Batsford, Ltd.,

1952).

English Legends (London: B. T. Batsford, Ltd., 1952).

Arthur G. Brodeur. The Art of Beowulf (Berkeley: University of California

Press, 1959).

The Cambricisti of 7412,41L Literature (New York

G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1901). Vol. I.

Hector Munro Chadwick. The Heroic Age (Cambridge, 1912).

Francis B. Gummere. Beowulf: The Oldest English Epic (New. York: Macmillan,

1909).

Christina Hole. Englis4 Folk HA_roes (London: B. T. Batsford, Ltd.

E. U. Sandys. Beowulf (New York: Thomas T. Crowell Co., 1941).
a retelling of the story)

J. Duncan Spaeth. Old English (Princeton: Princeton University
Press, 1921).

S. H. Steinberg. Cassell's gposkpaedia of World Literature (New York:
Funk and Wagnallfs Co., 1954). Vol. I.

E. M. W. Tillyard. The English Epic and Its ...1Bacenauel (London: Chatto &
Windus, 1954).

World Literature (Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh
Press, 1956. ."The Folktale and the Revival of Norwegian Nationalism,"
p. 185.

II. The Song. of Roland

Leon Gautier. Chivalry (London: George Routledge.and Sons, Ltd., 1891).

Harold Lamb. Chmlu The Legend and the Man

Hilda Comings Price. The SOng. of Roland (New York:. Frederick Warne &
Co., Ltd., 1961). AA new abridged translation in verse format the
price of $2.50).

Margaret Schlauch. Medieval Narrative (New York:, Prentice Hall, Inc 1928).
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Richard Winston. Charlemagne: From Hammer to the Wm, (Indianapolis:
Bobbs-Merrill, 1954).

Background

Sir Isaiah Berlin. The Hedgehog and the Fax (New York: Simon and Schuster,

1953).

Thomas Carlyle. Sartor Resartus and He, roes and aro Worship (New York:

E.P. Dutton and Co., Everyman Library, 19j2Y.

Sydney Hook. The Hero in Hist= (New York: Humanities Press, 1950).

NOTE: Also helpful are the lecture on the epic in the 1961 English Curriculum

Study, and introductions in the core texts by Dorothy Sayers and Frederick

Luquiens.
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GENERAL AIDS

Note: This material should not be given in lecture form to the students.
It may inform the teacher's study of the works here suggested and help her to
clarify puzzles for the students.

I. The Heroes in the Two Poems

The students who have studied the unit, "The Noble Man in Western Culture"
will have analyzed the nature of various Western heroes under the categories
of courage, justice and control. Generally, Beowulf and Roland can be studied
under these heads too. However, it may be useful to suggest some more parti-
cular ideas which lie behind them. From the time of the Greek epic on down,
as Ernst Cassirer has shown, a primary tag which defined the epic hero was the

combination of "justice and fortitude." These two defining ideals were part
of the Noble Man unit; they are part of Beowulf who is described as combining
justice and fortitude (indeed one scholar has regarded the portraying of justice
and fortitude as the controlling artistic idea in Beowulf); the two ideals are
part of Roland and Oliver for Roland is said to be brave and Oliver wise. These

ideals are shared by Christian and pavz civilizations. However, the two poems

suggest other heroic ideals which are perhaps unique to medieval civilization,
for in each poem love and fellow feeling define the hero as great and pride and
treachery define the evil characters. In the Christian scheme, love is the

greatest good, and pride the greatest evil. The following two essays may
assist the teacher in understanding the specifically medieval implications
of the heroic ideal developed in each poem.

II. Beowulf, Christian Hero
by

Maurice B. McNamee, S.J.

That Beowulf is a Christian rather than a pagan poem is, therefore, by
no means a new idea. Nor is the idea that Beowulf himsQlf is a Christian
rather than a pagan hero new. Kennedy has been emphatic on the point.

Though Beowulf has a remote prototype in the laggard
younger son of folk-tale and has been accorded a place
in the succession of Geatish kings, his character has been
recast and developed in the spirit of the Christian tra-
dition. Throughout the poem divine guidance is invoked,
and acknowledged, as the assisting force by which the heroic
deeds of Beowulf are accomplished. After his death his fame
is celebrated not only, and not most, for valor and venturous
deeds, but for the gentler qualities of Christian virtue.

There is nothing new, then, in seeing Beowulf as a Christian hero; but it seems
to me that the extent of his Christian spirit is seen with new clarity when
his character and actions are examined in the light shed upon them by the
Christian notion of magnanimity. Such a scrutiny reveals how completely
Beowulf exemplifies the virtue of magnanimity as Christian writers in all ages
conceived it. These writers are willing to admit, with Saint Paul, that in
itself there is nothing wrong in the great man's seeking honor as long as that
pursuit is limited by two things: the clear recognition and admission (1) that
whatever he has that merits honor he has from God, that whatever he achieves
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he achieves with the providential help of God, and that, therefore, to God
should go the greater honor and glory; and (2) that all the talents and powers
that have made him great were given him not for himself alone but in order
that he might employ them in the service of his neighbor as well as of himself.
In other words, the true Christian can never make the pursuit of honor an un-
qualified end in life; it must always be limited by huAility, or the recogni-
tion of his dependence upon God for all that he is and all that he does, and
by charity, or the recognition that he is his brother's keeper and that he
cannot, therefore, ignore his brother's rights and needs in the pursuit of his
on personal honor and glory. The Christian notion of honor so circumscribed
by the Christian virtues of humility and charity loses the excessive selfish-
ness and egotism of the Greek ideal and becomes one of the clearest norms for
distinguishing the Christian from pagan values in both literature and life.
Wh ©n that norm is employed to interpret Beowulf, the extent to which his
character and actions were created under the new influence of the "gentler
qualities of Christian virtue" becomes very much more apparent.

The first prerequisite for the magna.amous man, we recall, in any con-
ception of him, is that he be a man of genuine heroic stature, pre-eminent in
all the virtues. Even a cursory reading of Beowulf makes it clear that the
Beowulf poet has striven to give his hero pre-eminence in both physical and
spiritual qualities. Over and over again he is described as "the strongest
of men," towering over all his followers in physical stature, and with a hand-
grip of thirty men. All his own brag speeches and the various flashbacks upon
his past exploits reveal him as a man of almost giant strength and matchless
courage. But besides his physical prowess, Beowulf is consistently represented
as possessed of an innate nobility of character that wins him the instinctive
respect of followers, friends, and strangers alike. When he comes to the land
of the Danes, the herald declares that he has never seen a nobler man than
Beowulf. "Never have I seen a mightier noble upon earth, a warrior in armour,
than is one of you; that is no retainer dignified by weapons, unless his
countenance, his peerless form belies him." And later, when he announces the
newcomers to King Hrothgar, the herald says of Beowulf: "Assuredly the chief
if doughty who has led these battle-heroes hither." As he appears at the be-
ginning of the poem--mighty, brave, and virtuous--so he is described at the
end when he goes forth fearlessly to meet the firedrake:

Then rose the doughty champion by his shield; bold
under his helmet, he went clad in his war-corslet to be-
neath the rocky cliffs, and trusted to his own strength--
not such is the coward's way. Then he, who, excellent in
virtues, had lived through many wars,--the tumult of the
battles, when armies clashed together,--saw by the rampart
a rocky arch whence burst a stream out from the mound; hot
was the welling of the flood with deadly fire.

And in this last deadly conflict, Beowulf acquits himself as the mighty, brave,
and noble hero he has been pictured to be throughout the poem.

A superficial reading of the poem might suggest that Beowulf in all his
exploits was dominated by the very same motives that prompted Achilles. The
very last words A the poem sung in praise of their hero by his loyal followers
describe him as man "most eager for fame." And several times in the course
of the poem fame as a motive of Beowulf's actions comes to the fore, either in
the speeches of the hero himself or in the remarks of those who surround him.



The greeting of Hrothgar's herald, Wulfstan, is somewhat ambiguous, but, taken
by itself, it might seem to have the old heroic ring: "I believe you have
sought out Hrothgar, not from exile, but from prowess and from loftiness of
spirit." Again in Beowulf's first brag speech to Hrothgar, we seem to be
hearing nothing different from the boastful self-confidence of Achilles:

"I have in my youth undertaken many deeds of daring.
My people, the noble and wise men, advised me

thus, Lord Hrothgar,--that I should visit thee, be-
cause they knew the strength of my might. They had
themselves looked on, when, blood-stained from battles,
I returned from the fight, where I bound five, laid
low a brood of giants, and slew by night sea-monsters
on the waves. And now I will decide the matter
alone against the monster, the giant, Grendel' . . .

Moreover, I have learnt that in his rashness the monster
recks not of weapons. Hence,--so that Hygelac, my prince,
may be glad at heart on my account, I renounce that I should
bear a sword, or ample shield, or yellow buckler to the battle;
but with the fiend I will close with grip of hand, and contend
for our lives, foe against foe."

On the face of it, this seems to be as arrogant a boast as any that Achilles
ever made. And in a like tone Beowulf later tells the gracious Queen Wealtheow
that he will display his courage against the monster Grendel or die in the
attempt: "I will show the courage of a hero, or in this mead-hall pass my
latest day." Love of fame seems also to be the motive which even Hrothgar
appeals to when he wishes the hero success in his adventure.

"Take now and guard this best of houses, be mindful
of thy fame, make known thy mighty valour, watch against
the foe. Thou shalt lack nothing what thou wilt, if thou
doest escape this bold adventure with thy life."

And when Beowulf has been successful in the adventure and the defeated Grendelslinks away to his lair to die, the fact is recorded in these terms: "Gloryin fight was granted to Beowulf." Later, when Grendel's mother has revenged
herself for the death of her son by making off with one of the Danes, Beowulf
assures Hrothgar that he will seek her out and either win glory by slaying her
or die a noble death in the attempt. "Each of us must expect an end of living
in this world," he says, "let him who may win glory before death: for that is
best at last for the departed warrior." And again when Beowulf is in mortal
combat with the fierce dam of Grendel, glory in the fight seems to be his onethought. When he finds that his sword is useless, he faces the troll fear-
lessly, relying on the strength of his handgrip. "So must a man do when he
thinks to win enduring fame in war," observes the poet, "he will have no care
about his life." And not only was fame in battle an important consideration
for the young Beowulf; as an old man he still seems eager to win renown by
combat with the firedrake. These are the opening words of his last brag speech:

"I ventured on many battles in my younger days; once more will
I, the aged guardian of the people, seek combat and get renown,
if the evil ravager will meet me outside his earthy vault."
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And the poet describes Beowulf in the very midst of the deadly fray with the

fire-sprouting dragon as "mindful of glorious deeds." It would seem, then,
from all this that in Beowulf we have another example of the self-centered
pursuit of glory that puts him in the company of Achilles. The character of

Beowulf has sometimes been so interpreted.

But so to interpret him is to ignore the consistent qualifications that
the Beowulf poet puts on his hero's pursuit of glory all through the poem.
Those qualifications, we shall see, are the identical ones enumerated by Saint
Paul in his Second Epistle to the Corinthians and by Pope Saint Gregory in his
letter to Saint Augustine- -the recognition of one's dependence upon God for
all one's talents and the employment of those talents not merely or primarily
for oneself but for one's neighbor.

Reference to one providential God Who created and governs all, and Who
will eventually judge all men is persistent throughout the poem. It is to this

one providential God and Lord of all that Beowulf gives all the credit for his

achievements, great and small. When he and his men land in Denmark, their
first act, after they have drawn their ships up on the shore, is an act of
thanksgiving to God for their safe arrival. When Beowulf makes his first
speech at the court of Hrothgar and assures the old king that he is ready to
challenge the monster Grendel, he resigns himself to the will of God in the
outcome: "He whom death carries off shall resign himself to God's judgment."
As he prepares himself for the advent of the monster, he is described by the
poet as trusting firmly "in his proud might, the favor of the Creator." Here
the poet seems definitely to be introducing the Christian notion that whatever
one has he has as a gift from the Creator. Beowulf himself explicitly recog-
nizes the providential disposition of God in his regard when he declares that
he will not use arms against Grendel, who is ignorant of the class of weapons.

"But we two at night shall not make use of swords, if
he dare seek combat without arms; and then may the wise
God, the holy Lord, decree the triumph to whichever side
seems meet to Him."

The poet's comment, as Beowulf and his men prepare their beds in the ill-fated
hall of Heorot, again recognizes the all-pervading influence of Divine Provi-
dence upon the actions and destinies of Beowulf and his men.

But to the people of the Geats, the Lord gave the weaved destiny
of success in war,--help and support, so that they should all
overcome their enemy through the power of one man, through his
own strength. It is known for certain that God Almighty has
always ruled over the race of men.

Later, when Beowulf himself describes his struggle with Grendel, he also
acknowledges God's providential part in the outcome. He could not prevent
Grendel from escaping to his lair because God did not will it. "I could not
keep him from going, the Creator did not will it," are the hero's own words.
But for all that, Beowulf is sure that Grendel will not escape the final judg-
ment of God: "Thus shall the creature stained with crime wait for the Last
Judgment;--how the glorious Creator will sentence him!" When, in turn, the
poet is summing up Beowulf's first great exploit against Grendel, he is most
explicit in having Beowulf acknowledge that all his power is from God:



He bore in mind the power of his might, the lavish gift
which God had granted him, and trusted himself to the Lord
for grace, help, and support. Hence he had overcome the
foe, struck dm in the demon of hell.

As the conflict with Grendel so also in that with Grendel's dam, Beowulf's
victory is attributed to the providential help of God. Then in the struggle
with the water troll "the son of Ecgtheow, the hero of the Geate, would have
perished under the wide earth, had not his war-corslet, his strong coat of
mail, furnished him succour, and the holy God, the all-wise Lord, brought about
victory in battle. With ease, the Ruler of the heavens decided it aright."
And Beowulf again is himself represented as quite aware of his dependence upon
the providence of God for this second victory. "I dared the work with diffi-
culty," !e tells Hrothgar, "almost had my struggling ceased, if God had not
protected me." And when he has returned home in triumph, the poet describes
the hero as guarding "with the greatest human art the liberal gifta which Ged
had granted him." The aged Beowulf is of the same mind as the young. When
he has slain the dragon at the cost of his own life and won the treasure-hoard
for his people, he acknowledges again that he would have been helpless against
his fiery adversary if God had not helped him. These are almost his last words
in the poem: "I utter in words my thanks to the Ruler of all, the King of
Glory, the everlasting Lord, for the treasures which I gaze upon, in that I
have been allowed to win such things for my people before my day of death!"
Wiglaf, Beowulf's one faithful follower in his last combat, is equally explicit
in acknowledging the providence of God in his master's behalf. "God, master
of victories, granted him that single handed he might avenge himself with the
sword." And the poet's own final comment is in a similar vein. The grief and
faithful, alministrationa,of Wi4af.c941d.not:saye Be mlf from death; "He
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"For this sight nrendel's army let thanksgiving rise at once
to the Almighty! Many horrors and afflictions have I endured
through Grendel: Yet God, the King of Glory, can ever work
wonder on wonder. It was but not that I despaired of ever
seeing a remedy for any of any troubles, since the best of
houses stood stained with the blood of battle,--an all-embracing
woe for every one of the counsellors, of those who despaired
of ever guarding the fortress of this people from foes, from
demons and evil spirits. Now, through the might of the Lord, a
warrior has done a deed which up to now we all could not accom-
plish by our schemings. Lo! That self -same woman who bore this
child among the tribes of men may say, if she still lives, that
the eternal God has been gracious to her in childbearing."

Hrothgar is perfectly aware of the personal achievement of Beowulf and goes
on to acknowledge it, but ho first acknowledges the fact that whatever Beowulf
had achieved he had achieved through the power and help of God. That granted,
there is no limit to the honor he is willing to show Beowulf himself:

"Pow, Beowulf, best of men, in my heart will I love thee
as a son; henceforth keep well this new kinship. Thou shall
lack no earthly objects of desire of which I have control.
Full oft I have assigned a recompense for less,--honour by
gifts,--and to a lesser hero, a weaker in the fray. Thou
hut brought to pass for thyself by thy exploits, that thy
fame shall live for ever and ever. May the Almighty require
thee with good, as he did but now!"

It is natural for this eerienced old man to fear that the young and
successful Beowulf might be tempted to forget the fact that what he had achieved
he had achieved through the providential help of God. We have already seen
that Beowulf had not forgotten it, but the circumstances make Hrothgar's worries
natural and understandable. In this light his final exhortation to Beowulf on
humility, so far from being the foreign interpolation that some scholars have
made it, is completely natural and germane to the characters and instincts of
both Hrothgar and Beowulf as they have been displayed throughout the poem.
He begins by congratulating Beowulf on the fact that his great victories have
not puffed him up with false pride: "Beowulf, my friend, thy fame is raised
on high over each nation far and wide. Thou dost carry all this might of thine
with calmness and discreetness of spirit." The ordinary road to pride is
through power and wealth, which lead a man to rely solely on himself and for-
get that he is dependent upon God, who has given him all that he has. Beowulf
is enjoying the heady wine of victory that his great strength has won him and
is about to be enriched by the many treasures which Hrothgar has promised him.
The aged Hrothgar, experienced in the ways of the human heart, is rejoiced
that Beowulf's success has not gone to his head; but loving him as a son, he
is anxious that he continue in his same humility of spirit. So what would be
more natural, in these circumstances, than an exhortation on humility. As
several scholars have pointed out, it takes the form of many a medieval sermon.

It begins with an exemplum the story of the successful Danish warrior
Heremod, who let his success develop into an arrogant and murderous spirit that
destroyed many of his Danish companions and which was eventually his own undoing.
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"Although the Almighty God exalted him above all men with
the joys of power and strength, and helped him on, still
there grew up within his heart a savage spirit; never gave
he presents to the Danes, that he might obtain glory. Joy-
less he lived, so that he suffered misery for his violence,
the lasting pain."

And then Hrothgar proceeds to apply the exemplum directly to Beowulf. The hero

of the Geats, like Heremod, has been given great might by God and has used it
successfully; happily, unlike Heremod, he has not been puffed up by his victories.
But the danger of pride is always there. Any man who has great power and plenty
may be tempted to pride.

"Sometimes He food] allows the spirit of a man of famous stock
to wander in delight: gives him in his native land enjoyment of
this world, a fenced fortress of men to hold; makes regions of
the world, a spacious empire, subject to him in such wise that
in his folly he himself thinks it will never end. He lives in
plenty; nothing--sickness nor old age--stands in his way.
All the world moves to his will. He knows no worse estate un-
til a measure of overbearing pride waxes and grows in him, when
the warder, the soul's guardian sleeps. That sleep is too sound,
hedged in with cares: the slayer is very clr'se, who from the
winged bow shoots with evil intent. Then he is struck at the
heart, under his armour, by the piercing arrow,--the crooked
mysterious promptings of the accursed sprite. He cannot de-
fend himself. What he had held for a long time seems to him
too little. He covets, hostile in mind; never gives, in proud
rejoicing, circlets overlaid with gold. No thought has he
about the world to come, and he disdaina the share of honours
God, the Lord of Glory, gave him in time past."

Beowulf now has power and riches, and the greater power of a king still awaits
him. From the wealth of his own experience the humbled Hrothgar exhorts the

young victor against the follies of pride. "Incline not to arrogance, famous
warrior!" Beowulf may think that he has the world at his feet. Hrothgar once
thought so too. He had thought that the peace and happiness he had won for
his people were to last forever; but they had been rudely shattered by the
depredations of Grendel against which all his efforts had proved futile.

And what were Beowulf's reactions to this advice of the old king? He
accepted it rejoicing; and, if we are to judge by the example that he set when
he returned to his own country, he follrwed it closely. Like Hrothgar, he re-
fused the kingship when it was offered him at the death of Hygelac; and, when
in the course of events it came to him anyway, he conducted himself with such
humble regard for the well-being of his subjects that they could say of him as
they marched in song about his funeral mound that he was the mildest and the
gentlest of men, and most kind to his people. Beowulf's success did not make
him arrogant, violent, or overbearing. In his last discourse, before the venom
from the dragon silences him, he consoles himself in the recollection that he
"did not pick treacherous quarrels." "In all this may I, Z. he says) sick with
deadly wounds, have solace; because the Ruler of men may never charge me with
the murder of kinsfolk when my life parts from my body." And so Beowulf exempli-
fies to the end that virtue of humility which is the first check on the aberrated
pursuit of honor.
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And what about the second check, the virtue of charity? If it is possible,
this permeates the action and motivation of the poem even more completely than
humility. As we have seen, Beowulf wac certainly not unaffected by the motive
of personal honor, but it was to be won through the generous service of others.
The chief motive for his actions in all three of the major episodes of the poem
is the succor and welfare of others--of those who were not even his own country-
men in the first two episodes, and of his own subjects in the third episode.
He knowingly risks his life in the first two episodes to save the Danes from
the ravages of Grendel and his troll-mother; and in the last episode he sacri-
fices his very life to save his own people from the ravages of the dragon.

The poet leaves us with no possible room for doubt that charity is a pro-
minent motive in the poem. The point is made explicit repeatedly by both
Beowulf himself and by Hrothgar. When Beowulf heard about the terrible inroads
of Grendel upon the subjects of Hrothgar, he "bade made ready for himself a
good ship for the crossing of the waves,--said he would seek the warrior-king,
the noted prince, over the swan's-road, since he was in need of men." And he
was seconded in his generous impulse by all his fellow wise Geats. They "did
not blame him at all for the expedition though he was dear to them; they urged
on the stout-hearted one." When he arrives at the court of the aged king, he
announces that his reason for coming is the news he has received of Grendel's
havoc in Heorot.

"Grendel's doing became plainly known to me in my fatherland.
Sea-farers say that this hall, this most noble building,
stands empty and useless to every man after the evening
sun has become hidden under the vault of heaven. Then my
people, the noble and wise men, advised me this, lord
Hrothgar,--that I should visit thee, because they knew
the strength of my might."

Beowulf, it is clear, has come to help the. Danes in their distress; and
Hrothgar, in turn, recognizes that this is Beowulf's chief motive. "The holy
God," he says, "has of his mercy sent him to us West-Danes, as I hope, to meet
the terror of Grendel." And to the hero himself he says: "My friend Beowulf,
thou Mast sought us to fight in our defence and for kindly aid."

The motive of "kindly aid" comes to the fore again when Hrothgar is help-
less in the face of the vengeful depredations of Grendel's mother. He admits
that Beowulf alone can help his people in their distress. "Now once more is
help to be had from thee alone." And Beowulf again assures the troubled king
that he is ready to succor him: "Sorrow not, wiseman. Better is it for each
one of us that he should avenge his friend." And with that Beowulf is off to
avenge his friend Hrothgar for the loss of his counselor Aeschere --at the risk
of his own life. When he plunges into the dreadful mere his thoughts are not
of himself but of his followers, whom he entrusts to the care of the king should
he see the end of his days in the struggle with the monster below. And when
triumphant and loaded with gifts from the grateful Hrothgar, he is making his
farewell speech before departing for his home country, he makes another generous
offer of help, should the king be again beset by his enemies.

If I learn this across the circuit of the sea,--that those
around thy borders threaten harm, as enemies have done in
times gone y, I'll bring A thousand thanes and heroes to
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thy help. As for Hygelac, lord of the Geats, I knew, though
he is young, that he, his people's shepherd, will further me
by word and deed, so that I may show my esteem for thee by deeds,
and bring to thy rescue my shafted spear, the succor of my
might, when thou hast need of men.

Hrothgar is full of admiration for the ripe wisdom and generosity of the young
hero: "The wise Lord put these speeches in thy mind," he says, "never heard I
a man talk more discreetly at so young an age; strong art thou in thy might
and ripe in mind, wise in thy spoken words."

The sage old king goes on to prophesy that this strength, wisdom, and
generosity will put Beowulf in line for a kingship in his own land, where he
will become the unselfish shepherd of his people. And Beowulf does continue
to show his unselfishness upon arriving home by immediately turning over all
the rich treasure he had received from Heethgar.to his lord Hygelac, and the
jewels he had received from Queen Wealthead to his own Queen Hygde. Eventually,
when the prophecy of Hrothgar comes true, Beowulf rules his people in peace for
fifty years. Then, like Hrothgar himself, "the veteran guardian of his people"
is troubled by the ravages of the fire-breathing dragon. True to form, Beowulf
still shows himself to be the unselfish guardian of his people and not only
risks but loses his life to free them from the disastrous visitations of the
firedrake and to win for them the treasure trove which the dragon guards. When
he has finally slain the monster, and sits dying from the fatal wound he him-
self has received, and looks upon the great hoard of treasure from the dra gon's
cave, he thanks God that he has been allowed to win "such things for L hisj
people before L hisJ death." These are almost hil final words:

I utter in words my thanks to the ruler of all, the King of
Glory, the everlasting Lord, for the treasures which I here gaze
upon, in that I have been allowed to win such things for my people
before my day of death! Now that I have given my old life in barter
for the hoard of treasure, do ye henceforth supply the people's
needs, - -I may stay here no longer.

So noteworthy has the life of Beowulf been in unselfish devotion to the
needs of others in his youth and to those of his own people in his maturity
and old age that he deserved the title of praise that was linked with his
gentleness and mildness in his funeral hymn. "The people of the Geats . . .

said that he had been of earthly kings the mildest and gentlest of men, the
kindest to his people ." There can be little doubt, then, that service
to others was a prominent motive in all the actions of Beowulf and one of his
most endearing characteristics. .He was, as we are also told in his funeral
dirge, "most eager for fame," but it was a fame, the whole action of the poem
reveals, won in the generous and self-sacrificing service of others.

If any further evidence for the fact of Beowulf's spirit of Christian
humility and charity is needed, it is provided by a comparison of his character
with that of the noble Hrothgar and by a contrast with that of the less noble
Unferth.

Hrothgar is pictured all through the first two episodes as a leader of
great strength and courage and as a man of eminent virtue. He is represented
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as the entirely unselfish shepherd of his people, and hence as a king much
loved and honored by them. When they are voicing their praise of Beowulf after
his victory over Grendel, they are careful to make :Lt clear that this praise
is no reflection on the greatness of their own king.

Then Beowulf's exploit was proclaimed- -many said that no other
man, south or north, throughout the world, anywhere on this vast

earth, was more excellent among shield-bearers under the expanse
of heaven, or worthier of empire. Yet did they not at all decry
their friend and lord, the gracious Hrothgar; he was a good king.

To his native prowess and moral uprightness, Hrothgar had added the wisdom of
age and experionce, and it is chiefly in this respect that he is contrasted
with the young Beowulf throughout the earlier episodes of the poem. He acts

as something of a Christian conscience for the youthful Beowulf and serves as
a prototype for the mature and aging Beowulf of episode three.

Part of the unity of the whole poem is achieved by this resemblance of the
mature Beowulf of episode three to the Hrothgar of episodes one and two. It

is a relationship of type to prototype, and it appears that the Beowulf poet
wishes us so to conceive it. The virtues which Hrothgar exemplifies so well

in the first two episodes are exemplified to perfection by Beowulf in very
similar circumstances in episode three. And the transition between the second
and third episodes is achieved through the farewell speech of Hrothgar in
which he urges Beowulf to learn by his experience and matured wisdom that the
way to personal happiness and to peace and security for his future subjects is

the way of humility, gentleness, and kindly service. Arrogance, violence, and

selfishness, he warns Beowulf, can lead only to chaos and unhappiness for him-
self and his people.

And the life of Beowulf, the lord and protector of his people, is the life
of Hrothgar all over again, except that it is raised to a higher degree of un-
selfishness in the surrender of his life for his people. The poet calls our
attention to this parallel by emphasizing the fact of the identical fifty
years of their respective reigns and by the advent of a monster to disturb the
peace of their kingdoms in the late years of their reigns. These parallel
situations make us almost unconsciously compare the characters of the two noble
shepherds of their people And when we do, we find that Hrothgar is himself
pre-eminent in the virtues which he enjoins upon the youthful Beowulf and
which that hero has already exemplified in the previous episodes and continues
to exemplify in his maturity- -the virtues of humble dependence upon God and
unselfish service of his neighbor.

It is stated several times in the poem that Hrothgar is an accomplished
warrior. But it is not in this that his true greatness consists. The virtues
emphasized in the poem and for which his followers hold him in great esteem are
the same which elevate Beowulf to the level of a Christian hero--humility and
charity. Hrothgar over and over again admits that in spite of the prowess and
courage of himself and his followers they are helpless to rid themselves of
the depredations of Grendel without the help of God. He sees in Beowulf's
advent a proffer of divine help and thanks God for the success of Beowulf's
venture against both Grendel and his dam. He is not ashamed to admit the
superiority of Beowulf over himself and all the Danes; nor does he lose face
with either the Danes of the Geats by this admission. For the true Christian
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the humble recognition of one's dependence upon God and the truth about one-
self in relationship to others is ennobling and wins the generous respect
rather than the contempt of others.

Hrothgar, moreover, is equally or perhaps even more characterized by a
spirit of Christian charity. It is not without significance, in this connection,
that the occasion of the ravages of Grendel was Hrothgar's construction of the
mead hall, Heorot, for the shelter and entertainment of his people. he hate-
ful monster was consumed with jealousy at the sound of the rejoicing in Heorot
and determined to put an end to it by his murderous incursions, which soon
emptied it of song and singers. In this Grendel himself becomes the embodiment
of the jealous hate which is diametrically opposed to the spirit of hospitality
and unselfishness which had brought Heorot into being. It is not accidental
that Hrothgar bears the title of protector of his people. Their welfare and
safety have been his chief concern throughout his reign; and the greatest
grief of his life has been his inability to rid them of Um depredations of
Grendel. His great unselfish spirit is shown again in the generous gifts he
bestows on Beowulf and his companions once the two monsters have been slain.
Gift giving, of course, is one of the most common conventions of heroic sagas;
but the kind of gift which Hrothgar gives reveals in a very special way the
degree of his unselfishness. He gives Beowulf his own sword and horses - -the
two most prized possessions of any warrior.

And in contrast to the unfeeling ruthlessness of some of Achilles! actions
is the spirit of human gentleness that characterizes Hrothgar. This is nowhere
more evident than in his speech of gratitude after Beowulf has slain Grendel,
a speech in which he addresses Beowulf with all the tenderness of a loving
father toward a son. Gentleness, we recall, is a note that has a particularly
Christian echo. It is a trait which makes the hero possessing it not only
honored and respected but loved. It is a trait which we find not at all in
Achilles and certainly not in a notable degree even in Aeneas. It is a heroic

trait which only became prominent under the influence of what Chambers has
called the "gentler virtues" of Christianity. The gentleness emphasized in
both Hrothgar and Beowulf throughout the poem is all the more striking when
we contrast it with the violence and the bloody kin-feuds that are frequently
hinted at in the historical episodes and allusions, and which were far more
characteristic of these Nordic peoples than the restraint and gentleness that
pervade the Beowulf poem. Hrothgar's farewell advice to Beowulf to be humble,
gentle, and kind toward his people carries all the more weight because his
own practice has been such a good example of the virtues which he is preaching.

If Hrothgar, then, acts as a positive foil for the virtues of both the
young and the mature Beowulf, Unferth certainly serves as a negative foil for
them. He is in every respect inferior to Beowulf. He lacks his physical
strength, his courage, and especially his moral integrity. In contrast to
Hrothgar, he reacts with the typical jealousy of a small man to the obvious
superiority of the Geatish hero. He tries to deflate Beowulf's reputation by
reference to the Breca episode in the hero's past in which he was bested (so
Unferth asserts) in a swimming contest. In contrast to the scathing wrath with
which Achilles might be expected to meet such an envious thrust, Beowulf quite
calmly recounts the true story which, without boastfulness, enhances his own
reputation and quietly deflates Unferth's. And he also lays bare the truth of
the present situation when he reminds Unferth of his own shady past as a
murderer of his kin and of his present inability to cope with the destructive
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monster Grendel. The whole function of Unferth in the first two episodes, in

fact, is to enhance the moral stature of Beowulf. Beowulf's very restraint in

dealing with the unjust taunt of this jealous man disarms him and ultimately

redeems him. Unferth gives him his own sword for the encounter with Grendel's

dam; and, although it proves useless against the water troll, Beowulf returns

it to its owner after the struggle with thanks and with no reference to its

uselessness in the fight. The significance of this situation is vastly

strengthened by imagining the rejoinder that Achilles might have made in a

like situation. The degree of Beowulf's unselfish magnanimity on this occasion

is perhaps measured by the fact that, so far from carrying any grudge against

Unferth for his jealousy and discourteous taunt on his arrival, he pays him an

unsolicited compliment when he departs. Here Beowulf again shows himself to be

the truly Christian magnanimous man who can overlook a slight to himself because

he is interested in something bigger and more ennobling than his mere personal

reputation. Beowulf is here totally unlike Achilles, who was willing to

sacrifice the whole Greek army to reinstate his own personal honor in the

eyes of the host.

One of the chief ways in which the barbaric pagan spirit showed itself

among the Nordic races in general was in the family feuds which were constantly

breaking out and resulting in murderous intrigues of all kinds. The new

Christian doctrine of brotherly love, therefore, had a special significance

for these Nordic peoples. The Beowulf poet seems to be weaving this part of

the Christian message into the movement of his whole poem. In this connection,

added significance is given to the fact that the monster Grendel is the offspring

of the fratricidal Cain and that the ravages of the firedrake are occasioned

by the theft of a fugitive from justice. Unferth is accused by Beowulf of

having murdered his kin, and there is a veiled reference to a future family

feud in the household of Hrothgar that will wreck the peace which he has estab-

lished. One of the great sources of comfort to Beowulf at the end of his life

is that he has not been guilty of murdering his own kin. The many references

to the instinct for such fratricidal feuds throughout the poem puts us in touch

with a very barbaric aspect of these Nordic races, indeed; but their presence

gives greater point to the refining and civilizing influence of the new Christian

ideal of gentleness and charity that is so admirably exemplified in both

Hrothgar and Beowulf.

Another way in which the Christian spirit shows itself in the characters
of both Beowulf and Hrothgar is the role that war and prowess on the battlefield

play in their careers. We hear references to many battles fought in the past
in which they displayed their great prowess, but always we are given to under-

stand that the battles were fought for the security and welfare of their peoples

and not merely for the enhancement of their own personal reputations for
strength and courage. In the story of Beowulf himself the poet was in a very
different position from. Virgil's in the matter of displaying his hero's battle

prowess. Since Beowulf's antagonists were monsters explicitly identified with

the powers of evil, the poet was under no necessity of glorifying the ordinary

conflict in arms in which the hero is exalted by subduing a character like

Hector or Turnus, who is almost as noble as, or nobler than, the conquering

hero himself. In Beowulf, the emphasis is on the honor owing to the hero because

of his humble dependence upon God for the might which enables him to overcome

these monsters of evil, and for the unselfish generosity with which he dedi-

cates his powers to the welfare of others. Since this was the maid purpose of



the poet, it is obvious why these legendary monsters as symbols of evil prove

to be more appropriate adversaries for the hero than any mere historical or

fictitious human adversary could ever be. These legendary creatures and the

conflict against them gain their true epic dignity and proportions not from

their legendary background but from what those legends are made to symbolize.

When the struggle of Beowulf against Grendel, the water troll, and the dragon

are seen in this light, they take on more and not less dignity nan the exploits

of Odysseus against such preternatural creatures as Circe and Polyphemus. They

have even a broader import than the battlings of Aeneas to found a new Troy be-

cause they suggest the broader struggle of every man to found a spiritual king-

dom safe from the incursions of the powers of darkness.

This discussion, then, should make apparent that the character of Beowulf

is such a complete verification of the Christian notion of the heroic or the

magnanimous that it would almost seem to have been created to exemplify the

virtue as Saint Paul and the early church Fathers sketched it--limited by the

virtues of humility and charity. One can hardly read Beowulf with a knowledge

of this ideal in mind without recognizing that the author has assimilated that

new ideal completely and made it a guiding principle in his creation of the two

chief characters in the poem as well as in the ordering and motivation of all

three of the major episodes. If you remove from the poem all that this spirit

has given it, practically nothing of the body of the poem remains. Reading

Beowulf in the light which the Christian notion of magnanimity throws upon it

strengthens immeasurably the conclusion of Frederick Klaeber that

the Christian elements are almost without exception so deeply
ingrained in the very fabric of the poem that they cannot be
explained away as the work of a reviser or later interpolator.
In addition, it is instructive to note that whilst the L historical
episodes are all but free from those modern influences, the main
story has been thoroughly imbued with the spirit of Christianity.

--from Honor and the Epic Hero (New

York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc.,
1960).

III. The Hero in the "Song of Roland": Virtues and Vices
by

D. W. Robertson, Jr.

In Roland characterization is subordinate to the thematic structure: of the
poem as a whole,, and is rendered in simple, straightfcrward terms with no
attempt at "rounding." The theme of the poem is the conflict between Christen-
dom and paganism expressed in a manner designed to appeal to French piety, and
to inspire the zeal of pilgrims and crusaders. For this purpose the instru-
ments chosen are a Christian king of traditional valor and piety with an
especial value for French traditions, two faithful vassals whose actions illus-
trate the kind of tie which should exist between such a king and his subjects,
a traitor who exemplifies attitudes and actions to be avoided, and a host of
pagans whose villainy is unrelieved by any of the gentler human attributes.

To begin with the traitor, Ganelon is introduced at once, before we have
had an opportunity to see him in action, as "Ganelon who was a traitor (p 178)."



If the narrator were simply telling a story as a story and nothing more, this

anticipation of subsequent events might be regarded as an indication of "destiny."
But '1 we look on the poem not as a story, but as a narrative exemplification
of a theme, the "anticipation" vanishes, and the line becomes simply a device

to indicate the,concept for which Ganelon stands. The phrase f"Ganelon who was

a traitor"J is then a thematic statement to be developed in accordance with

the structural materials available in the poem and we are not confronted by

the difficulty of having to introduce into its structure what at the time would

have been heretical determinism. The theme is consistently maintained. When

Roland advises with reference to Marsilie's dubious offer of peace, "Ja mar

crerez Ganelon echoes him with "Ja mar crerez bricun," implying an

unfavorable comparison between a man who is, on the one hand, Ganelon's own

stepson and Charlemagne's most distinguished warrior, and on the other hand a

pagan ruler. In the context of the poem, where pagans are little more than

devils, such a comparison can suggest nothing but the malice of the speaker.

Malice is a vice traditionally associated with deceit and vainglory, which

are, as it were, the roots of treason. Its connotations can best be studied

not in the definitions of the theologians but in the text of the fifty-first

Psalm, traditionally one of those singled out for illustration by medieval

illvminators:

Why dost thou glory in malice, thou that art mighty in iniquity?

All the day long thy tongue hath devised injustice: as a sharp

razor, thou hast wrought deceit.
Thou hast loved malice more than goodness: and iniquity rather

than to speak righteousness.
Thou hast loved all the words of ruin, 0 deceitful tongue.
Therefore will God destroy thee forever: he will pluck thee out,

and remove thee from thy dwelling place: and thy root out of

the land of the living.
The just shall see and fear, and shall laugh at him and say:

Behold the man that made not God his helper.

Deceitfulness and injustice are inconsistent with love the tie that was
thought of as the bond of feudal society. A vassal was almost interchangeably
a Z. friend]. He was bound, at least in the ideal demanded by feudal theory, by

a tie of love to his feudal overlord, and that same tie also bound his lord to

him. It follows that a vassal was also bound to love his fellow-vassals. If

love was the basis for the fellowship of the Church, making it, as it were,
"one body" under Christ, the feudal army was also bound by a similar tie, at

least in theory. "For love," as John of Salisbury wrote, "is as strong as

death (Cant. 8. 6), and that battle-wedge which is bound by the bond of love

is not easily broken." A Christian army ranked against heathendom could have

no more appropriate unifying principle. But one of Ganelon's earliest acts is
to say to Roland, "I do not love you at all," and the rift which this statement

implies in Charlemagne's following is soon confirmed by a formal defiance.

Throughout the poem Ganelon is "the wicked, the traitor" and he pursues an
unswerving policy of malice toward Roland. At the end, when he receives a
traitor's punishment, no sympathy is wasted on him as a human being. In effect,

Ganelon is not a human being, but an idea in action, a warning against the dan-

ger of perscnal malice in a society whose integrity depended on personal ties

of affection. Mere generally, he is an echo of the forces represented by Judas.
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Roland himself receives hardly any "characterization" in the modern sense.
He is Charlemagne's most worthy vassal, and he acts ard speaks accordingly.
The vassal should sustain difficulties for his king, just as Joab, Abner, and

others did for David; and John of Salisbury repeats the same concept, saying
that the _might should shed his blood or give his life if necessary for his

companions. Roland's singleminded pursuit of this ideal is what prevents him

from blowing his horn at Oliver's request, not pride or rashness. "Blow your

horn!" Oliver urges. When he is referrijg not to a feeling of personal vanity,

but to an obligation to his countrymen. "oland's motivation is thus riot in

any sense of the word "psychological" He is the embodiment of an ideal, not

a human being reacting to the stress of an emergency. "Roland is brave and

Oliver is wise," the poet says, but he implies no lack of wisdom in Roland any

more than he implies lack of worthiness in Oliver. He adds, "Both were marve-

lous vassals." There is no question of a "tragic weakness" or "human failing"

in Roland. He is the type of the ideal vassal who is willing to sacrifice any-

thing for God, for his king, and for his companions. "This principle, indeed,"

wrote John of Salisbury, "is to be placed first and implemented in all knight-

hood, that when faith has been given first to God, then the prince and the

state may be ,.erved without reservation." This is the idea, the grand doctrine,

which won for Roland a place among the saints in the stained glass of Chartres

Cathedral. Meanwhile, he shows abundantly those qualities most obviously lack-

ing in Ganelon. He can disagree with his closest friend, Oliver, without malice

and with no lessening of the love that binds them. As a vassal should, he loves

his companions, whom he envisages, as they lie fallen on the field, among the

eternal flowers of Paradise. As he dies, thinking of his king and of God, the

skies darken as they did on the day of the Crucifixion, and when St. Gabriel

has accepted Roland's gauntlet, angels bear his soul aloft to Heaven. He is a

martyr who has given his last gift of vessel. As an "historical" figure or

as a "literal" human being Roland is nothing. He moves not in our world but in

a world of abstract values which, to the poet, were eternal. He stands before

us like a Romanesque saint, an embodiment of an invisible reality which living

human beings can reflect only imperfectly.

Above all the other characters in the poem looms the venerable figure of

Charlemagne, "our great emperor." The problem stated in the opening lines- -

and the problem of the poem, which is no mere thriller concerning "the adven-

tures of Roland"--is essentially his problem. Spain has been conquered and is

in Christian hands, "except for Sarrogosa," and this remaining stronghold of

heathendom is held by Marsilie, "who does not love God." The policy of con-

quest is illustrated at once in the situation at Cordoba, which has just been

taken. The conquests in the poem are not just conquests; they are figurative

"conversions." The emperor is thus a Christian ruler whose function is either

the extirpation of pagans or their conversion. But the alternative offered to

the pagans, especially if we think of them in terms of the "superior Moslem

civilization" cnrrcmtly fashionable among historians, seems, to say the least,

barbaric. To do justice to the poem, however, rather than to the pagans, it is

necessary to forget history, with which it has very little to do, and to refrain
from applying humanitarian concepts to characters who are not human beings. Fels

the saracens who oppose Charlemagne are for the most part no more than person-

ifications of evil, a fact frequently suggested by names like Abisme, Corsablix,

Falsaron, Malbien, Malcuid, Malgariz, and so on, and confirmed by the description

the poet makes of them. Valdabrun took Jerusalem by treason and violated the

Temple of Solomon. Baligant, the leader of all heathendom, is ruler of Babylon,



whose name suggests, in a Christian context, the very essence of evil. The

Saracens, in other words, suffer generally from the same limitations that
apply to Ganelon and Roland; they are a part of an abstract conXiguration, and
as such they neither invite nor deserve humanitarian consideration any more

than do the suffering sinners (who are more properly sins) in the stones of

Romanesque churches. Charlemagne's religious policy in the poem is thus not
"inhumane," whatever it may have been in history. It simply demands that evil

either be modified or destroyed. Nor is the conversion of Bramimunde through
reason and love rather than by force an exception to this principle. The pro-

blem at the beginning of the poem was the heathen reign of Marsilie. At the

close of the poem, the Queen of Spain, nowo.Juliane, is a Christian, not a pre-
tended Christian, nor a Christian for convenience, but a sincere Christian.
Her conversion is properly the last crent described, Charlemagne's crowning
achievement.

In general, the emperor displays those qualities which are associated with

an ideal Christian ruler. A prince, John of Salisbury says, should bind them

to him with mutual love. "I love you," Charlemagne assures his men as he

leads them into battle against Balignant. His love for a Roland is made

abundantly clear. A king, says Etienne de Fougeres, "ought to obey the general

voice," and one of Charlemagne's most characteristic actions is to take counsel

with his barons. Nor does he seek to over-rule them when it is decided that

Roland should command the real guard. It is they who decide the course of
action to be taken with reference to Marsilie's offer of peace. And, ultimately,

they decide the fate of Ganelon. But Charlemagne is more than an ideal ruler.

His great age and his close association with the Deity give him a patriarchal

air. He is warned of impending calamities twice through angelic visions. At

one point Gabriel intervenes directly in his battle with Baligant so that he

can resume it with renewed vigor. The sun itself stands still as he pursues

the remnants of Marsiliefs forces. These Qualities are also suggested in his

appearance. He looks like a prophet or a Romanesque cathedral. His actions

have an "hieratic" or "monumental" quality suited to his supra-human personality,,

We do not see him often, but on three subsequent occasions we find him with his

head bowed stroking his white beard and weeping. Like Ganelon and Roland, the

emperor is not a "psychological" entity at all; he is a moral being. The depth

and fullness of his charactdr is not the depth and fullness of a human persona-
lity, but the depth and fullness of an idea.

The structure of the poem is consistent with the demands of the theme.
Rychner divides it into four parts: (1) Prelude to Ronceval, (2) Ronceval,
(3) Baligant,. (4) the Judgment of Ganelon. However, he points out that the
structure of Roland alone among the chansons de geste approaches a dramatic
unity. If we omit the Baligant episode, he maintains, the poem has a rising
action, a turning point, and a falling action. For this reason he concludes
that the Baligant episode in an accretion, and that the original story must
have been more perfectly dramatic. This theory, which is not atypical of
modern efforts to find "better stories" in the theoretical "Ur -" forms of
medieval narratives, has its temptations; but like other theories of its kind
it represents an effort to pursue a feature of nineteenth-century style in
times and places utterly foreign to it. To make La(lhanson de 12,9120.4"dramatic",
it would not only be necessary to omit the Baligant episode; it would be
necessary also to make human beings out of its characters and to substitute
passions for the ideals which motivate them. The result might do well on
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television, but it would hardly be a medieval poem. We may as well accept the

fact that the author of Roland was not writing "drama." The problem of the

poem is not the career of Roland, but the problem of paganism and the posture

of Christian society with reference to it. By "paganism", moreover, we must

understand that the forces of evil in general are implied. Tile solution sug-

gested stresses the necessity for pious leadership, suffering, self-sacrifice,

and unwavering devotion to the cause. Above all, if the forces of justice are

to survive, they must find their strength in love. These concepts are developed

in feudal terms -which demand kingship on the one hand and vassalage on the other.

The Baligant episode, the conversion of Bramimunde, and the final.suggestion

that Charlemagne's vigilance must be perpetual are just as necessary' to the poem

as is the trial of Ganelon. Finally, a dramatic presentation requires' that the

audience enter into the personalities of the characters and move freely imtheir

world. But the world of Roland, like the confined space of Romanesque sculpture

or the flat surface cf Romanesque illumination, is a world apart in which the

personalities are only shadows of abstractions. It is not intended that the

audience identify itself with these shadows, which are means of vivifying an

underlying conceptual reality. It is intended that the audience perceive that

reality. And it is this abstract reality that is moving in Roland rather than

the passions of the characters considered as such. If we can grasp the abstrac

tions with sympathy and understanding, we shall have no need for' the satisfaction

of vicarious participation in the action. What has been called "destiny" in the

poem is actually the hand of Providence maintaining that harmony, symmetry, and

equality which lies behind the flux of the visible world.

IV. Beowulf and The Song of Roland:

The Heroes and Their Battles
by

Paul A. Olson

Aeneas is a dutiful man... He does what Destiny wills. ThG, cry of the

private.heart does not rise from him. He enjoys Dido, but he follows the. in.

junction of the gods and goes to Sicily and to Italy; his destiny, to be great

himself and found the greatness of Rome. When Aeneas fights, he, unlike Turnus,

fights for a purpose written by the hand of Providence (Stoic destiny) and

seen, as through Destiny's eyes, in the Elysian fields. War in the poem is

war for the founding of Rome, for the creation of Roman law, order, and peace.

It is a war for civilization. The Aeneid is a civic poem; it tells how cities.

are built and how they fall. The poet is interested in reminding the Romans

that their greatness was willed by a Destiny larger than Rome and brought to

being by human suffering, courage, and intelligence, not by the pursuit of

pleasure or of power apart from right.

The Beowulf poem moves in another dimension; it has something of the

'otherness' of the Biblical world. The Destiny which controls the Virgilian

world is a fixed and knowable pattern; the deity in Beowulf is a creator wholly

other, more the Holy of Holies of the Old Testament. The physical monsters in

the poem are monsters of evil, the kin of Cain deformed by their lust, brutality,

and cupidity. The battles here are more moral battles than physical ones. We

have a sense that Beowulf struggles not against flesh and blood, as does Aeneas,

but against "Principalities, powers, the world rulers of this darkness, the

spiritual hosts of wickedness." Aeneas, even as an exile and wanderer, is

surrounded with splendor which looks forward to the splendor of Rome; he knows
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a kind of pride in how own arm. In the Beowulf poem, this is reversed. The

gold and the splendor are the possessions ':.)f the dragon, the ancient evil enemy

(Revelations XX: 1): Beowulf feels f his strength, a strength given him from

above; his sword, the sword of God. Eeowulf is a poem about greatness of spirit

first, civic greatness second. Beowulf's virtue is humility, not duty; Beowulf's

enemies are not the cities which stand in the way of Rome but inner and outer

barbarism, evil itself. And this is, I think,what we would expect in a poem

created by a still young Christian civilization and a civilization in which one

could not look to law and the state to provide one with a sense of security and

civilization, but in which one had to look to others inner supports.

The greatness conceived by the Song of Roland is like the greatness con-

ceived by Bew, and, yet, it is different. First of all, we have a revival

of the vision of Virgil, the vision of the empire, the emperor, and of a peace

preserved by imperial act. But Charlemagne is very different from Aeneas. He

is a kind of hieratic king: both priest and king, the source of both moral and

political order. The characters in the Song of Roland ax' flat as the characters

on a Romanesque cathedral wall; they do not possess even the "monumental" and

formal roundness of characters in the Aeneid. Charlemagne is simply the lad
ruler. Roland is brave; Oliver is wise. Trrho touches these characters touches

not the depth and richmss of men but the depth and richness and fullness of

an idea" (Robertson). The ideals of fortitude and wisdom shine through many

previous epic heroes, most notably Beowulf, but, in the Sons, of Roland, the ideal

does not just shine through the characters; they are the ideal. Roland, the

brave, fights bravely and, when bravery fails in battle, blows his horn so

bravely as to break his head. Oliver, the wise, fights wisely, counsels

wisely, and dies so.
It" " ;

a.

The SSn,&, of Roland is a poem about reudal love. Achilles dramatizes his

difference from other men; Aeneas, his pity for then; they do not love. But,

in the qong.of Roland, the basic social ties are ties of love, and this is as

it should be in a. Christian medieval poem. Oliver and ,Roland end in, love;

Oliver, blind-eyed in death,btrikes Roland on the helmet, and in perhaps the

most moving speeChes in the poem, (stanza 149).Roland and Oliver exchange their

charity's:n(1 forgiveness:

,

Then. Roland, stricken, his eyes. to his tade

Asking hin., low and 'mildly as he may:'

"Look, I as Roland, that loved you all. my, days;

You never .sent me:Challenge or.. battle eage:7;

Quoth-Oliver:.. "I cannot OS. You plain,
1-know your voice; May' God. see you and. 'Save.

And I hair:: struck you; pardon" it me, I pray."

land replies: . "I haVe.taken,no scathe;
I pardon' you myself and in "Goa' sLname."
Then each to other boWs courteous in his place.

vith such.great their partIng made

. '

4.

--from Sayers' translation

Next Oliver dies. In a broader sense, the poem is'abbut the-conflict between

a society bound by a "Christian" law of love and a Saracen society, pa,gan in

that it does not love. Men Ganelon d etermines to become a traitor he tells
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Roland: "I do not love 7rou at all." He destroys the basic feudal tie and
becomes, in terms of the poem, a Saracen long before he completes the for-
mal betrayal negotiations with the Saracens. The Song of Roland sees both
civic and moral disaster and disorder as beginning in just such a personal fail-
ure to love, such a personal betrayal. Personal conflict (Roland and Ganelon)
becomes civic conflict (France and Moslem Spain) and then imperial conflict
(Empire versus Emir). And at every level, the conflict is basically a moral
one; the Saracens are not historical men; they are hosts of evil, flat personi-
fications of a mode of evil. At their death, we do not feel that blood has
seen spilt. In their conquest, we feel that an idea has conquered, the idea of
a Christian society.

Suggested Procedures:

I. Literature

A. The student packet mainly consists of material labeled, "Intro-
ductory" and "Prefatory." The Introductory Materials are designed
to aid the student in developing an understanding of the nature and
the characteristics of the medieval epic hero. The homiletic mat-
erials are not included for homiletical purposes; they are included
because they formulate in the most accessible form the medieval
world view and moral bias that lead to the creation of the heroes
about whom the students will read. The students will need help
with these materials and perhaps lots of it, but a thorough treat-
ment of these materials will facilitate the students' reading and
enrich their comprehension of tIle poems. The study of these mat-
erials - or similar materials if the teacher has access to them -
is necessary because the two poems in this unit assume a cultural
matrix and employ a scheme of emblems that are foreign not only to
eighth grade students but:to modern readers in general.

The approach to the epic hero should remain inductive throughout
the unit, for if the students are spocnfed, they will not be forced
to think about the attitudes that inform the medieval epic.

The introductory materials might be supplemented with a review
of the sixth grade units about Norse mythology and Arthurian legend.

The student packet also includes the legend or key with which
students can solve some of the more significant iconographic or
emblematic puzzles in Beowulf. These materials should be examined
and treated as rigorously as the Introductory Materials. However,
they shoule be assigned together with the relevant parts of the
poem.

The two mock epics in the student packet will aid in defining
the medieval epic hero by way of contrast and distortion. These
two stories probably should not be read until the students have
carefully read, studied, and discussed the Introductory Materials
and perhaps even one of the poems.

There are no prefatory materials for The Song of Roland. Haw-
ever, it would be well to review with the students the materials
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concerning knighthood and the episode about Sir Gawain that are to
be found in the Journey Novel Hero unit.

B. To help the students define the issues in these two poems, it may
be helpful if they were asked to make a little chart of this kind
in their notebooks and to fill it in as they read. This is a chart

for Beowulf..

Strengths of Beowulf Strengths of his Weaknesses which

which permit him to enemies defeat them

triumph in battle

(1) first battle (1) Grendel. (1)

(2) second battle (2) Grendells (2)

mother

(3) third battle (3) the Irma (3)

Here is a sample chart for the Song of Roland:

First Conflict: Roland and Ganelon:

1. Characteristics of Roland as a knight:

2. Characteristics of Ganelon as a knight:

Second Conflict: the fight between the French army and the army
of the Spanish Moors:

1. Characteristics of the French heroes in battle:

2. Characteristics of the Spanish warriors in battle:

IMO
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Third Conflict: the fight between the Emperor Charlemagne and the
Etir. of Babylon:

1. Characteristics of the EMperor as leader of the Christian forces:

2. Characteristics of the Emir as the leader of the "evil" forces:

II. Language

A. The Culture of the Old English People, and the Language of Beowulf

In the true sense of the word English literature can scarcely

be said to have existed as such until the time of Chaucer, for the

unity of a literature consists in the persistence and use of a
language which is fairly intelligible, and in the continuity of
written works which have been handed down from one generation to
another. These conditions were not entirely fulfilled until
Chaucerfs day, but he, too, had his literary ancestors.

In the first half of the fifth century A.D., after the con-
version of the Celts to Christianity by the Romans, the Angles,
Saxons, and Jutes Wale to England. These heathen invaders worshiped

Tobden, Thor, and other gods of the Norsemen. Trith these invasions

came the stories of the Anglo-Saxons, and we call their language

and literature Old English. By this time Christian monasteries
had been established, and since the monks were responsible for

the preservation of literature, and since they detested the old

pagan religion, it was natural that they would transcribe a
Christian element in the old pagan stories, such as Beowulf.
Poo ley remarks:



Through the literature of the Anglo-Saxons we gain

insight into their character. They placed high
value upon personal liberty; they planted the seeds
of representative government in their village, town,
anf folk moots, where people met to talk things
over; and they possessed a deep sense of the res-

ponsibility of leadership. They loved adventure,
fought hard, and scorned danger. The richness of
the treasures buried with their women reveals both

their fine craftsmanship and their high regard for

womanhood. Under the greatest king, Alfred the
Great (849-901), they became interested in education,
codified their laws, and began the first historical
record of England, the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle (p. 17).

Perhaps the best insight into the life of these people is through

the poem itself, and the most basic element of the poem is its

language. The limitations of the langs4ge become in many ways
the limitations of the poem, and conversely, the strengths of

the poem are frequently linguistic strengths. The Germanic

language of the Anglo-Saxons, in which Beowulf is written, is

characterized by strong stress and consonantal predominance, and

these are the factors upon which the poem's alliterative metre

is based. The lines are composed of a variable number of

syllables, and one or two of these syllables in the first half

of the line, and the first stressed syllable in the second half

are alliterated--that is, they begin with the same consonant or

group of consonants (sc, st, sp, etc.). Occasionally it is

vowels rather than consonants which alliterate, lending the line

an effectively gentle vowel sound in contrast with the usual

harsher consonants.

Old English poetical diction is highly influenced (perhaps

more than by any other single factor) by the ease with which Old

English compound words are formed. Usually the original sense of

each element of the compound remains clearly visible, and the
effect of this subtle joining of ideas is forcefully poetic even

ia ordinary Old English prose. Thus, Lie -sang (corpse-song) is a

dirge; Lic-tum (the town or dwelling of corpses) is a cemetery.
This facility of compounding, though a part of the general language,

provided Old English poets with fertile poetic resources. These

compounds are much more than a cumbersome and Ni.olent yolking of

words to provide terminology for which there wa3 no simpler alter-

native. It is rather a device which can emphasize particular
qualities in the subject, provide particular sound effects, or
smooth the alliterative verse. Thus it is not simply circum-
locution to call a warrior a "corslet-warrior" (byrn-wiga), a
"spear -carrior" (gur-berend) or a "sword-hero" (sweord-freca).

This sort of compounding is rather the poetic substance of this
epic and the language as a whole.

Pet first glance, Old English appears to be an entirely
foreign language, but under closer examination many of the ways in
which it is a direct ancestor of modern English become obvious.
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Old English spelling conventions are a simple problem to

overcome, and every line of Beowulf reveals numerous words with

modern cognates. The sounds of the language, although somewhat
more like Modern German than Modern English, are not without some

obvious relationships to Modern English. In matters of morphology

and syntax, however, old English is not only highly complex, but,

to speakers of Modern English, very foreign.

A detailed analysis of these aspects of the language in
connection with this unit does not seem to be justified by the
space that would be necessary for it, and in any case might well

be more confusing than enlightening. It does seem worthwhile,
however, to make students aware, in a general way, of the ways
the language is different from their own, and the changes that it

has undergone between the time of the Beowulf manuscripts and

their own time.

The first two questions are designed to allow the students
to discover that except in a few cases, the foreign appearance
of the poem (the ms version especially) is a matter of spelling

convention.

Question 3 indicates the way pronunciation changes affect
spelling changes - -Old English spelling was phonetic, but as
spellings began to be standardized (especially with the advent
a? printing in the fifteenth century, spelling conventions were
preserved which were no longer phonetic representations of the
spoken language.

It is with Question four that students will begin isolating

the real difficulties of Old English, and the remaining questions

point up the fact that Old English was a synthetic language,
while modern English is an analytic language; that is, in Old
English, the grammatical relationship of sentence elements is
shown by the forms of the elements themselves (inflections and
word forms) not by their relative positions (syntax). Students

will probably also notice a distinct lack of function words.
Question five begins to explain the basic relationships in an
Old English sentence. The inflection and the determiner indicate
the function of the earth in this question. Not only is the -an
the accusitive inflections, but tha ( a) is the feminine acaus-
itive definite article. In the second version, -e is the nomin-
ative inflection, and seo is the nominative feminine definite
article. (:,nother point of information which is not indicated in
the exercises but which must be added to clarify this usage: Old

English Gender was grammatical not logical--that is, every noun was
assi7ned masculine, feminine, or neuter gender with little regard
to its actual sex or lack of it, but as a grammatical convenience.
Thus, earth is feminine and demands the feminine definite article
forms.)

Question six continues to emphasize the same point: the
genitive relationship is also always expressed inflectionally, and
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not with the function word of, as is possible in NhE.

7. This question asks the students to make for themselves general
statements which indicate the fact that OE is a synthetic and MhE
an analytic language, and that the change from one to the other
is a general tendency toward simplification and standardization
of forms. Thus, as the complicated inflectional system began to
break down, it was inevitable that word order become stablized in
order to carry out the functions formerly performed by inflections.

B. The Influence of French on English Vocabulary

In 1066, William I and his Norman French forces conquered
England. The conqueror displaced in large part the English ruling
classes and French consequently became the official language.
Although the lower classes continued to speak English, French words
began to be borrowed into English at a fantastic rate. Cne scholar
estimates that something like ten thousand French words were brought
into English during the Middle English period.

The ancestors of the conquering Normans were Scandanavians
who had settled in the Northern part of France, the region still
known as Normandy. The dialect spoken by the Normans differed
somewhat from the dialects spoken in central France and from the
Paris dialect, the source of Modern French.

Roughly a century after the Conquest, French words began to
appear in written English. As one might expect those words which
appeared earlier were concerned with government, eg castle, countess,
court. The greatest effect of the French language: however, occurred
during the time of Chaucer and Gower when poets and scholars used
French literature and transferred French vocabulary into English.
For instance, one student of English speculates that more than ten
per cent of the words in Chaucer's poetry have a French origin.

As the materials in the student packet reveal, often an Old
English word and its French equivalent have both been retained so
that we now have pairs of near-synonyms with connotative differences
in meaning (e.g., deed:act; stead:place; work:labor). Another
tendency has been to specialize the words so that the French word
and the Old English word have separate meanings (e.g. terrain:earth;
annual:year).

One of the most significant influences of the French lang-
uage has been on English spelling. 4any of the bilingual English
writers perhaps considered French a more civilized language than
English and therefore adopted some French spelling conventions
into English. For instance the Old English 4:w% became 4me.
as in OE cwene ME queen, and OE cwellan'. ME Quell. The French
spelling For---7uL was <oil, , and was transferred to Old English
words such as hus which became house, and fundon which became
found. The adoption of French spelling conventions also accounts
for the representation of the vowels in nun and won by two different
graphemes. The English inconsistently applied the French convention
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of using o to represent /u/ in proximity to u, n, ml i to

English. Note: The exercises in the student packet which col. am
the history of the language are not intended to be exact, precise,
and exhaustive. They are included as a means of suggesting to
students the great changes that have occurred in the Fnglish
language and some of the reasons for those changes. A more com-
prehensive treatment of Old English, and French relationships with
English, will be found in the History of the Language unit for this
grade level. If the students have or will study that unit, the
teacher may wish to treat these language materials lightly, but if
the History of the Language unit has not or will not be taught, it
is highly recommended that considerable attention be given to these
sections of this unit.

III. Composition suggestions:

A. The proposed composition exercises have as their aim to provide
students with topics for writing that come out of their studies of
these two poems. The teacher may wish to revise the suggestions
or provide ones which he himself has constructed, but in any case,
the composition exercises should be directly related to the materials
studied in this unit. Moreover, the topics should derive from class
discussions and be carefully introduced so that the student is not
confronted with a problem entirely foreign to his literary experience.

B. Beowulf

1. Write an essay in which you explain the role of the monsters
in this poem. These monsters are unbelievable. Why does the
author think up such creatures?

2. In a short essay, explain why Unferth is included in this poem.
What does he represent? How and why does he change? How does he
contrast with Beowulf?

3. In a short essay, consider the wine. hall which Hrothgar builds.
mu does he build it? What does it represent? How does it relate
to Grendel's coming? Is it a kind of tower of Babel?

4. Discuss the significance of the treasure guarded by the dragon.
Why is it buried with Beowulf? Does this pile of gold represent
anything more than wealth?

5. Explain the role of Hrothgar in this poem. How is he related
to the development of Beowulf's character? Center your discussion
on his sermon to Beowulf.

6. write an essay in which you show why the stories of Sigmund
and of Heremod are included in the poem.

7. Discuss Beowulf's concern with fame and glory. Define as care-
fully as you can the kind of fame he strives for.
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8. Write a short essay in which you discuss the use of light and

darkness in this poem. Pay particular attention to the scenes

immediately after Grendel's mother and the dragon have been killed.

9. Discuss the activity and events after Beowulf's death. Why

does the poem not end with his death? Consider the consequences

of his dep.bh.

C. The Song of Roland

1. Examine the virtues of Charlemagne as a king. Compare him

with Marislion with the intention of describing the ideal medieval

Christian king.

2. Defend the judgment against Ganelon. Explain why treachery,

from the medieval man's point of view, was a capital crime.

3. What is Oliver doing in this poem? Why does the author create

him? Does he detract from Roland's heroism?

4. If you read the Sayer's translation, explain the significance

of the battle with Baligant. If the poem is about Roland, why is

this part of the poem included?

5. Who or what is the hero of this poem? If you decide on somebody

other than Roland, explain Roland's relationship to him or it.

6. Why does the poet continually tell the reader in advance what

is going to happen? Doesn't his doing so ruin the story?

7. Discuss Roland's apparent pride. Focus on his refusal to blow

his horn. Is he proud? or does he just appear proud? If the

latter alternative is correct explain why he refused to wind his

horn.

8. Explain the significance of Charlemagne's dreams. Why does he

have those dreams? What do these dreams teach Charlemagne?

9. The main characters in this story are often said to weep and

to faint. Are they sentimental fools? When do they weep and

faint? Uhy do they? Is it unbecoming to an epic hero to weep?

10. Write an essay in which you define the medieval epic hero

by using Beowulf and Roland as examples of this hero. TThat virtues

does he have? How is he related to his society? What kinds of

action do you expect of him?

Extended Activities: Audio-Visual Aids.

The following records are available through the NCTE:

Beowulf One 10" 78 -.cp.). record. Harry M. Ayres reads selections in Old
English with clear explanation $1.75 (1.25) Stock number RS 80-2
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Printed copies of the explanations and the text read (in an inter-

linear translation) are available for class use. Thirty copies

in a packet $1.25 (Stock no. P56-10)

Beowulf and Chaucer One 12" 33 1/3 rpm record. Exceptionally good

selection of excerpts. Beowulf (including fight with Grendel and

Banquet scene) read by Helge Kokeritz, Chaucer read by John C.

Pope, S.C. $4.95 (4.75)

Early Envlish Poetry (FU) One 12" 33 1/3 rpm record. Caedmonls Hymn and

excerpts from Seafarer, Beowulf, Sir Gawain and the Green Knight,

and others. Read in Old and Middle Ehglish by Charles Dunn. Text,

translation, introduction and notes included. S.C. $5.95 ($4.25)

Stock no. FL 9851

The following records were listed in SCHWANN LONG PLAYING RECORD CATALOG,

July, 1962.

Beowulf -- Chaucer 10" Lex 5505

Chanson de Roland--Montrel "Proscenium Studio" 2-folk, 9587.
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THE HERITAGE OF THE FRONTIER
Grade

1.

CORE TEXTS:

The teacher should select one of the following:

John Steinbeck. The Red Pony (Bantam Books, Inc., 19. . (400)

Nark Twain. Roughing It (New. York: Holt; Rinehart and Winston, 19, ).

(950)
Carl Sandburg. Prairie Town Boy (New York: Harcourt Brace and Company,

19 ). ($2.25)

Hamlin Garland. A Son of the Middle Border (Macmillan, 19 ). ($2.25)

Francis Parkman. The Oregon Trail (Signet, 1; ). (500)

SUPPLEMENTARY TEXTS: a list of poems, short stories, essays, and plays

which may be used with this unit appears below. They may be effectively

used r.f.ther to introduce the unit or to exemplify or dramatize elements

mentioned in the readings. Should the core book chosen have examples of
peculiar geographical dialects, one should refer to the unit on dialects
for further teaching suggestions.

Appropriate collections of verse include the felicwing:

Howard McKinley.Corning. Mountain in tho Sky (Portland, Oregon: Binfords
& Mort, 1930). ($2.00)

James Daugherty. The Wild Wild West (New York: David McKay & Co.,

1948) . ($3.00)

Julia Davis. No Other Mute Men (New. York: E. P. Dutton & Company,

1937). ($3.75)

ON

Carl Sandburg. The American Songbag (New York: Harcourt Brace & Co.,

1927). ($5.95)

Ross Santee. Rusty, A Cowboy. of the Old West (Mew. York: Charles

Scribners Sons, 1950). ($3.50)

Katherine Shippen. The Great Heritage (New York: Viking Press,

1947). ($4.00)

Appropriate short stories which are frequently anthologized include the

following:

c:erwood Anderson. "I'm A Fool," "Unlighted Lamps," "Mother,"
"What Makes A Boy Afraid," "Sophistication, ".
"I Want to Know Why," "The Strength of Gcd
and the Teacher"

Willa Cather. "The Sculptor's Funeral," and "A Wagner Matinee"
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Theodore Dreiser. "The Lost Phoebe" and "The Second Choice"

Edward Eggleston. "A Struggle fcr the Y.astery" and "Spelling Down

the Master"

Edna Ferber. "April 25th, As Usual" and "The Gay Old Dog"

Dorcthy Fisher. "Portrait of a Philosopher"

Zona Gale. "White Bread," "In the Lobby," "The Biography of Blade,"
"Annie Laurie," "The Cobweb"

Hamlin Garland. "Among the Corn Rows," "The Return of a Private,"

"Drifting Crane"

Brett Harte. "The Outcasts of Poker Flat"

Susan Glaspell. "A Jury of Her Peers"

Ring Lardner. "Katie Wins a Home," "I Can't Breathe," "Champion,"

"The Golden Honeymoon"

Wallace Stegner. "The Bugle Song"

_

Ruth Suckow. "The-Little Girl from Tcwn," "Golden Wedding,"
"The Man of the Family," "Uprooted"

Booth Tarkington. "Penrod's Busy Day," "Little Gentleman,"
"The Big, Fat Lummox," "The 43100 Bill," "Thea Zell"

Steward White. "Billy's Tenderfoot"

William White. "The King of Boyville"

Frances Wood. "Turkey Red"

Appropriate dramatizations include the following:

Susan Glaspell.

John Steinbeck.

OUTLINE:

"A Jury of Her Peers," entitled Trifles, as
a dramatization.

"The Leader of the People," dramatized by Luella E.
McMahon from The Red Pony.

GENERAL INTRODUCTION

I. Description of Content
II. Objectives

III. Articulation

BIBLICGRAPHY

I. General Background.
II. Literary Application



GENERAL AIDS

I. The pod pony
II. RouErhing It

III. Prairie -Ton 13.7yr

IV. A Sort of the addle Border
V. The Oregon Trail

SUGGESTED PROCEDURES

I. Literature
A. General
B. The Core Texts

II. Language
III. Composition

EXTENDED ACTIVITIES

GENERAL INTRODUCTION

I. Description of Content
This packet contains statements of the objectives and articulation of

the unit; a brief bibliography for the teacher; a biographical sketch of
the author of each of the suggested core texts and an introduction to each
of these works; suggested teaching procedures for literature, language,
and composition (including procedures for alternative core texts); and brief
suggestions for extended activities.

II. Objectives
The migrations of inn have been a subject of literature ever since the

first barbarous tribes swarmed over the Eurasian continent. This literature,
although often more legendary than factual, has yet preserved for us the
ways of the peoples of the past, how they lived, their values, their religions,
and their language. It is a small portion of this literature which is
studied in this unit, for the study of this unit is a study of the American
frontier as it is revealed in good writing.

To present this material one must define the frontier. The settings
of the core texts of the unit, however, range from Illinois to California;
the settings of the supplementary texts range from the Atlantic Ocean to
the moon. What definition of the frontier will encompass this background?
It is partially the intention of this unit to answer that question. In
point of fact there is no geographical frontier in the United States, or
anywhere in the world. Thus the answer which the unit attempts to suggest
is not one of place. Rather it suggests that the frontier is a process,
a process whereby bold men are challenged to explore primitive nature, meet
that challenge, and are then replaced by the settlers, the civilizers, and
the organizers.

The unit al3o explores the nature of the people who(seek new frontiers.
What motivates them to leave the security of the knowri for the insecurity
of the unknown? What traits mark the people who migrate, who explore,
who colonize? How does man respond to seemingly overwhelming conflicts with
the elements of Nature, with other cultures, and with his own weaknesses?
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The 7it.;raturc, ,f fr,nticx throvh wh'.oh thoso queotions are
onlorod are rektivel, late a:,e.1 exampl,T, from fr3ntikir

'ney art, n't .0 )t m:,t1:. or loond; they are rather
descriptions t.f the fr-ntL-r by mon who ' :were thcre Slave carefully
and imaginativc:1:: rocortruott.d the conditions of the frontier. Through
those wnrks the unit w,tcvto tho objectivo:; of teaching a) the
nature of the frsnti:4r, 1.) te forms it took in the Amorican Levt, and
c) the richness of th., cont-Tit of lit. ratur..:.

III. Articulation

This unit is related to the other eighth-erado litoraturo units
through its tr,4atment of the material from which the works considomd
during the year wro created. It is connected in tho sallw an with
the ninth and twelfth Irado units on the epic, the tenth-grade unit on
nature, and some of the material in the eleventh-grade study of throe
themes in American civilization. It is closely related to the American
Indian socti= of '41, seventh-grade "Ilyth" unit and ItThe Stories of the
:JI.:r1can the
core text chosen caltin 710:7,ra'31.4:10;,1. lialoct, the unit would oocome
related Lo s .- . k on dialect, to which the teacher is
referred for teacLin su::.;6estAn.T.; ou Louie.

T. Genral Backgreund

(Books which r:: devoted to study of the frontier itself)

Ray Allen Billington ::::stward TI:xpansin: A U:Iltory of the Am-rican
Frontier (Aew York: liac: Ulan C.)., 1949).

Louis B. ;aright Culture on tho :Tovinp, Frontier (Indianapolis:
9Universityof 7.n,liana Pre,,c, 55).

II. Literary ApplicrAion

%Books which c. Bribe or analyz the appearance, use and
significanc.) of the frontier in .merican literature.)

Lucy L. Hazard The Frontier in American Literature (Mew York: Crowell
Co., 1927).

R. W. B. Lewis The American Adam (Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, l95).

Ralph L. Rusk Thts. Lite.aturo of the riddle western Frontier (Mew York:
Columbia Uniwzsity Press, 1925).

Henry Nash Smith The vircrin IaLed The American T.:est as Symbol and. Ilyth.
(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvai'd Onivrsity :roes, 1950).
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ON:AAL AIDS

I. Jr4ln 4itt,inbock, rs:

A. Pi graphical ;:t4h

Jo.m. ;-JtcinbecLz vps bc,rn in 3%::inas, California, in 10,02.

From 191(' to 1,1'S he atteided Aanford University intermittently, nevor
taki:axe a In 1);0 he went to N:,wlrork wh..)ro he worked at

oda jobs whil e> trnr unsuccessfully to sell his short stories. The
R, first attracted th attention 7)..e the public, but it was not
until oublimld Tertilla Fiat and Of lice_. ana lion that he
attained wid,.

His 'lost c.%ntrwerstal rzwel was lraoc:s rJ *xrtth written

fol'cwino. a trp from Oklahoma to CallOornia L !Ith some migratory
"socially conscius" vprk br'%ut,,,ht him tho Pulitzer

Prl%o in 91.).

Introductin

The Pc,n7 ck,scrib,)s a fare: 127 who liv,Jd on a ranch in

Wiforn1u; in It IN c:me to 'cnf,14 Carl Tiflin, his wifc:, Ruth,
thi,1r Jt..d, and Billy Blau:, tno hirA hand, and briefly but
importantZ, C.k-21c1fat;ler. The book i9 much :nom than a simple
stur;; of .famil7 111',, for lt rcl'Ites tho harshness of experience
that molds the ch..;ractk.;r of a ;r:',unc in the demanding context
of a ranch 11 krlir times. "2'.:e poimant but brutal incident of
the a2f.th of the Red Peny and the nnhatural birth of a colt, the
charactori2;at1r.no cif the .aeavy-hand,_i fath.Jr, the strong, sympathetic

mother, and the "bandy-n7cd" hired manso typical of a certain
era and way of lifcall contribute to the shaping ef the young boy.

The moot significent part of the book, howLver, is the
appearance of the erandfat!ler, who can talk only of crossing the
great plains in the old days. Only Jody, whose obsession to explore
the unmarked mnuntains reflects his share of the spirit of "westering,"
ar..preciates the oft repo::.ted. storis of his grandfather. IihiJ.e the

scenes in thri grnndftther appears speak eloquently, the
pasFing of an a:e, thy also reflect the persiz ",tence of
challnce of new frontiers in jody.

Mark Twain, fi....11!;hin..7 It

A. Biographical .)Ach

It is impossible to condense an adoquate account of Mark Twain
(54amu.:11 LarThorne Clemens), info %, few short paragraphs, for he was
many men in ono, humorous, compassionate, and derisive, whimsical,
tragic, and bitter. Even in his autobiography he never completely
reveals himself; he consistently distinguishes between the "o pinion
published and the opinion one kept to himself." One thing seems
certain, his creativeness was rooted in his bortood days in
Hannibal, Missouri, along the banks of the lAississippi River. His



memories of :-.;,1vw nosloOla for tno fraedom, irresponsi-
ooc'zrlt" oaol. r:lcl-woF.torn town of tho

IN;.(7)1o; oto;,onts of I tH,t !i-onnloal, paradoxically,

ealboulod .;tow.onto -f , °a ,O-, 1,o,OOonoo, suoor-natural horrors, and

Sam uol poy'rty, a:1cl fearod it. 011un his father

3ama1 vao tive yoars oid. Caomns, hhose compassionate
goJdness ?ain oxtolle in a skotch, "This ;4as My Nother," had

1",v; childvor, throo of wore older thon Samuel. One of his
ohlur brot:oz:tro was apointed Sucrut,)ry to the Governor of the Nevada
Torritory in t.ho tarly l'36ts and offered Samuel the "position" of

socrotary tia the 'Socrtary.

earupar as a cub ;)Dot was onded by the coming of the

Civil ;Jar, tho prospect of rou;hina: cm the wostern frontier was

an inviting onu. it .:a. s tioio ;:ay that Sfnol aomuns started
a journcv that led litm oni/. to :evada, but also to California,

the Hawaiian Islondo), fluY'ore, and all ov,x the world.

For tuts 'o-;ason nook, Ro!lhinq: j.t, is a ;;ood selection for

young roadv,rs to start tholr of Mark Th a in.

It was ncro until when Twain was thirty-two years old,
that his first story, "The Jum::ing Frog of Calaw;ras County" was
publishcld by a '1'ew York literary journal. The story had been
unceroraoniously turns d down by u York publisher who had occasion
to re: great his decision ancl opunly admittod it two my -one years

whon mt-t ;:ark Twain at a banivot and said: "I am sub-
stantially an obscotre persn, but I ha7N a coutle of such colossal
distinctions to my crodit that I am ontitlad to imortality--to
wit: I rofusod a book of yours and for this I stand without
competitor as thf: prie ass of the nineto,anth century."

aoughinR,It was the third work Twain published; from that
time on, ddfficulty with publishors Illagued the author and embittered
him, for ho was deprived of his fair sare of profit by unscrupulous
uublishers who had profeso4ed friendship and a concern for his

interests. Finally !le bought a publishing company. Its subsequent

failure and othr unfortunate business ventures placed him in
straitened financial circuvstancos, and for several years he angaged
in strenuous lucture tours to got ou=, of debt. Disillusionment
left a mark of tra4ody and bitter' hues upon Hark Twain which colored
his personal lifo and Ms writing durinc; his later years.

Despite these personal disappointmonts, 'lark Twain has given

readers in ,21-torica anrl. abroad a tremendous amount of enjoyment.
The c.riaract(?.rs and incident; in any cf his stories are known to
people in a large portion of the world, and his books have the
unique quality of boing almost universal in their appeal to readers
of all azes.



B. Introductien
7.

Ft.euet.ina ie net a novol; it le., rath,r, an autobiographical
narrative, welch io oaeica:ly true, if weewhat wrenched in the
telling. ehile it is ceadidly personal, it is not in the least
introspective; Twain Aces nat overtly show himself, he only obliquely
reveals himuelf throuc:h his uniqua style of personal commentary.
These comrentaries not only contain PAuch of the humor of the book,
they also exemlify the almost unique st;Tle of Twain. The student
will learn to aer)reciate the etyle once his attention is called to
it, for t clearly reflects not only the oeeence ef the, frontier

life, but also the humorous, derisive, and penetrating observations
of one who experienced that life.

In his preface, hark Twain wrote:

This book is a record of several years of variegated
vagabonding, and its object is rather to help the
readax whale away an hour t' afflict him with
metaphysics or goad him with science.. Still there is
information in the volume; information concerning
an interesting episode in the history of the Far
r est , about vinich no books have boon written by
persons who were on the ground in porson and saw the
hapanings of the time with their own oyes.

Mark Twain both exporieneed that life with his own eyes and suc.
eecded in showing it to us; expecially vivid is the rise of the silver-

mining fever in Nevada Territory, and the disillusionment which
followed.

The whole laork, Beaks I and II, divides readily into three
phases of "vagabonding. f' The first part deals with the stage coach
journey from St. Louis to Corson City and the author's experiences in
Carson City as ;diver mining reached its peak. The second rhase
takes Twain to Virginia City as a reeorter-editor of the Enterprise
and then to San Francisco. The third phase carries him to Hawaii
and back. since the book relates ::zero of Hark Twain's travels than

is central to this unit, the teacher may shorten the core reading by
leaving out some of the anecdotal chapters and the third phase of his
travels. One :.lay wish to wit, for exam.10, Chapters 15 and 16 in
Book I, the liormon episodes. Should one wish to make the reading
still shorter, he might omit net onl:r. Book I, Chapters 15 and 16,
but also Book II, Chapters 7, 9, 1G, 12, 18, and 22 through 36.
If these chapters are omitted, the teacher should explain the content

of the omissions to maintain the continuity of the narrative.

ITI. Carl Sandburg, Prairie-Town Boy

Biographical SkAch

Carl Sandburg was born of Swedish immigrant parents in Galesburg,
Illinois, in 1878. His "'ether, a blacksmith with a railroad ccn-
struction gang, could noithar read nor write the English language



and the Sandbur:7 children la:;rnad Lho 6wejish lancuace before they

loarned Emaisia. thi.:.to.n, Carl flult school to take a milk wagon

routo. Lat.x is .aorkad aa a barbr shop Tartar, brickyard laborer,
and he s,rvA as a sol.:.1%r :),)aardsh-Amarican ;jar. Ha worked
his way allrah an,1 fr LI!.:bard College at Galesburg, and

beca!1 a tra,ralAr, a.eaLlan. In onc; of his formor )rofessors

at Lonb....rd 3andburgia paa:,alart, In Rackless Ecstasy,

to be oublisilva. This ansuccessful vontum led him into journalism
in ;:lilvaukac. Ho marri,d Lillian 3tcichon thare in 1908 and four
yaars later thay Era) 0d to Chicaga anero 3andburg worked for the
Chica:to Daily Naws.

lihon Poatry made its apoarance, Carl Sandburg was a frequent
contritrItor. 1,)16 nis first succosaful eallection of poetry,
Chicaav'. Poems, wao published. This was followed by a numbor of
volums of y'latry wIlich established his reputation as a 2oct.

Ho also bacamo aatianal4 famus as a singar of ballads. He

cc:llected bal]ads and falk scilla as 11( traveled about the country;
thase he ravrasmta4 in various lactum a.:);)oarances across the
conntry. Hia c.1.1aat=1.:n consiated af the songs of hobos, cowboys,
laborers aad of tit sr:iritrIals of tile Nera. Maso songs eventually
war nubl;_shea In VIJ Amaricm 3onp,4aag (1927) and the collection won4. WMIO

the admiratim of 'lla ranacal public as well as of scholars.

Ey 1926 Prairie Yfi.:tr3 prescntad the reading puolic with

anotuer facot of oaa%iburg's literary intereats--history. This

Ivith ti: a succe..fdix; Tha vv,ara (1(;40), established

Sandburg's ro-aation as a Linc(..in schalar. He Ins awarded the
Pulitzer Prize in 1940 fur Tha T,ar Years.

Sandburg has used these linos from Kipling to explain his
purpose as a ':iriter. Utz will be the ward of the people. Mine will
be the bleeding mollth from v.hich the gag is snatched. I will say
everything."

B. Introduction

Prairie-Town Boy sketohl Carl Sandburg's life frun his humble
origin as the ahild e,:f a Swedish immigrant family in Galesburg,
Illinois, through his matriculation as a young man in Lombard College.
Sandburg touchas on a numbar .-af his chlldhood impressions concerning
religion, education, politics and ;.routhful emloyment. He shows a
reveronco for his 3wodish oackground.

In Prairio-T:nrin Sandburg records the sights, sounds and
smells of .:arty Amorican life in a small midwastarn town. He tells
what it was lido to grow up in a patriarchal househo]d where
money bias scarc'::, and each family member was obligated to assume a fair

share of r:saonsibility. Tip, interest in learning which seemed to
take possesaic,n of Hamlin Garlin as a middle-border lad, seems to
work in much the same wcy with Carl Sandburg. He relates in

Prairie-Town Boy his early interest in books and his keen desire
for a cclia;a aducation.



such ths ssnc way that Mamlin Gsrland presents the story
of !s farskr sn the 11.ssntsr, Csrl '3.;.srasx nrsssents thc case for
th' sr.:T s,esIsn SwisS.lsr; t.Y.w tss :srltors tssthor serve to show an
intsrestinP. c's!smst In vsyly Amsrioan csuntry and twn life.

sisdbss asd tissir noie;'s:Ssrs in Galesburg, Illinois, are
rspresents,t sf .'sSs; slany Immigrs.at fafailiss who settled in

prairie tslins tIrugho'at ths! .=i c1. west in the lste eighteen-
hundrels. Thrfty, intenscly .sroud to be Americans, these people
cxemolLfy thf.; ssirit sf t'sksos whs chose to make America their adopted
home. ,:ith the ssass: 2sal that drsvo the pioneer farmsr, breaking
virgin sod sna cultivating the land to fed a nation, the prairie-
town settler faced hardshi9s--dawn-to-dusk workinj days with meager
pay--b,'ancinz hls contributions to a ,:xiswing America with those of
the farmdr. Shar :Ln'; ths same dream that drove the frontiersman
wostward, the rsmirie-town settlors, asibitisJns

`spayed their part in
mak*ng c free, urosr,:rous Jmorica n 1,11ty.

IV. Hamlin Garland, A 4. Vto!Y .sidle 3 rdor

A. Biographical Siz.Lch

Ham sin Gsrland was born =n a pionesr log cabin near host Salem,
Uisconsin. Pis :.athsr, Ricisard 7ayso Garland, had moved westward
from .;:ew Enaand. His slsthor was a .1cC,1 intock and of Scotch-Irish
ancstry. G.irlsnd renortsd that t;1., Garlan:-Is provided nis

literary inspiration while frsm -ns? iqcClintocks he inherited a love
of music and h]s; "Celtic tsmo,srament."

As a small child Hamlin moved with his family to Iowa where
they spent a dozen years on a "Niddle Border" farm. In 1881 young
Garland graduated from Cedar Valley Seminary in Osage, Iowa.
Following this the Garlands established a new home on a claim near
Orchay, south Dakota. Hamlin established a c:,aim of his own in
1883 in MacPherson County, `o Dakota. This was sold the following
year for two hundrsd dollars. 4th the money Hamlin financed his
venture to Eoston to prepare himsslf as an instructor in American
literature.

Hamlin Garland lived in Boston for nine ;,a..rs. ljhile there he
wrote Main-Travelled Rsals, a cslloction of short stories, and A
Sloll of Offics, his first novel.

193, Csrlandfs wthar was an invalid. He decided to
rescue nor from their bleak South Dakots Home and established a
family home in his native 1;sst Salem valley, which he did while
maintaining his lit,rary study in Chicsgo.

Garland si,rried allime Taft in 1895, and they established their
home in Chicago. The young t;arlands had two daughters. In 1915 they
movsd ts YorK,City. 1:4srs

Bordsr, was published and recsived Pulitsor ?rile f'Or Literature
7-1922.



In 1930 the Garlands moved to Laughlin Park, Los Angeles,

California, -erhea:.e kerlan-J, in eomi-retirment, continued to write
until his deetL.

B. Intro duetion

The leLetcry cf frontier America was not made by the well-
polished, convervatire tenderfoot. To understnd the frontier is
to recnize it as tne time and lel ace of the strong man-- powerful,
self-sufficient and restless. The frontiersman was a rebellious
protestant -- often illiterate, uncouth and coarse of dress and
manner. Yet, the frontiersman's dream became the reality that is
America.

In Dick Garland one sees this hardy frontiersman. Never
discouraged for long by failures, always ready to move farther
westward to strt e.fresh, DLck Garland eortrays for the reader the
true essence of the Ipineer One cannot read A Son of the
Fiddle 3order and come a.:lay without a deop sense of appreciation and
understanding for tiicse who first broke the prairie sod.

Garland captures something of the courage, strength, and
heroism which the frontier demanded of its people. Portions of
A Son of The Vidd e Border t)resent a slice of frontier Americana.
As a realist Hamlin Ge,rland succeeds in recording the actual speech
and mannerisms of his characters. He captures the moments of light-
heartedness wnich the pioneer exoerienced then nature and times
were kind, but he also records the depressing and tragic times.
His personal ex.)erienc.3s with the hardships of frontier life equipped
him well to serve as an accurate reporter of this exciting epoch
in American history.

V. Francis Parkman, The Oregon Trail

A. Biographical Sketch

Francis Parkman was born in Boston in 1823. He was a sensitive
and restless child, who exhibited an enthusiasm for learning. For
a time his interests were varied, and it was not until literature
became his chief concern that his curiosity about America, past and
present, began to assert itself. A journey or two into the backwoods
whetted his ap7ctite for the frontier and the conflicting stories

of the Indians mwie him detirmined to study them for himself. He
read every available book on the subject and, having satisfied
himself with background reading, ho wont to visit the Indians in
their villazes, not as an observer living apart but rather as one
of them.

He was never strong physically, and the exercise and outdoor
living, supposed by some to make one healthy, seemed only to
aggravate and make worse his condition. In spite of his illness,
from which he was never entirely free, ho lived to be seventy.



B. Introduction 11

The titlk ef The Oree:on Tr' il is misleading. The book is not
a story of ar.-7 it nas '1"ilost nothing to do with Oregon.
It is rather a descriptLen of the st.ran'e and courageous experiences
of its author, Francis Pulikmm.

Parkman, inspired by a Lqal to ]earn at first-hand the ways of
the American Indians, went diretly to their villages and lived as
they lived. This book is a record of what he experienced. He saw
neither an elevated race of noble savages nor a degraded, super-
stitious race of brutes. He saw rather a people with the loves,
hatus, and quarrels of men. He ate as they ate, smoked their bark
and tobacco, and slept in their lodges. In this account of the
Indians, he neither dwells unnecessarily on their cruelties, nor
becomes sentimental about their virtues. Their wanton killing of
the buffalo, for example, lie neither excused nor condoned; indeed,
his treatment of tnie is representative of the entire book, for
throughout he states the facts, clearly and simply, and leaves the
judgments to the reader. his descrilAions of the country are
simple and vivid, although hi most effective descri)tions are of the
personalities of h's whtte ceman.ons and of the Indians whose lives
touched his mest

UGg;STM

I. Literature

A. General

The relationship of the literature studied in this unit to
that studied in the preceding units of the eie:hth grade materials
is based on similarity of content, and dissimilarity of form. The
subject matter, trio frontier, has implicit relationships with the
making of heroes, the journey novels, the hlstorical novels, and
the epic. Tie particular focus of the unit and the particular
works suggested as core texts, however, do not develop these implicit
relationships. Rath.r, too unit oreeents a contrast with the
preceding units, focusing mom intensely on the raw materials from
which the literary genre previously studied are made.

The teacher who wishes to develop this contrasting relationship
of the books in this unit and the books of earlier units might well
lead the student to focus on comparisons between these and earlier
books. The student might be asked to perceive the changes which
would be necessary in one of these works to make it fit the earlier
genre. How do they differ in treatment, in selection of detail
and episode, and in qualities of the characters presented?

1. The teacher with Lei abundLnce of both zeal and time who
. wishes to experiment or to relate this unit more directly to those

previously studied might consider using one of the following as a
core text:



James Fen.wre Coe:.)Jr. T. Prairie (Holt, Rinehart &

...nstcn, 19 ). (;.*.;.)

GItLar nt-.1tia (F..:agtan lafUlin, 19 ) (!:1;5.00)

C2.1 s yiastings House, Publishsrs, Inc.

).
Cr:ws VirR.inian (Pectktst Books, Inc., 19 ).

The zeal and time are required because the background
materials for the teacher, the reading and discussion questions for
tiaa students, and composition to..)ics have not been com)osed for

thss txts.

The teacher who wishes to develop the unit as a contrast to
the preceding units, as a study of tne raw materials of the hero,
of the ?ic!:,res(!ue, and historical novels, and of the elic, may

find the followinfz suggestiens helpful.

2. This unit s'1,-uld be built around the reading ; -ff' a single book-

length work, the core text. From. evaluation included in this

packet (Sea ;M:IG':.;T,D sAOCE')UAT_:8, B., "The Core Texts.") the teacher

should select th text beet suitcd to the interests and reading

ability of the class. Most of the reading of this text should be

done in class. Snould the student need to read the core book out
of class, however, the study questions in the student nacket will
serve to guide his reading.

3. The class might be pmpared for :th study of the frontier

by the following exercises:

1. Ask each pupil to find out as much as he can about the
migration of his own family.

2. Ask each student to write a comosition explaining the
migration of his family.

3. Through class discussion attempt to get the student to
establish the relationship of the process of the ex-
ploration, colonization, and westward expansion of
America to himself.

4. In the student racket, rleneral Sfudynuestions.and General
Qpnposi.ion Topics 7,..ri..11 be found. The teacher should
go carefully ow:r these with the students before they begin
readi:.g, for these questions attempt to suggest to the
studeat what ideas and details are important, what kinds
of things the students should look for in their reading.

4. In addition to th.:1 core book reading in class, each student
should read at isast one additional book from the supplementary
readinis list hich annears at the end of the Student Packet.
For this supplementary reading, the following nrocedure is

suggested:

(a) Divide the class into four groups: let Group 1 choose

books for outside reading from the titles listed in the
first section of the supplementary reading list, that
entitled "Uorld ']xploration"; Group 2, titles from the



second sectien, "Colonizatien"; Group 3, books classified as
"PioneeriraT in the :Jestern United States," the third section;

and Greup 4 from the last eectiea, eooks listed under "Space

Exploration."

(b) Guide the student in his choice of outside reading by con-
siderins his abilities and the level of difficulty presented
by the book. Very easy books are marked by a single asterisk,
books of average difficulty by two astrisks, challenging
books by three asterisks.

(c) Discuesion: after the core reading is completed and the
outside reading assignments finished, ask each group to present
a round table cr panel discus! ion in which the members consider
the book read in relation to the general study questions, the
objectives of the unit, and the works which they have previously
studied this year.

(d) One may ask all students to submit a book review. A sample
outline frcm which the students could write a short, accept-
able review is included near the end of the Student Packet.
By giving extra credit for additional reading one should
encourage able readers to read books from all four categories.

B. The Core Texts

1. The Red Pony

This book is probably the easiest of the suggested core
texts for the students to read, and perhaps to teach. Yet it has
certain disadvantages. One must, for example, explain the
necessity of the profanity in a realistic work; the brutality
cf the sene of the birth of Me11,-yts colt may need a bit of
softening for some )u oils. And while the book offers the
advantage ref fictional rather than autobiographical
presentation, it does not present the raw material of, the
frontier Ath the same immediacy as some of the other sug-
gested core texts. Certainly if the reading ability of the
class as a whcie is avarage or above, one might better use this
only as a supplementary text..

2. Roughing it

This book should be readily appreciated by readers of less
than average ability or by average readers, yet the subtlety of
the humor and the complaxity of some of the escriptions will
rewa-rd to{ intelligent percetion of the better readers as well.
Unile it off srs an eyewitness account of life on the frontier,
the account is admittedly more faithful at times to the spirit
than to the body of the frontier. Yet this text is especially
useful not only in learning about the frontier but also in
reflecting the kind of limitations imposed by the auto-
biographical mode: the "I" of the book cannot achieve heroic
proportions, even in the tall tales.



3. Prairie-Tovn Boy

This boo.: should he easily adaptable to classes of average
reading ability, although poorer readers will find it slightly

advanced. It has the disadvantages of being another first person
narrative autobiographical in or)nception, and, more seriously,
of treating a relatively late stage in the process of the devel-
opment of the frontior; of the core texts, this ono is probably
the least closely related both in form and in content to the
previous units of study for the eighth grade.

4. A Son of the Middle Bonier

portions of this novel book aee not centrally con-
concerned with the frontier, the book is especially good in
terms of the unit because it succeeds in suggesting something of

the impact of the traditions and culture of the east on a
sensitive and intelligent western mind. even average
readers may strug,;le with parts of the book, it should be
appropriate for a class composed prinei.ally of average or above
average readers.

The teacher might well summarize Chapters XXVI through
X::IX and present them to the class orally. These chapters
pres3nt Garland's experiences in Boston as a student of literature,
a lecturer in American literature, and an instructor in
literature in the School of Oratory. The teacher night choose
to read -1.oud those chapters to tine class, stopping to explain
and give background as it is needed for pupil understanding.

If pupils are capable of and eyr)ected to read these
chapters, the teacher must prepare them in advance to comprehend
the literary terms, realism and romanticism. Nathaniel Hawthorne,
the reader will discover, h%d great appeal for the young
Hamlin, who explained:

Our school library at that was pitifully small
and ludicrously orescriptiw?, but its shelves held a few
of the fine old classics, Scott, Dickens and Thackeray--
the kind of books which can always be had in sets at

very low pricesand in nosing about among these I fell,
one day, upon, two small red volumes called Mosses from
an Old Manse. Of course I had road of the author, for
these books were listed in My Flistory'of American Lit-
erature, but I had never, up to this moment, dared to
oeen one ef them. I was a d.. scoverer

I turned a ?age or two, and instantly my mental horizon
widened. hen I had finished the Artist of the Beautiful,
the great Puritan romancer had laid his s3e1l upon me
everlastingly (A Son of the Middle Border, Chapter XVIII).

Later, the realists were to have far More influence on
Hamlin Garland as a writer:



The msst vital lit-rar7 man in all America at this time

was sill: am Dean EsuCils 1,ho was in thy: full tide of his

. . . All thr thu ..,Ighties, reading

*,1.)sts1 was di'sid,sd Ints -- those who liked

How,:.ls and th se vlho fou3ht ani the most fiercely

dobsted question th clubs was wheth,:x his heroines

were trhe to life or wheth ,r they were carf.catures. .

for me, having osgun my literary career (as the

rt,ader may roc0.11) by assaulting this leader of the

rsalistic school I had ended, naturally, by becoming his

public advocate (Chapter XXIX).

The studbnts will need to know something of both Hawthorne

aad Howolls and authors such ac lihitman, Stephen Crane,

Edwin Iarkham, Joaquin Miller and Jack London, who are mentioned

frequently in this section. Comparisons of Garland's work with

one or two of the writrs mentioned might prove interesting and

fruitful as a class riroject.

The Oren Trail

This book presents the most formidable reading problem

among the core t-xt 'el. and perhaps should not be chosen unless

the slsss is above average in reading ability. Yet this text

offers r,:wards as well as in it offers principally an

objective, factuaj_, and istailed oloturo of a primitive phase

of the frontie; it offers finally, in the form and treatment

givon tha subject msttor, a marked contrast to earlier books

studied this yesr.

II. Language

Language materials are contained in the Studsnt Packet under

"General Composition Assignments, -.siting the Com )osition." If

the core text chosen contsins dialect, teaching procedures for this

topic may cc found the ninth-grsde unit, "Dialect."

III. Composition

In additios to the suggestions under "I. Literature" which are

directly related to particular selections, a number of general and

particular topics are ginsn in the Student Packet. The teacher may

wish to choose assignments frdm among them. It is recohimended that

emph,Isis be placed on the qualities mentioaed under "General Composition

Assignm,nts" in the student Packet.

.3 I.CTIVITI.L
e

Records of frontier ballads on films of. Indian or frontier life are

helpful if they %re available. A,dramati,Ltion (see Svnlom,sntsry List

for suggestions) slecsed by the teEtchor or written by the students

would make an excellent conclasion for tais unit,.
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CORE TEXTS: No core
in this

tJUPPLEMENTkRY Ta.TS:

OUTLINE:

1.

text. All the es essential materials for the unit are included
packet.

Those teachers preferring to use a text book might consider
Neil Postman, Harold Iftrine, and Grcta Norine, Discovering
Your Laws= (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Iiinston, Inc.,
1757This book, making use of the inductive method of
teaching grammar, is particularly aimed at the junior high
school student. Tarts Two, Three, and Four correspond to
the materials covered in the seventh grade unit, "Form
Classes," Parts Five and Six could be used with advantage in
this unit. Part Cne could be used with the ninth grade unit
on "The History of the Language."

General Introduction
Bibliogral,hy

Suggested Procedures
I. Introduction

II. Review of Form Classes
III. Grammaticality
IV. Kernel Sentences
V. Basic Sentence Patterns

VI. Subject and Predicate
VII. Prepositional Phrases

VIII. Transformations
IX. Headwords
X. Subordination

XI. Verhals
XII. Compounding

XIII. Immediate Constituents
XIV. Summary Activities

GENERAL INTRODUCTION:

The language units of the junior high school curriculum attempt to deal in a
systematic way with phenomena of the English language that English speakers already
know in an unsystematic way. It is especially important that these units be
treated with an inductive approach, that the student be permitted to observe his
language and stake his conclusions about how it operates. Students across the whole
spectrum of intelligence are able and eager to follow this approach to language.
They can make their observations about their language quickly and generally retain
the descriptions of language they have made for an impressive length of time.

The observations that these units lead the student to make are observations
based upon the most recent findings of linguistic scholarship in the effort of that
discipline to describe the characteristics and the operations of the English
language as it is used by English speaking people. The units make no attempt to
prescribe "rules" or shibboleths in order to restrict or restrain the language
explorations of students. They deal with a description of English--its systems of
sounds, graphemic representation of sounds (writing), its grammatical structure,
its lexicon, its history, its variety and flexibility. The "grammar" units center
around the major grammatical devices of modern English, most notably the meaningful
forms which words assume and the word order patterns which English utterances assume.



2.

This unit on "Syntax" is particularly con3orned with investigating and describing
the common syntactical, or word order, patterns of English sentences.

In the study of language It is important that the teacher distinguish between
two types of objectives: content objects-^s anc Allis objectives. Generally,
the content objectives relate to a knowledge of the "structural" and "hortatory"
qualities of the English language. The attainment of skills objectives implies an
ability to make use of knowledge outside the field of the knowledge itself. For
instance, one objective in semantics is that the student know the definitions of
the terms "connotation" and "denotation"; but another objective is that he be
able to recognize the connotations and denotations of actual words. Correspondingly,
in the area of syntax, a knowledge of basic sentence patterns is a content objective,
but the ability to bring variety to writing through the variation, expansion,
contraction, etc., of sentence patterns is a skills objective. While knowledge
of content may be evaluated by simple recitation of facts, skills content may be
evaluated only as the student is able to introduce a variety of syntactic structures
into his writing or recognize and analyze various aspects of meaning. If the student
is to attain attitudes toward language which will allow him to be master of the
verbal symbol, the to.acher must remember that his attitude must maintain the
impartiality and objectivity ol b%dirrEific description. This attitude can be
carried into classroom instruction if the stu.lc:ri.. is given the opportunity to
make his own obsevvations about the nature of the 3anguzet. We must remember
that language is an exciting phenomenon about which our knowledge is still
incomplete--but it is a tool, not a demon. The skills objectives for Qiq unit
will appear and be applied theoretically in nearly all the student's language
activities--especially in the composition and literature activities yet to face
him, just as the knowledge of language "content" has come to him through all his
language experiences. The specific content objectives of this unit are (1) to
review the form classes, (2) to become familiar with ten basic sentence patterns,
and (3) to increase versatility in written expressions by means of use of
subordinate clauses, relative clauses, prepositional phrases, verbals, and
compounded structures.

This unit is so closely related to other units on language in the junior high
school curriculum that all the units together should be considered as a single
body of instruction. This means that the teacher of this unit should study and
be familiar with the materials included in the other units. The materials of this
unit are most closely related to the seventh grade unit on "Form Classes," but
they are also closely related to the seventh grade units "The Dictionary" and
"Spelling," the eighth grade unit on "Word Choice and Semantics," and the ninth
grade units "The History of the Language," "Dialects," and "Phonology." These
relationships are so close that we repeat: the teacher of this unit should be
familiar with the whole body of junior high materials on language. NOTE: The
teacher should especially reread the materials in the "General Aids" section of
the "Form Classes" unit; there is a good deal of information there directly
applicable to and eminently useful for the teaching of this unit.

The teacher too should be aware that the student comes to the rather formalized
study of language in this unit with an overwhelming background of language experience
and with a rather carefully conducted exposure to language matters in the K-6
units of the curriculum. These junior high units tend to formulate and analyze
concepts that have already been considered rather informally in previous units.
Throughout the K-6 levels, language is taught by exhibiting rather than describing,
by example rather than by prescription or descriptive analysis. The attention of
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students is directed toward the sow of to lonixage through their study of
phonics and through various simple devices Idch exhibit the intonation patterns
of the language; the simplest irrlieat,ions of phonology for spelling and
punctuation are given some attention. Since students "know" much English morphcloey
simply because Znglish is their tongue, almost no attention is given morphology
at the elementary level and no attention whatsoever is given to trying to teach
children hairsplitting "do's" and "don't's" concerning their use of the forms of
words. Students will, however, have had some study of morphology in the work with
word roots, prefixes, and suffixes which accompanies their reading work. In the

area of syntax, students will have worked with various exercises which indicate
to them the syntactic possibilities of the language. The basic syntactic patterns,
expanded word groups using individual words, phrases, clauses, verbals, etc., will
have been exhibited to them. They will '.,.eve p1yod with the simple transformation
patterns. From their study of literature, they mill have encountered various
regional and social dialects; in explaining literary passages, they may have been
asked to make what amounts to semantic judgments. However, most of this work
will have be IL directed toward making them aware of the nature and the possibilities
of their language by observing the familiar. At the junior high level, students
are asked not only to see but to describe; they are asked to learn to objectify
their knowledge of the language in terms of a descriptive system.

A NOTE =ERVING THE 1964 REVISION:

The 1964 revision of the unit on syntax has consisted chiefly of the addition
of a number of exercises which observe and otherwise utilize passages, sentences,
phrases, and words from the various works read in the eighth-grade literature
units. The addition of these exercises is designed to provide a greater bond
betwem this language unit and the other units studied in this grade. Therefore,
the added exercises are of considerable importance and should be given especial
attention. should not, however, be 11RM to the pxclusion of the other
materials and exercises to be found in the unit, for they are largely built upon
the concepts that can only be got inductively by the student through his work with
the other materials and exercises. Nor must all the materials, old and new be used
by the teacher. He should, rather, choose from the materials available only those
which will suit his particular classroom situation best and which will, at the
same time, lead his students inductively to a thorough understanding of the

syntactic nature and potentiality of modern English.

After a general knowledge of syntax has been acquired by the student at the
beginning of the year, many of the exercises in this unit could be approached
later in conjunction with the literature units. In fact, such a procedure is
highly encouraged so that the student will become aware of syntactic methods and
practices in real situations, that is, in the literature that he encounters
in the eighth grade.

Since a general knowledge of syntactic possibilities is more desirable if
this knowledge can be applied by the student to his own writing, those exercises
or portions of exercises, especially those involving "model-writing," which
encourage the student to apply his knowledge should be given particular attention
and should be allotted sufficient time for successful execution.

The specific materials which have been added to the unit in the 1964 revision

are the six review exercises under Part G of the Review of Form Classes; the whole
JP'
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of the section on Grammaticality; the whole of the section on Kernel Sentences;
the six review exercises under Part H of the section on Basic Sentence Patterns;
the whole of the section on Headwords; the exercises under Part G of the section
on Subordination; Parts E, F, G, and H in the section on Compounding; and the
whorAof the last section containing SUMP,ry Activities.

The materials in the Student Packot are made up wholly of exercises. These
correspond in outline to the same exercises in the Teacher Packet; however, all of
the suggested procedures and the expected answers to questions have been omitted.
These exercises have been reproduced in the Student Packet to facilitate their
use, and they will require orderly introduction and continuous administration by
the teacher.
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1940). The first "scientific" study of American English, a significant mark
in the study of English grammar, and of great influence upon all subsequent
American grammars of consequence, this is indispensable reading for all
teachers cf English.

--The Structure of Enrilish (New York: Harcourt, Brace, 1952). A study of
spoken English (the former book studies written Englisn), with radically new
terminology, this is the most influential and perhaps the best written
"structural" grammar.

Ives, Sumner. A New Handbook for Writers (New York: Knopf, 1960). A handbook for
freshman English in college, this text has a structural approach but largely
traditional terminology.

Lloyd, Donald J., and Warfel, Harry R. American EnglishinItsCulralSettin
(New York: Knopf, 1956). A book with full structural approach, this one
has no clear market: it falls somewhere between a textbook for freshman
English in college and the general tradebook audience.

Long, Ralph B. The Sentence and Its Parts (Chicago: The University of Chicago
Press, 1961). This grammar is a description of the structure of standard
American English, distinguished by its thoroughness and by its attention to
the forms of the living language.

Lowth, Robert. A Short Introduction to English Grammar (London, 1762). This is the
grand-daddy of subsequent English grammars for schools. A Latin grammar Eliglish-
ed, with a good bit of prescriptive usage based on Latin and "logic" thrown in,
it has been openly and covertly scissored-and-paste-potted for nearly two
centuries, often, alas, in ignorance.
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National Council of Teachers of English. Linguistics in the Classroom (1964)
Newsome, Verna L. Structural Grammar in 1.::e_i7;1;7)C7TRIggikee: Wisconsin

Council of Teachers of English, 19ai: treatment of structural
grammar, especially helpful to the classroom teacher whose previous
experience with linguistics is limited.

Roberts, Paul. English Sentences (Now York: Harcourt, Brace, and World, 1962)
-.Understanding Grammar New Harper, 1954). A transitional grammar,
this beet explains and reconciles logical, functional, and formal points of
view. By the time the book appeared, Roberts had "gone structural."

--Patterns of English (New York: Harcourt, Brace, 1957). This is a
structural grammar for high school use.

--Understandinginglish (New York: Harper, 1958). A handbook for freshman
English in college, with full structural approach.

Sledd, James. A Short Introduction to English GraTmar (Chicago: Scott, Foresman,
1959). A structural approach, with, for the most part, traditional
terminology, this covers phonology, morphology, and syntax and has a fine
chapter on applied grammar--a discussion of problems of English prose
style.

Sweet, Henry. New English Grammar_, 2 volumes (Oxford, 1892, 1898). Of first
importance, this is a logical and historical grammar; it is the bravest
attempt at a logical grammar ever made--though Sweet soon abandons the
logical approach. His logical basis is Lockean psychology and Newtonian
physics.

Whitehall, Harold. Structural Essentials of English (New York: Harcourt,
Brace, 1956). A structural approach to written English, with new and to
some extent individual terminology, this is a short and exciting book, but
not entirely consistent: Whitehall's treatment of connectives is logical,
not structural.

Zandvoort, Robert. A Handbook of English Grammar (London: Longmans, Green,
1957). A traditional book, but, like L:weet and Curme, rich in details.

SUGGESTED PROCEDURES:

I. Introduction

The materials included among the suggested procedures for teaching this
unit are so arranged that the student can proceed inductively to an analysis of
the structural characteristics of the common sentence patterns of the English
language. These materials include passages to be used for student analysis.
The unit is arranged into separate lessons, not necessarily designed to be covered
in any specific class period. Teachers are encouraged to proceed at a rate in
accordance with the abilities of the class, going neither so slowly as to
create boredom and disinterest nor so rapidly as to prohibit Adequate-time for
the students to observe and analyze their language.

The teacher can encourage continuous activities in connection with thi'S
unit much like those of the "Form Classes" unit: language notebooks, charts of
structural characteristics of language; vocabulary lists of new gram/I-tic/A terns, etc,
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Again, since there is little hom.ewook. involved with =As
unit, the teacher migtht n.alce frequent use of "pop" quizzes.
The teacher must i.n:rd ne:Innst such activities and quizzes
becoming drill or busy inCnctive, scientific
ap7reach (even a controfled, arttficial one) has the advantage
of creatjne in the student some cf the excitement and pleasure
of discovery; the "stndy of gralaniar" can only too readily
be turned into the drudgery and stifling monotony of drill.

The materials in this racket are Intended to be self-
explanatory and they are intended to be fairly complete.
Most of the sentences the students will examine may be
placed on the blackboard, althourh occasionally printed
materials in a few areas ought to be made available to the
students. If the teacher needs more materials for his own
infornation, he should refer to the bibliography contained
in this unit.

II. Review of Form Classes

Since a student's development of syntactical concepts
depends upon recognition of the four form classes--nouns,
verbs, adjectives, and adverbs--the syntax unit starts
out with an inventory and exercises for review.

"The form classes--formerly called parts of speech- -
include nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs. We can
identify these four form classes by three primary criteria:
inflectional suffixes, word order, and derivational suffixes."

Have the class:
(1) Copy this statement on alternate lines of a sheet

of paper.
(2) Above each word, mark the abbreviation of the form

class for t:,at word. The abbreviations are W, V,
Adj, and Adv.

(3) Above the function words, simply mark F.

This short inventory will tare a very few minutes.
Its results will allow you to determine which students
need review in which form classes and for what reasons.
Group your class according to their review needs. Those
students who have no acquaintance with the determination of
form classes should be tale hack to the seventh grade
unit on this subject. Use the following exercises for review
and reinforcement only where the students need them.

A. Form classes determined by inf leatiot41.. auff.

Finally the movies_ ended. Ten boys walked to the
malt sLop. Three boys ordered chocolate milk shakes.
Jack and Joe wanted the biggest sundaes. The others
decided upon cokes. All of them ordered french fries
naturally. Two waitresses were busily writing their
orders.



Consider the preceding para,fraph win the students:

1. Remember that we have certain clues to use in identifying
the form classes of English words. Look at the underlined
words in this passage. Organ:. Le them into groups according
to inflections. You may not remember what the word means,
but we may redefine it when we get through with our organ-
ization of words.

Group I Group II

movies ended
boys walked
boys ordered
shakes wanted
sundaes decided
others ordered
cokes writing
fries
waitresses
orders

Group III

biggest

Group IV

finally
naturally
busily

7

In studying form classes we found that certain form
classes had certain suffix endings which marked them as
members of their own group of words. This passage has
pointed out four typical inflectional suffixes, one for
each of the four form classes. What is the inflectional
suffix for the noun? (-s) What are the inflectional suffixes
in this passage for the verb? (-ed and -ing) For the adjective?
(-est) And for the adverb? (-1y)

2. These are examples of the inflections we use in English,
but these are not all of the inflections we can use.
Reword the paragraph so that you will make use of
another inflection of the verb. (There will be two
possibilities:

(a) Finally the movie ends. A boy walks to the
malt shop. He orders a chocolate milk shake.
Some other boy wants the biggest sundae.
Another decides upon a coke. He orders French
fries naturally.

Or:
(b) Finally the movie is ending. Ten boys are

walking to the malt shop. Three boys are
ordering milk shakes. Jack and Joe are wanting
the biggest sundaes. The others are deciding
upon cokes. All of them are ordering French
fries naturally.)

In paragraph (a), the inflection -ed has been removed from
the verbs, and -s substituted. What other change has
taken place in the make-up of the words? (The nouns
have lost their inflectional suffixes.) What does the
loss of the -s suffix on the noun indicate? (Shift from



plural to sin,.ular.) what number, singular or plural,
are oil of the nouns in front of the verbs? (.sJ-ingular)
Try to put 'C'et6C nouns in front of the -s ending verbs- -
movies, boys, others, all of ther. Are they idiomatic,
typical of tae way wu in Lnlish? (Ao) What
conclusion c. n you reach about verbs ending-ift--.s?. (Sin-
gular nouns position in .:":rnt of them.) Now try "I" or
"you" in front of the -s endii verb_s;.I"_and,!you"
are simfular. ('hey do not position in front of
-s inflected verbs.) This characteristic can be
stated: present tense verbs following third person
singular nouns end in -s.

In oaragraph (b), the inflection -ed has been removed from
the verbs and -lug substituted. :hat other change has
taken dace in the make-up of the sentences? ('Is" and
"are" have been used before the -ing inflected verbs.)
Can you thin', of any other words wnich could be used
instead ef "is" or "are'? if so, whnt? (Was or were)

3. le can Po back very quickly and recall t',,To additional
inflectional suffixes of tie noun. On a sheet of paper
write this short oark,ralb:

The school's movie ended. JacP:'s father then took
the hors to znith's malt sop. The sLop's
coi:es and sal:es are the best in town.

What are the additIonal inflections of the noun? Ps
a.:d -sf)

4. In your notebooks set up a chart of the inflectional
suffixes for the four :Corn classes:

Nouns Verbs Adjectives Adverbs
-s -ed -est -ly
-es -ing
-'s -s (:present
-3' tense, 3od person,

nanv words in the Lnglish language can be used
without inflecLi3ns, this is only one criterion to be
used in t.:e identtlication of form classes, and it should
be considered w:ith the other three criteria.

B. Form classes determined by derivational affixes.

The tratable tratnent tratified trntwiso.
The vlaous vlatait7 vlailizes the ronny rontion.
The blanary blaner blanates vlamously.
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1. These nonsense words are set into the framework of an English sentence,
because, without being able to give any meaning to these nonsense words,
we do observe familiarities about these sentences. What is familiar to
an English speaker in these sentences? (Function word "the," certain
suffixes on words)

Organize the nonsense words into groups: (Chances are, students will do this
by root.)

tratable vlamous ronny blanary
tratment vlamity rontion . blaner
tratified vlamizes blanates
tratwise vlamously

You can recognize some of these words from their inflectional suffixes.
Which are these? (Tratified, viamized, blanates, vlamously)

Now we can organize these words into form classes by putting three of these
in the verb classification.

Nouns Verbs Adjectives Adverbs
tratment tratified tratable tratwise
vlamity vlamizes vlamous vlamously
rontion,
blaner

blanates ronny
blanary

Try to rewrite the nonsense sentences into English sentences. (Possibilities:
The agreeable agreement glorified schoolwise.)

2. Change the following words to nouns:*
1. appreciate appreciation
2. apply
3. agree
4. attach
5. jump
6. achieve
7. run
8. preach
9. marry

10. conquer
11. pure
12, superior
13. wbak
14. happy

3. Change the following words to verbs:
1. beauty beautify
2. deputy
3. terror

pure
lo". vital
6, glory
/. -false
8. sharp
9. soft

* Taken trcuL biscoverin Your Lan a e Postman, Morine, and Morinei -(flew York
1963), pp, .
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4. Tell

10. strength
11. hyponotist
12. black
13. power
14. prison
15. friend
16. nomination

what form class each word
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
8.

9.

10.

11.

12. value
13. danger
14. marvel
15. glamor
16. comfort

5. Take the suffixes you have applied to words and list the ones
which make nouns under "nouns," the ones which make verbs under
"verbs," etc. Keel.) this list and keep adding to it. You
will find that there are certain derivational suffixes and
affixes too which are typical of a certain form class.

is. Change
rely reliable
hope
courage
beauty
wood
dirt
fear
agree
play
detach
faith

each one to adjective.

C. Form classes determined by function word

Finally movie ending. boys
malt shop. Three boys ordering milk

Jack Joe wanting biggest sundaes.
deciding cokes. All them

French fries.

walking
shakes.

others
ordering

1. Considering the preceding "blankety-blank" paragraph:

Do you understand the meaning of this paragraph? (Probably
yes.) This is not the way we speak English, however under-
standable the meaning is. Function words in English lay the
groundwork; they make the outline into which we fit out mean-
ingful words--the form classes. Make a list of function words
which would fit into the above slots. (the, is, are, to, and,
etc.)

2. Now enlarge this list and include after each function word
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the form class word which follows it, and identify Its
form class.

the MO Vie noun
is encl,ng verb
the boys noun
are walking verb
to
the malt shop noun
are ordering verb
and Joo noun
are wanting verb
the biggest adjective
The others noun
are deciding verb
upon cokes noun
of them pronoun
are ordering verb

3. Our English language is full of marker words: words
which mark nouns, words which mark verbs, words which
mark adjectives and adverbs. Expand the list you
just started to include other function words.

Doun markers
Noun Determiners
Prepositions
Connectives may mark
or clauses.

Verb mar':ers
Auxiliaries

any of the form

Adjective and
Adverb markers

Intensifiecs
classes, phrases

D. Form classes determined by word order.

word order is tae most valid test o the form class of a word;
students will decide this for themselves after they have had
experience with form classes. since the determination of
form class by means of word order is so closely related to
syntax, this particular review is cursory. The investigation
of syntax will reinforce the students' ability to identify
form classes.

1. The birds
2. The late show
3.
4. The
5, The

He
young girls
new teacher

twittered.
started.
started
mixed
assigned

the old oar.
many mud pies.
the lesson.

1, 14e have columns of words here for you to investigate.
You find the words in the first and the foarth columns
similar. ghat do you call these words? (Noun-determiners)
Zou know just from the name of the word what form class
Will follow noun determiners. : which one will? What
iz_the noun in the first sentence9 (birds) Are all
thewords La that coluna-mouns? :Yes) How do you 'snow
that? (Girls ends in the inflection of the noun. All
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of the rent follow the noun-deuertor, ,Ath the c.ldjoctive coming in
between the noun-determiner and the noun.) What statement can you make
about the appearance of the noun? (It can follow a noun-determiner; an
adjective can come in between the noun-determiner and the noun.)

2. You have made an observation about the position of the noun. In making
that statement you also identify one spot which the adjective can
take. What would that be? (The adjective can come in between the noun-
determiner and the noun; it precedes a noun.)
If this statement is true, find another column of adjectives in the
sentences. (Sixth column)

What form class are the words in the seventh column? (Nouns) Why?
(They follow adjectives; they follow noun-determiners.

(a) Birds
Birds
boy
girl
team

(b) loveliest
colorful
tall
industrious
successful

sing
sing
played
polished
won

birds
birds
boy
girl
team

songs
game
desk
game

sing
sing

played
polished
won

beautiful
good
school
final

.

songs
game
desk
game

(1), We have columns of words here for you to investigate. Look at set

(a). What form class of words are in the first column and how do
you know? (They are nouns; two of them end in -s; all of them
could take an -s ending.)
What kind of function word could you perhaps put in front of these
first column words? (Noun-determiner)
What form class of words are in the second column and how do you
know? (Verbs; there are some that have the -ed inflection.)
What form class words appear in the third column? (Nouns again)

What criteria about the word order of form classes can you figure
out from these basic sentences? (Nouns come before verbs; nouns
can follow verbs; verbs can follow or precede nouns.)

(2) Now look at set (b). Here we have more columns--more slots to
fill. What new form 'class of words comes before what form class?
(Nouns) Can you tell by inflectional or derivational suffixes
what form class this new one might be? What are some of the
siffixes which appear here? (-ful, -est, -ious, -al) This form class

is called adjectives. What criteria can you formulate for the
appearance of the adjective? (It can come before the noun.)

(3) In set (b) of sentences we are going to create a vacant column at the
very beginning of the sentence, and one at the very end of the

sentence. Fill in these two slots for each sentence. Do the words
that you filled in those slots have any similar forms? (Possibilities
might include easily, well, today, etc. The students might be able to

observe the -ly inflection of the adverb.) Take these same words and
see if they will fit in some other spot in the sentence. (They will
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discover that some of the adverbs will cluster with the verb.) What
can you say is the criterion for the word order of the adverb? (It
is very mobile; it can appear at the beginning of the sentence, with
the verb, or at the end of the sentence.)

(4) Lead the students to the conclusion that English is primarily a word
order language, and that word order is the most consistently valid of
the various criteria for identifying form classes. The following
study of syntax is simply an elaboration upon this short review of
form class according to word order.

E. Review of test sentences appropriate to each of the form classes.

1. We have four main criteria for identifying form classes. What are they?
1. Inflectional suffix
2. Derivational affix.
3. Function words preceding the form class
4. Word order

2. By remembering that in English
(1) certain function words precede certain form classes, and
(2) form classes appear in certain order in English sentences,

.we can set up test sentences or test frames, for determining form class.
Set up a test frame for the noun. (The ) Why do you know that
a word fitting into that slot could be a noun? (Nouns follow the
noun-determiner, which is a function word.) Set up a test sentence for
a noun. (The walked.) How do you know that a noun would
fit into that slot? (It precedes a verb.)

3. Set up a test sentence for the verb. (They . They are
. They have .) Why are words which fit

these slots verbs? They position after nouns, or after
auxiliaries, the function words which are verb-determiners.)

4. We have observed that the adjective positions in two primary spots.
What are these? (Attributive and predicate) These are clues that
can lead you to test sentences for the adjective. (The girl.
The girl is . Warn the students that the first of
these two frames is the trustworthy one.)

5. Since mobility is one characteristic of the adverb, how would you go
about creating a test sentence for the adverb? (Students will come up
with several alternatives for this, most of them, however, admitting
other form classes. he did it. He did it . These
two will test for the a7017re7g77

Cf
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Review Exercises

Eighth graders often speak and write in cliches, often believing, because of
inexperience, that they are clever and fresh. Exercise I looks at snippets
of language mechanically and rhetorically. What form classes can fit into
these test sentences, ones more elaborate than "The ", "The
bay ", "He "? What actual words will fit into these iest sentences,
words which depart from cliches?

This type of exercise could also be used if slang or jargon became a
problem in student writing. Choose a number of examples from student
writing, substitute a slot for the offensive word, have students identify
the form class for the slot and provide a good substitute word for the slot.

At a glance you can quickly decide what form classes would go into the
slots in the right hand column; what would these be? Just as quickly you
could decide on specific words to fill these slots, but those words might be
commonplace, ordinary, trite; they might be cliches, like the ones in the
left hand column. Give careful attention to filling these slots with words
which will give fresh, unusual, and impressive appeals.

the acid test
He hit below the belt.
She heaved a sigh of relief.
a heated argument
the grapes of wrath
We live in a fool's paradise.
the first robin of spring
It flashed through my mind.
the finishing touch
I am drenched to the skin.
the dead of night
a dark horse
He cut the long story short.
a blood-curling yell
She needs no introduction.
a knotty problem
the life of the party
Do it now or never.
a nasty spill.
They are bored to death.
The coast is clear.
Now and then we do it.
a lone wolf a

the test
He below the belt.
She a sigh of relief.
a argument
the of wrath
We in a fool's paradise.
the first of spring
It through my mind.
the touch
I am to the skin.
the of night
a horse
He the long story.
a yell
She no introduction.
a problem
the of the party
Do it or
a nasty
They are to death.
The is clear.

and we do it.
wolf.

You must take extra precaution. You must extra precaution.

2. This exercise in chart form will help students to realize the possibilitiesof shifting a word from one form class to another. This is done by functional
shift, the movement of a word from one form class to another without the
addition of aerlyaional affixes.

The down from the geese will be used for pillows.
The tackle downed the ball on the ten yard line.
The down payment was reasonable.
This elevator is going down.
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The shifting of a word from one form class to another is more frequently
accomplished by the additions of derivational affixes.

In completing Exercise 2, students should be led to observe that not all the
blanks in the chart will be filled, and that some blanks may be filled with
several possibilities, i.e. strength or ...sty= may be the nouns. Capable
students could do this exercise without a dictionary. Average students
might go as far as they can without a dictionary, finishing up with one.

Stress patterns distinguish some nouns and verbs, as rebel in the chart.
Encourage students to collect examples of their own, such as increase,
address, annex, conduct, escort, frequent, insult, perfume, permit, record,
object, contest, convict, contrast, pwrint.

The words in Exercise 2 have come from the eighth grade reading. Students
might make similar charts using other words they find in their reading.
This type of activity could be related to vocabulary meanings.

Below is a chart of the four form classes, with one of the four blanks on
each vertical line filled in. You fill in as many of the vacant blanks as
you possibly can.

1. (NOUN) 2. (VERB) 3. (ADJECTIVE) 4. (ADVERB)

tyranny (t,rannize (tyrannical) (tyrannically)
.- * II r.2.bel rebellicus rebelliousi

ianit:r unify .
.......,

(weak or
.w...tsvness)

(weaken) weak (weakly)

(strong or
strength).

(strengthen) strong (strongly)

or:. 'zation omnize organiUtimaill
Ill i =9.2=1.?

organiationally)
e am, tip' ,cogi4ze zni28_10,4......

re utaticn) reoute re. table) re utabl
Authal. IIII mi mum

excel
-Apo -71galar

(excellence excellent) excellent
.r. et rophes MINI ro hetic R .rohetic

(comfortable camfort3b1Y
perpendicular (perpendicularly

.wort) clieQrt
(perpendicular or
.__Derpendicle

malignanul
V ze

zaliga.
t fin

malign= t- 14 Ant
arance a..e-r

n en env _ e envi:b_,
dignity__ Iff dieznifIr ;9011111.111
(reduction) reduce educible

.........
reducibly)

._ ,: .I611 ze '..t

Olt.. i - ce co fue co t"__ cog 1 - _'

- yIX_VitY: Illr

-m-l.r. cell.
__ .

=111-ber -.-.,..: _

tranquilizer tranquilize tranquil lIarTATEIMI
(hardnessi harden) hard hardly

* Why is the accent marked in this word? Find other examples of words which
shift form class by shifting the accent.
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3. Stuart Chase says that the average person utters 6,000 words each day. The
average teen.lager certainly utters more. How fitting that he should have an
opportunity to know a great deal about words, and to write about his well-
used assets. The teacher should be alert to possibilities for student
observation, analysis, and composition about his language.

Writing assignment (3a) might be appropriate for average students
while assignment (3b) might be appropriate for abler students.

ROUND AT THE THEATER-IN-THE4LUND, A ROUND LITTLE ACTOR COMICALLY ROUNDED
THE CORNER.

Round fills four structural slots in the sentence.

The meaning of round arises in Latin, rotundus meaning wheel. Meaning
transfers from one form class to another, rounding up additional meaning
as the semantic transitions are made.

This wheel rolls smoothly in most of the meanings of the word: to
round off or smooth the round of a chair or ladder; to form into a round for
a round dance after the completion of the round-up, perhaps accompanied by
a round of song (utilizing full, round tones), and commended by a round of
applause, and naturally followed by a meal of round steak and a round of
driflks, round a certain time of the evening; to round the numbers, to round
off the composition on the word round.

This wheel rolls less comfortably when the meaning moves to the firing
of a round of ammunition, to the plump round figure, to a rounder, or to
roundaboutness.

(1) Study this paragraph carefully, particularly observing how round works as
nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs. Not only does the word round
fit into different slots in the sentence, it also provides a great
variety of meanings.

(2). Use the word down in sentences which illustrate different meanings of
the word. Identify the form classes of the various dawns. The word
can might be another word which could work easily into this kind of
exercise. (Be sure to use down and can as function words.)

(3) Writing assignments

(a) Select one word from the following list,_and write as-many-sentences -

as possible in which the word has a different meaning. Later,
Jxchange paperz,..cnd identify the form classes of the assigned words.
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(b) Select a word from this list, and develop a paragraph about
it, using the round paragraph as a model.

dog force ball stuff
mother fence free hood
ford hook circle piece
brand frog cover water
track slice chair labor

4. "There are croakers in every country, always boding
In every country, there are croakers, always boding
In every country, always boding its ruin, there are
Always boding its ruin, there are croakers in every

"Such a one then lived in Philadelphia."
Then such a one lived in Philadelphia.
Then in Philadelphia, such a one lived.
In Philadelphia, such a one lived then.

its ruin."
its ruin.
croakers.
country.

"This gentleman, a stranger to me, stopt one day at my door."
At my door, this gentleman, a stranger to me, stopt one day.
One day at my door, this gentleman, a stranger to me, stopt.
One day at my door, a stranger to me, this gentleman, stopt.

"He asked me if I was the young man who had lately opened a new printing house

These four quoted sentences come from TIa.........giieAutobioznin
to illustrate moveables. In the first three sentences what kind of
words or structures can be moved around in the sentence? (Adverbs,
prepositional phrases, verbs ending in a noun in apposition)
What spots in the sentence can they not fit into? (They can fit into
almost any spot.)

In the fourth sentence experiment with the words to discover a moveable.
Are there any? What? (Lately)

Did Benjamin Franklin plan the best possible syntax for his sentences?
Does the meaning of the sentences change when the moveables move? (Yes
to both probably)

(4) Experiment with thesadditional sentences from Benjamin Franklin

"Rad I known him before I engaged in business, probably I never should
have done it."

"At .Last I had the pleasure of seeing him give five times as much for
one."

"The gratitude I felt toward George House has made me often more ready
than perhaps I should otherwise have been to assist young beginners."

(5) Experiment with your own sentences in your own composition. Look... at the

moveables. Place them in different spots in you. sentences. By looking

Ao at them in different spots in the sentences and by listening to them
in different spots in the sentences you van better. _defid.e orrthe-hest
possible spot.
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5. This exercuse would be especially appropriate for small group activity. Allow
six different groups to work on the six different passages. The group
members could pool their knowledge about form classes, and arrive at final
counts quickly and authoritatively.

Students will observe that the sentences from the King James Version
of the Pible (historically called "the ornate style") have few adjectives
and adverbs. The number of these modifiers do increase in the six selections,
but students may be surprised to find that the numbers of modifiers do not
equal the numbers of nouns and verbs.

Have students read aloud the results of part 2 of this exercise. They
should be able to discuss the effects of the original passages and their
rewritten passages. Take a vote on which passage is preferred. Perhaps a
very verbal member of the class might be able to explain why one passage
is preferred to the other.

The passages in Exercise 5 will be used again later in this Supplement for
syntactic purposes. Be sure to keep the counts made in this exercise so
that students may compare them to their observations about syntax.

Examine the following passages. Remember that you are making special
observations of the form classes of words.

(a) And it came to pass, when Joseph was come unto his brethren, that they
stripped Joseph out of his coat, his coat of many colours, that was on him;
and they took him, and cast him into a pit: and the pit .was empty, there
was no water in it. And they sat down to eat bread: and they lifted up their
eyes and looked, and, behold, a company of Ishmaelites came from Gilead with
their camels bearing spicery and balm and myrrh, going to carry it down
to Egypt. Genesis 37

(b) In reality, there is, perhaps, no one of our natural passions so hard
to subdue as pride. Disguise it, struggle with it, beat it down, stifle it,
mortify it as much as one pleases, it is still alive, and will every now and
then peep out and show itself; you will see it, perhaps often in this history;
for, ever if I could conceive that I had compleatly overcome it, I should
probably be proud of my humility. LlaLetismaula p. 114

(c) As he watched the bird dipped again slanting his wings for the dive
and then swinging them wildly and ineffectually as he followed the flying
fish. The old man could see the slight bulge jn the water that the big
dolphin raised as they followed the escaping fish. The dolphin were cutting
through the water below the flight of the fish and would be in the water,
driving at speed, when the fish dropped. It is a big school of dolphin, he
thotght. They are wide spread and the flying fish have little chance. Thy,
bird has no chance. The flying fish are too big for him and they go too
fast. The Old Man and the Sea, p. 31

(d) He lay down on a wide bunk that stretched across the end of the room.
In the other end, cracker boxes were made to serve as furniture. They were
grouped about the fireplace. A picture from an illustrated weekly was upon
the log walls, and three rifles were paralleled on pegs. Equipments hung on
handy projections, and score tin dishes lay upon a small pile of firewood.
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A folded tent was serving as a roof. The sunlight, without, beating upon it,
made it glow a light yellow shade. A small window shot an oblique
square of whiter light upon the cluttered floor. The smoke from the fire
at times neglected the clay chimney and wreathed into the room, and this
flimsy chimney of clay and sticks made endless threats to set ablaze the
whole establishment. heciBapre, p. 29

(e) The farmer was in his market smock. He had long, straight gray hair
and a thin, mean mouth. You could tell by looking at him he had gone into
this little business for the love of money, not for the love of freedom.

Rab had been shaken out of his usual nice balance between quick action and
caution by his passionate desire for a good gun. Otherwise he would not have
mixed himself up with such a man. Rab himself was looking a little sullen.
He was not used to defeat. What would they do to him? They might imprison
him. They might flog him. Worst of all, they might turn him over to some
tough top sergeant to be taught "a lesson." This informal punishment would
doubtless be the worst. p. 168

(f) A low undulating line of sand-hills bounded the horizon before us. That
day rode ten hours, and it was dusk before we entered the hollows and
gorges of these gloomy little hills. At length we gained the summit, and the
long-expected valley of the Platte lay before us. Wo all drew rein, and sat
joyfully looking down upon the prospect. It was right welcome; strange, too,
and striking to the imagination, and yet it had not one picturesque or
beautiful feature; nor had it any of the features of grandeur, other than its
vast extent, its solitutde and its wildness. Oregon Trail, p. 55

(1) These passages come from your seventh and eighth grade literature. You
are going to take a careful look at the smallest units of written
composition--the words. By carefully observing and analyzing words, you
will start building your own ideas about the style of a particular author's
writing. First count the nouns in one of the six passages, then the verbs,
adjectives, and adverbs. Compare the number of each form class to the total
imiaber of words in the passage. Counts of all six passages will be made by
various members of the class. Cn the blackboard make this chart which will
show the comparative proportions

Total number
of words

Nouns
1

Verbs Adjectives Adverbs

Genesis
i

Autobiography
,

.Ben Franklin

The Old Nan and
The Sea

Red Badge
of Ccurrige

Johnny
Tremain

Oregon
i

Trail
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(2) Rewrite the passages inserting considerably more of the two form classes
ranking lowest in the court.

(3) -Rewrite the passages taking out all of the adjectives and adverbs.

(4) Several of these passages, 'a' through 'f', would serve as excellent
models for model-writing. The students should attempt to write a paragraph,
using the syntax of the original passages but changing the sense to suit
themselves. The passages from Genesis, for example, might be rewritten
in the following manner:

And it came to pass, when Mr. Principal was come unto the classroom,
that we frightened Mr. Principal out of his wits, his wits of
dubious number, that were about him; and we took him, and backed
him into a corner, and the corner was bare, there was no refuge in
it. And we turned arvind to ignore him: and we lifted up our
eyes and stared, and, golly, a bunch of teachers came from
everywhere with their hands holding rulers and sticks and straps,
threatening to knock us down to size.

Likewise, the second passage might be rendered in this manner:

In reality, there is, perhaps, no object of our deep hatred so
hard to subdue as English. Sugar it, chew on it, swallow it down,
digest it, doctor it as much as you please, it is still unctuous,
and will every week or so eruct up and betray itself; we will
detest it, perhaps, often during this year; for, even if we could
believe that we had entirely assimilated it, we should probably
be sickened by its aftereffects.

These examples, admittedly, are not very inspired, nor perhaps will those
written by the students be any more so; still, the exercise of model-writing
does capture the interest of the student at the same time that it makes
h:Im more aware of the syntactic nature of the passage used as a model. And
since, as in the case of these models drawn from Genesis and Franklin's
Autobiv, some of the models contain syntactic patterns which are
largely foreign to modern writing, this sort of exercise exposes the student
to a wider range of syntactic features than he otherwise would meet.

6. It doesn't take students long to decide that word order or syntax is the
most consistently dependable method of assigning an actual word to a form
class. Here is an opportunity for him to write about his observations.
If a student decides upon inflectional s uffix, perhaps, as the most fool-
proof method, give this sentence to him:

The children walk to school every morning of the school year.

Only one inflectional suffix. The students can easily be led to the authority
of syntax for determination of form class.

An interesting accompaniment to the third writing assignment might be
a search in their literature for sentences which include no function words.
On page 2 of 71212Arling they will find a clause, "They wagged deprecatory
short tails . . ." but they will be hard put to find many; even composing
their own sentences without function words is difficult.



(1) Recall the various ways you can assign a word to one of the form
classes. Write a paragraph describing these ways. Use examples to
illustrate the ways you use to identify nouns, verbs, adjectives and
adverbs.

(2) Cne of the ways you listed in answer to question(1) is the most fool-
proof of all the ways. Write a Paragraph explaining which method of
identifying a word as a member of a certain foro class is the best. Give
examples to prove your method the best.

(3) Write your own definition of function words. Write a paragraph explain-
ing the necessity of lunatic/a words. You can make up examples which
illustrate the necessity of function words.

III. Grammaticality

This exercise directs the student to observe that he already has an unconscim
grammar machine, whereby he can recognize one group of words as being grammatical
English and another jumbled group of words as not being grammatical.

Th.'s is a good spot for the student to begin to understand, if he does not
alreat, that grammar has nothing to do with saying "It is I" instead of "It is
me." These matters of usage are so commonly considered to be grammar, that it
might be well to go to Nelson Francis in The. Structure of American English to
see what he has to say about grammar. "Grammar can be defined as the branch of
linguistics which deals with the organization of morphemic units Sord7 into
meaningful combinations larger than words. It should be noted that this
definition eliminates yet another common meaning of the word grammar as it is
used in ordinary speech. We often hear it said that a certain person !uses
good grammar,' or that a give expression is !bad grammar.' Remarks of this sort
are not usually intended as comments either about grammatical structure or about
the study thereof. Instead, they are judgments as to the appropriateness and
social acceptability of individual expressions in a given dialect."

Grammar, then, deals with the sentence, and it might be helpful to survey
some recent thinking about sentences. In by Herbert Read
says, "The sentence is a single cry. It is a unit of expression, and its various
qualities--length, rhythm and structure--are determined by a right sense of this
unity." According to Charles C. Fries in The "An English
sentence then is not a group of words as words but rather a structure made up of
form-classes or parts of speech." He classifies sentences according to an
analysis of stimulus and response. Francis defines sentences as "as much of the
uninterrupted utterance of a single speaker as is included either between the
beginning of the utterance and the pause which ends a sentence-final contour or
between two such pauses." Barbara M. W. Strang in Modern English Structure
makes a distinction between the spoken sentence-and the written sentence.

It is not sufficient for our students to think in terms of sentences being
a group of words with a subject and predicate expressing a complete thought.
In the groups of examples in Exercise 7 students will find "sentences" which do
not have subjects and/or predicates, and in the traditional sense do not express
complete thoughts. In their reading observant students will find skillfully used
groups of words which have been called seatence fragments. Students will often
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write in unskillful fraents, but they must be encouraged to write with
meaningful groups of words. If they can skillfully use a sentence fragment, as
those found in the selections from Esther Forbes and T. H. White, encourage them
to do so in mcderation. Excessive use of sentence fragments would dull their
impact, just as do other rhetorical excesses.

An especially pertinent and useful approach to sentences may be found in
The International Journal of American Linguistics, Vol. XXIX, p. 45-54, where
Viola Waterhouse writes about "Independent and Dependent Sentences." She
introduces her subject by recalling indepeadent and dependent structures in
language and extends this relationship to groups of sentences, her whole concept
being shown in the following chart, compiled from the points made in her article:

Words

t..._..._........

Phrases
(excellent school)

Independent Structure

Free Morpheme
(boy, come)

Dependent Structure

Bound morpheme
(-ing, re-, -ed)

Headword
(tf,.lhool)

Modifier
(excellent)

Within Clauses
(Crowds came at

night)

--

Subject-Predicate
Combination

(Crowds came)

Optional Peripheral
Expansions

(at night)

Within Sentences
(He mrked because he
needed the umney.) i

IN.-

Independent Clause
(He worked)

Dependent Clause
(because he needed the

money)

L

.

Within the Composition
Sequential sentences

.. .. . www

Referential sentences

.... .. . .....

Completive sentences

____,

Independent Sentence
Mr. Curtis is the
chairman of the

committee.

Jane broke her arm.
The faculty met on

Tuesday

Which one was it? .

Some were blood-
stained . .

: .

. .

.

........---

.

1

i

1

.

1

Dependent Sentence
However, he is a poor

organizer

%. M....OW I.%

.She didn't complain.

They always do.

.This one.

. No uniforms.

"Independent sentences are defined . . . as those which can occur as a
complete utterance without ambiguity, or which can initiate discourse without
necessity for some type of defining context. Dependent sentences are defined as
those which cannot occur as a complete utterance or initiate discourse without
some defining context, and which are designated.

(1) Additive or sequential, formally marked by a sequence-marking particle
-

or phrase._iticamples*:" sentences marked by sequence markers such as however,
. --tearltrencie, similarly, thus, etc.
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(2) Substitutional or referenU:L1, formally marked by the presence of an
anaphoric sulsstItuto without identifl.ed referent in the same sentence.
Examples: the first sentence in mhe Old Ilan and the Sea starts out with
a referential sentence in which the personal pronoun h e has no identified
referent in the same sentence; sentences with proverbs, "I honestly would,"
"We all cl,:.$" Tow I do not," "Perhaps -au will."

(3) Truncated or completive, marked by an incomplete structure, i.e.
composed of only part of the structure considered obligatory to a full
independent sentence. Examples: (Mich one was it?) "This one,"
(How does it look?) "Pretty good."

One of the values of Viola TJaterhousels discussion is that it calls
attention to the dependence of same full sentences to others within the
paragraph; hence, her consideration goes beyond our general concept of dependence,
which is limited to structures smaller than the sentence.

1.
a. The glashly shidoits latotated through the bluntite viviandals.

Rampotishly, the hantrible drotters brobodized man,' very tremish walletments..
In the trantions, every dratful bli.nsion chrinshed and hankly ranshed.
Fransly they strimped the vropet, yes veer fransly.

b. Three plus seven are equal to twelve.
The capital of the United States is located in Lincoln, Nebraska.
Coca-Cola is one of the 102 natural and man-made elements.
Aunt Jane waters her plants with catsup.

c. Joe fancy new bicycle bought himself for.
principal the walked into auditorium the.
Aunt Jane waters water with nlants her.
Hydrogen elements is. one the of.
D.C. 1lashington capital is the located in, not Nebraska Lincoln

d. "Can't you," he howled miserably under the door, "turn me into something
chile I'm locked up like this?"

"I can't r:etthe spells through the key-hole."
PThrough.the What?"
"The KEY-HOLE."
Huh:"

"Are 'rote there?"

nYes."
nEllizt?

ullhat?fl

"Confusion take this shouting:" Once and Future King

e. The dog bit the postman. The 4-H Club planted the seeds.
The postman bit the dog. The seeds planted the 4-H Club.

f. Everywhere else in the village was silence.
The music, small as the chirping of a cricket; filled that silence.
Down the road came twenty or thirty tired and ragged merles_
Some were bloodstained.
70 uniforms.
A curious arsenal of weapons.
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The long horizontal light of the sinking sun struck into their faces and
made them seem alike.

Thin-faced in the manner of Yankee N.en.
High cheek-boned. Johnny Tremala

g. Nay favorite novel was Johnny Tremain.
Composed by Esther Forbes.
Because it was a historical novel.
I read it from cover to cover. (Student

h. Him and me went to the show.
He and I Lent to the show.

theme)

I done it.
I did it.

What eighth-grader hasn't heard the word grammar? All have heard the word,
but few could define it for the purposes of this English class. Many would say
that grammar is good or bad; good rxiammar would be saying, "He and I went to
the show," rather than "Him and me went to the show." Others might way, "All
students have to learn some rrammar." And the teacher might comment, "We are
going to investigate English structural grammar." Obviously the words grammar
are used differently here; you will come hack and decide upon the meaning of the
word you want to use after you have observed the possibilities of language
displaed on the previous page.

(1) Pick out the groups of sentences or utterances which sound like the
English lanmage to you. (All groups except c are grammatical.)

(2) Do you always understand every word in an English sentence? (No)

(3) Do you understand every word in rf:roup a? (11o) Are the sentences in
group a grammatical? (Yes, they sound as though their syntax is right.)

(b) In group b, four completely false and ridiculous statements are made,
but could an English speaker make those statements? (Yes) Are all English
sentences statements of true fact? (No)

(5) What is happening in group d? (Conversation) Do you consider "I can't
get the spells thrnugh.the key-hole" a sentence? (Most students will.) Do
you consider "through the what?" a sentence? (Yes) Is it all right for a
person to speak that way? (Yes) Is it all right for a person to write that
way? (Yes)

(6) Exactly the same words make up the first two sentences in group e.
Since the exact same words make up the two sentences, do their mean
exactly the same thing? (No) Why not? (Because of word order) Does that
apply to the last two sentences? (Yes) Ilat does this example tell you
about the English language, something you have already observed? (Word
order or sTntax is all-important in English.)

(7) If you were to trite in a theme of your on "Composed by Esther Forbes"
as a complete sentence, your teacher'.would mare that as a sentence fragment or
an inccmplete sentence. Why would a teacher not permit you to have a
sentence like that, when Esther Forbes has a sentence--it begins with a
capital letter and ends with a period--"Thin-faced in the manner of Yankee
men."?



(8) Why are the groups of words in .roup c not sentenceswhy are they not
grammatical? (Syntax is wron.) Rearrange them into grammatical utterances.

(9) How many members of the class believe that all four sentences in group
h display grammaticality? Are these all sertences that English speakers
might speak? (Yes)

In answering these cuestions you have observed the following about
grammatical sentences, or grammaticality (check the meaning of the suffix -ity
in your dictionary; what form class does it identify?).

Grammaticality is the ordering of words into sentences in a way that is
meaningful to the English speaker and the English listener.

Grammaticality is the unconscious using of syntax.
Grammaticality is a skill developed by an English speaker by the age of six.

Grammaticality is not concerned with the usage of certain words, the vocabulary
definition of words, or statements of truth or falsehood.

IV. Kernel Sentences

This is the type of activity which could easily be adapted to any literature
the students are reading. It gives the students an opportunity to observe the
limitless tars sentences may be expanded.

The terminology, kernel sentence, comes from Paul Roberts in English Sentences.
"When we try to describe English, we find that we get the shortest and neatest
description if we suppose that it consists of two fundamentally different kinds
of sentences. There is first of all a kernel or base--a rather small set of
sentence types which Ee have here called basic sentences. All the rest
of English is transformation. That is, all the more complicated sentences of
English can be explained as deriving from the basic sentences. Given the kernel,
the set of basic sentences, we can describe the great variety of English by
explaining the rules by which complicated sentences are made out of basic
sentences."

The teacher should work closely with the student here, encouraging
expansion until the kernel sentences consume the length and the character of
the original, fuAy-expanded sentences.

The kernel sentences in Exercise A come from these Johnny Tremain
sentences:

1. On Rocky Islands gulls yoke.
2. Silently they floated in on the town, but when their icy eyes sighted the

first dead fish, first hits of garbage f-rout the ships and wharves, they
began to scream and quarrel.

3. The cocks in Boston back yards had long 1:efore cried the coming of day.
4. Now the hens were also awake, scratching, clucking, laying eggs.
5. Cats in malt houses, rranaries, shin holds, mansions and hovels caught a

last mouse, settled dovn to rash their fur and sleep.
6. Ti hundreds of houses sleepy women yoke sleepier children.

7. Rad so, in a crooked little house at the head of Hancock's Uharf on crowded
Fisa Otreet, hrs. Lopham stocd at the foot of a ladder leadin to the attic
where her father-in law's apprentices slept.
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8. He was a rather skinny boy, neither large nor small for fourteen.
9. He watched the gulls, so fierce and beautiful, fighting, and screaming

among the ships.
10. As an appretir4 he was little more than a slave until he had served

his master seven years.
11. Then he took the key to the shop out of his pocket as though he owned it.
12. He was a peaceful, kind, remote old man.

The kernel sentences in Exercise B come from the following:

1. This fish just moved away slowly and the old man could not raise him an inch.
The Old !an and the Sea

2. During my flying training, I had girl traigil, too. God Is My Co-Pilot, p. 42
3. It was the most marvellous room that he had ever been in. Sword and the Stone,

p. 30
14. SIcmlyand solemnly, one behind the other, four long trains of oxen and four

emigrant wagons rolled over the crest of the 10.11 and gravely descended,
while R rode in state in the van. The Oregon. p. 51

5. Don Quii7g7Enrstood him very well, and wiEriFiit calmness answered him.
Don Quixote, p. 47

6. On the slope to the left there was a long row of guns, gruff and maddened,
denouncing the enemy, who, down through the woods, were forming for another
attack in the pitiless monotony of conflicts, Red Badge of Courage, p. 168

7. Mr. Lyte was talking as informally as though he and Br. Dana were alone
together,Eitting at a tavern, cracking walnuts, drinking Madeira.

Johnny Tremain, p. 81
8. Mr. Hancock ues comfortably seated in the one71707177177h was kept in

the shop for patrons. Johnny Tremain, p. 13
9. on the next day we tralrenerrAFEMT: crossing the wide sterile basin

called "Goche's Hole." Cregon Trail, p. 217
10. It was a cold wet eveniniay happen even toward the end of August.

Sword and Stone, p. 73

A. Here is a colletltion of sentences which yoU might expect to find in a first
grade primer. In the eighth grade, these may be called kernel sentences.
They contain the headwords which are vital as the skeleton of the sentences.
First, figure out the basic sentence pattern for each sentence. Second,
expand these kernel sentences, adding modifiers or structures of
modification to nouns, verbs, adjectives, or adverbs. Uhen you finish
you will discover how Esther Fvrbes expanded these kernel sentences in the
early pages of Johnny Tremain.

1. Gulls moke.
2. They floated, but they began.
3. Cocks had cried.
L. Hens were awake.
5. Cats caught mouse.
6. Women woke children.
7. Mrs. Lapham stood.
8. He a boy
9. He watched culls

10. He was a slave, until he served master.
11. He took the key.
12. He was a man.



B. Here are several kernel sentences, ones pared down to the most
words. You expand these kernel ,ontonceo by oddity.; structures
modification to nouns, verbs, adjectives, or adverbs.
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necessary
of

1. The fish moved and man could raise him.
2. I had trouble.
3. It was the room.
4. Trains of oxen and wagons rolled.
5. Don c:uixote understood and answered.
6. There was a row.
7. Mr. Lyte was talking.
8. Mr. Hancock was seated.
9. travelled.

10. It was evening.

Before you start working your teacher may tell you which authors have expanded
these kernel sentences with structures of modification. Lhen you have finished,
your teacher will show you how skillfull authors expanded these kernels.

V. Basic Sentence Patterns

In teaching the basic sentence patterns inductively there are two
possible avenues of approach. In the first the materials from which the
patterns are to be induced are controlled so that the number of student
errors in arriving at a classification is kept at a minimum. The time
consumed willbe relatively short and the teacher will always be aware of
the direction which the analysis will take. The first approach then, with
controlled materials, is safe. The second approach is open to the ingenuity
of the students who may choose their awn materials for analysis and proceed
by trial and error to formulate the sentence patterns which are basic to
English. filthough this second approach is somewhat nebulous in outline,
it is a realistic experience in that the student will be confronted with the
mass of language data, rather than carefully selected samples. The teacher
must be in full command of the materials and possible analyses, must be
willing!: to allow students to make monumental errors, and must allow students
to correct their of n errors in testing their hypotheses.

In beginning the second approach the students might select material from
a variety of written sources, or they might work at first with only sentences
they themselves compose in a romoved context, that is, a context in which the
topic under discussion is not included. In such a Context what have been
traditionally called sentence fragments will almost never appear for the simple
reason that the item or topic cannot be displayed or referred to non - verbally.
The students might be asked to use only simple constructions and then to
strip their sentences of adjectives, tdverbs, and prepositional phrases. which
might be expressed in additional simple sentences. Thus "The brown dog ran
around the corner," may he rewritten as follows:

The dog is brown.
The dog ran around the corner.

tben a considerable bulk of such sentences has been collected, analysis into
types may begin.

The investigation of syntax, the arrangement of words into sentences,
depends upon basic or "kernel" sentences, the latter being Paul Roberts'
terminology. Here we are dealing with the fabric, upon which the embroidery--
more adjectives and adverbs) prepositional phrases or other phrases and clauses
"kernel" sentences in themselves,--may be applied. Constantly remind the
students that they are working with the basic elements of the sentences, and
these basics simply serve as a framework for all English sentences.
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Grmnmarians distinguis'et frml four to ten basic sentence
patterns. These lessons will start out with the four
most basic pattems--an absolute mini .um, --and work up to the
ten basic sentence 2attorr!e. In orde'sa to make later tramsform-
ations in the sentence tecsi..1s, it :7._s necessary to attain
the level of ten patterns.

In the unit the fc llowing symbols are used:

H - I"cur D - Determiner
V - Verb
Adj. - Adjective
Adv. - Adverb
Aux. - Auxiliary

) ciao erailmatical element enclosed in parentheses
is optional; it may be included in the sentence
pattern, or It slay be left out.

n - tiny number of words.

Students should keep notebooks, accumulating their
own information about the syntax of the English language
frola classroom discussions and blackboard information.

A. IniTsemctor7 e7e-etises.

The crowd is preparing a picnic. The food smells good.
The meat coos:s slowly. It is good meat. The girls
slice the tomatoes. Jane gives Sarah a taste. One
girl slices t:.e buns. potato chips are here.
The boys crane the ice cream. The freezer gives them
trouble. .she real is ready. It is delicious.

1. Read this passa7e and attempt to classify the
sentences into differs4it patterns. The patterns
depend upon smaller elements, just as a pattern for
a dress is made up of sleeve, blouse, and skirt;
or t,le .attern for an electric motor is made up of
a field magnet, an armature, ;slid a com.utator.
Utlat would the basic elements of an .Lnglish sentence
be? (The words) How woulu you classify these basic
elements? (By form classes)

2. In worino with these patterns for sentences we can
disregard all the function words for the time being
and concern ourselves with the four form classes,
remeisberinc; to isclude oronouns with the nouns. All
of the sentences in our passage start out with the
same two elements, or form classes. That are they?
(Noun and verb)

3. These two together make the very simplest English
sentence--"3irds fly." "'Boys run." "It rains." You
very seldom speak, much less write, sentences like
these; but you can easily see that noun plus verb
is the core of each sentence. Look beyond the original
noun plus verb and classify the sentences .according
to the elements that follow.
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V. 2;.
:he crod prepa5:1
a ?lcnic.
It is :voo0
TrLo girls slice
tomLtoes.
One girl slices the buns.
The boys cranie tile ice cream.

v. V. tdj.
rivee food srtells Food.
The .aeal is re_ld.
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N. V. H. P.,.

Jane gives Sarah a
taste.
The freezer gives
them trouble.

V. (Adv.)
The meat cooks slowly.
Ine potato chips are
here.

* Parentheses mean t',7Lat te ite.e may or may not
appear. This device Is used throughout the
syntax uuit.

4. 7sine these four bas..:L.c sentence patterns, make
up your o.n sentences to fit these patterns.

tudents nay work individually or in teams creating their
own sentences following; these oatterns. Remind them to
eliminate extraneous words and phrases should they crop
in. Suar,7st that after the stIlde:,ts are familiar with
all of the sentence oeterne, they will he aware that these
extraneous elements do not disturb the basic sentence
patterns. ''hen students come up with sentences which they
think pattern outside these four "tornels,' encourage
them to ta'e a closer look. Keel.) running lists of
the basic sentence patLerns on the b.:ard, after the
studets have observed :tudents should be expected
to ':eep their own lists cf pa .terns as troll, and also
the.r own examples of sentences in these atterns.

-ntnsion og the N. v. Ac j. pctte:m

;he food smells rood.
The food is Good.
The dessert tastes delicious.
Pie is delicious.
Pae player looked downcast.
Joe was sad.
21:ae chorus sounded fine.
he solo was flat.

The crowd remained silent.
The boys are quiet.
The puppy remained pitiful.
The litter was healthy.
lihe student seeaed smart.
Chris is iutelligent.

I. What are the four all- inclusive sentence patterns
we have determined so far? (Z. V. E.; N. V. k;. N.;
1. V. Adj.; N. V. (Adv.].)

2. lihich pattern have we expanded? (N. V. Adj.)
3. 'Jhich element of the pattern did we use for

mal .inE. the distinction? (Verb)
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4. Name the two basic sentence TN:tft.rns developed ftom this one.
/

5. What name did we give to the verbs which could pattern in the first
basic sentence pattern? (Intransitive)

6. that all-inclusive pattern would all of the above sentences fit
into? (IT. V. Adj.)

7. Le can divide these sentences into more definitive patterns than N. V.
Adj. Now would you go about making such a division? (By locking at
the verbs) Make this division.

Verbs "be" verbs
The food smells good. The food is good.
The dessert tastes delicious. Pie is delicious.
The player looked downcast. Joe was sad.
The chorus sounded fine. The solo was quiet.
The crowd remained silent. The boys are quiet.
The puppy remained pitiful. The litter was healthy.
The student sedamed smart. Chris is intelligent.

8. Formulate the two basic sentence patterns which could be developed
from N. V. Adj.

3. 7. V. Adj.
4. N. be Adj.

Can the intransitive verbs which fit into sentence pattern 1 fit into
sentence pattern 3? Try some of them. (None of them will fit.)

10. In sentence pattern 3 we have only a limited number of possible verbs
and these are called linking verbs. The list of linking verbs is much
shorter than the list of intransitive verbs of pattern one. There are
thousands of intransitive verbs, but only a few verbs in general
use -- appear, become, feel, grow, look, remain, seem, smell, sound, tastes

11. The students might write a specific number of sentences using these
first four patterns, and then exchange lists. The recipient of the list
could identify the basic sentence pattern number for each sentence on
the list in front of him.

D. apansion of the TT, V. (Adv.) pattern.

I go.
The girl goes.
John went away.
He is outside.
The dish fell.
The book falls.
The child falls off.
The friends dropped in.
He is inside.

The dog walked out.
We were out.
She walks in.
I walk.

The parade pssed nearby.
I passed.
It is nearby.
TTy cat is inside.
She stepped inside.
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1. This is a group of sentences which fit into a
oattern Icre have already distinruisted. .hat is it?
(II. V. 1:.dv.)

2. In order to investate our language as thoroughly
as possible we want to .cake still finer distinctions.
How else night we subdivide this pattern?
(a. By the nouns, singular or plural; noun or
pronoun; noun with determiner or noun without
determiner.
b. Presence of adverb or absence of adverb.
od The verb "to be" or "go," "fall," "drops" "walk,"
"pass," "step," etc. Praise the first two responses
and develop the third.)

3, As preparation for future worl: with syntax we need
to nal:e a distinction between these two variations
of our one pattern:

1. N. V. (Adv.)
2. H. be (Adv.')

4, -4a have a limited number of "be" verbs with which
we want to be familiar. Jhat words could you
substitute for "Is" or "are" in the above sentences?
("as, were, shall be, will be, has been had been,
have been, shall have been, will have been. 2he
teacher might wish to set up a conjugation of the
.verb "to bet')

5. e have a special name for the other verbs--"go, "
"fall," 'drop," "walk," "pass," "step"--in this
sentence pattern. The nane is intransitive verb.
This is a subclass of verbs twat fit in the
sentence pattern, V. (Ildv.)

6. Assign sentences to be written according to these
two 2atterns. You might assign a certain number
to be written with determiners in front of the nouns
with adverbs; verb-adverb combinations such as "drop
in," "pass b:/s" "go away," "look up," "come to,"
'look on," where the adverb nar!fedly affects the
meaning of the verb; usinL only verbs with the -ed
inflectleDn and some of those with auxiliaries; using
as many adverbs after "is" as possible; etc.
Perhaps the students should be reminded of the
distinction of the adverb after a "be" verb, and the
adjective in the predicate position. Can that
adjective move bac': to the attributive position?

7. Recall the function words which may precede the
verb. (Auxiliaries) How can you fit any of these
into the above sentences without ruining the sentence
patterns? (I am going, The girl is going.
John has gone away. etc.)



E. E..pansion of the T. V. IT. pattern..

The taunter shot the pheasant.
Mark was the hunter
Jean became a hunter.
The class saw the movie.
She became a movie star.
The man was the director.
Paul remained my friend.
The friends pushed the car.
The car was a Ford.
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The senior seemed the
leader.

Fie was the quarterback.
He called the signals.
Curt was the captaih.
The team chose him.
The crowd cheered the.

team.
Jack made a touchdown.
Central High won the game.
Central became champions.

1. 3y reviewing the basic sentence patterns we can
more easily see other sentence patterns emerging.
ghat are the allinclusive patterns? (N. V. N.;
N. V. H. N.; N. V. ( Adv.); N. V. Adj.)

2. We ha%.expan.d.od tte N. V. (Adv.) and the N. V. .Adj.
patterns into

1. N. V...Intransitive (Adv.)
2. N. V.--be (Adv.)
3. N. V.--J.inking Adj.
Li.. .JT. V.--te adj.

What is the b i 1;attern for the ibove sentence (N.

V. N.)
3. You can certainl; make the distiiction with these

sentences that 10 were able to m0ke with, the two
sets of sentenc(m'whieh-involved adjectives and
adverbs. T:Lat *re these distinitiona? (Distinctions
between verbs 411(1 "be" verbs) You are to group these
sentences into taree different jroups. Waat will
the groups be

A. The hunter cAot the phaasant.
Tile class s4u the nmvie.
The friadre rashed the car.
He IW signals.-
Tir teMT1 100 e

lle crow4 (..:heered the team.
,fiadet a touchdown.

Central tiFb. won tile cane

b. Lnark was the
hunter.

The man was the
director.

The car was a Ford.
He was the quarter-

back.
Curt was the captain.

c. jean became a hunter.
She became a movie star.
;Paul remaine) my friend.
The senior s{temed the leader.'
Central becalle champions.

4. Uto..Vcirb.a....in.the. firdt-:Troup 0' sentences are called
}taryittive-verbs, a subclass of verbs which includes
thp.xsands of different: words. Whtt can you observe
atrlut the first noun and the senohd noun in this
ag.ntence pattern? (They refer to different entities--
!Jersons, places or things.)



5. In the third grow.) of sentences observe the relation-
ship between the i'irst noun and the second noun.
I it the same as in the first group of sentences?
(no) Is it the same as in the second group of
sentences? (le s) :.!hat is this relationship? (The

first noun and the second noun refer to the same
person, place, or thing.)

6. it may seem that we are making rather fine distinctions
here between the verbs in the first group of sentences$
the second, and the third. However, as we go
farther in our investigation of syntax you will realize
why we have made these distinctions.

7. 'ha, have now refined the V. N. pattern into what
patterns?

5. N. V.--transitive.N.
6. V.--Become I%

7. N. h.
1. Be sure that the class understands that not all

linking verbs from sentence pattern three can operate
in sentence pattern six. "Become" and "remain"
will operate in this pattern, and occasionally "seem,'
as "The bey seemed my friend." American Lnglish
speakers misht be zone inclined to say, "The boy seemed
to be my friend.' This ire a variation we shall get
to. British tnplish speakers use this construction
more extensively. Readers of Alice in Wonderland might
recall, "It sounded an excellent p 6fte.grew
a three inch maid."

9. Student nicht be asked to write sentences in the
three patterns *.zilich 3rew from ,. V. Perhaps
some students could try to write anecdotes using
only these patterns; others could write a certain
number of sentence 2ettern sevenexamples. Put
groups of the students' work on the board and have
the class identify the pattern numbers.

7."--1.11c3 7. V. T. N. whom.

He gave me a ticket.
';4b elected hire president.
The principal thought ne a

scholar.
Ray sang me a song.
The club chose him secretary.
I mailed her a check.
kobody called Fred a genius.
lie bought his dog a cellar.

He sent me his address.
The council appointed him

chairman.
;,le thought him a coward.
The student asked the

teacher a question.
he told us his troubles.
somebody showed him the way.

1. here again we have an all inclusive sentence pattern
which must be broken up into simpler patterns. What
is the all-inclusive eattern? (N. V. N. N.)

2. ':hat was one method of nakine finer distinctions
in the sentence in earlier patterns? (Distinguish
the "be" verb from the other verbs.) Will
that metiod work here? (No, no "be" verbs)
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3. Here again let us look at the nouns following the verb.
Do we find any noun after the verb which refers to the
same oerson, place, or tnine as the noun in front of the
verb? (No) Look at t.!o relations yip of the two nouns fol-
lowing the verb in each sentence. What is the relation-
ship? (In so to of tne sentences, the two nouns refer
to the same person.)

4. Let us make an arranrament of these sentences on this
basis.

(a. He save me a ticket.
Ray sang ele a song.
I mailed her a deck.

:e elected him president.
The princLpal thought

me a scholar.
He bought his dog a collar. The club chose him
He seat me his address. secretary.
The student asked the Nobody called Fred a

teacher a question. genius.
lie told us his troubles. The council appointed him
Somebody showed him the wk . chairman.

We thought him a coward.)
5. In the first group of sentences we can identify the type

of verb as the "give" verbs, for "give" is one of the
most co.eo.on verbs which operate in this type of sentence.

6. Now, let MR Live you sopm additional sentences to consider
along with the ones in croup 2.

a. The princigl ti:euht me brilliant.
b. The crowd c...ncIderd him foolish.
c. Nobody called Fred4dishoneste
d. We thought hie.o. handsome.

what is the form cle,s of the final word in each of
the four sentences: (:,dective)

7. Te may further divide the cecond Troup of sentences into
a smaller r.;:roun which includes verbe such as "consider,"
"think," "believe," "cal," or "suppose." In this
pattern ,re may substitute at adjective for the final
noun.

8. That leaves us with sentences which use verbs such as
it ti "choose," "vote,' "make," "appoint."

9. Formulate the basic sentence patterns.
. he V.--r4ive N. H.

V.--consider N. N.
V.--elect N.

Have the students make up a four column chart such as
this:

Noun Verb Noun Noun

The boy fed the dog a bone.
The class elected. Jane president.

After they have filled in a certain number of sentences,
have there distinL,,uish among "give," "consider,-"--end
"elect" type verbs.
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This is the final set of basic sentence patterns:

1. N. V.--Intransitive (Adv.)
2. N. V.--Be (Adv.)
3. N. V.-- Linking Adj.

4. N. V.--Ee Adj.
5. N. V.--Transitive Noun
6. N. V.--Become Noun
7. N. V.--Re Noun
8, N. V.--Give Noun Noun
9. W. V. Consider Noun Noun

10. N. V.- -Elect Noun Noun

H. Review exercises

The following five exercises utilize sentences from the eighth grade
literature for the purpose of syntactic investigation. It might be well to
keep in mind thatthe students first observed four syntactic patterns, and these
four were the basis for ten more specific patterns.

N. V. (Adv.) N. V. (Adv.)
N. V-Be Adv.

N. V. Adj. - 7.11-Be Adj.
--"wft"""w"-*"'-----Tq.V-Link Adj.

11 V N. N. V-Be N.Ai.

V -Become N.
N. V-Transitive N.

N. V. N. N. :1. ^V -Give N. N.

7. V- Consider N. N. (or Adj .)

N. V-Elect N. N.

In dealing with actual literature students will have experience in
identifying patterns, observing the frequency with which patterns appear,
expanding patterns, and modeling sentences of their own after literary examples.

The teacher may design similar exercises--oral or written- -from materials
his own students are reading. These exercises are not time-consuming; hopefully
they will be rewarding in leading students to closer observation of their
language and to more studied and skillful composition.

1. N. V.-Tr.

developed virtues.a. Once a certain soldier

N.

He adopted the important air of a
herald in red and gold.

c. To his attentive audience drew a loud and elaborate plan_
of a very brilliant catpaign.

d. He took the matter as an affront
to him.

e. He had just put a costly board floor in
his house.
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f. Cne

g. A small window

h. The smoke from

1. Tales of great

J. But his mother

the fire

movements

k. The newspapers, the gossip
of the villa-es his on
picturings,

1. Almost every day
the newspapers

m. He

n. But her words

o. She

p.

q. "Yeh

r. A certain light-haired

outlined in a
reculiarly lucid
manner
shot

37.

all the plans of the
ccmmanding general.

an oblique square of.
whiter light upon the
cluttered floor.

at timesneglected ..the clay chimney
and wreathed. the room.

shook

had discouraged

had aroused

printed

had prepared

destroyed

the land.

him.

him.

accounts of a decisive
victory.

certain sentences.

his plans.

had doggeffly
peeled potatoes

and addressed ...him.

"Anus choose yer comptny."

must allus remember yer father, too, child,"

girl had made vivacious fun, at his
martial spirit.

(1) These examples of the 7. V.-Tr. N. basic sentence pattern come from The
Red T3adge of Courage. Pick out the actual headwords which make up the
pattern.

(2) Write a paragraph on a class-determined subject using only the N. V.-Tr*.
11. pattern. Read the paragraphs aloud and discuss the quality of the
paragraphs.

2. The following sentences are taken from the opening pages of Ernest
Hemingvay's The Old Man and the sea. .1n the underlined portion of each
sentence look fOTa sentence pattern, one of the ten basic sentence patterns
you have observed in classroom examples.

a. The old man Tzas thin and gaunt with deep wrinkles in the back of his neck.

b. But none of these scars were fresh.
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c. Everything about him was old except his eyes and they were the same color

as the sea and were dheerful md undefeated.

d. "Are his eyes that had?" "He is almost blind."

e4 "But you Trent turtle-ing for years off the Mosquito Coast and your eyes

are good."

f. They were strange shoulders, still powerful although very old, and the neck

was still strong too and the creases did not show so much whc- ."41e old

man was asleeramEnis head failed forward.

g. The old man's head was very old thou7h and with his eyes closed the: 'u was

no life in his face.

h. "He is very thoughtful for us."

i. "Your stew is excellent."
mamma...

j. "The great Sisler's father was never poor and he, the father, was playing

in the big leagues when he was my age."

k. "But he was rough and harsh-spoken and difficult when he was drinking."

1. "I think th are equal."

m. "You ought to go to bed now so that you will be fresh in the morning."

n. "I feel confident today."

o. But most of the boats were silent except for the dip of the oars.

p. He was very fond of flying fish as they were his principal friends on the

ocean.

q. She is kind and very beautiful.

r. Then the sun was brighter and the glare cam on the water and then, as it

rose clear, the flat sea sent it back at his eyes so that it hurt sharply
and he rowed without looking into it.

s. Most people are heartle:,s about turtles because a turtle's heart will
beatforhoursafieasbeencutup and butchered.

t. The sea was very dark and the light made prisms in the water.

u. The sun was hot now and the old man felt it on the back of his neck and
1=1111777FREEigkle down his back as he rowed.

v. Now he was readv.

(1) vhf.tt is the pattern you find in each underlined part of each sentence?

(N. V. Adj.)
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(2) In how many sentences is this the pattern.? (1, 2 8, 9, 14, 15,

17, 22)

(3) In the sentences you analyzed rt the very to ginning; of the syntax unit
you found single basic sentence patterns in single sentences. But were
these single sentences typical of those you read in books? (No) Which
you yourself speak or write? (No) Not at alp. Later you will have an
opportunity to analyze sentences of Ynnr,nwn composition to observe the

basic sentence patterns. But at this point what observation can you make
about i.ow Ernest Hemingway uses sentence patterns? (He often combines
them in sentences.)

(1) Look at a composition of your own. Do you find many sentences which t-%

include only one sentence pattern? How might you combine some of these
single- pattern sentences? Does that improve those sentences or not? As
you can see from these Hemingway-samples, no author wants to exclude all
single-pattern sentencs.

3. Also from The Cld "an and the Sea are the following sentences:

a. He was an old man who fished alone in a skiff in the Gulf Stream and he
had gone eLghty-four days now without taking a fish. (This is the opening
sentence of the novel.)

b. "It uas papa made me leave. I am a boY and I must obey him. (?lanolin

speaks)

c. "You bought me a beer," the old man said. "You are already a man."
d. "I am a strange old man."
e. "Eighty-five is a licky number," the old man said.
f. The boy did not know uhether yesterday's paper was a fiction too.
g. "Tomorrow is the eighty-fifth day."
h. "bnyene can be a fisherman in ra-r."
i. "In the Jmerican it is the Yankees as I said," the old man said happily.
j. "They say his father was a fisherman."
k. "He was a great manager," the boy said. "liy father thinks he was the

greatest."
1. "1.10 is the greatest manager, really, Luque or Eike Gonzalez?"
m. "And the best fisherman is you." (1;anolin speaks.)

n. "You're my alarm clock," the boy said.
"Age is my alarm clock," the old man said.

o. 7e very fond of flyin fish as they were his rrincipal friends on the
ocean.

p. He was rowin7 steadily and it uts nn effort for him since he kept well with-
in his speed and the surface of the ocean was flat except for the
occasional swirls of the current.

q. Everyday is a new day.
r. It is a big school of dolphin, he thought.
s. "The bird is a great help," the old man said.
t. "Albacore," he sai.d aloud. "He'll make a beautiful bait."

(1) You have already discovered that mature writing, good stories, appealing
novels, even newspaper and rrtaFPzi_ne articles use many sentences made up
of different layers, or several different sentence patterns. Among the
several patterns that can be found in these twenty sentences, which one
pattern turns up in each sentence? (N. IT. N.) gumber your paper from 1
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to 29. Uri to down the sim-le nouns nd v:rs which make up the one
pattern found in each sentence. That ir, write down the kernel sentences.

(2) Compare sentence 16 to the story of Joseph and his coat of many colors.
tat ^o fou discover about the sentence patterns used in the two? How are

the sentence patterns combined?

(3) Santiago is the subject of sentences 1 and 16. You compose two sentences
modeled after these two sentences using 'lanolin as the person you
are uritinp about. Irodel your own sentences exactly after the two
crLginals. Use nouns where Hemincuav has used nouns, verbs where he has
used verbs, edjectives and adverts in a similar manner. Also make your
connectionv of sentence patterns in the sere way.

4. This is a para7,raph from flarjorie Kinnan Rawlings's The Yearling. (p. 23)

Its sentences are beimg written out in individual lines so that you may
easily- analyze the syntax.

a. The bripht streaks in the east thickened and blended.
b. golden flush spread as high as the pines, and as he watched, the sun

itself lifted.
c. A light wind stirred, as though the growling light had pushed it out of

the restless east.
d. The sacking curtains eddied out into the room.
e. The breeze reached the bed and ?,rushed him with the cool softness of clean

fur.

f. He lay for a moment in torment between the luxury of his bed end the coming

day.

g. Then he was out of his nest and standing on the deerskin rug, and his
breeches were hanging handily, and his shirt right side out by goof?
fortune, and he was in them, and dressed, and there was not any need of
sleep, or anything but the day, and the smell of hot cakes in the kitchen.

(1) Uhat is the cne sentence pattern consistently found in each of the
sentences with the exception of sentence "e"? (N. ". P7.7).

(2) Can yoo observe what form class word may complete the pattern after the
verb? what is it (Adverb) Point out the patterns where this
particular form class word does complete the pattern. (d-- "out ", g--

ilhandily")

(3) A form class word does not follow the verb in sentence "f"; a-function
vord does. ghat is that function word? (preposition) Uhat structure
does it introduce (Prepositional phrase) Find other examples of this

structure in the paragraph.

( I) Turn to pages 22 and 23 of The Yoarlinp, the beginning of Chapter 3.
Find other examples of the 7.7517767-1d so extensively in this paragreph.
Make a list of these other examples. Observe whether the pattern adds

a form class word or is immediately followed by the structure you

discovered in answering auestion (3).
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) Carefully compare sentence "g" the passa?;e from Genesis in Exercise
5 of the Form Classes Review Exercises, as well as this passage from
Ernest llemingway's The Old Han and the sea:

They sat on the Terrace and many e2 the fishermen made fun of
the old man and he was not angry. Others, of the older
fishermen, looked at him and were sad. But they did not show
it and they spoke politely about the current steady good
weather and of what they had seen.

How are all three passages similar? How are they different? Are you
permitted to use many ands in your of student comnositions? 'Why not?

(6) MGDEL T:IRITIITG: Have the students 'Write humorous or nonsense sentences,
using the sentences above as models. For example, 'a' could be
rendered: The ", Teal Mowers in the hall :;lowered and simpered.
Or tbl could become: A single man stood as straight as a truck, and
as thee,- ogled, the stag shelved himself.

a. "Johnny," mermered Isarmah, "tell us a story." Johnny Tremain, p. 20
b. "Johnny, tell us the story of your middle name." Johnny Tremain, p. 20
c. T.Ie decided he would buy himself some choes. Johnny r.7.Tiaill717759
d. The princess granted him leave very willingly . . Don Cuixote, p. 185
e. "You gave him a way with the wild creatures.

You gave him sort o' wisdom, made him inowin' and gentle."
The Yearling, p. 211

f. "And Lord, ;live him a few red -brills and mebbe a squirrel and a 'coon and a
possum . . ." The Yearling, p. 212

g. "I've knet yeh erg t..E-7M"--.r o f socks, Henry . 3" The Red Badge of Courage,
p. 32

h. It made the boy sad. The Old Man and. the Sea, p. 5
1. "Can you tell me the way ?" T.1'w Qrnd Future King, p. 25
j. "Perhaps, if you were to eive him this mouse here, politely, he might

learn to know you 1-,otter." The Cnce and Future King, p. 32
k. God gave him a fair strone son to rule a ter him. The Medieval Myths, p. 20
1. "Ask me any boon." The Medieval Myths, p. 25

(1) In your study of syntax you first ficured out four basic sentence patterns
which mil.;ht cover all English sentences. Ir'hat were these four patterns?
Later you expanded these four to ten basic sentence patterns. From the

N. N. pattern you derived three separate patterns. List those
three across the top of a sheet of paper. under each specific N.
V. N. N. heading arrange the above sentences under the patterns to which
Ley belong.

(2) Eight of the above sentences come from what kind of arose? (Dialogue or
conversation) Is this U. 'T. N. F. pattern found more commonly in that
kind of prose, than in other kinds of prose? Look carefully in the novel
you are now reading to find I. V. N. N. sentences. List the examples
that are found. How many of these examples come from that kind of prose?



(3) The :T. 7. W. N. pattern is an ertension of the ". V.-Tr. N. pattern.

In Exercise 1 of the i'asie Sentence Patterns Review Exercines, try to

rewrite the eighteen sentences in the U. V. 11. N. pattern.

N. V-give N. N.
tell
buy
granted
give
"knet"
ask

T'. V.-consider F. N. (Adj.) N. V.-elect N. N.

It made the boy sad. No examples
ran the student find

some?

6. It will take keen observations for the student to pick out the basic

sentence patterns from the massive expansions and transformations of the

artistic writer. This exercise might well be done in groups, allowing the

more observant students to tackle one paragraph on their atm.

This exercise should encourage students to observe that the basic

sentence patterns are indeed basic to our language, that these patterns can

be located by searching out the headwords in involved language. It should

also help students to come to a realization of how writers- -even they

themselves, as writers -scan embellish the sentence patterns and achieve

meapingful and artistic prose.

Number 5 of the Form Masses ReviewErcides might .be used in

connection with this particular exercise. Students could figure out sentence

patterns in those six passages and see how they compare with the results

of this Exercise.

Here are a collection of para7,raphs from the eighth grade literature

in which you may identify basic sentence patterns.

a. He walked down Fish Street to Ann, crossed Dock square with Faneuil

Hall on his left. It was market day. He picked his way about the farm

carts, the piles of whitish green cabbages, orange pumpkins, country

cheeses--big as a babyls head. Some of the market f olk, men and women,

children and black slaves, called to him, seeing in the shabby, proud boy

a possible rich customer, but others counted the pats of butter on their

tables after had passed by. joilriny Trenain, p, 53

b. Now he turned his head toward the mountains of the east, the Babilans,

and thqywere jolly mountainsith hill ranches in their creases, and with

pine trees on the crests. People lived there, and battles had been fought

against the Mexicans on the slopes. He looked back for an instant at the

7eat ones and shivered a little at the contrast. The foothill cup of the

home ranch below him was sunny and safe. The hatm gleamed with white

light and the barn was brown and warm. The red cows on the farther hill

ate their way slowly toward the north. Even the dark cypress tree Fy the

bunkhouse was usual and safe. The chickens scratched about in the dust of

the farmyard with quick waltzing 7beps.

c. "Look: I have been on a Quest: I

had black and yellotr stripes. The owl

Pellinore. This is my tutor, Iler17,/n.

The n.ed Pony, p. 39

was shot at wLth three arrows. They
is called Archimedes. I saw King
I went on a Quest for him. He was
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after the Questing Beast. I mean King.Pellinore. It was terrible in the
forest. Merlyn made the plates wa: up. Hallo, Hob. Look, we have got
Cully." Once and Future King, p. 37

d. The mustard-pot got up and walked over to his plate on thin silver legs
that waddled like the owl's. Then it uncurled its handles and one handle
lifted its lid with exaggerated courtesy while the other helped him to a
generous spoonful. Once and FutUre King. p. 33

e. A column of smoke rose thin and straight from the cabin chimney. The
smoke wrs blue where it left the red of the clay. It trailed into the blue of
the April sky and was no longer blue but gray. The boy Jody watched it,
speculating. The fire on the kitchen hearth was dying down. His mother
was hanging up pots and pans after the noon dinner. The day was Friday.
She would sweep the floor with a broom of ti-ti and after that, if he were
lucky, she would scrub it with the corn shucks scrub. If she scrubbed the
floor she would not miss him until he had reached the Glen. He stood a
minute, balancing the hoe on his shoulder. The Yearling, p. 1

In each
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

paragraph:
Figure out the basic sentenc?. patterns.
Count the numbers of different sentence patterns.
How many sentences include more than one sentence pattern?
Compare your figures with the figures for other paragraphs in number
5 of the Form Classes Review Exercises.
Do you think the proportions for your paragraph would be true for the
whole book if you were to count the patterns for the whole book,? Why
or why not?

VI. Subject and Predicate

The concept of subject and predicate will be very easily taught in reference
to the unexpanded basic sentence patterns. The teacher may point out that the basic
sentence patterns may be divided into two parts,. the subject and tl..e predicate.
He may then ask which pattern may be divided consistently at only one point. The

answer is the N. V. (Adv.) pattern in which the only point for consistent division

appears between the noun and the verb. A division may be made at this point in
all the basic sentence patterns, between the first noun and verb. The students
may break sentences written previously according to the basic patterns into subject

and predicate groups. At this point the teacher might illustrate how the inflectioi
of common tense verbs changes as the inflection of the noun in the subject
position changes:

The flower grows.
The flawers grow.

Obviously the analysis of subject and predicate groups in the basic sentence
patterns will be a simple matter. When the sentence is expanded through the use
of subordinate and relative clauses, prepositional phrases, and verbals, or when
the basic sentence pattern appears as a transformation, the problem of analysis
will be much more difficult. Therefore, after each of the lessons on transform.
ation, the problem of analysis will be much more difficult. Therefore, after each

of the lessons on transformations, clauses, prepositional phrases, and verbals

it will be advisable to refer to subject and predicate again.
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With a good class the teacher might wish to include tramditional terminology
over and above that included here. He can identify direct object, indirect
object, predicate nominative, and predicate adjective simply by their positions
in the basic sentence pa, ,erns.

VII. Prepositional Phrases

A. Introductory exercises

1. The grouse are in that thick, brown bush.
2. The man down the street is Irish.
3. The people on that white bench are emigrants from Europe.
4. We ran along the street and over the bridge.
5. The boys seem angry at the police officer on the corner.
6. Jane became the most popular cheerleader in her class.
7. During the morning the hunters shot three ducks near the lake.
8. John gave his mother presents of flowers and candy on her birthday.
9. Since that time the boys have considred him foolish.

10. Before ten o'clock on that frosty evening the soldiers made Mac the
leader of that dangerous expedition.

What words in the sentences comprise the basic sentence patterns?
(Underline those)
What structures other than determiners remain? (Auxiliaries and
prepositions)
Make a list of those structures. (in, down, on, from, over, etc.)
What do these structures have in common? (a. Each structure begins
with a word such as "in," "on," "dawn," "on," "from," "along," "over,"
etc.; b. The final word in each structure is a noun; c. The noun
may be preceded by determiners and modifiers.)
These structures are called prepositional phrases.
Is it possible to shift the position of the prepositional phrases in
the sample sentences? (Establish the characteristic of mobility.
Recall adverb)
In sentence 5 is it possible to shift the position of "on the corner"?
Why not? a;non the corner" tells about "police officer':; b. It is not
possible to move the phrase without changing the meaning of the
sentence; c. It is part of the larger phrase "at the police officer
on the corner.")

B. Writing Prepositional Phrases

Ask students to contribute prepositional phrases to-expand sentence patterns
as in the following.

PATTERN
1.

2.

3.

ONE N. V. Adv.
The oriole sings sweetly.
The oriole in our apple tree sings sweetly.
The oriole sings in the apple tree.

In pattern TWO the prepositional phrase may he used. in the same manner-as.
it is in pattern one.

PATTERN TWO N. be Adv.
1. The girl is here.
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2. The girl in the quartet is here.
3. The girl is in the quartet.

In sentence three the prepositional phrase takes the place of the adverb
here.

PATTERN THREE N. V. Adj.
1. The fruit tastes good.
2. The fruit in the salad tastes good.
3. The fruit tastes good in the salad.

PATTERN FOUR N. be Adj.
1. The boy was ill.
2. The boy in the bus was ill.
3. The boy was ill in the bus.

PATTERN FIVE N. V. -t N.
1. The boy shot the squirrel.
2. The boy with the rifle shot the squirrel.
3. The boy shot the squirrel with the rifle.

PATTERN SIX N. V. -b
1. The child became a woman.
2. The child in the movie became a woman.
3. The child became a woman in the movies.

PATTERN SEVEN N. be N.
1. Richard is my brother.
2. Richard, with the flashing smile, is my brother.
3. Richard is my brother with the flashing smile.

PATTERN EIGHT N. V-g N. N.
1. The girl gave her mother some flowers.
2. The girl at the hospital gave her mother
3. The girl gave her mother some flowers at

Observe that the meaning is changed with the
phrase.

some flowers.
the hospital.

moving of the prepositional

PATTERN NINE N. V-c N. N.
1. The conductor considered me foolish.
2. The conductor in the street car considered me foolish.
3. The conductor considered me foolish in the s6reet car.

PATTERN TEN N. V-e N. N.
1. The club elected Jane secretary.
2. The club with the honors elected. Jane-secretary.
3. The club elected Jane secretary with the honors.

As in pattern eight, the meaning is changed in pattern ten.



VIII. Transformations

In thinking of sentence patterns, many English

Noun - Verb
Noun - Verb - Noun
Noun - Verb - Adjective
Noun - Verb - Noun - Noun

(Patterns
Patterns
Patterns
Patterns

speakers might feel that

1 and 4
3, 6, and 7
2 and 5
8, 9, and 10)

would do the job sufficiently. However) with closer observation, it would seem
more logical to work with the kernels of the ten basic sentence patterns and to
proceed to describe all English syntax in terms of transformation, a construction
deriving from a basic sentence or a part of a basic sentence. (Any construction
that is not part of the basic sentences of English is a transformation.)

A. Monday was here. The girls were restless. The boys were real students.
They studied diligently. They seemed ambitious. Mark looked studious. The
teacher questioned them. She gave Mark an A. All considered him a genius. The
entire class elected him their chairman.

Linguists say that by the time you were six you had mastered the English
language--not all the vocabulary of course. You could put words together in
logical word order, that is syntax, and you will never make mistakes in this
putting together of words. The ten sentence patterns you have just learned are
really all you ever had to learn. But, lovk at this passage. Perhaps a young
child might use this simplified English) but any mature speaker would not. In
order to fully use our language we take these basic patterns and transform them.

B. There was a boy here.
Here is my busy brother.
There are a feu cookies in the jar.

1. Do any of these three sentences fit into any one of the ten basic sentence
patterns? (The student might have to be informed that "there" and "here"
are simple structure words. No, there are no patterns into which these
sentences would fit.)

2. Could you, by moving the words around, observe a basic pattern of words
in these sentences? (A boy was here. My busy brother is here. or
My brother is busy. A few cookies are in the jar.)

3. The "ther0 construction is the simplest transformation to make. Think
how often you start a sentence with the word "there" or the word "here."
Now you are able to describe just exactly what you have been doing with
your language: you have been using a transformation of one of the ten
basic sentence patterns when you start out a sentence with "there" or
"here."

4. I are sure you can already imagine some transformations that we shall soon
observe, for you know better than anyone else just what you do with your
language.



C. 1st Set

The bus hit the girl.
The girl was hit by the bus.
Did the bus hit the girl?
The bus did not hit the girl.

45.

2nd Set

Does Joe like chocolate chip cookies?
Joe likes chocolate chip cookies.
Chocolate chip cookies are liked ty Joo.
Joe does not like chocolate chip cookies.

1. Here in the first set of sentences, are all kinds of transformations.
Look at the first group of sentences and mark out the parts of speech.

(D) N V (D) N
(D) N (Aux-) V (Structure word) (D) N
(Aux.) (D) N V (D) N
(D) N (Aux.) (Structure word) V (D) N

2. Which one of these sentences is one of the ten basic sentence patterns?
(The first)

3. Are the other three basic sentence patterns? (No)

4. What has been introduced into sentence 2 which was not in sentence 1?
(An auxiliary verb and a preposition)

5. In sentence 2, does the subject remain the same? (No. What is the
subject in sentence 1? in sentence 2?)

6. Oftentimes we find this transformation of an English sentence and we call
it passive voice. Why might a person say or write sentence two in
preference to sentence one? (To emphasize or to provide variety)

7. How would you describe this transformation to the passive voice? (Make
the second noun the subject, add a form of "be," correct the form of
the verb, and use "by" with the original subject.)

8. In this first set of sentences you have compared the first two examples
and found that both are really forms of (D) N V (D) N. Now look at the
third sentence. How could you fit this sentence into this sentence
pattern? (Simply take cut the auxiliary. verb)

10. Obviously, when you ask questions you are going to transform your
sentence, except when you depend upon the tone of your voice. You could
very easily say, "The bus hit the girl?" but chances are you would use
a transformation.

11. The fourth example above is the closest to the basic sentence pattern.
Can you say "The bus not hit the girl"? In order to make negative
statements, what must you do to your basic sentence pattern? (Add an
auxiliary, plus your negative word.)

12. Go through the second set of sentences as you did the first. To summarize.
have the students recall the four possible transformations of the ten
sentence patterns (each transformation is not possible with each sentence
pattern) The following chart shows which transformations are possible:
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IX. Headwords

A. Introduction

Paul Roberts defines headword simply as "that which is modified." It is
convenient for the student to think of headwords as those which can be modified
and expanded in a multitude of ways. The nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs
of the basic sentence patterns may all be expanded into what Nelson Francis calls
"structures of modification." "The two components of a structure of modification
are a head and a modifier, whose meaning serves to broaden, qualify, select,
change, describe, or in some other way affect the meaning of the head. In the
examples--hungry people, hcme town, easily superior--both head and modifier
are single words. But this is by no means always the case. Both the head and
the modifier . . . may be structures of more or less complexity. Grammatical .

organization, as we have already observed, is a complex of many structural layers.
Each of the four parts of speech, and certain function words as well, may serve
as t'!e head of a structure of modification. . . The reader must clear his mind
of tilt; notion that it is somehow more 'correct' for an adjective to modify a
noun, for example, than it is for a noun to modify a noun, or for an adjective
to modify a verb. These notions are derived from the grammar of other languages
than English, and are not relevant to the grammar of present-day English."

You might be interested that Francis goes on to delineate structures of
predication, complementation, and coordination (Chapter 6, "Syntactic Structures,"
The Structure of American English).

MODEL WRITING: Dictate the long quotation from Nelson Francis which appears
above to the class and then have it, individually or as a group, do a parody of
the quotation, using the original syntax but changing the meaning to suit
themselves. You might start them with: The two components of a date are a
boy and a girl, whose meeting serves to broaden, What develops may
surprise you and the students themselves!

B. Column 1 Column 2

prince

......_

fair Seville's noble prince, Ruler of all the

....---

land that lay around that cit
grove a deep grove o o ive trees
throne -EIU-Piaen znr9ne
terrace a sp1m11777-ri.757577-blue stone
hand my gooTTIggala

-,mules ten w...1 e m es, w 1 er an ml e g3.

a rich king
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Column 1 Column 2

.41111111.

C.

council the fateful council fraught with woe for France
down !nr...,e- a stror 7771737iOwn
tunic silken tunic*

1. In your study of definition, you have found that classification is a
trustworthy device for explaining meanings. Is prince a larger
classification or class than fair SevillOs noble since Ruler of all the
landthatrodtllatcitiunr? No Why or why not? Of these two
columns above, which is the larger class?

2. In your study of semantics you have found, or soon will find, that you
must often make important distinctions between specific words and general
words. You have the words in column 1 above repeated in column 2. Which
column of words is nore specific? (Column 2) Why is it more specific?
As a further exercise in semantics, list more general words for each of
the words in column 1.

3. Now you are starting an investigation of headwords. The underlined words
in column 2 can be considered headwords. What form class would these
head words be? As you go through the following exercises, you will
oboerve what form class words can serve as headwords, what goes with
those words to make them headwords, and what qualities these headword
structures add to the literature you read and the composition you write.

1. a. book
the book

the red book
the big red book
the big red book on the desk

b. house
our house

our small house
our small brown house

our small brown rambling house
our small brown rambling stone house
our small brown rambling stone house in the country
our small brown rambling stone house in the country, which we inherited

c.
that

that skillful
that very skillful

that very skillful woman
that very skillful woman
that very skillful woman

doctor
doctor
doctor
doctor
doctor

doctor, knowledgable and experienced
doctor, knowledgable and experienced in surgery.

* These structures of modification are from The Song of Roland.
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d. Smith
Vice-President Smith
Vice-President Smith, recently elected

young Vice-President Smith, recently elected

young Vice-President Smith, recently elected by a large majority

young and able Vice-President Smith, recently elected by a large majority

e. rancher
every rancher

every cattle - raising rancher
every industrious cattle-raising rancher

every industrious cattle-raising Nebraska rancher
every industrious cattle-raising Nebraska rancher who wants a good herd

f. salesman
a salesman

a car salesman
a car salesman who is forceful
a car salesman at I4itford's who is forceful

g. children
Fred's children

Fred's three children
Fred's three school children

2. a.

b.

c.

3. a.

walk
walk out
walk out in the rain
walk out in the rain at night

do walk out in the rain at night
do not walk out in the rain at night

generally do not walk out in the rain at night
generally do not walk out in the rain at night when alone

worked
have worked
have worked successfully

will have worked successfully
will also have worked successfully
will also have worked very successfully
will also have workdd very successfully whenever it has been

tried

moved
moved ahead
moved ahead very slowly
moved ahead very slowly today

can be moved ahead very slowly today
can never be moved ahead very slowly today

friendly
too friendly

almost too friendly
almost too friendly toward everybody
almost too friendly toward everybody who lives ...in our bloc.



b. faLlous

exceedingly famous
exceedingly famous in Europe

c.

d.

4. a.

b.

dark
very dark

somewhat,

somewhat

blue
blue
blue

hopeful
hopeful
hopeful of success

49

easily
amazingly easily

as amazingly easily as a senior
almost as amazingly easily as a senior
almost as amazingly easily as a senior in a freshman class

away
away now
away now for a week

c.. outside
actually outside
actually outside in the heat

(1) Marching down the center of Exercise C are headwords. What form class
are the headwords under sample 1? (Nouns) Are there limitless possibilities?
(Practically) If you wanted to put the word mite in the last line of sample
lb, where would it go? (In front Of small) What word in sample lc would
compare to quite? (Very) What form class would you call woman, Vice-
President, Nebraska, car, and school? (Nouns) What is their position?
(Attributive position)

(2) Two of the headwords in sample 2 end in a verb inflection; are they
verbs and is the third word a verb? (Yes) What kind of function words might
you expect to find clustering around a verb? (Verb determiners), What kind
of form class words might you expect to find clustering around a verb?
(Adverbs) Could you put the word too immediately in front of any of the.
verb headwords? (2a and 2b)

(3) What form class are the sample 3 headwords? (Adjectives) In your
study of form classes you learned that a certain function word could come
in front of the adjective. What is it? (Qualifier) Do you,find any
examples of these function words in group 3? What are they? (too, very,
somewhat) How could you expand the headword blue in 3c?

(4) Adverbs are the headwords in group 4. What other words can you identify
in this group?

(5) Compose 17 sentences incorporating these expanded structures of nodi..
fication. Use the last line in each example and build a good sentence around
it. When you finish identify the sentence patterns of your 17 sentences.
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1. Write down a noun.
Pelow that write the same noun, putting a noun determiner in front of it.

Tarry these two words to the third line, inserting an adjective in the

attributive position.
Put a noun in the attributive position into the correct spot--the

grammatical spot.
Add a Frepositional phrase.

2. Visite down an adjective.
Put a qualifier in front of it.
Compound the adjective.
Add a prepositional phrase after it.
Put this structure of modification into a N. V. Adj. sentence.

3. Write down a verb with an -ed inflection.
Put a verb determiner in front of it.
Put an adverb in front of that.
Put the negative not in the verb cluster.
Put an adverb after the inflected verb.
Put a prepositional phrase after that.

b. ?Trite down a noun cluster in the followirr pattern:

Noun-determiner, qualifier, adjective, coordinator, adjective, noun in

the attributive position, noun headword, -ing verbal, propositional

phrase.

5. Using the noun cluster from number four as the first noun, compose a

N. V-Tr. N. sentence.

E. behind a long gray pall
my first and last battle
a heavy and sad hand
a small, thrillful boy
the smoke-infested fields
a hatless general

from Red Bad-re of Courage

behind a wall, long and gray,
m- battle, first and last,

a hand, heavy and sad,
a boy, small and thrillful,

the fields, smoke infested,
a general, hatless,

1. In the left hand collection of noun clusters, what kind of words go

along with the nouns? (Adjectives) Yhere do they position in regard

to the nouns? (Attributive position)

2. In the right hand column, you find phrases with the same words. How
do the form class words position in these phrases 2 (Adjectives in

appositive position)

3. Read the phrases aloud. Do the phrases in the right hand column mean
exactly the same as their counterparts in the left hand column? Give

a good reason to support your answer,

F. Use the words in the left hand column as noun and verb headwords. Because

of the limitation of space expand these headwords with no more than three
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words, modeling them after the earlier examples of headwords. You may
add inflections to the headwords.

Noun Headword Verb Headword

horse their favorite
riding horse has been horsing around

scout

seat

dream

mask

shovel

play

snow

drive

envelope

ammerlimi

r-verff..."12"rrVILR"-.

contrast

pass

table

name

pare...

All the words in the left hand column are potentially capable of the
'fux3tional shift; they can function in at least two form masses without adding
derivational affixes.
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G. 1. "It was a cold met eveninuch as may happen even toward the end of
August, and the Wart did not know how to bear himself indoors." (The
Once and Future inc,F p. 73) Pick out a noun headword. Now pick out
its noun cluster, that is, the words whichexpand the noun headword.
(a cold wet evening)

2. "The clouds built up so black amid high and thick that you could no longer
go around them or over them." (God Is My Co-Pilot, p. 85) Identify
a verb cluster. (built up, couir5 longer go around them or over them)
What form class word most often fits into a verb cluster? (Adverb)
Are there any examples of that form class in this sentence? Ilhat are
they? (Up and longer)

3. "But I was more intelligent than he was." (The Old Man and the Sea,
p. 103) What is an adjective in this senten7.777MIII7e777111
out the adjective cluster. (more intelligent than he was)

4. "The fugitives, indeed, offered no very attractive spectacle, with their
shaggy names and the tattered remnants of their last winter's hair
covering their backs inkregular.shreds- and patches and flying off in
the wind as they ran." (The Oregon Trail, p. 65) that-js...the noun

cluster wtth the headword spectacle? (no very attractive sP'eetagle)
the headword rennants? (the tattered remnants) hair? (their
winerts hair)

5. "Jody's heart leaped lika a rabbit jumping."
"Buck and Mill-Wheel-turned away with torturing deliberation to the

lot to saddle theIFFEFSes.11
"He must certainly have only now awakened in the morning."

"Jody laughed boisterously."

Tn each of these sentences from The Yearling pick out a verb. Now
pick out their verb clusters.

6. "Gina lifted her pointed, translucent little face." (Johnny Tremain,
p. 70) 14hat is the only cluster in this sentence and wfiat is its
headword? (her pointed, translucent little face)

7. "And she was always tellin7 Gilla that she needn't jump so fast when the
bell rang for hcr." (Johnny Tremain, p. 95) Ivhat are the clusters that
go with the three verbirIFTEMETence?

8. "The antelope were very numerous; and as they are always bold when in
the neiphborhood of buffalo, they would approach to look at me, gaze
intently with their great eyes, then suddenly leap aside, and stretch
lightly away over the prairie, as swiftly as a race-horse." (L1222122191
Trail, p. 67) In the last part of this sentence you will fin several
verbs. Starting with the wards, "they would approach," pick out
the verbs, as well as their verb clusters. ,

-4 p



Subordination

A. 1. lie started early, beca'.zse we had a long way to go.
2. The house, which lq.s last year, stands on the

corner.
3. i iy brother shouted when he fell into the water.
4. A red sports car, whose driver was nowhere in sight, was

parked by the side of the road.
5. The teacher reminded me of a story that I read a long

time ago.
6. Although our pitcher has a sore arm, he will start the

game.
7. Dad brushed away the ashes before he lighted the logs

in the fireplace.
8. The firemen, who hurried down the ladders, could rest

for a moment.
9. If the mountain road is snowbound, we'll have to find

a motel.

1. Jhat sentence patterns can you find in these sentences?

2. How many sentence pqtterns do you find in each sentence?
(Two)

3. 'What kind of a word do you find in one sentence pattern
in each sentence? (Ltructure word; subordinators. They
are "because," "which, `j "when," "whose," "that,"
"although," "before,' "who,' "if")

14 . Any sentence pattern preceded by such a word is called
a subordinate clau.se. then one of these words is used,
the pattern is no longer a sentence, but a part of a
sentence. It must be accompanied by a second sentence
pattern without a subordinator.

B. Writing subordinate clauses:

1..1. . Noun , Verb (Word)n,_
. Noun

i

l Verb l(WordP
_Because
...._ __. .......

1.1 7

c
1.....hen

That
Althoup'h

t

'Before
t

If

2. Students can be asked to fill in this kind of a chart
to see how two sentence patterns operate in one
sentence. After they have completed this chart, shift
the subordinate clause to the end of the sentence, or
make slots for a subordinate clause between the noun and
the verb of the independent -olause,

3. The exercises will simply make the studea----awArthat
there are subordinate clauses, and that generally
they do have nobility, just as the adverb did, and as -----

many prepositional phrases do.
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C. Adverbial clauses

1. If it is good, the play will be produced on Broadway.
2. He said it be he was angry.
3. When the rain stopped, they finished the second game

of their double-header.
4. Jane was baby-sitting before she went to the party.
5. Unless you as% for help, you will be left alone.
6. Homer waited until the train was actually due to arrive.
7. He did his homework while he waited for the bus.
8. he ran as he never ran before.
9. He will play the violin after the dishes are finished.

10. Margaret saw him although she did not recognize him.

1. How are the sentences alike? (Each contains 2 sentence
patterns)

2. What key words introduce the subordinate clauses?
(If, because, when before, unless, etc.)

3. How are the clauses alike? (Point out the sentence
patterns)

Li.. Is there a definite place for each clause? Could the
dependent clauses be moved around in the sentence?
Cor.zrient on the effect of each shift.

5. Subbordinating conjunctions are: after, although, as,
as though, as if, for, if , inasmuch as, in case,
in order that, in that, lest, like, now that, once.
provided that, because, before, even though, even if,'
since, so, so that, that, though, unless, until,
when, where, whereas, whether . . . or not, while.

D. Relative clauses

Relative clauses are signaled by the following words:
"who," "whom," "which," and "that," when they occur in place
of nouns, and "whose," when it takes the place of a determiner..

In the following sentences see if you can determine the
adjectives, modifying phrases of nouns, and relative clauses.
Discuss the sentences, orally, in this exercise.

I

1. The hungry man went into the cafe.
2. The man in the red shirt went into the cafe.
3. The man, who wore a red shirt, went into the

cafe.
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1. The man ;eve 1.1 stubborn door a push.
2. The boy gave the door of the house a push.
3. The dog nushed open the door, which had been stuck.

III

1. 'he curtain, soiled and torn, blew against the screen.
2. The curtain, like a broken wing, blew against the screen.
3. The curtain, Ithich flapped against the screen, was ragged and rusty.

1. Uhat noun is both,: discussed in she first three sentences? (Man)
2. Ithat Nord says something about it in the first sentence? (hungry)
3. What words say something about it in the second sentence? In -the third?

(The phrase and the clause)
)4. What do you find different in comparing the first and second sentences?
5. What do you find different about the second and third?
6. How does the third sentence differ frori the first?
7. Discuss the next two -roups of sentences in the same manner. When the

students have established the essential differences between the adjectives,
phrases ald clauses, proceed to the next question.

8. In the first nine sentences what words signalled the relative clauses?
9. ?What conclusion can you draw as to why a writer might use a relative

clause rather than a single adjective or modifying phrase?
10. Make up three sentences patterned after the groups above, using adjectives,

modifying phrases, and relative clauses. Use as signals: "who," "whom,"
"which," or "that." You nay use "whose" also if you make it a determiner.
Remember that these signals mcd ify nouns.

The students may complete the exercise and then exchange papers. There may be
a class discussien on their obsergrations.

E. Creative Ititing Emphasizing Adjectives, Modifying Phrases, and Relative
Clauses

For this lesson each student should be asked to bring a picture of a scene
or person that represents a mood. The pictures should be posted around the
room so they may be studied easily. Each picture should be numbered.

1. .Study the pictures cPrefully and write an adjective that reflects the mood
of each one.

2. The students will then discuss the words they have used to describe the
pictures, beginning with number one and working through them consecutively.

3. Then the teacher will ask them to choose the picture they like best and
write a paraF2-raph about it, using at least one relative clause. They
should also be aware of descriptive words and phrases. (The paragraphs
should be written in class)

h. Dfter the teacher has corrected the paragraphs, he may choose certain ones
to be reed and discussed. They could then be posted with the pictures
on a bulletin board.
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F. Noun Clauses

1. I did not know
2. The truth is

3.

4.

5.

I

pleased
We could see the

was

his father.
satellite from
not known.

II

1. that he lived in Nebraska
2. how the boy acted
3. where we stood
4. that we did not study
5. when they arrived

(1) What sentence patterns do you find in the sentences in Group I?
(2) What part is missing in each sentence?
(3) Fill in these noun positions with one of the subject-predicate word

groups in Group II to make sense. Write the pattern for each sentence.
(4) What words introduce these noun clauses into the sentence patterns of

Group I?
(5) Name other words that introduce noun clauses. (what, who, whom, which,

when where, why, how, that)
(6) Write noun clauses for the noun position in the following:

1. N V (N) 4. (N) V-tr. N
2. N be (N) 5. (N) be Adv.
3. (N) be Adj.

G. He looked up at the sky and then out to his fish. He looked at the sun
carefully. It is not much more than noon. And the trade wind is rising.
The lines-all-mean nothing now. The boy and I will splice-them when we are
home.

1. Tn this short paragraph from The Old Man and the Sea you find one example
of subordination. What is it?Flealherillome.

2. Rewrite this paragraph using as much subordination as you possibly can.
3. Read Ernest Hemingway's paragraph and your on version aloud. How Eave----..

meanings been changed in your version? Has anything else changed? What?

Oro

H. ?or further exercise, the teacher may make use of these following materials:

1. "rite sentences beginning with these words:
(I) Zohn watched the plane as it
(2) 'Those boys will certainly get in trouble if they
(3) He's only popular because he
(4) I don't think we'll have awar-unlees.the
(5) Do you think you can wait until it

1111 in the slots:
(1) Wan "K V (wards)n, it will probably end.
(2) Since N V (wirds)n, they will not come.
(3) As long as N V (aorls)n, no one can hurt you.



(4)

(5)

3. Work
with
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)
(6)

(7)

(9)
(10)
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Although N V (words), N V (words)n.
While r V (words) n, N V (words);

cut the formulas for the sample sentences and fill in the patterns
your own words.
When N V (wods)n, the Adj. N V as N V and V.
There N V (word) n, although N V N less/more than N V (words)n.
Even though N V words no N V N that V (words)n.
If N V what V (words)n, N V (words)n.
During N when N V, N V N
As N V, both N and N V and N V (words)n.
Although N V N (words)n, N V that unless hT V N (words)n, N V (words)n.
N and N V, because N V N, N, and N, which V N (words)n.
N V N because N V N, but N, although N V N, V N (words)n.
Until N V, N V N, but when N V, the N which N (Aux.) V, and N V N.

4. Students read one another's compositions and pick out subordinate clauses.

5. Groups decide on composition having the most effectively used subordinate
clauses.

6. Underline clauses in the following examples:

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

When the characters begin to have new feelings the love theme exp.:kis
as their loves charge and deepen, tempered by time and experience.
There is comedy in the unrequited love of Malvolio for Olivia,
although he loves the position more than he loves her.
Even though he is noble, the tragic hero must have the flaw of
character that will lead to his downfall.
If Aristotle could hear what has been done to his third element,
language, I think he would turn over in his grave.
During the Renaissance, when classical learning was revived, men
re-discovered Aristotle's works.
As each play progresses, both Oedipus and Jones lose confidence and
their hard outer shells arc worn away, leaving only their true
characters.

Although he stretches the story to fantastic extremes, Mr. Huxley
believes that unless we destroy our civilization in a nuclear war,
this "utopia" will be upon us in a few short generations.
In Brave New World, God and Good have been abolished, because they
present sin, guilt, and self-discipline, which are all menaces to
stability.

Amelia marries George Osborne because she loves him, but Becky,
although she was sligbtly fond of Rawdon Crawley marries him for a
more important thing--his money.
Until the two_marriages take place, Becky conceals her true nature
very well, but when he real reason for her marriage is disclosed, the
shell in which she dwelt for a few months shatters, and she once
again becomes herself.

7. Relative Clauses in President Kennedy's Inaugural Address
(1) And yet the same revolutionary beliefs for which our forebearers fought

are still at issue around the globe--the belief that the rights of man
come not from the generosity .of the state but from the hand of God.
To those old allies whose cultural and spiritual origins we share,
we pledge the loyalty of faithful friends.
To those new states whom we welcome to the ranks of the free, we pledge
our word that one form of colonial control shall not have passed away
merely to be replaced by a far more iron-bound tyranny.

(2)

(3)
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If a free society cannot help the many who are
poor, it cannot cave the few who are rich.
And if a beachhead of cooperation may push
back the jungles of suspicion, let both sides
join in creatf.aL a new endeavor--not a new
balance of power, but a new world of law, where
the strong are just and the weak secure and the
peace pre served.
The graves of yoing Americans who answered the
call to service surround the globe.
Can we forge against these enemies a grand and
global alliance, north and south, east and west,
that can assure a more fruitful life for all
mankind?
The energy, the faith, the devotion which we bring
to this endesvor will light our country and all
who serve it--and the glow from that fire can tru,
light the world.
Finally, whether you are citizens of America or
citizens of the world, ask of us here the same
high standards of strength and sacrifice which
we ask of you.

8. The signals of what we call relative clauses are
"who," "whom," "whose," "that, and "which." In
one of the examples "where" is used as a signal.
Find the clauses that begin with those signals.
(1) ahere do the signals occur?
(2) To what word to they refer?

9. Write sentences beginning with the following words:
(1) The man who
(2) The Aan, whom I saw
(3) The building that
(4) The dog whose
(5) The tractor which
(6) The mountain where

10. Write 3 related sentences without using any
relative clause signal. Some students write theirs
on the board. Other students can expand these or
join them by inserting signals and filling out
clauses.

11. Paragraph ccmposition including at least-A,ralative
clause signals.

Verbals

In presenting the study of verbals. it Is to be noted that
tern "participle" and "gerund" are not presented to the5 tude4t. The participle) gerund, and infinitive are simplyca1Ind "verbals" which are used in various positiorra-In theainitetccepositions we have established as.those of

4ectIan.A.in...aome,imstanoes-adve141.
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Gerunds and participles endinr in -inc arc to be presented
in the first lesson. It is sotu:sted that the student be
given a mimeograph sheet containing sample sets of sentences.
Begin with the first set; of sentences and work through the
questions in sector I L-alo!!!. Then proceed to the other sets
in the same fashion. After the questions in connection with
the sets are completed to your satisfaction, proceed to the
last two exercises.

A. The -ing Verbal

Sets of Sentences

I

1. Our chief job is learning.
2. LearrIng is fun.
3. The fun is in thz learning.
4. Bod habits can reduce learning.
5. Come students give learning no consideration.
6. Our class elec d learning its favorite activity.
7. Others may consider lcarnin g a bore.
8. A little learnin nay prove dangerous.
9. The learning process :;ay sea431,difficult.

10. Learning-mc.y_baDama a-necessity.
11, The learning process works slowly.

1. The dog's barki ng was silenced.
2. The dog enjoyed barking.
3, Ve considered barking a nuisance.
L. Fido's one bad habit is barking.
5. The habit of barking must be stopped.
6. Perhaps we shoulc* get a barking permit.
7, The painting's worth is unknown.
8. His paintings are worthless.

IiI

1. A singing girl is a beautiful thing.
2. The painting crew cave us a hand.
3. A clever person .:1VC:t3 a cringing dog careful attention.
4. Nobody considers his teacher a babbling idiot.
5. Our prank seemed a rollickint, idea.
6. A girl singing a hymn is a beautiful thing.
7. The crew painting tic building gave us a hand.
8. A clever person 4ives a dog cringing in fear careful

attenticl.
9. Nobody considers his teacher an idiot babbling nonsense

ceaselessly.
10. Our prank seemed an idea rollicking with humorous

possibilities.
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1. Cryilit, the ' human being.
2. wto an apealinG t-,Inan beinr.
3. T:e girl c*.o2a:.., wti.s aft apali..1 human being.

...,ensinr trouble :Ii.,(;a0 tic scout led us to cover.
0, Th0 scout, t.eris_cAL t)rouble ahead, led us to cover.
L. ,ehe scout L o 1.16 Lo cover, sensinc trouble ahead.

7. Zensin trouble ahead, te scout reported to the leader
of the train.

c. The scout, seas1:11: troi.ible ahead, reported to the leader
of the tai n.

9. 1:11 scout rc orted to the loader of the train, sensing
trcbl(i ah.e ad.

10. SwimmftE in Lake 1,Uchiaar.1., tLe boys s.otted a corse.
11. The boys, swinf.i in vpoibad a corpse.
12. The boys spottee. a corpse, awl:amine In La re

13. Brealeinc the sc:.:!n6 Inrrier, th,. supersonic jet startled
the bos.

14. The supersc.nic jet, breaking the sound barrier, startled
the

15. The supersonic jet startled the 'oeys, breaking the sound
barrier.

16. Dyilv to hear the vest of the story, =other finally
completed her tale.

17. HooinF; to :'ave lots of fun, our vacation begius tomorrow
18. itealizias the daLtaer to all the citizens, crime must

be stopped.

(Object: to develop r.:Liconition of tiie -ins verbal)

1. hat word a2pears in all sentences in Group 1? (learning

2. 919t do you see that marks it as different from the other
words in the sentences? ( -lug ending)

3. To gh.9t. fol,c-1 class does ti'is word seem to sae long? (verb)

4. How does it differ froil other verbs that we-have_studied?
(in position it does, not occu.rj the normal verb spot)

5. ,ihould such a word then be called by some other name
than "verb"? (yes)

6. The `damn 'verbal" is usually-given this sort of verb
form which does not occupy the normal verb pos.tion
in the sentence structure. Can we now define a verbal?
(A verbal is a verb form which occupies positions in
the sentence structure usually occupied .by some other
form class.)
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7, 'tint positions do tiA verbals in the sentences

occu7,y?
1-JtE*. a, 3, 4, 50 (1 7, and 1u- -noun

positions; la L,Liltences 1, 9, acid 11--nither noun or
adjt:Ictivc positions.)

(Object:) to study t13.e -l!tv verbal in noun positions and
in nouil forms)

1. 'Tint positierJs do the -inc verb!as in Group 11 occupy?
(Iloun positl.os)

2. How mny ,11ffercnt noun positions do you find illustrated
in sent.Bnces 1-6?
(1. subject ..sition before the verb
2. direct o.oct ocsition aftar, v. transitive verb
3. j.nd:mct aftti:r a tran8itjvci verb and before

anotq3r obj.1:)t
4. oun" po6,,ion after a "be" foral
S. object r.2 pl'opositjx:L "of"
6. attributive noun .2oojtion)

3. do we Imow that 'barld.:7.n.' in sentence 6 is a
o'ca Prld .-'tot an adjeo'Avei
(If it 14r., adjective, it aoul0 allov of the trans-
formation "The permit is barkin"--an adjective will
fit in either attrililltve .:)recacato position--
ZE,1 All of tl.is unit assumes that the teacher
has studlod L'2v. ,lait on i.:011E. Clii3SEX, for the 7th Grade)

L. It: terms of form, 'what do the -ing words in sentences
7 and J sug,i;ast?
(the -ts and -s cladilvs sus,eb't t'cLat t'de word'

ntin" i s noun%

5. 1.111 tine Irords ire s%;nt.onceL; 1-6 allow of either
-Is or -s endinus? foo)

6. Then we rust rci on oosition alone if We decide that
the4T1L; wo:..,ds in iiontellcs 1-6 are nositicned as
nouns; but in sentences nd C e have both position
and word fort to hel Ud %.11:e this decision.

(Objeet: to study the -ing verbal in attributive and
appositive adjective positiona)

1. Underline the vprbals in sentences 1-5. (singing,
oainti.,151:0

2. How do you know that :he word "thing" in sentencie 1
is not an - ink?.' (because t. i is not a verb)

3. tillat position in relation to nouns does each c f these
verbals take? (the attributive position between deter-
miner and noun)

.. Are these -ins verbals noun-like or adjective-like?
(adjective-like)
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S How do you %now? (:hey will take a predicate-position
variation:

sincing girl = a girl singing
The painting crew = the crew painting
a cringinf: dog = tne dog is cringing
a babbling idiot = an idiot is babbling
a rollicking idea = air idea is rollicking

6. liow point out the -ing verbals in sentences 6-10. (the
same verbals as 1-5)

7. What is the position of these verbals in relation to
the nouns? (they follow the nouns instead of preceding
tham)

8. Why, do you suspect, do the same verbals folloW the noun
in sentences 6-10 but precede them in sentences 1-5?
7That is the difference? (In sentences 6-10 the verbals
are follored by other words--complements in sentences
6, 7, and 9, prepositional ohrases in 6 and 10, and
adverb in sentence 9.)

9. Are these -ing verbals adjectival or nominal? -(adjectiv-
al: they will allow of ottributive and predicate
posit ion by themselves, as they did in question 5,
'above.)

10. May we then conclude that -ing verbals which are
adjectival are placed before a noun if they are 'single
words but after a aoun if they are phrasal in their
camposit:on? (yes)

11. But 15 our conclusion in question 10 a perfectly secure
one? Cannot the word -ing verbals in sentences -

1 -5 also be placed after the noun as well as before
it? (yes)

12. We have already learned that the term for an adjectival
ahead of a noun is "attrIbutive"; we can now learn
that the term for an adjectival following a noun is
"appositive "- -that position is known as the appositive
position.

(Object: to learn front-and end-shifted positions of
adjectival -ing verbals; to discover the problems of
misplaced and dangling verbals)

1. Point out the -ing verbals in sentences 1-3, Are the
or adjectival? How can you tell? (by the

attributive predicate position check)
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2. In sentence 1, a e.ow eosition for adjectival verbals
is illustrated. :hat is that position (ahead
of both determer sad noun) How ni3ht we describe that
position? kas "front-shifted" to the beginning of the
sentence)

3.

4.

Point out the 1erbals in sentences L. -6. Are
these single-word or phrasal verbals (phrasal) What
position observed in sentences 1-3 does the phrasal verb-
al not talee: (the attributive position before the
noun and after the determiner)

In sentence 6, we discover a yet new position for the
-ing verbal. What is i t (at the end of the sentence,
after the basic pattern is completed) How might
we describe this position? (as "end-shifted" to the
end of the sentence)

5. Now we may summarize: how many different positions
may the -ing adjectival verbal take?
(1. the attributive positinn between determiner and

noun.
2. the predicate position, after noun and "linking"

verb.
3. the aDpositive position, after determiner and noun.
4. the 'front-shifted" position, before determiner and

noun.
5. the "end-shifted' Do3ition, at the end of the

completed
which of these positions is not open tc the phrasal-ing
verbal.? (the attributive position)

6. In sentences 4-6, that noun is associated with the
verbal phrase "sensing trouble ahead"? (scout)

7.

3.

Now look at sentences 7-:). You will observe that
these sentonees vre scnewl'at similar to sentences 4-6.
Yet we observe that F.enttice 9 poses a problem that
oentence 6 no it Lo ;;.:ids a bi_t funny. Let us
examine I. sentences 7 and 6, what noun does
sensi,1 trouble ahead" rela6e to? (scout) In

sentence 9, -,.1,dat noun does the phrase relate to?
(either scout or leader) Since there are two nouns
that the phrase might relate to, some difriculty is
posed.

Now look at sentences 10-12 and 13-15. Do you
observe that in sentences 12 and l5 really funny
neanings emerge when the -ing verbal phrase is wrongly
placed in the sentence? But there is no difficulty
in sentences 10-11 and 13-14. Does this tell us
something about t.A.e care with which we must place
our verbal phrases?
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9. f(3 should be ready to form a rule: that verbal phrases

must he placed so that t.,1%e noun to wl-Lich they relate
is wnistaable.

10. Now lock at sentences mint out the verbals
here. Notice tileg are rprasal verbals again. Whht
noun do they relate to in the sentence? (none)

erba3 that doe not relte to any noun is called
a "danc;ling

11. Try yellr hand at making up five sentence in which a
verbal ''dangles"; how ein-,1 crazy relations you can
suggest.

B. The -'ed Verbal

of '771ntences

I

1. Exhausted, the boys fell to the ground.
2. The fel in the tan1;: was completely exhausted.
3 The exhausted Ifiu1J; refused to work.
4. Joe dropped in chair, exhausted.
5. A iTm,1 exhausted is of no value to us.
6. Our energies exhausted, we gave up the search.

II

1. A Noted child is a sad sii3ht.
2. Hated, a child is a sad sight.
3. A &did hated is a sad slant.

4. Hated by everyone, a is a sad sight.
5. c!lild hated by evul,yone is a sad si lit.

[6. A cL.ild iu a sad sib it, hated by everyone.]

1. RirAen by poverty, te old man saves his pennies.
2. Tr:e new snot, frozen at the top, makes for

fc:ot]n..
Tae stdcten.t is submissive, taurfft by bitter exper-
ience.

h. IL, sung song .14, a DOOM unspoken.
5. A 7n ^n hit in arler should be resentful.
G. S.iown new tricks, the doL was ear to learn again.

'V

1. Rattled by the narre,:1 escape, our trip continued
uneventful.

2. The nip' t was a oulet one uninformed of the disas-
ter.

3. Cro,:c'ted off tli:o road, an accident was inevitable.
4. Overheated, cold water j.s dangerous.
5. Mar7 finally found mother, delighted with her

pur(lhase.
6. Forced. into idleness by the strike, the babies of

the miners had no food.



(Object: -ed verbal and learn its
positions)

1. What Nord do sento.ces 1-6 in the first group have in
common'i (exhausted)

2. loron its form, -what Irord-class :you place this
word f_nT
(verb--the -ed form of "exhaust")

3. law wouldn't you call "exhausted" in these sentences
a verb? (because it does not take verb position in the
senteaces.)

4. 'That positiors ktlpes tLie word "exhausted" take? (the
arie position found -ins ver5als takinE,; in the

:Comer nsson.--
in=r17.clace :r..7nt-shifted"

L n seotcnce 2 or:Idcate
in se(11;euce 3 ntLribtive
in sentence L. ond-siafted"

sent..::.o 6 ao:)ositive)

5 Is exilausted.clearly adjetival in each of tnese
:entences? (yes)
low do you knew (It 1:111 fit in both attributive
and ,,r'edicate -ositi.)nE in relation to the noun it

essociated
1. th xLa.stad boys = tho boys are exhausted
2. the exhauctPo = the fuel was exhausted

exhausted = the mule was exhausted
4. oxhausted Toe = Joe as oxhousted
5. ?la exhaLlsted man = a limn is e.zLlausted
4. our ex'f:atted = our enerl'ies were exhaust-

ed)

6. Is it 16..ien sfLnibl':: f::, call tLis 1,:xn%.. a "verbal" as we/

aalld t'le -i;:1 .r.7rb fnrn. lAlaicil coc. non -verb
positoa ..)_ verb:: Q;s1

(6bject: to stuc:y the single-word and Airasal -ed
verbal atv: tLe 1J:Atations of the
1.)hrase)

1. In Group II, %71-,,t is t.:e, verbal cor,viola to eac!2
seatence': (hated)

2. In sentences 1-3, is the verbal a single-word or
ob-rasal verbal':

3. Met toositIs does tiao verbal occupy in sentences 1-3?
(attributive, front-shifted, and appositive)
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In sentences 4-6, notice, the verbal is a phrasal
ono. Which of th positions occupied by "hated" in
sentences 1-3 cannot be occilpied by the phrase "hated
by everyone"? (the tttributive position)

5. On your sheet, sentoce 6 Is set off. There is a
difficulty with it. Can you see the difficulty? (yes;
the verbal is misplaced)

6. What two things might be meant.by sentence 6? (that
a child is a sad sight and hated by everyone or that
a child is a, sad sight and the sad sight is hated by
everyone)

7. Can you see a distinction in meaaing, by the way,
between sentences 4 and 5? (in L. the suggestion is
that a child--any child,--is a sad sight; in 5 only a
child hated by everyone is a sad sight. The distinctku
is one of restrictlocl of nodification. At this point,
the teacher might wish to explain that the so-called
restrictive modifier must occupy appositive position;
only non-restrictive nodifiers may be front-or end-
shifted)

(Object: to accustom the student to recognize "irregular"
-ed forms)

1. Look at the sentences in the third group. You may
remember from your study of the verb form .class that
some verbs do not make their -ed forms by adding -ed,
but rather take variant fors. Do you recomize
some of them in these sentences (ridden, frozen,
taught, sung and unspol.:e.n, hit, shown)

(Object: to recognize "misplaced" and "dangling" -ed
verbals)

1. Point out the -ed verbals in the sentences in group
IV. (rattled, un:Lnformed, forced, delighted, crowded,
overheated)

2. In sentence z 1-3, you observe eithanstraage or funny
connections. Wiaat is wronq? (the -ed verbals do
not relate to any noun in ti:le sentence--they dangle)

3. In sentence 4, what noun does the verbal "overheated"
seem to relate to? (water) Can it logically do so?
(no, for the -watex. is cold and wouldn't be overbee,ted)
What, logically, do the -ed. verbals in sentences
relate to?
(1. "rattled" relates to "we"
2. "uninformed relates to "we,". or "the boys," or "the

family;' or sane other group of people
3. "crowded" relates to "car" or some .such word--

whatever could be crowded off the road.
4. "overheated" relates to "we" or "people" or same-

one who drinks the cold_Lwater,),
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L. In sentences 5 aad 6 more subtle (fir2iculties are
seen. In 5, what nouns night the -ed verbal
"delichted" relate 4':'? ("Ilay" and "mother ")
ithich one aces it ela.,e to (it is not clear; it
might relate to either)

5. In sentence 6, woca; noun does the -ed verbal "forced"
relate to? (:qiners)

6. Do you see that, L,rar..,matically, the phrase-uforcedInto
idleness by the strike" seems to point to "babies,"
whereas logically It must ?oint to "miners"? This
leads us to a little rule of thumb which is very
helpful in writinz. Ttie rule is that if we begin a
sentence with a verbal phrase, the verbal must relate
to the first noun followinL the 2hrase.

C. The to- verbal

nets of Sentences

I
1. To win was t'20 main point.
2. John despised to lose.
3. Iiy lain devire is to learn.

4. To uin the game was the main point.
5. John despised to lose his money needlessly.
6. rain desire is to le:;rn mathematics.

7. The man to beat is henry Smith.
8, The Superduper is the car to buy.
9. Father considered the desire to win a foolish

thing.

10. To gain her point, the teacher distorted the truth.
11. The teacher, to aoin her point, distorted the

truta.
12. The teacher di.sterted the truth, to gain her point.

II

1. To our ends, trickerywns resorted to.
2. To make sure of delivery, mail should be registered.
3. I must _pail today, to arrive in tics

(Object: to identify the infinitive and observe its
positions in the structure)

1. All of the sentences in Group I have one construction
in common. Can you spot it? (to. plus a verb form)
This construction is flown as an infinitive.



Abet ,Yozlecfls arc occupicC by t4c inVinitires
in sciteceo 1-3? (neun-:iujeet, noun- object,
noun-cc..) ot.eRv ;ite,ee positions

itae noun, the indirect
'A3ect, cL:ii,7,1cJeent, the object of a
ercoosition) Can infinitivee roc; used in these
eositeno 4o well as noun poeltiono we see
oceulod i. enter-42os 1-3 ? (no--but It will be
intereotinL to let te otudn1;s tie; tneir hands
at it)

J. What position is occupied by the inrlaltIves
in sentence:: 7-9? (t;.:.e appositive dosition after
toe determiner and noun) Gan other adjectival
positions be oem.4.,ied b7 zile infinitive? (no; but
acain, let the. etudents tr7, after they've review-
ed the adjectival ,,osit:I.orw;

4. '..that positions are occu?Iee by 11.e infinitive
phrases in sentences 1C-12? (front-shifted,
between-no,n-and-verb, and end-shifted) Tzhat
forp class ere these poolteons associated with?
(adNe41Js) it is character*Istic of the adverb
class tiiat edvellbs can sleift indifterently from
one of these peeions to anot'eer; io this true
in sentences 10-12--thet le, do they mean the sane
thinre substantia117! (yes)

5. Clearly, then, 'infinitives position as nouns,
as adjectives, and ae a6'qerbs. But they do not
occuiy '11 neun ?ositlens or all adjective
eocitiorls.

6. Try substituting an -inz verbal form for each
infinitive. All it viern (It vore:s perfectly
on sentences 1-6) On sentences 7-9 the -ins
vAbstitution cannot be made; and on sentences
1G-12 Le substitution makes for a difference in
neaainE. The infinitive in sentences 10-12 has
treditionally been celled the "infinitive of
Purpose,' be tae Illeaninp expressed is one
of purpose or reason for an action. je cannot
use the -Inc Porn to express this idea.

7. Consider the infinitive construction in the senl!
tences in Group 11. AltnouEh infinitives do not
so clearly "dangle" as other verbal constructions
seem to, nevertheless you can probably re-cast
each of these sentences so that the form of the
sentence more exactly corresponds with the idea
intended. (expect to attain such revision as:
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(1) our (lads, 11.- resorted to

(2)
LItJro, of de3Avery, one should

st.,NP moil.
or

10 ma %e sure oS its beinc delivered, mail
sixad be registered.

(3) The lottor 11;Ast be nailua today, to
arrive in title.)

Distinguishing Verbs and Verbals

,!ets of Sentences

1. The liormon were rolling away the stones.
2. hy job was rolling away the stones.

3. iqy father is to go to Chicago next week.
4. Ey desire is to go to Chicaco next week.

S. Vle silverwsre r:'as finally polished by the
silvermith.

6. The silverware :!,-As brightly polished in the
silver drawer.

1. Study the pairs of sentences. In the first sentence
in each pair the verb-form is part of the verb;
in the second, It is a verbal. 'Ow do we 'mow
this?

2. First 1rNok at sentences 1 and 2. To discover whether
an -ing form is a verbal or part of the verb,
two tests can be nade:

(1) If it is part of the verb, another verb form
may be substituted for it: hence sentence 1
can be revised to read "The workmen ROLLED away
the stones"; what about sentence 2?

(2) if the verb form occupies what might be a noun
000ition after a form. of "bed' the sentence
can be turned around: sentence 2 could be
chauPed to read "Rolling away stones is my
job"; what about sentence 1?

3. Now compare sentences 3 and L.. Tests similar to those
in question 2 can again be made:

(1) Sentence 3 can be revised to "Iiy father GOES to
Chicago next week"; what about sentence 4?

(2) Sentence 4 can be turned around: "To go to
Chicago next week is ray desire"; what about
sentence 3?
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4. how compare sentences 5 and 6. 'hen an -ed verb
form is involved as 'art of tbo verb phrase after a
form of an active-volce transformation can be
nade: "The silve:1,. finally polished the silver-
ware." And anothe rerwtali3ement may be looked into,
too: if the -ed f(vin is verbal, it can in all
possibility be moved into another adjectival positionw
Hence, sentence 6 can be rearranged to read '°

The brightly polished silverware was in
the silver drawer.
The sIlverware was in the silver drawer,
brightly polished. ,

Notice that sentence 5 does not allow these variations.

Ii SUW.IARY

Verbals are verb forms occupying non-verb positions
in the sentence structure. Verb forms in -ing may occupy
positions of nouns and adjectives; verb forms in -ed
may occupy positions of adjectives; verb forms with
to- may occupy positionR of nouns, adjectives, and
adverbs.

Verbal phrases are usually more restricted in their
positioning than sing16-word vex. pals.

All verbals should be related to a noun in the structure.
When that relation is not clearly indicated, trouble
ensues. For purposes of composition, this is of utmost
practical importance, for it allows a break-down of
communication as few other "grammatical" e:1:Tors do.

pI. Compounding

The following is an attempt to demonstrate that each element
of the basic sentence patterns can be compounded and that struct-
ures such as prepositional phrases, clauses, etc., used in
expanding the basic patterns can be compounded.

A. 1. The boys and girls are here.
2. The leaves were red and yellow.
3. The prisoners were men, women, and children.
4. The three men sang and drank all night.
5. Santiago seemed old but agile and strong.
6. The naughty boy eventually became and remained a

gentleman and a scholar.
7. The company cans carrots, peas, corn, and squash.
8. The children sent the refugees clothes and food.
9. Rick and Tam have always considered him a fool and a liar

and have ignored him completely.
10. They have elected him chairman of the board and president

of the company.
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1. itow have the basic sentence patterns been altered in
these sentences Expected answer: The words in
certaLa positions have beP.7 0.-.1bled. That is, two
words have bren used in subjec posIti.orirtnastrTrt
etc.

2. This is 0,1aled compounding.

3. What words are used to join elements of the sentence?

4. Are there any elements of the sentences that have not
been compounded?
Expected answer:
a. The Adv. positions in sentences 1 and 4 have not

been compounded.
b. The first noun oosition after the verb in sentences

8, 9, and 10 have not been compounded.
Is it possible to compound those elements?

B. 1. Neither Jack nor Jill actually climbed the hill.
2. Either uffet or the spider will eat the curds

and wney.
3. Both Nary and Jack Horner have been seriously maligned.
L. The wolf or the fox has always been the victim of

malicious attack by the authors of such rhymes or fables.

1. Iihat words are used to compound elements of these
sentences?

2. Such words are called conjunctions. Flake a list of them
in your notebooks.

C. 1. You must pass the test, or you cannot make the trip.
2. We remembered the can of pork and beans, but we forgot

the can orener.
3. The wind blew, and the snow drifted.
4. Lie went to the library, but the doors were Closed.
5. The day was dot, and the sun beat down upon us.
6. Taey did not win the game, nor did they score.
7. We must hurry, or we 1n:ill be late.
8. I did not see the boy, nor did I hear his call for

help.

1. How many basic sente:Ice patterns are there in each
sentence?

2. The basic sentence has been doubled. This is called
compounding. The two related ideas were joined to form
a compound sentence.

3. Whgtt words were used to join the two basic sentence
patterns in the compound sentence?

4. These words are called conjunctions, or coordinators.
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5. Write night sentenoes in w':ich :rou join two basic sentence patterns
with "and; "or," "but," "2 or," "nor." A comma must be used to separate
the two patterns when joined by these words. When the conjunction is
omitted, a semicolon is used t separate them.

D. 1. The soldiers retreated down the hill, through the creek, and into the
forest.

2. Since they were frightened and because they were basically cowards,
they ran helter skelter.

3. The old man who lived in the cottage, who told us stories, and who
built ships in bottles was one of the most beloved characters in the
neighborhood.

4. Telling stories to boys and building ships seemed to give him pleasure
as well as security.

5. His greatest pleasures were to build his ships and to tell us stories.

(1) In these sentences what elements have been compounded?
(2) Looking over all the sentences, what rule might be determined about

the use of the comma in compound structures? Expected answer: Commas

are used to separate compounded elements when three or more are used.
(3) iirite ten sentences in which you compound elements of the ten basic

sentence patterns.

(4) l!rite ten sentences in which you compound elements such as clauses,
prepositional phrases and verbals.

(5) Vrite sentences in which you join two basic sentence patterns with
"or," "nor," "but," "and." A comma must be used to separate the two
patterns when joined by these words.

Tell what element--form class word, phrase clause--is compounded in each
of the following sentences from "Beowulf."

1. Beowulf gave over to his own King Bygelac all the gifts, the horses,
and all the wealth he had wcn by his hardihood. (Direct objects)

2. Gusts of wind bleu fragrant wind smoke out the open doors or cutled
it about the heavy cak rafters. (Verb)

3. The night had fallen early, but tne hall door stood wide open at either
end of the rectangular room. (Compound sentence)

I. The once fierce Vikings had long since become peaceful farmers; their
leaders were called earls. (Compound sentence)

5. Over them all ruled a fair king, noteworthy because he upheld the
freedom of his people, earls and earls alike. (Objects of preposition)

6. . s . their brothers, the Saxon kings, uled SUESOC, Wessex, end Essex.
(Nouns in N. Vo-Tr. N.)

7. he must work first and foremost for his people's good. (Adverbs)

8, "I have glimpsed the sands of Africa and watched the foreign folk who
dwell in Egypt's land." (Verbs)

9. "I have sung before the chiefs of the Angles here in TIritain, and before
the Jutes on the Island of and in the colc1 lands of the
northernmost Picts." (Prepositional phrases)

10. Bards even now unborn shall sing of his feats, his strength, his
faithfulness, and his openhandedness. (Objects of prepositions)

11. Battle axes End swords lay flashing in the winter sunlight about his
body. (Noun subjects)

12. He would have built in Denmark a great hail, so lofty, so heavy with
gold, so braced with iron bands . . (Adjectives)
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13. . . [-icemen from all over V- :e.-.wcpt lands came to gasp at its
rows of stc.r;s1 ant..ers, its Isronze-bound doom, its lofty ceiling
and the lavishness, (Objecls c prepositions)

14. Night aZter night, the firnds of evil . . writhed and curled with
hatred. (verbq)

15. He it vas whaled bespangled the soils with russet leaves and reeds and
who had breathed the breath of life into beings. (Objects of prepositions
and relative clauses)

16. Krothgar and his cadermEn lived happily in Heorot Hall . . (Noun
sub.iects)

17. 3rendel and IlLs folk had been banished to the fens . . . (Noun subjects)
18. No suppers were held and no scops or gleemen came to Heorot any more.

(Compound sentence)
19. Feom his end of the hall Beowulf watched the ogre, weighed his endowment,

and waited to see how Grendel muld strike. (Verbs)
20. Beowulf would not let go the hcmd, and his heart was bent on the ogre's

death. (Compound 'entente)

F. On the left are grammatical elements. %evrite the sentences, compounding
the particular element or elements encircled in the left-hand column.

Grammatical
Elenent

Sentences

Object of preposition The next morning the Danish warriors began to creep
back to their king.

...-

N. V-Tr. U. They heard the bright tidings.

Adverb kwkwardly they nudged each other and gawked at the
hero.

Y. V. (Adv.) Warriors never went hear that poisoned pool.

Adjective They rang again how Sigmund had dealt with a dragon.

7. Be-V. 7. The tales of his might were a refreshment.

N. V. (Adv.) Hrothgar, the keeper of golden rin-,s, walked forth
from his wedding.

N. V-Tr. l'T. "I have withstood so long the wrath of this ogre.1!

N. V -Tr. 1. King Hrothgar thanked Peowulf.
.......,..........1....m.....

G. Compound the following sentences by adding an additional sentence pattern.

1. The northmen vere a dauntless people.
2. "Hay Gcd uphold you:"
3. His sword was alllays.atEsnd.
4. Hrothgar held the cup to Beowulf's lips.
5. The kir.g gave a fine, worthy gift to each of the warriors.
6. After the giving of gifts the gleemen brought forth their joywoods.
7. 01 all the warriors in Hecrot only Unferth was closemouthed that day.
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9. Gol0 cups and dishes were set on the boards.
10. With tears running dcwn his chunks the king clasped the hero.

H. Compare

And there went out a champion out of the camp of the Philistines, nomed
Goliath, of Gath, whose height was s'x cubits and a span. And he had a
helmet of brass upon his head, and he was armed with a coat of mail; and
the weight of the coat was five thousand shekels of crass.

I Samuel 17:4
and
They sat on the Terrace and many of the fishermen made fun of the old man
and he was not angry. Others, of the older fishermen, looked at him and
were sad. But they did not show it and they spoke politely about the
current steady good weather and of what they had seen.

The Old ran and the Sea

and
Then he was out of his nest and standing on the deerskin rug, and his
breeches were hanging handily, and his shirt right side out by good
fortune, and he was in them, and dressed, and there was not any need of
sleep, or anything but the day, and the smellcf hot cakes in the kitchen.

The Yearling

1, From that three sources do these three quotations come? You may not
have read some of the books, but you have worked with sentences from
them before in the Syntax Unit.

2. These three books were not written during the same period of history,
but there is an amazing 'similarity among them. What similarity can you
observe in all three passages? (The connections of sentence patterns.)

3. In your investigation of subordination, you discovered that basic
sentence patterns can be connected to one another in several different
ways? Mention as many as you know.

4. 'What device for connecting patterns isused predominantly in these
sentences? (The use of and.)

5. Study this rewriting of the seccnd passage.

They sat on the Terrace toile may of the fishermen made fun of the old
man although he was not angry. Others, of the older fishermen, looked
at him until they were sad. But they did not show it while they spoke
politely about the current steady good weather and of that they had seen.

Point to a place where the meaning actually changes because the structure
word has been changed.

6. Read the ti'o versions aloud. 'Which is most pleasing to your ear? Figure

out some valid reason for your choice.
7. In the first and third passages take out the ands and substitutes other

structure word connectors. Check your lists 'Thordinators.,
subordinators, and relative pronouns if necessary.

8. MEL WRITIUG: Again, a model-writing exercise would assist the student
in visualizing the syntactic natures of the three passages above.
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Beginnings could be: And there came a batier out of the dugout
of the Phillies, named We sat in the drug store and
many of the sophomores made light of Hr. X and he remained quite
congenial. . . Then he was off the bench and standing before
the coach, and .

XIII. Immediate Constituents

The principal of Immediate Constituents and the binary construction
in basic sentences is explained in the two excerpts taken from the
textbooks, The Structure of English by Nelson Francis, and English
Sentences by Paul Roberts.

In the discussion that follows, a simple system of diagram-
ming will be used to represent graphically the various
structures which are encountered in English syntar. Most
systems of diarTamming in common use depend on rearranging
the words and word gro:ips of the structure being diagrammed
in order to place them in a geometric pattern which reveals
their logical relationship. There are two serious dbjections
to this procedure: (1) Since it is based on a logical
(meaning-based) understanding of what the structure means, it
reveals the logi,c, rather than the rrammar of the structure;

ra(2) By re- arranging it obliterate the part played by
word order, one of the basic syntactic devices of English.
Systems of diagramming that depend on re-arrangement thus
conceal srammatical structure in stead of revealing it.

In contrast the system used here will leave the words in
the order in which they appear. It is intended to be a
graphic representation of structure based on two main
principles: (1) English syntax is a many-layered organization
of relatively few types of basic units; (2) every structure may
he divided into its Immediate Constituents (often abbreviated
I'As by linguists), almost ways two, of which may in turn be
divided and subdivided until the ultimate constituents (in
grammar, the words) are reached. This is graphically indicated
by enclosing each ultimate constituent in a box and drawing
larger and larger boxes around the Immediate Constituents of each
of the increasingly complex structures into which they combine.
The result is something like those famous "Chinese boxes" that fit
one within another. The difference is that each of our syntactic
boxes contains not one but usually two smaller boxes. (See
Illustration c.)

Nelson Francis, The Structure
of English (NewrOTITTie
Ronald Vi7ss, 1958).
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Paul Roberts in Englisn Sentences expresses the idea of

Immediate Constituents In the followinz terms:

Fart of enderstand.n3 an Tht-U.sh sentence is 'underst'and-w
ing what goes with what. fart of composing an English
sentence is :vaking clear r.lat goes with what. This seems
perfectly sinp2e and o"cvious, but actually the mechanics by
which Lnglisn keeps its line clear is ratter interesting and
delicate. By studying this mechanism, one can perhaps avoid
certain mistakes and clumsy constructions in writing.

An English sentence is not just a collection of
words. Rather it is a series of grounings of words, a
series of constructions that cluster and nest inside other
constructions. The nature of the clustering is connected
with the fundamental distinction between basic sentences
and transformed sentences. All basic sentences have what
is called a binary construction. This means that each
basic sentence is composed of two parts. Each of these
two parts (if more than one word) is composed of two
parts. Each of these is composed of two parts, and so on,
until we get down to single fords. Many transformed sentences
have this kind of construction too, but not all do.

. . . a basic sentence pattern consists first of all
of a subject and predicate. These are what are called the
Imnediate Constituents of the sentence. They are
constituents in the sense t,lat they constitute, or make
up, the saatence. They are immediate in the sense that they
act immediately on one aaotner: the whole meaning of the
one applies to the whole meaning of the other.

--Paul Roberts, English Sentences
(ilew pork: Harcourt, Brace and
Uorld Publishing Co., 1962).

Illustrations of Sentences cut into IC's:

ht,o. A number of small boys played noisily in the park.

:A numb el- of =all boys. Iplayed noisily in the oark.I
. . .

. . . . . .

A number of SITIall boys . s ola7ed nrisily; in the oarki
nu. aber' of snall boys !noisilyi ipiAithe parkl

7
Of ismall boys'

small!!boyj

the, !park i
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B.
. The eager 'students in Ztglish class/usually enjoy

literature

The eager students in Ln&.isn. class. iusually enjoy literature i
.

,. .

__ --.
....... _ __L.. / \_ . ___"._

I The ;eager...students in 7Lnglish classl ;usually owl !literaturei_
/
__________

._____ ___. / \--

eager students! ! in .;ainglish class I 1 usually i e12.1.oyi

eager 1aiail.enIs t in!!tnig isii CIaSs 1

....... ........._ .. ___ ....

lEnglishiclassi

f .

Mother I usually !

.

servesr.s ; shoe tying: :pbtatoes:
. .

C = Complement

D. After the teacher has explained the principles of Immediate
Constituents and bthary construction to the students, the
sentences illustrated (4, b, 6) may be put on the board and
divided into the Innediate Constituents. Ueink,: both methods
should help the students to see the divisions readily. Another
method of explaining the principle on ct-alk board is to
erase the binary parts from a seLtence starting with the least
important and working up to the point where only the subject and
verb remain.

Exercise 1. Divide each of toe following sentences into its
Immediate Constituents.
(1) The ring-necked pheasant builds its nest

in tall grasses.
(2) In the fall hunters often gather in farming areas

for hunting. ("In the fall" modifies the entire
sentence)

(3) They start their trek through the fields at the
crack of dawn.

(4) The happy hunters return we at noon
with their limit of birds.

Exercise 2. Expand the following subjects and verbs into longer
sentences by adding modifiers and phrases.
(1) babies cry
(2) children shout
( 3 ) men work
(4) motners made
(5) tourists travel

(Additional exercises for use in teaching Immediate Constituents
iwy be found in English Sentences, Paul Robers; andlt.p Structure
of 71nplish, Nelson Francis.)
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XIV. Silmraary Activities

A. Closing; Comments to the teacher.

Junior high school students seldom misuse the basic sentence patterns, for
their content determines their syntax. It is in layering the basic sentence
patterns, in formulating expansions and transformations that students run into
difficulty. Or, perhaps, it is in not layering at all, sticking to safe
prime. sentences. Perhpas it is monotony in layering. Perhaps it is lack
of recognition of the vast possibilities presented by their language.

1. Exercises B and C under "Summary Activities" might serve for student
revision. The teacher might take student sentences and write them on
the blackboard. Have the class decide on the various possibilities
for sentence improvement. Let them observe that some solutions are
better than others. Illustrate exemplary sentences. Perhaps, the
teacher mi-ht ditto several examples of student sentences which need
revision for the class to work on. They could first identify the
syntactic structures involved, then list the possible improvements,
and finally decide on the most desirable revisions. Students might
exchange compositions and select from the neighbor's writing a
sentence or a group of sentences which they think they might be able
to improve upon.

2. Have students save their first compositions composed in September, and
later carefully compare them to compositions written late in the
school year. Compare them to

a. number of wcrds in sentences.
b. number of words in paragraph
c. types of sentence openers
d. sentence patterns

This close investigation of their own writ ink; might be compared to
paragraphs from the literature in which the students make counts
of these same four aspects of composition.

3. Have students study-paragraphs that contain many adjectives, such as
this one from Roughing It:

It did seem strange enough to see a town again after what
appeared to us a long acquaintance with deep, still, almost
lifeless and houseless solitude: T;e tumbled out intothe busy
street feeling like meteoric people crumbled off the corner of
some other world, and i'akened up suddenly in this. For an hour
we took as much interest in Overland rity as if we had never
seen a town before. Presently we got under way again. La came
to the shallow, yellow, mudd'r South Platte, with its low banks
and its scattering flat sand-bars and piny islands--a
melancholy stream straggling through the center of the enormous
flat plain, and only saved from being impossible to find with
the naked eye by its sentinel rank of scattering trees standing
on either bank.

What happens to the paragraph when the adjectives are removed? Students
can make good observations; they can soon make valid statements about
an author's style as it is related to form classes and syntax. These

r
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observations will hopefully precede more critical observations.

MODEL .BITING: For "a town" in tie first line of the paragraph
above, have the students substitute "school" and work out the rest
of the paragraph, closely following the model. For example: It
did seem horrible enough to see school again rafter .

L. As students are reading the literature have them stop occasionally to
look at the frequency of sentence patterns. If they discover that some
patterns cre almost totally lacking have them insert some, and note the
effect. If same patterns are used DrAlquently, have the students attempt
to shift to other patterns. They will find that this is difficult to do.

5. Have students watch for and collect sentences of perfection. These
would necessarily be independent sentences which strike a good balance
of

0 'grammar ".=
0
1-1

aq

0wre,

aTiloq.aqa.

This sentence collection could be the starting point for many
modelled writing activities. A student might attempt to include
at least one "perfect" sentence in his every composition, and then
he could collect his own perfect sentences.

6. Encourage students to keep glossaries of terms found in the syntax
unit. They can write their own definitions of these terms. Capable
students might apply traditional terms to sentence patterns, and record
these in their glossaries. This would be only a beginning:

N. V.-Tr. 7. Direct Object
N. V.-Be N. Predicate noun
N. V.-Be N. Predicate Adjective

B. These sentences come from student compositions of original fables. Improve
the student sentences on the left by following the directions on the right.

1. Flame was a real beauty. He was the pride 1. Make the second sentence
into a noun in apposition.

2 She owned a very mean cat. She had a bird
who was in a cage hanging from the ceiling. 2. Try compounding.

3. On the way he met the turtle. The turtle
just stuck his nose into the air.

I. The animals in the forest all flocked
around the mockingbird they requested
more songs.

5. He made a plan. He would kill the fox.

6. Ilen it would come to be about midnight, he
would ao to the chicken house and he would
get some chickens.

3. Combine the sentences by
using a subordinator

4. A run-on sentence. Shift
the last clause to a
prepositional phrase.

5. Make the second sentence
into an infinitive phrase.

6. Leave out unnecessary. word::



7. He heard of a city to the east that was full of
gold. This city was ruled by 4n 1.;.fl

8. One day Jamie was showing off and tricA to
jump the corral and missed and hurt himself.

9. He led the cow with a bi smile.

10. The clock struck midnight and everything was
still.

11. The cat was meowing. He was lying on the rug
on the floor.

12. Once there were a cow and a horse. The horse
was always bragging about how fast he could
run. The cow bragged about how much milk
she gave.

13. Nhenthe cat swathe mouse, it got frightened.

14. She pushed the cat out r-and the cat stayed out
all night until he learned to leave the 11ird
alone and mind his on business.

15. Dontt brag too much. You may end up like the
horse and the cow.

CO.

7. Hake an -ed verbal
phrase from the second
sentence.

8. Change tried to an -lag
verbal..--Erminate some
ands.

9. novo the prepositional
phrase.

10. Introduce the first
clause with a
subordinator.

11. Put meowing in the
attributive position.
Leave out unnecessary
words.

12. Combine into one
sentence by using
subordinators and
subordinate clauses.

13. Who got frightened?

14. Substitute a
subordinator and a
pronoun for nand the
cat."

15. Combine the sentences
by using subordinators.

C. Grafted YOU would not -write sentence like the following student examples.
But these are actual examples of student writing and they need some help.
You suggest what might improve the sentences.

1. The entrance of north School is on the north side of the school,
there are other entrances to this school but the one on the north
is the main one.

2. lihen you play basketball you try to get the ball in the basket.

3. He can start the horse out by just touching her in the flanks. Then she
will turn by the touch of the rein on her neck.

4. It is a large structure. Its color is gray. It is made of concrete.

5. I have lived in many states. I like to live along the coast mainly.

6. We were near the Gulf of '4exico and swim in it.



7. He walked into the door and hy glanned to the right and he waved to the
crowd and he marched right down the

8. Orpheus charmed Eurydice on his tyre.
9. when it cones tr., riding a horse I have a lot of fun.

10. The way I usually spend the week-end is to go to Lincoln High gamesbecause it is exciting and colorful, with red and black colors.
n. went there in our car.

12. I spend the typical Saturday and Sunday by first of all doing lily
homework and usually I have my piano lesson on Saturday mornings.

13. Each pillar was grooved. By this I mean it had long narrow slits in it.
14. It is a beautiful building. The ilreek temple was made out of beautifulstone.

15. The game of basketball has many rules to follow, and there are officialsin black and white striped uniforms to see that these rules are followed.
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CORE TEXTS: NONE.

OVERVIEW
The purpose of this unit is to give students an introduction to the

historical background of the English language, the forms and the directions
of its development since the old English period, and some of the techniques
of linguistic scholarship. Its object is not to make linguistic experts of
the students, and the unit rakes no pretense ot being an entirely comprehen..
sive examination of every aspect of the languages it presents. Most import-
ant is the picture it presents of language as an orderly and continually
changing phenomenon.-

1

The unit is arranged as a series of questions about the language of
three translations of asection of Beothius' Consolations of Philosophy.
The questions are designed to direct the students toward evidence which will
allow them to make' general conclusions about the,development of the language.
Many of the questions are difficult ones, and the analyses required are
frequently complex.enough that students may have difficulty working them out
alone. Perhaps the most efficient technique would tv to work the exercises in
class as a group. Frequently questions demand information and evidence dis-
covered in earlier-questions, and students should-be-enbouraged to record
their answers in their notebooks.

This teacheri-s-paaket does not pretend to outline teaching methods for
the unit, and answers to questions have been included only when they are
particularly difficlat or when background material which cannot be determined,.
from the question itself seems to be necessary or instructive. No reading
questions dealing with the introductory material in each section, or any
project materials.-,have been included, but topics for this sort of activity
should readily suggest themselves. For example, there are several instances
in which map work could be helpful in illustrating regions of development,
migrations, or invasions. Cultural examinations of the various groups
mentioned in the unit--the nto-lithic people, the Danes, the Romans, the
Celts, the French, and even (or perhaps especially) the English themselves
during the various periods discussed- -could easily be worked out by the teach.,
er as the opportunities present themselves, and this sort of.activity might
help to enliven what is decidedly not the most exciting unit in the curriculum.

Each section contains a discussion of the sounds of the language, which-
will probably be singularly mystifying to the students unless they can actu-
ally hear the spoken language as well as read the descriptions. Thus, it is
important that teachers utilize records in conjunction with these sections.
(three are included in the bibliography). The working out of many of the
questions is contingent upon techniques learned in the 7th grade form class
unit and the 8th grade syntax pnit. Perhaps -come review of these units
would be advantageous.
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Bauch, Albert C. History of the ErlishIalismea, New York: Appleton,
Century-Crofts, 2nd edition, 1957. This is usually considered a standard
book on the subject. It contains a great deal of general information and is
very useful for quick reference.

Robertson, Stuart. The Development of Modern Englewood Cliffs,
N. J.: Prentice-Hall, 2nd Edition rovised by Fredrick G. Cassidy, 1954.
This is especially strong on word formation, changes of meanings and values
of words, and nodern English.

Schlauch, Margaret.' The English Lanallus in Modern Times. I.Trtrsaw, Poland:

Panstwowe Wydownictwo Vaukowe, 1959 (distributed outside of Poland by Oxford
University Press). A description of English since the 14th century, less
rich than Baugh and Robertson on vocabulary, more succinct on phonology and
morphology, and especially strong on syntax, this has suggestive comment on
English .prose style in each century,since Chaucer.

Marekwardt, Albert H. Introduction to the Eaclishuae. New York:
Oxford, 1942. Truly.an introduction, this text works from modern English
back' to old English. Aimed at the textbook_market in graduate schi;o1s, it is
not ..full as Baugh or Robertson.

`Far reference grammars, structural and traditional, see the bibliography
included in the 7th ,grade form clas.siumtt.

DICTIONARIES
bulaiLh Dictionary also known as the Oxford English DAdim= .

12 vols. and supplement. Oxford, 1884.1928, 1933. Easily the greatest of
English .dictionaries, th.)ugh already in need.of_revision, this is known as the
"NED" r "OED". Ignorance is unforgivable.

Keisgkr's New International Dictionary, 2nd Edition. Springfield, Mass.:
Merriam. This has Amrc.; entries than any other "unabridged" dictionary, and is
perhaps more readily available than_theZED, but has by no means the NED's
wealth of information.

AUDIO-VISUAL AIDS
Alphabet , 30 min. b. & w. 3 dam-U.00; 6 days l$6.00. Analyzes
writing system and traces.the origin, development, and spread of
Shows and explains writing systems, including' Sanskrit, Chinese,
Discusses the significance ofhter4lyphics in the' development of
languages.

the English
the alphabet.
and Arabic.
written

aglou.of.the Enalish Lanruaae, 30 min. b. & days $4.00; 6 days $6.00.
Investigates tne history, development and spread' of the English language.
Traces the breakdown of the proto-gsrrAn,ic language into descendant languages,
traces the dialects. of England, explains how vocabularies change and develop
as cultures mingle, reviews othex-Nooxld_languagps-;_anri,ponments on the

- . a world



Both filgs available fron AudiorVisual Library
Bureau of Audio-Visual Instruction
University Extension Division
University of Nebraska
Lincoln, Nebraska 68508

RECORDINGS
Our Changing Language, Evelyn Gott and Raven I. McDavid. Webster Division,
McGraw -Hill Book Co. #23843.

WPM

A Thousand Years of English Pronunciation, Eva Lexington LE 7650/55, Educed:.
tional Audio Visual, Pleasantville, New York.

, Stock;' RL 20-7 02.50) .

Available through the National Council of Teachers of English, 508 So. 6th,
Champaign, Illinois 61822.

All three recordings include readings in OE, ME, and EM.a. Our ChanginG
Language also includes samples of American Regional dialects, but its OE, ME
and EMnE samples are not as full as those of the other two.

I. ...,INDO- EUROPEAN QUESTIONS

1. a. These words all suggest an inland area with a temperate climate in
which these animals and trees were common.

b. Bee eliminates Asia as the area of development. Beech limits it to
the region in which thistree is indigenous. You might further
illustrate this method of locating the region of development by examin-
ing the language with this example: At one time it was believed that
Indo-European developed in a region around the Black Sea. However
the word eel has cognate forms in most Indo-European languages, and
In this region of Europe there are_no.eels. Thus.... it is unlikely
that the language. developed here.

II. FOREIGN INFLUENCES

1. Celtic was the language of the conquered people, and since the Teutonic
tribes possessed a more highly developed civilization, the Celts had
little to offer culturally to the invaders, and thus introduced no impor-
tant concepts or tools for which the Teutons had no terminology. More-
over, it was an advantage for the Celts to be able to communicate with
the dominant Teutons who, as a conquering people, naturally took few
pains to learn Celtic. This all suggests that culturally and militarily
dominant peoples tend to impose their languages on the conquered.

This is perhaps a good time to make the paint that the survival of
a language seldom depends on anything intrinsic to the language itself.
Thus, the fact that the Germanic languages replaced Celtic in England
doesn't at all imply that they were superior, but simply that social,
political and cultural developments-favored the_aurv-oral of the one, and
discouraged the use of the other.
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2. The first three suggest war and fighting; the next three trade; the next
five domestic life, household articles, and food; the last three building
and the arts.

3. Christianity was a relatively now religion in England, and with its
introduction came many new concepts for which English had no terms.

4. The rendering of new concepts by alteration of the meaning of old words
and the creation of new terms from native roots suggests that foreign in-
fluences stimulate the growth and the creative resources-of a language.

5. The formation of compounds and derivative parts of speech by combining
native and borrowed elements (hybridization) indicates that foreign
words were quickly assimilated to the degree that they were-indistinguish-
able from native words, and were subject to the same rules as native words.
It also suggests CE possessed the necessary inflectitos-and-der dyative
endings to take full advantage of new words.

6. Because of the many similarities of the two languages, and the fact that
their cultural. levels were similar and. relations between the tribes were
relatively friendly, it is difficult to determine which language influenomi
the other; the same reason however made .borrowing easy,_ and frequently
a Scandinavian word reinforced 'an English one.

7. These words are all.very ordinary wordsthey-aren't scholarly or'ecclesi-
astical borrow-Lngs, but those .which reflect the every-day associations of/
the two peoples. The fact that pronouns,and prepositions, as well as
very common nouns and-verbs were adopted-indicatee the_importance-which-'
Scandinavian languages have had for English.

8. Troubadour, tj.L.32.kp..mchine:
bnal cabooze: Dutch

aiatzal, miniature, loleano:

92P41o.al ZUkt111: SPanish
14}0.21) Czech
arativ,k Arabic
shawl: Persian
_..nee: Turkish ,.
tEtstm: Chinese

Japanese
122p22: Sioux Indian

French

German . -
Italian

-

b. Wien languages amiaced with the task -at pr*viding nsw-terminnlogy,
they may-either create.* new worda from native roots, alter the meaning of
existing words, or borrow from other languages. English senerally tends
to borrelur, though it occasinally does use,both the other alternatives.
1-41111sNonAnd famlnla are examples ofthe'uali.of native roots withslight meaning changes.

EMnEATIVERBS

1. Confusioirawitia-othar-pikrts-of--speech- an.. .e ,in lAction..probably
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influenced the spread of the -1v as an adverb marker.

NOUNS

1. There are two EMnE noun forms, a stem form and a plural/possessive form.
There was no strict rule determining the use of -s or -es as the inflection
for the second form.

ADJECTIVES

1. EMnE forms its comparative and superlative degrees with the same inflec-
tions (-er, -est) and function words (more, most) that MnE uses, but
frequently EMnE authors used parafrastic comparison where MnE would be
more likely to use inflections (example 1), and vice-versa (example 3).
Occasionally, comparatives and superlatives were compounded (example 2).

EMnE PRONOUNS

2. Generally the "ye" (plural) form was considered the proper form for
polite address, and was used with strangers or social superiors. The
"thou" (singular) form was considered the familiar form, and was used to
address inferiors, intimates, and social equals. The situation is analo-
gous to the du and de forms in modern German. This will not always ex.
plain the reasons for particular usages, however. There could be ironic
value in having characters use the wrong forms of address, or a not too
subtle insult could be delivered by using the wrong pronoun. Moreover,
by the 16th century these distinctions were beginning to break down, and
colloquial usage was probably rather casual about them.

3. The polite form had begun to be acceptable for all 2nd person usage,
and gradually you was gaining currency as the nominative as well as the
dative and accusative cases.

EMIIE VERBS

2. The form is changing. Compared to dramatic writing, which attempts to
reproduce colloquial usage, philosophical and religious writing tend to
use conservative language. Even today it is common to hear archaic thee's,.
thou's and hath'sin prayers and hymns. Language changes are seldom the
result of scholarly decisions, but rather of changed usage habits among
the general speakers of a language.

5. The idea that two negatives negate each other, or are equivalent to a
positive did not arise until eighteenth century grammarians attempted to
apply the tenants of Aristotelian logic to language. Previously, doubling
the negative was considered a useful device for intensifying a negative
statement.

7. Subjunctives were more common in EMnE (and ME and QE) than in MnE. MnE
frequently uses function words (such as shall, will) with indicative verbs
to indicate the subjunctive idea. (Students may need some review of the
subjunctive before the question is entirely clear to them.)



MIDDLE ENGLISH

This selection is decidely more difficult than the EllhE one, and although
there are not many words which are entirely foreign to EhE, many familiar words

have a formidable appearance, and until students are able to recognize the resem-

blances to EhE they may perhaps be discouraged. Therefore it is important that
the sense of the selection be carefully worked out. This process will be much
more valuable if the students, with whatever assistance seems necessary, work
out the unfamiliar words and their modern cognates for themselves rather than
simply look back at the EhE translation. The New English Dictionary and the
glossary in any good edition of Chaucer will be useful.

ME NOUNS

1. ME retains only two noun forms, the stem form and a single form for both
the plural and possessive. The most common plural/possessive inflection
is -(e)s, but -(e)n was also frequently used (ESE the word ox retains this
method of plural formation). Some words (such as wife) changed an f to
v and acided -(e)s; others (like sheep) made no change in the plural.

The fact that the -(e)s inflection was most common, probably caused
speakers to begin using it even on words which had earlier used some other
method. In the same way, a child occasionally says tooths for the plural
of tooth making the word conform to the patte n most familiar in English.
This process of analogy has operated on most English nouns, simplifying
and leveling the plural/possessive inflection.

The fact that the plural/possessive inflection is most frequently
spelled with a vowel (e) rather than simply as -s (as in most ME words)

indicates that this inflection frequently had syllabic value (compare
horses with 1RKE). This has been lost in many EhE words.

ADJECTIVES

1. The fact that EMnE and MnE do not retain two adjective declensions indi-
cates a simplification and leveling of farms.

2. The comparative and superlative degrees were indicated inflectionally;
parafrastic comparison was seldom used. The ME -re inflection has become
-er. Tne -re demands more stress than -er; this reduction of stress on
vowels in unstressed syllables is another example of the simplification
which has taken place since the ME period.

ADVERBS

Adverbs were formed generally by the addition of -e, zlz, and occasionally
-lican to the adjective forr4 (ful is equivalent to MnE ma.)

VERBS

6. The -eth inflection is universal in ME.

7. The auxiliary do is commonly used in MnE and EMnE, but se-lom in ME; in
ME the verb-negative word order is more common.

8. Negatives were comer indel as an intensifying device.
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9. In ME, the inflected verb-subject order is common. EMnE and particularly
MnE most frequently use an auxiliary followed by the subject and an un-
inflected verb.

10. The progressive construction is very infrequent in ME.

11. In these sentences dl means provide or dm, and is used as a main verb,
not as an auxiliary. In MnE, do has little real meaning; it usually
functions as a marker for questions or as a function word or intensifier.

12. In the first instance a 2nd person pronoun is used with a 3rd person verb.
This is a common construction in ME called imumal, or dative reflexive.
Rather than saying "if you like. . .," Chaucer says "if (it unexpressedr
likes you. . .," (cf. the 2nd exnmple). This form is analogous to, our
"if it pleases you. . .." This usage still has occasional currency in
the archaic expression methinks, a shortened fo4rm of it thinks me (I think).

13. When inflections indicate the grammatical relationships of sentence
elements, w,rd order doesn't play as important a part, and thus needn't
be as fixed as in a highly syntactic language like MnE.

OE GRAPHEMIC CHANGES

1. Except when doubled, or in the combination LIE, &has become y. G in OE
was generally pronounced like the y inAccat

2. F between vowels has generally become v; it had the sound value of MnE
v in this position.

3. OE ac has become sh. It was pronounced like the sh in should.

4. C in OE sounded like MnE h, and has become k in MnE.

5. Y in many OE words has become i in their MnE cognates.

6. B between vowels has become v.

7. None of these letters has undergone consistent change.

8-11. The inconsistency of the vowels replacing these OE graphemes and the fact
that MnE cognates have ocemsionally descended from variant GE forms
(brignon-brengon) help to account for the variations and difficulty of
many Mn: spellings.

E. DERIVATIONAL AFFIXES

2. The change in the adjectival comparison inflection reflects a corresponding
lightening of stress on vowels in unstressed positions.

3. The same process is illustrated here: the change from -as to =LIE
illustrates a lightening of stress.

ALtbeingirthey-are more numerous in OE than inn, the words which form



plurals with an -(e)n inflection are in the minority. The process of

analogy has operated to almost eliminate this form in MnE.

5. OE is an inflected language - -the relationship of words are indicated most

frequently by inflections, and not by word order as in MnE.

This question reinforces the last. Genitive relationships are indicated

by inflections of the noun or pronoun and the object, not by the functi,..;:l

word of or the -ts inflection.

7. These nouns are all objects of prepositions, and this relationship is

also indicated by inflection as well as by the preposition which precedes

the object.

8.. Ma uses syntax, function words and a simplified inflectional system to

indicate these relationships.

PRONOUNS

SINGULAR
with

PossessiveUUJCUUJ.VW VU t:li.LV= EL V JVO .L4 AAJLAV 1 ...,6710%.0101J. v Nr

First wren I IchLneuIieenmn4tlt.__EEAMt..

1112J2122-........------:-Ithl.

hrm his

21114.21E29n thou, thow

3rd person
masculine h ghee Idalts._____Nal

feminine she,_shee hire, hir

him

hire hir
.2

him

hire, hire,

neuter hit it his

PLURAL

First person we, wee us us hire hir_

2140222-1:-..----MILata

2ELEMISP

you ou

=.M........

hire hir

the, thei hem hem ,.....aMmmrIIMMO2hire hir.............I.M.

2e The easy confusion of the neuter with the masculine forms, and analogy
with noun possessives and the hit forms of the subjective and objective
cases probably account for the it and its fora in MnE neuter, dative,

and possessive.

3. Again, the confusion of these forms probably led to the adoption of more

easily distinguishable forms.
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4. The reflexive pronoun had not developed in CE.

6. CE gender was grammatical rather than natural; that is, its assignment
has little to do with the actual sex of the thing spoken of, but was as-
signed arbitrarily.

7. Thaet functioned as a relative, a demonstrative and as a definite article.

D. VERBS

The same strong and weak distinctions that were discussed in connection with
ME verbs hold true (and to a greater degree) in CE as well.

3. The changed infinitive endirg indicates a lightened stress.

4. There are 7 types of stem vowel changed.

12. Verbs have simplified; many strong verbs have become weak.

E. SYNTAX

1-4. These simple analyses depend on information from the 8th grade syntax
unit. If the students are confused, perhaps a review of this material
would be in order.

5. The dative reflexive construction is discussed in the ME section.
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Core Texts: None

Supplementary Text: None

Objectives:

1. To increase the student's control of language.
2. To forestall confusions which arise from failure to understand how words

an be used meaningfully.
3. To show how people use words as "meaningful" tools.
4. To increase the student's knowledge about his language.
5. To clarify the student's understanding of our methods of explaining words.
6. To increase his facility in using these methods.

Outline:

I. Introduction
II. Suggested Procedures

A. Introductory Exercises (Exercises 1-3).
B. Where and How We Learn the Meanings of Words: Ages and Contexts

(Exercises 4-10).
C. How and Where We Learn the Meanings of Words: Methods of

"Teaching" and "Learning" (Exercises 11-24).
D. How We Know We Know Words (Exercises 25-29).
E. Where Not to Look for the Meaning of a Word (Exercises 30-33).

III. A. Conclusions
B. Composition Assignments

IV. Background Information

I. Introduction

Somewhere in the Student Packet for this unit you'll find an anecdote
of a four year old boy who protested to his mother that shorts (i.e., briefs,
underpants) weren't "pants." "These," he said, pOinting to a pair of jeans--
s2acks, trousers, "are pants." One's first response is to smile at his
n,iv-,e and to envy his certainty about the nature of language. But the more
one uhinks about this incident, the more interesting it becomes. We can say
that the boy makes two mistakes. First he thinks that shorts have a right
and proper name ("shorts") and can't be called anything else; and second,
he thinks that "pants" has a right and proper mean5ng and can have no other.
Both of these ideas appear to assume that there is some correspondence
between words and things, moreover some one right and true correspondence.

As we thus explicitly formulate the boy's mistakes and misconceptions,
they should seem much less naive, unfamiliar and laughable. They, in fact,
might be attributed just as accurately to our own, much older students,
although the older students are likely to be talking not of shorts and pants,
but of jazz and faith, or of true poise or real friendship. And the mistakes.
become still less laughable when we see that they might be attributed to us,
too--except that when we make them, we are likely to be insisting on the
one right use of "compare" as opposed to "contrast," or asking the students
to find the things all nouns have in common, or all adventure stories, or



all words. Or we are likely to teach that all words have referents (i.e.,
correspondence between word and thing). In a way, it begins to appear, we
have long been teaching the ideas we laughed at when we saw a four year old
using them. The story of the boy thus begins to get downright discumbobulating.

For what it's worth, though, we are not alone. Politicians, statesmen,
theologians, ministers, jurists, philosophers, physicists, logicians, linguists,
literati of all sorts., - -all these and many more might just as easily be the
subject of the anecdote about the four year old, if we only substitute
different words for "pants" and "shorts." However comforting it may be to
recognize that many others share our misconceptions, it should also be dis-
turbing to.lm,since we are in large part responsible for teaching everyone
how the language works and how to use it clearly.

It becomes the more disturbing when we observe some of the practical
consequences of the misconceptions. One of, the consequences for teachers is
that we ask the student to do work which is not just confused and fruitless,
but unadulterated nonsense: we ask him to look for things that aren't there
(the real meaning of a word, the qualities which all satires have in common,
etc.) and reward his only if he tells us that he found them. One of the
consequences for natural scientists is that they have looked for things ( "heat,"
"ether") that weren't things; one of the consequences for philosophers, that
they have sought to describe things ("imagination," "time") that weren't things;
judges and juries have: fined or imprisoned or freed, voters have elected or
defeated, salesmen have sold, believers converted--and this not on the basis
of what one word meant, but rather on an assumption, a misconception, about
how words must mean.

Well--that's getting a bit melodramatic. But not really unwarranted.
As evidence, consider the two particular illustrations which follow, sugges-
tions of the pervasiveness and influence of the child's assumptions rvf how
words must mean. The first illustration is taken from the essay "Notes on
the Short Story," an essay in a very recent college antaology of short stories,
an anthology by two outstanding scholars and college professors:

No definition of the short story has succeeded in sticking. If
we cculd eavesdrop on an improbable exchange betw,Ben Edgar Allan Poe,
one of the first short-story writers, and Katherine Anne Porter, one
of the most recent, we might hear something like this: Poe: "But,
my dear lady, your stories have no plot." Porter: "And your stories,
my dear sir, have little else."

This imaginary exchange goes to the heart of the problem of defin-
ing the short story. The nineteenth century tended to construct its
definition around some concept of plot. The twentieth century has
relegated plot to the background--or has defined plot with such refine-
ment as to make it unrecognizable by the earlie7 writers. If, P73

modern readers with wide-ranging curiosity and catholic taste, we do
not want to exclude from our interest large numbers of excellent short
stories, we must seek a definition that is not restrictive and closed
but comprehensive and open. In searching for such a definition, we
must not be too upset by a certain amount of Nagueness and a few loose
ends. Better these in all their barefoot congeniality than a narrow
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view that frowns and scolds us into shoes that pinch.

Perhaps the most marked traits of short stories are brevity,
density, and unity. . . .

This passage occurs in an essay which seeks to introduce college students
to the study of short stories. The essay seeks to define "the short story,"
as if there were one right set of qualities designated by the phrase "the
short story." The authors clearly make the same assumption as the four year
old made about pants and shorts: there is one right and proper meaning of
"the short story," and whenever we say "this is a short story" we mean "this
has qualities X, Y and Z." The rassage is particularly interesting because
the authors recognize that no one has succeeded yet in identifying these
qualities ("No definition of the short story has succeeded in sticking")
but they are not intimidated from taking a stab at it themselves; further,
they admit that their own definition or list of qualities common to all short
stories is not entirely satisfactory ("we must not be upset by a certain
amount of vagueness and a few loose ends") but ask the student to consider
their definition anyway ("the most marked traits of short stories are brevity,
density, and unity").

Upon reflection, however, it appears that one should be upset. We do
not, in fact, expect all games to have something in common, or all runs, or
all feet, or all hedges, and there is no reason to assume that all short stories
do either. Yet here two reputable scholars have made this assumption, puzzled
over the problems the assumption got them into, and then asked the students
to study the misleading information based on the assumption. The assumption
is an assumption about how words must mean, the same assumption as the four
year old made, a misconception about horn words do mean. That the consequences
of the assumption are unfortunate is clear. That they are practical conse-
quences is also clear. That they concern us P.s teachers and students of
language and literature is also clear.

One more illustration. Imagine the prosecuting attorney in a courtroom
aksing the defendant "Did you or did you not say to the deceased 'I could kill
you for that'?" The defendant may have said it, and may be forced to admit
that he said it. But perhaps he said it as a hypeybolical expression of
annoyance, or even of pleasure, but the attorney'; question assumes that the
statement must correspond as a description to the defendant's capability of
murder. The attorney's question, that is, assumes, and expects the jury to
assume, a certain view of how words mean, the same view at which we smiled
when :it was a four year old boy who held it. In short, it begins to appear
that the problem that concerns us in this unit concerns us not only as
students of language (a fairly minor role for most of us) but also buyers
and believers, voters and citizens, lovers and parents, as well as teachers
of tomorrow's buyers, believers, voters, citizens, lovers, and parents.

This unit hardly pretends to solve the problem. It does, however, seek
to break down the rigid, popular and misleading view of how words mean, the
view the four year old held, and the view the students are likely to hold.
And it seeks to teach them to ask questions which will either preclude or
resolve potentially misleading semantic confusions. When we examine where
and how we learn words, and when we reflect on how we know when we understand



words, we find that our sir rlistic symbol-referent view of how words mean will
not serve, and that a much more flexible view--or even a collection of views- -
is required. The four sections of the student packet seek to lead the student
to make that examination, to discard inadequate views of meaning, and to
arrive at more adequate views.

The first section is a series of exercises which ask the student to re-
call where and how we learn different kinds of words, the second a similar
series suggesting how and where we learn and teach words, the third a series
suggesting how we know we know words, the fourth an exposition of what we can
meaningfully say about the nature of meaning. These first three sections, in
effect, seek to ask the student to look at his experience with language be-
fore accepting his own or someone else's theoretical view of what language
must be like. When he does look in this way at his experience, he can then
draw more reliable conclusions about the nature of meaning than most of us
have generally drawn. The last two sections of the student packet encourage
him to draw and apply some of these conclusions: first, negative conclusions
about meaning, e.g., meaning is not an object for which a word stands and
meaning is not something privately assigned to a word; then more positive
conclusions, that the meaning of a word is the conventions for using the word,
that knowing a word's meaning is knowing the conventions for using it.

Thus our chief goal in this unit is to guide the student through a
systematic investigation of "meaning" which is true to his experience with
the language. Each exercise is a step in that investigation. As we ask
students to observe and think abcat word meanings in various situations and
contexts, and to examine different methods of definition, we seek' to build
an awareness or perceptiveness about meanings of wards, to arm the students
with tools of definition, and to lay a groundwork for more meaningful think-
ing, writing, and reading.

The insights with which we hope to arm the students derive principally
from the work cf twentieth century British philosophers, among whom Gilbert
Ryle, John Austin, and Ludwig Jittgenstein, particularly Wittgenstein, have
been most important for our purposes. Thus the last section of your packet
contains a good deal of background information derived from the writings of
these men, background information which is not in the student packet, and
which probably cannot profitably be given to the student in lecture or essay

form. Except for this rather full background section, your packet for this
unit is organized in roughly the same way as the student packet is. For
each of the sections in the student packet, your packet contains a running
commentary on the questions and exercises in the student packet, as well as
occasional suggestions for additional classroom activities. The last exercise
in each section is a series of ccmposition assignments.

You will have surmised by this point, and correctly, that this unit takes
a thin slice of the seventh grade dictionary unit--the section on meaning,
moves it front stage center, and develops it in considerable detail. It also
serves as a useful foundation upon which to build the ninth grade unit entitled
'The Uses of Language" and the introduction to logic contained in the tenth
grade unit entitled "Rhetoric of Exposition." In making the student aware dif

how his words work and of the different roles a single word can play, we also
seek to sharpen his perceptiveness of inadvertent nonsense in his own or
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other writing, to make him aware (for example) of the difference between a
snow job and impressive meaningful writing. And in thi'3 way we build directly
toward the ninth grade unit entitled Rhetoric, as well as toward the rhetoric
units of The later grades. Since the unit does seek to sharpen. the student's
nese for nonsense, it should also prove useful in studying most of the language
and ,emposition units in this and later grades. Thus aside from the extra-
curricular reasons urging its careful study, there are sound curricular
reasons as well.

II. Suggested Procedures

A. Introductory Exercises

1. These exercises, like all of the exercises in the unit, are de-
signed for class discussion, not for composition assignments. Further, if
the students were asked to write out the answers to each exercise, the burden
of the unit would probably block out whatever illumination might otherwise
be in it. Yet, unless the students have given the exercises considerable
thought before attempting to discuss them, their discussion is likely to be
a waste of time. And unless they do write out the answers they may well not
give the questions the sort of thought they warrant. So you're damned if
you do and damned if you don't.

One way out which would ultimately benefit the student far beyond the
limits of this unit would be to encourage him to occasional pen and pencil
meditations. In teaching the student to make notes, we usually suggest that
he do so to find out what other people--his teachers or the authors he reads- -
think, but we very seldom teach the value of making notes to think himself.
And this is an opportunity to do that. Thus you might assign a particular
block of exercises for discussion next time, ask all of the students to pre-
pa re to answer all of the questions, and ask each of the students to write
out an answer to one of the questions. These written answers can be read
to 4.1-e class to begin the discussion of each question--a (hopefully) clear
and ,noughtful attempt to identify the problems raised by the exercise, the
answers to the questions, and the point of the exercise. Since these are
urged as exercises to help the student do some systematic thinking himself,
the written answers probably should not be collected for grading, although
students might be encouraged to exchange them for refutations or rebuttals.
They may instead be profitably left with the student as a suggestion that
although as a student it is important for him to turn assignments in to
teachers, as a responsible and educated human being it is far more important
for him to engage in sustained and disciplined thinking, i.e., careful writing.

Exercise 1:

The assumptions which we commonly make about meaning can be exemplified
from many, many different sources. Here is one example which Ludwig Wigen-
stein quotes from St. Augustine, Confessions, I. 8:*

"When they (my elders) named some object, and accordingly moved
towards something, I saw this and I grasped that the thing was called

* (Philosophical Investigations, Basil Blackwell, Oxford, 1963, p. 2°).
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by the sound they uttered when they meant to point it out. Their
intention was shewn by their bodily movements, as it were the natural
language of all p(:oplevt: the e:,:presejen of the face, the play of the
eyes, the movement of other parts cf tike body, and the tone of voice
which expresses our state of mind in seeking, having, rejecting, or
avoiding something. Thus, as I heard words repeatedly used in their
proper places in various sentences, I gradually learnt to understand
what objects they signified; and after I had trained my mouth to form
'hese signs, I used them to express my own desires.

And here is another example, one taken not from the fifth century but
from the twentieth century, and one taken, moreover, from the work of a
reputable scholar:

One of our commonest and most important questions in listening or
reading is "What does he mean by that?" And in our own speaking or
writing we often wonder they see what. I mean by this?" In speech
we may repeat a remark in different words if we are not understood; in
revising a paper we can change words or phrases to make our intention
more nearly unmistakable. In speech our tone of voice does much of
the work of indicatinff what we mean, but in writing our words need to
be picked more carefully, because there is nothing else to carry the
meaning.

The Nature of Meaning

The meaning of words is studied in the division of linguistics called
semantics. A ccmrlete study of meaning involves other fields, too,
especially psychology and philosar:hy. In spite of a great deal of
study by specialists in recent years, we do not have a generally satis-
factory theory of meaning, but there are a number of particular ideas
widely agreed upon. In this short account we can only suggest some
of the points of semantics that are obviously useful to a writer.

Strictly speaking, words have "meaning" only as they are used in
narticular statements. They can be studied individually, but as hey

recorded in a dictionary, for instance, they have only typical or
possible meaning. One way to show that meaning is not in the word is
to consider some words that are used in several senses: What is a
knot? a cut? a seal? a play? :ghat do ycu do when you play, or strike.
or fly, or fail? A knot may be a tie of scme sort in a rope, a group
of people, a spot in a board, a tough problem, the measure of a ship's
speed. Which sense was intended is usually clear from the sentence in
which it is used--that is, from the context. It is so hard to tell how
much we understand from a given word and how much from its context that
it is not very profitable to consider the meaning of isolated words.

The meaning o2 a statement, then, is in a situation; it is the conse-
quence of the statement and is the result of several factors, of which
the most important are: (1) the speaker's intention and attitude, his
past association with the words, his knowledge of or experiera:e with
the thing or idea the statement is a';out; (2) the typical use of the
words by people who speak the language, the associations the words are



likely to arouse; (3) the listener's attitude and his associations
with both the wards and the subject; (Lt) the object or situation or
idea to which they are referring. For convenience in a brief discussion
of meaning we will begin with this last factor, taking as the core of a
word's meaning in a particular statement what it stands for to the
speaker or writer, listener or readerwhat n their experience or
imagination or feeling it refers to.

The object (or class of objects), act, situation, quality, idea, or
fancy to which a word refers is called its referent, and by representing
this referent for many users a word gets a core of meaning, its denotation.

The dictionary definition of chair--"a seat for one person, usually
with four legs and a back"--is not the meaning of the word but an
attempt to get the reader to picture a chair in his mind. This is
fairly easy when the referent is a chair, or another thing, especially
some thin; the reader has already seen. But when the ferent is
intangible, like light, or abstract, like beauty, not only does the
definition become more difficult, but the variability of meaning among
all speakers and listeners, writers, and readers, increases. The follow-
ing three classes of words will show this varying definiteness . . . .*

The passage is quoted at such length because it represents concisely
and well conventional treatments of this subject. Further, most English
teacilers have found Professor Perrin's book invaluable at times, and even
this passage is sometimes meaningful in the mm Professor Eertin intended: it to
be. Yet we keep slipping into nonsense statements in it. Again we have an
instance of someone who recognizes some of the problems arising from his
assumptions about the nature of meaning, but continues to cling to those
assumptions. After presenting many reasons why a symbol-referent view of
meaning is inadequate, Professor Perrin settles back into it anyway, and is
thereby led to speak of a "referent" for wards for which there are no
"referents". His assumptions lead him to make nonsense statements. And
notice that he cites examples only of nouns and verbs, and in his subsequent
elaboration (omitted here), he considers only nouns. What of function words?
adverbs? adjectives? He recognizes that all words are not concrete nouns,
yet in his treatment of meaning seems to assume that all meaningful words
are nouns. Sometimes when this view of the nature of meaning is presented,

1111...

* From Writer's Guide and Index to English by Porter G. Perrin. Copyright

1959 by Scott, Foresman and Company, Chicago.



it is accompanied by a diagraml^ which makes the assumptions still more
clear:

. . - .1. .4

Image

Symbol

[gAl]

Referent

.1..
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Notice how the assumptions in these selections differ from those of the
four year old. The four year old assumed that the word "pants" could only
be uqed for those things, pants (trousers, slacks, jeans). But Augustine
and ierrin and we ourselves and most people tend to .generalize this assump-
tion to a more basic assumption. We are likely to assume, in effect, that
all words are words like "pants," or "bird," or "cup," i.e., words for which
in some uses one can point to a thing "for which the word stands." In short,
when we think about meaning, we tend to treat all words as if they were con-
crete nouns, to speak of the "referents" of all words. Nor is it only when
we think about meaning that we do this. watch parents consciously trying to
teach the language to very small children; what kinds of words do thy-
"teach"? Or look at popular treatments in stories, movies or plays of the
problem of learning a second language: what kinds of words appear- to be
taught? And how did the authors of "Notes on the Short Story" treat the
phrase 'the short story"? And how did the lawyer treat the phrase. "I could
kill you"? The answer in each case is "concrete noun" or "like a :concrete
noun."

The diagram reprinted above helpfully suggests a second assumption we
commonly make, i.e., that there is some "thing" cal-0JA a "concept" or "idea"
or "mental entity" which goes with each word, some thing in the mind which
goes with each word in the same way as some thing in the real world goes
with each word. As there is a table one can see (the assumption is) to go
with the word "table" so there is a mental entity, a concept or mental
image of tableness, which goes with both of them.

* From Simeon Potter, Modern Linguistics, Andre Deutsch Ltd., London, 1957.
Professor Potter also treats meaning in the way that Perrin does.
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Clearly, it doesn't take much reflection to show that this symbol-thing-
concept model of meaning doesn't fit our experience. For example, reread the
preceding sentence; there are twenty words in it Accordingly, there should
be tionty things in the real world to which you can point, but there aiLt.
And, similarly, if you read the sentence carefully (which you did) and knew
the words in it (which you did), you should have had twenty mental images
flit by your minds eye, or, at least had the experience of calling up twenty
concepts to string together in a mental sentence (but you didn't). That is,
the model clearly does not account for our experience with the language.

One way of insuring that the student avoids the misleading model--or
loses it if he has already acquired it,- -is to ask him to return again and
again to his experience with languages particularly to his experience in
acquiring language. This is a way of keeping his feet on the ground when
the abstractness of thinking about meaning beckons toward confusion, a way
which will prove as useful to him when he is studying freshman English in
college or taking seminars in philosophy for his Ph.D. as it is in the study
of this unit. Further, if in this return to experience, one recalls many'
kinds of words--words like "of" and "moreover" and "wow" as well as words
like "gull" or "table," the likelihood of arriving at an overly simple model
of meaning is considerably reduced.

These, at any rate, are the assumptions of exercise 1. Presumably the
students will be familiar with all of the words in the exercise and can con-
jecture about where they learned the words. The categories of the "Sources"
in this exercise are rather important, since they run throughout the unit:
questions b, c, and d in exercise 1 indicate that the categories are family,
friends, and teachers. You'll probably find it necessary to treat these
categories es very elastic, parUculcrly the last. Many many different
sources do in fact serve pedagogical functions, not only the teachers and
textbooks the student learns from in the classroom, but also the reierenoe
worke e.g., the dictionary, he uses there; his extracurricular readIng; his
minieter, or priest, or rabbi; his dance or music or swimming tutor; and even,
upon occasion at least, the radio programs he hears or the movies or television
programs he watches.

As the student sorts out the sources of the words he knows among those
given in exercise 1, a pattern will begin to emerge, for each source tends
to pattern both with an age and with certain kinds of words. In the home,
he learns as a very young child, and learns familiar words, for instance,
function words like "on" and "to," and words like "today," as well as concrete
nouns. On the playground, when he is a bit older, he learns expressive words
like "dummy" as well as words associated with games. And in school when he
is older still, he learns words like "synonym" and "fable." This pattern,
however, should at this point at least be left implicit for the student,
because it is only a pattern of tendencies. It will not do to give it to
him as a scheme of how things are. For he may well learn to use the rela-
tively long and learned abstractions at home at an early age or from his
playmates, and or the ether hand learn simple grammatical words ("toward"
"despite") in the etu0y situation.

He might usefully be led, however, to identify these four aspects of
each situaien--the Ale, ..33-)1:_ when or learning age, the how, or
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method of learning, and the what or kind of word learned. The classification
of the what is particularly complex and troublesome, which may account in
part for our tendency to treat all words as if they were one kind--concrete
nouns. The best way to avoid oversimplification and cross ranking is probably
to use the parallel example. That is, had the student to classify by citing
similar words rather than by applying a label. Thus he might classify "amen"
as a word like "hallelujah," and something like "so long" or "see ya," and
he might classify "to" as a word like "of" and "nevertheless," and "apple"
as like "table," "cup," and "envelope."

Exercise 2+:

The plus sign indicates an exercise of more than average
difficulty. If this were a very, very difficult exercise, two plus signs
would be added, The exercise is only a little difficult, so it
rates only one plus sign. It is so because students may fail to focus on
these five situations as learning situations, and thus fail to see that the
element in common in the five situations is that a child learns the ase of
a word or phrase (more or less) simply by being around other people who are
using the word. One mistake night be that in each situation the child makes
a mistake of sorts, and you can usefully draw the students' attention from
such an observation to the main point by dwelling on 'the mistake of the
first (the salt cellar) situation in exercise 2a. The laughter of the
parents may well be instrumental in correcting the child's use of the word
salt," in teaching him more about the use of the word; pointing this out
can 'repare for exercises 11I-22.

Similarly the principal contrast between the situations in "a" and the
later sections of the exercise may be elusive. In "b," for example, situa-
tions 1, ii, and iii all seem to involve a mistake of sorts. But tne brighter
students should land rather quickly on the fact that more than exposure is
involved for here the child gets an explanation of a word. So, too, with
the situations in "c," but here the explanations are written explanations,
and with the situations in "d," but here the explanations involve concrete
examples.

Exercise 3:

This exercise may be superfluous, yet it may serve well to draw the first
two exercises together. There are several correlations the students might
be inclined to make: source to learnin(t. age to method of learning to kinds
of words learned. Again the three sources (family, friends, and teachers)
may seem to correspond nicely with learning ages (babies, kids, big kids) and
methods of learning (exposure, example, and verbal explanations and even
with kinds of words (familiar words, slang words, and learned words). But
such neat patterns distort the facts, and if the students set up such patterns,
they should be led to break them down again, to give due attention to the
exceptions. The situations in exercise 2 which exemplify methods of learning
have been rather carefully selected to preclude such neat patterning; all of
the methods do occur with all of the sources, for example. Thus, while it
may be helpful to the student to talk about source, learning age, method.of'-
learning, and kind of word learned, and the correspondences between,_ these,--

!I
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yet he should keep the correspondences flexible enough to be true to his
experience with the language.

A second preliminary conclusion which might begin to emerge in discuss-
ing eqrrespondences is the relatively small number of concrete nouns. The
method of learning from example applies most clearly to this kind of word,
although it applies elsewhere as well /f. ',What's skipping?" "This is
skipping!! (skips).7, as the student may see in discussing question 2d. If
it doesn't come out here, it will have a chance again in later exercises,
so it need not be pushed. It may be that in answering question 2e, where
the student is asked to list other words learned by exposure, by explanation,
by written explanation, and by example, the student will reflect our age old
bias for the concrete noun, listing only concrete nouns. If so, perhaps one
should be content at this point with eliciting many other kinds of words.

A third preliminary conclusion is the importance of the home-exposure
situation: most of the words we use most frequently throughout our lives
are acquired in this way. A corollary is the relative unimportance of the
teacher-explanation situation, particularly use of the dictionary. Since
it is in such situation that we play our small part in influencing students'
vocabulary we have long tended to exaggerate its importance. And it may be
that tne format of the dictionary itself, given our overemphasis of it, has
played some part in inculcating a belief in the existence of a words's mean-
ing as a thing. In the dictionary we can find the word and "its meaning"
side by side; we can even point to "its meaning." But as subsequent exer-
cises suggest, the phrase "its meaning" is a misleading one, and to think rif
the balance of the dictionary entry as "the meaning" which corresponds to
the word is to misunderstand the dictionary entry. Perception of the rela-
tive unimportance of the dictionary in our learning of words may forestall
this misunderstanding.

A fourth preliminary conclusion may also emerge here, although if it
doesn't, it needn't be pushed. That is the relative importance of teacher
situations (whether exposure, example, or verbal explanations are involved).
That is, in relation to our whole vocabulary, teachers are relatively unim-
portant, most of the words we frequently use are acquired elsewhere. But in
acquiring knowledge in almost ..any specialized Area, learning vocabulary is
overwhelmingly important. And thislearning!is usually. acquired by study, of.
the vaticus sorts of teachers.

B. Tivestigation 1: Where and How We Learn the Meanings of Words:
Ages and Contexts

This second block of work for the unit selects some of the ideas dealt
with in the introductory exercises and asks the student to reconsider them in
more detail. This block focusses for pedagogical efficiency on the age-source
correspondence, but for accuracy must also consider other things, such as
the methods of learning involved. Similarly, in the third block of work
(Investigation 2: How and Where We Learn the Meanings of Words: Methods of
Teaching and Learning) the focus is on method, but for accuracy-other.things
have to be brought in as well.
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Exercise V: Baby Talk

The kids may be embarrassed at having to study baby talk, but if we had
studied it the way Ers. Weir has, we could have cleared up many adult confu-
sions, as well as shot down several elaborate but misconceived theories
about language le arning, language meaning, and child psychology. The book
which is cited in this exercise, Ruth Hirsch Weir's Language in the Crib,
(Mouton & Co., The Hague, 1962), is rather too sophisticated and technical
for junior high students, since Nrs. Weir applies an advanced linguistic
analysis to the recorded soliloquies of her small son. The book would, how-
ever, be a good one to have in your teacher library.

The fourteen utterances quoted in this exercise are in the same sequence
as Anthony put them when he made them, and they are complete as he uttered
them--no words or utterances have been left out. One most important feature
o. ts record is the context and purpose of the utterances. The child is
ale. e and "talking to himself." That is, the language is not serving any
communicative function; further, that the child apparently quits talking to
himself in this way when his command of the language is sufficiently advanced,
and the nature of what he says in these soliloquies both suggest that he
probably is not "talking to himself" as we might do when frightened or when
concentrating or when recalling things that we have learned. That is, this
seems to be non-referential language, and even words which might be used
referentially ("glasses," "desk") in other contexts are .not used.referentially
here.

This may be troublesome for the students. They will readily perceive
that some of the utterances clearly are "meaningful" (1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,
12) and some clearly aren't (2, 10, 11, 13, 1I). But this may mislead them.
That some sentences are "meaningful" may suggest that the child is using his
language referentially. One may need to point out that the "meaningful" and
"meaningless" are mixed, are used alike, and serve the same function. That
is, the "meaningful" are used like the "meaningless," non-referentially. In
short, the meaningful utterances are simply grammatically complete utterances,
they are not used differently. Thus the importance of the context of Anthony's
soliloquy. If it were the living room, and the child were thinking of taking
his father's glasses, and he said to himself or to another, "Don't take
Daddy's glasses:" then the utterance would be "meaningful" in the wEy its
grammat:lecal completeness may suggest it is here. But that is not the present
context; instead, the child is alone, in his crib, going to sleep, and mixing
the grammatically complete with the grammatically incomplete. He is not
communicating; he is simply playing with the patterns of the language, and
thereby (whether purposefully or not) extending his command of the language.

A most interesting feature of this play with patterns is that he seems
to try out variations of the patterns, and, when the variations are lot
acceptable, sometimes he even seems to correct himself. It is as though by
exposure to the usage of his family he had, acquired a sort of mental record
of how words and sounds and words are put together, tried putting sounds and
words together himself, and when his sequences didn't fit the record, cor-
rected them.
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His play is in effect much like the pattern practices used in modern
language courses to teach a second language. The child gives himself pattern
practices, as it were, with sound, gramnar, and meaning. Thus he seems to
be playing with the alliteration of "d" sounds, particularly in the first
utterance ("Don't . . . Daddy's desk"), which hrs. Weir suggests may account
for the grammatical irregularity of the omitted conjunction. Similarly in
the fourteenth utterance, he seems to be repeating the sound pattern of a
stressed syllable followed by -ie.

The grammatical irregularity of the first utterance is corrected appar-
ently in the fourth, but the irregularity of the third (which is again an
alliterative sequence) isn't. The fifth, sixth, seventh, eighth, and ninth
utterances are particularly interesting grammatically. Five through eight
all begin with "Don't". It is as though the child were trying to see how
many things can follow "Don't." Then six, seven, and eight all begin "Emit
take," as though he were now wondering how many things can follow "Don't take."
And he tries NN ( "Daddy's glasses"), pron. prep. ("it off") and Nprep ("the
glasses off"). Then in the ninth utterance, he seems to ask "What else can
precede hglasses"?"

;As he plays with patterns of sound in 1 and 3, and with syntactic
patterns in 5 through 9, so he seems to play with meaning patterns in 7 and
8. It is as though he asked himself "What does 'it' mean?" and answered
"the glasses." Later, of course, he will see that "it" isn't often used
to mean "glasses " -- "them" is.

He might also be playing with meaning in the last utterance since the
three words he repeats here all mean in the same way: all are concrete nouns,
things he sees in his home, and things of which he is quite fond (even his
dog, a mailman biter that got along very well with Anthony).

Exercise 5:

This exercise substantially repeats exercise 4. You may wish to repeat
the discussion, to leave the exercise solely for individual student analysis,
to save it for test purposes, or, if the students handled exercise 4 readily,
to omit it entirely.

Exercise 6: Kids Say the Darndest Things

In moving to this exercise, we move from the language of a two year old
to that of kids from three to ten. The age, of course, is less important
than what the kids are up to. And in the three situations presented in parts
a, b, and c, the kids are up to several different things. All of the'sections
of this exercise extend the student's understanding of what it is like to
learn words simply by being around people who use them. In situation "a,"
the socks on incident, the child has, apparently taken the form "socks on"
as a single word "soxon." His age as well as the nature of his error suggest
he h.- picked up the form simply by exposure to it, and not yet identified
this occurrence of "socks" as one without.the preposition following.

That the kid make s a mista:.;:e here.. is fairly important, and the means by



which he comes to recognize this is also important. In later exercises we
suggest some of the limitations of learning by various methods, asking in
effect, "how does learning by this method go wrong and how do we compensate
for this?" And situation a in this exercise, as well as situations b and CI
suggest an answer to that .question as applied ts learning by exposure. Here
the icy seems to generalize one use too far and to mistake it for more than
one use. He assumes that this too is a place where "socks" occurs with "on".
One fact of the exposure method, then, is that it requires a kind of trial
and error process, and one in which the errors are not all made in the pri-
vacy of the crib.

The boy in this incident is in a way in a position like that of the two
year old Anthony, who tried an unusual grammatical form, then corrected him-
self. But here we don't see the correction. And here the boy is trying the
form not in the privacy of his crib, but in the very real and public world
of irate mothers. This explains the importance of the way he probably came
to see that he had made a wrong move in the language game. It fairly clearly
is not a matter of his having checked the meaning of the form "on" against
his mental entity corresponding to that form and thereby recognizing that he
had used the form "on" incorrectly. Instead it is more likely to be that
his move in the language game produced an undesirable response in his mother.
What he said made her mad. And that's a powerful reason (probably) for try-
ing not to do it again, a reason for correcting what he said. Here one can
make the point that language is not a mysterious and isolated part of man's
mind but rather part and parcel of his total behavior in a context of people
and things, a particularly useful point since the use of gestures and the
responses of others to oners moves in the language games become rather
important in later exercises.

Situation "b" in exercise 2 again presents an instance of a child, or
rather of two children, going wrong in learning by exposure. The initial
focus of the students is likely to make is on the use of exposure by Dawn
as she acquires the word "Amen." And this is an interesting focus, because
she parently generalizes the use of the word. Heather kept the ritualistic
and declamatory resonance of the word, as well as its function to terminate
utterances, but Dawn seems to generalize it, losing the ritualistic and
declamatory and using the word only to end utterances.

The more interesting focus, however, is probably on Heather, for here
one can suggest the importance of more general activities in determining the
roles we give our words, as in the preceding situation one could suggest the
importance of the responses of others. And what Heather does is to take a
word which is usually restricted to the language games of religious worship
and generalize it for use in the pla,y situation.

(This use of the phrase "language game" in no way implies any disrespect
for religious worship. It is a phrase coined by the British philosopher
Ludwig Wittgenstein. And in this (and his) use the associations of enter-
tainment, frivolity, and pretense which "games" often has are irrelevant.
The intention of the phrase is rather that we use words according to semantic
conventions as well as according to grammatical conventions. These conventions
comprise many different language games, and, as many different tools fill a
tool box, so these many different games comprise the language.



We have, for example, several conventions for asking someone else to do
something, ranging from "Shut up" to "John, dear, you'd see much better with
the lights on." Or, for a second example, in religious worship we say cer-
tain kinds of things in certain kinds of ways, often either using distinctive
words or using words in distinctive ways. There are, that is, generally
recognized public conventions for using language in religious worship, or,
one might say, there are rules for such a language game. These rules or
generally recognized public conventions are part of the total context of the
particular use of language-- public or private worship, prayerful physical
and mental postures, etc.

Similarly, consider the different language games in which one might use
the word "baby"--expressions of disapprovalx of conjugal affection, of medi-
cal discourse, etc. The language game is the conventions of things to say
and ways of saying them in a given context.)

The last question in this exercise poses a peculiar but by no means
unique problem for the student and offers you an equally peculiar opportunity.
This unit generally seeks to sharpen the student's nose for nonsense, and a
good deal of nonsense is often involved in questions. This question is a
case in point. The student in effect has to make the question make sense if
he is to answer it. An intelligent answer to the question would very likely
be "I do not know, because I do not know what an answer to this question
would look like. Would it be tne name of a part of speech? or a definition?
or an etymological cla ss? or something like 'little word'? or what?" One
r'.rfht well encourage the student at this point to criticize the responsibil-
ity ..Lth which the question was framed, and to habitually read questions in
this way. Since students generally are severely discouraged from such criti-
cism (if only implicitly), this might be a rather difficult thing to bring
about. But before you make sense out of the question for the student it
would be well at least to suggest that this is what one does have to do with
it.

One way of making sense out of the question is to suggest that the
answer would look like "'out' is a word like 'safe,' 'walked,' and 'home'
as used at a baseball game."

In the Art Linkletter definitions in situation "c" we again ap,,arently
have illustratiOns of the problems encountered in learning by exposure. Here,
however, the error the children make, if it is an error, is not to overgenera-
lize the use of a word, but rather to overspecialize it, for they, ,define-a......_ -

word which has many uses as though it had only one. Three considerations,
however, complicate this rather neat analysis. The first is that we are no
longer in a use situation; instead, the children- are asked to define a word.
This situation pretty clearly throws many adults, particularly philosophers
and English teachers, for a loss, and may well be equally distorting when we
try to draw conclusions about children's use of .language from it. .The-only
valid conclusions one might draw from it concern the children's use of defini-
tion. And this introduces the second complication. If the children are only
trying to define by describing a particular context-in_which one would use
the word, then their ability to use the word may be-in ,m-way represented by
the apparently naive limitations theyseem,.ta give the use of the word in
their definition. And third, perhaps the moat-interesting-complication: this
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is suggested by the last question in the exercise: What if the children are

merely trying to be cute? That is, defining on the Art Linkletter show is a

language game, and the child might well have acquired the rules for the game

ei .or by listening to the show before he appeared on it or even by hearing

other children play the game immediately before him on the show and observing

the audience response to the good and bad answers. The good possibilityof

this being the case offers an opportunity to suggest the combined importance

of context and audience response in determining what we say and how we say

it--in determining the language game we play and hence the roles we give our

words.

The second question in thi.s exercise might again seem to the student to

involve some nonsense, for here we begin to suggest that there is often no

difference between the meaning of a word and the conventions for using it,

that knowing the meaning is simply knowing when and how to use it. We begin

here, that is, to suggest to the student that there is no thing called a

meaning which the elild learns. If this proves trouble some, let it ride;

later exercises give ample opportunity to bring it up again.

Parts d, e, f, gl h of this exercise proceed rather differently than

parts a, b, and c did. Instead of dealing with the experience of others, these
parts of the exercise ask the student to look casually at his own experience.

art they all continue to suggest something 1110. te of the nature of learning

words and the meanings of words. Part d, for example, presents five groups

of words--first words used in children's games, second words used in the

English game cricket, third words used in chess, fourth words used in music,

ana fifth French words. Presumably, only the first group will be familiar

to all of the students. The reasons for the unfamiliarity of the other groups

should prove instructive: groups ii and v probably would have acquired by

exposure if the students had lived in England or France. If any of the

students do know thei, they probably acquired them by oral explanation or

study or both. Similarly, if the third and fourth groups are known, they

will probably have been acquired by study or oral explanation or both, but

unlike groups two and five, groups three and four probably could not have been

acquired by exposure: they are technical and highly specialized terms. In

short, two conclusions can be drawn: one cannot learn by exposure what he's

not exnosed to, and technical and learned terms--the vocabulary of intellectu-

ally specialized knowing and doing--are seldom learned by exposure.

Part e picks up and reinforces the earlier suggestion that there is no

"thing" called a meaning which the child learns. It seeks by means of a

comparison of the familiar use of a word and the unfamiliar use of the same

word to suggest that what the student learned in "learning a word" was not

"a meaning" and not "the meaning," but simply the conventions for a single

use of a word. The implication is that in .learning by exposure we do not

simply "learn a word" but often "learn a word many times": that is we learn

several different uses of the same word. Parts f, g, and h of this exercise

pick this up, reinforcing it in various ways, and it may be that some of

these parts of this exercise will prove superfluous.
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Exercises 7+, 8, and 9 +:

These three exercises substantially end the second block of work in
this unit. You may wish to have each student individually do all three exer-
cises or you may wish to parcel the exercises out to students who can most
conveniently do them, er put committees on them, or make the class a committee
of the whole for each exercise. Before anyone does anything) however, you
will probably need to have a rather thorough preliminary discussion of exer-
cise 7. This shculd traverse again the procedures and questions, amending
them according to the insights and needs of the class. The questions (part
b in each exercise) should particularly be emphasized, first because one can
tlerel7 sharpen the student's observation and second because one can usefully
sirelement them. For each question, special care should be taken to show
what an answer might lock like. The questions regarding the kinds of words
involved are particularly in need of this kind of clarification.

Since this is the end of the second clock of work in the unit, it would
be appropriate to give an essay assignment here. And the observations and
conclusions the students make in these three exercisesshould supply subject
and substance adequate for essays. One can use exercise 7 for class discussion,
exercise 8 for a short essay, and exercise 9 for a longer essay summarizing
all three exercises. whatever combination best fits your schedule and the
class needs, the results of the three exercises shculd be thoroughly dis-
cussed to draw together and summarize the implications and conclusions of
this section of the unit.

Exercise 10:

This last exercise, a sort of pigtail on this block of work, will come
in nicely after exercise 7, while 8 and 9 are being prepared. It is supposed
to clarify the nature and importance of the dictionary and dictionary meaning
entries in the light of the answers to the preceding exercises. These exer-
cises have suggested that most of the words we use most frequently don't come
to us from the dictionary at all, that the part the dictionary plays in vocabu-
lary building in relation to the site of our whole vocabulary is pretty small
indeed. Most of the words we use most frequently come to us instead from
hearing certain noises as they accompany actual situations in life and associ-
ating these noises with certain situations. We learn to interpret language
by being aware of the happenings that accompany the noises people make at
us -- - being aware, in short, of contexts.

Even though the students may have come to recognize this from the pre-
ceding exercises, it is not at all unlikely that some of them will continue
to regard the dictionary as the supreme authority in matters of meaning,
particularly if they have already in earlier grades been given the traditional
treatment. If they haven't had the Dictionary unit from grade 7, you may
have your work cut out for you. Most of us recall with a shudder the "voca-
bulary lists" in our academic pasts. Often our teacher handed us long lists
of words to accompany a novel, essay, or other reading or simply to put iron
in our blood, and with this "vocabulary list of the week" instructed.us to
"look up" these words in a dictionary and find out the meaning of each." We
can recall, too, the difficulty we had in deciding which.dietionarysion
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to place beside the word al our paper, usually settling for the definition

marked with the big 1. We may have been required to hand in these lists
with their accompanying dictionary definitions, or as a test of our dictionary
diligence, we might have betn asked to use the words with their newly dis-
covered meanings in sentences. It was not until years later that as teachers
we discovered the near impossibility of ''correcting" such a test as this.
Well-meaning teachers thought to improve and to enlarge students' vocabu-
laries in this way, acting on that universal belief that there was that "thing"
the meaning, the one true meaning that every word had. That all this was con-
fused is now clear, but we learned the confusions, too; the treatment was
effective onus, and it may already have been on your students, too. Even
if they have had the Dictionary unit you might well review that unit. And
if they haven't you might recall for them the implications of how dictionaries
are :..Lde.

When we stop to think of how dictionaries are made we quickly realize
that there is no warrant in the dictionary for the assumptions popularly made
about it and its functions. Clearly the editors of a dictionary merely record
the ways in which a word has been used. The dictionary editor cannot be
influenced by what he thinks a given word ought to mean. Therefore, the
writing of a dictionary is not a task of setting up authoritative statements
about the "true meaning" of a word, but a task of recording to the best of
the editor's ability what various words have neant to speakers and writers
in the distant or immediate past. The writer of a dictionary is a historian,

not a lawgiver. Thus it is that a dictionary written before the 20th century
might very well have defined "uranium" as a worthless metal, or "broadcast"
as a word meaning to scatter seed, but with the advent of atomic power and
the radio, uranium and broadcast have come to have very different meanings.
Or, as S. I. Hayakawa has pointed out, looking under a "hood" today we find
a motor car engine; five hundred years ago, we should ordinarily have found

a monk. To regard the dictionary as an authoritarian prescription rather
than a descriptive authority is to credit the dictionary writer with gifts
of prophecy which neither he nor anyone else possesses, and to saddle lexico-
graphers with responsibilities they don't want and cannot discharge. In

choosing our words when we speak or write, we can be guided by the very
generalized historical record afforded us by the dictionary, but we cannot
be bound by it: new situations, new experienCes, new inventions, and the
very particularity of even those situations and experiences which are not
new are always compelling us to give new uses to old word-. Neither we nor
our students nor anyone else do restrict our usage to dictionary definitions.
And tr believe the dictionary dces what it can't may well be to confuse what

it can do. In its context, the functions the dictionary can serve are invalu-
able for the problems we face with word neanings. And this exercise seeks
largely to make clear just what that context is and what those functions are.

Thus the first of the sample entries in part a of this exercise probably
is not very helpful to the students. They will presumably understand all of
the uses of "such" in the paragraph which opens part a (the uses are in the
same sequence as the definitions in the dictionary entry), and they will
probably understand even the last two uses in the paragraph and the one in
question v--which aren't in the dictionary at all. You might need to empha-
size the descriptive nature of the dictionary again when the students get
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to questions iv and v, and to reassure them that all of the uses and descrip-
tions of uses are "correct." For the more advanced a better approach may be
to point out that it does nut make sense to ask "which is correct" unless
there is some standard of right and wrong. Further, if the dictionary mystique
runs pretty high in the class you may also need to reemphasize the large number
of words and uses of wrds (like "such") that the student acquired without
the dictionary--the small part the dictionary plays in our acquiring of our
native language.

Part b of this exercise seeks to demonstrate more positively the valuable
if restricted functions of the dictionary. When we encounter words we don't
know, we can look them up. And if this sounds trivial when so baldly stated,
it is still invaluable when badly needed. Thus the first sentence of Veblen's
paragraph is chosen because it appears to be beyond the vocabulary attainmeft
of most of the class. You may have to choose different sentences for some
students. It's important for this exercise, though, that they do encounter
words here which they don't know. When we look up words we don't know, we
don't find "the meaning," usually, at least not in the sense of finding "the
capitol" when we look up the name of a state, but we do find descriptions of
uses, one of which (usually) is helpful. The way in which it is helpful is
important. It tells us generally how the word is used, gives us enough help
so th,.t with our knowledge of the context in which we found the word we can
get a rough idea of how it is used this time. The particular resonance of
the word in context (the undesirability of being "archaic" for example) is
picked up not from the dictionary, but from the context, or from the context
in which we found the word and perhaps some awareness of previous uses of the
word. Our understanding of the new word is thus not so much a matter of
"learning a meaning" as it is of seeing a general description of a use of the
word and a particular application of that description. The dictionary mean-
in;.; :r.try is thus most helpful as a crutch when reading, and for that it is

inva.caable. But having looked up the new word, unless we see or hear it
again soon, we are not likely to keep that new word. The dictionary per se
is not a chief means of our acquiring the Nerds or word uses of our native

language.

C. Investigation 2: How and 41ere We Learn the Meanings of Words:
Methods of Learning and Teaching Various Kinds of Words

The series of exercises in this the third major section of this unit are,
as the title of the section suggests, in a sense repetitive. But now the

focus is shifted somewhat. The elements emphasized in the preceding section- -

ages and contexts of learning words--are moved to the background, and the

background elements of the preceding section--methods of learning and teach-

ing various kinds of words--move to the foreground. The methods of learning

and kinds of words have been cropping up periodically in the preceding exer-

cises, though, and thus require less elaboration here. But we can hope to

refine the student's understanding of how he acquires his vocabulary. And

further we can begin to make him more conscious of the techniques he has

available to explain words to others. Thus the phrase "Learning and Teaching"

of the title of this section reflects some of the ambivalence of the purpose

of the section: to study the student's methods of learning and to improve

his methods of "teaching."



This section of the unit serves directly to improve the student's skill
as a writer, for the methods of explaining words are methods and devices he
must command to write well, as well as methods which make him indirectly
more aware of the resources of hi words. The ultimate purpose of the section
of the unit, however, is to teach the student more about the nature of mean-
ing. As one can surmise something of the state and qualities of physical
objects from the nature of the devices for handling them (cf. oil pipelines,
watc,r pails, straw forks, and ice tongs), so we can suggest the nature of
meaning by examining the methods of learning and teaching various kinds of
words.

Subsection A: Learning by Exposure

Exercise 11:

Among the situations relevant to question i in this exercise are the
following: 2ai (exercise 2, part a, subpart i), 2aii, 2aiii, 2aiv?, 2av, L,
5, 6a, 6b, 6d, 6dv, and 10a. In addition to the many function words and small
COMMOA words which are clearly acquired in this way in most cases, one might
also point to such special cases as "Amen" and the importance of this kind
of learning (and of learning the particular language) in being or becoming a
"ember of a group. Teenage slang probably passes from one to another in
just this way, and only someone who is dreadfully old would ever ask for an
explanation of such slanguage. Or, as Louis Armstrong is said to have replied
when asked what jazz was, "Han, when you of to ask what it is, you'll never
get to know." Much of the lingo of popular musicians or the jargon of
specialized professions is often also acquired in this way.

In question iii one can usefully reemphasize the relatively small number
of terms with which you can ask "What is an X?" And to suggest that for most
other words--and they form the largest part of our daily vocabulary--one
cannot speak sensibly of a "referent," one cannot see things for which they
might be said to stand, one cannot explain them for the most part by example.
Further, when we are acquiring these words ("please," "yet," "wet") we cannot
yet Dandle verbal explanations. It seems quite likely, thus, that a good
many of our most frequently used words are derived simply by being around
people (or writers) who use the words.

Question v, particularly if most of the students are unaware of the
"dictionary definition" of "amen" (so-be-it), is a particularly useful illus-
tration of the sense in which what we sometimes call "learning the meaning"
might more accurately be termed "learning the conventions for using the
word" or simply "learning hcw to use the word." But as question vi is
supposed to suggest, when we do learn simply from being around people nho
are using the word, there is seldom anything like "learning a meaning" In-
volved. Rather we seem to learn to make a word, try it out here and there,
and arrive at some notion of where it can be used without sounding funny or
different from the way other people use it.

As a seventh question for this exercise you may wish to ask the students
to review exercise 6, and summarize what that exercise teaches about the nature
and limitations of learning words by being around people using words. The
ultimate emphasis, however, Could be on the importance rather than the limita-
tions of this method of acquiring vocabulary. Since it is the only one which
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In cannot use to explain words to others, it, unlike the others which we will
co polder, does not get repeated in exercises or compositions. Yet it is
probably the most importaat way by which we do acquire our vocabularies.

Exercises 12 and 13+ repeat and reinforce in various ways the implica-
tions of exercises 6 and 11. In both, the author presents a problem arising
from the different language experience of the characters in his story. In
the exerpt from Huckleberry Finn, Jim's ignorance strikes against Huck's
insufficient knowledge, and in the exerpt from East of Eden "Joe's" insuffi-
cient knowledge strikes the ignorance of Adam's family. In the latter exer-
cise, Steinbeck's characterization of "Joe's" speech as in capital letters
is particularly interesting, for it seems to present an instance of a kind
of learning by exposure we haven't seen before--learning from reading rather
than from listening. Whether this is or is not the case with "Joe" and the
phrase 'Operation of the Automobile," it is a way we sometimes do acquire
words, as the presence of unusual spelling pronunciations in our speech may
indicate. One may learn "facsimile," for example, by reacting, with neither
an example nor an explanation given; but in then beginning to use it in
speech, one might well pronounce it as "fassimul" rather than as "faksimily":
such pronunciations often signal a word acquired by reading--by exposure,
perhaps, but not aural exposure.

The passage quoted from Steinbeck exemplifies one more aspect of learn-
ing by exposure--its effectiveness. "Joe's" speeches in this quotation in-
clude a good deal of explanation, including synonyms, contexts, and explana-
tion by example. But all of his elaborate explanations fall flat: "They
had understood not a single word." But the twins had understood something,
and they had learned something, learning just by being around "Joe," learn-
ing "Just call me Joe," learning how to use this smart alecky phrase, learn-
ing something Joe was not at all concerned to teach.

Subsection B: Learning and Teaching by Example

The introduction to this unit suggests that this subsection is somewhat
more important than it deserves to be. That is, in many conventional state-
ments about the nature of meaning, one finds that words which one can learn
or teach by example are taken to represent all words. This might be termed
the picture theory of meanint,, the theory that all words mean like "apple"
and "table" mean in the sentence "The table was on the apple." The ease and
pervasiveness of this theory makes this subsection an important one, and im-
plies a rather different focus for it. Thus the exercises in it suggest the
very severe limitations (as well as the effectiveness) of the method.

That is, the exercises seek to suggest that the instances in which one
does or can use this method of explanation are in comparison to the number
of words in our vocabulary, extremely limited, that the method can be applied
only to some of the uses of these words, and finally that there are possibili-
ties of going wrong even then. Such obviously are the purposes of exercises
14, 15+, and 16.

The previous situations which the students should recall in answering
question 14i include 2bii, 2biii, 2di, 2dii, 2diii, perhaps some of 4 and 5;
for question 14ii, 2ai?, 2aii?, 2bi, 6a, 6c (gentleman), 6dii, and iii (pawn
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Exercise 15i may present a peculiar problem for very bright students.
The question assumes the students will say that a child could have seen a
table, a book, and a pipe. And if they do so answer, let it go at th,t.
After discussing exercise 16, however, you might ask the students to compose
sentences in which they use " table," "book," and "pipe" in as many ways as
possible. Presumably you can then elicit such sentences as these:

"Will the chair table the motion?"
"'What did they book him on?"
"NY old man makes book."
nI never did get the multiplication table in mind."
"Did the shepherd pipe a..scag?"

Then you can ask the students to go back to question 15i and reconsider it.
One thing they may then observe is that the question might be improved, e.g.,
as 'Are there non verbal things which we might call 'book,' 'pipe,' 'table,'
etc.?

The problem the question may present for the bright students is that
the question can be said to assume that a word is meaningful out of context,
a flat contradiction of what the meaning section of the dictionary unit (and
the whole of the present unit) teaches. But there is a context here, the
context of the question in which these words here occur;, and this context

a progression from words used as concrete nouns to words used in
other ways; further the words questioned are most frequently and familiarly
used as concrete nouns, so the initial response of the students (if they
chose to regard the words as concrete nouns) could be anticipated as a
probable response: thus the words are used meaningfully here, and meaning-
fully because of their context.

With the phrase "internal combustion engine" (question ii) we begin to
see the limitations of the method of learning or teaching by example. For
many purposes pointing to an internal combustion engine is not going to
suffice as an explanation; the object is just too complex. Let's say a man
goes to work for the first time in a warehouse which has lots of big crates
to be moved. He is told to go get an internal combustion engine. He asks
which crates they are, and tr:e foreman replies "That's an internal combustion
engine over there." Here explanation br example works. But contrast this
with the situation presented in the passage quoted from John Steinbeck's
East of Eden. There the explanation doesn't suffice. The listeners cannot
discern what an internal combustion is for their purposes just from looking
at it, at least not in the way they could a table, for example. 'They must
be told of its functioning, shown its parts, and told of its differences
from other engines, e.g., steam or electrical engines. Thus even for ostensi-
bly concrete nouns, the method of explanation by example may be inadequate.

In looking for different kinds of examples (15iii), the student may want
to stretch the word "example" far enough to include all but function words
and even some of them. Thus you may have to show the students that'. they are
switching uses of the word. . The first two words they have to deal with
in 41-1'.s question -- "hansom" and "th ater "- -can clearly be explained 1; point-

inc either to things or to pictures. These two words should serve as .paradigms
of words which can be explained by example, against which the students...should.
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test the other words. The word "remembered," for example, might tempt them
to say "If I could not tell you when the Peter Rabbit show appeared on tele-
vision, then it came to me, this would be an example of something I remem-
bered." And of course this makes sense. But it is a different use of the
word "example" frail the way it is used for "hansom" and for "theater."

How do you show this to students? Ask them to consider the similarities
between oranges and tangerines. Oranges and tange'ines are very similar in-
deed, but we use different words for them; now consider the difference between
a book of checks and a book of stories: they are very different, yet we use
the same word for them. That is, there is a considerable element of the arbi-
trary in the fineness of the distinctions cur vocabulary draws; we often use
the same word for unlike cases and different words for like cases. In the
instance of the word "example" it is an accident of the development of the
conventions of the language that we can say we can cite examples of either
"hansom" or "remembering." The accident, of course can be explained, is
explained in the next section, but it remains an accident.

gut in this accident lies a potential confusion for the students--the
failure to see the differences between "example of hansom" and "example of
remembering." To avoid this confusion the students should restrict what they
call "examples". in this exercise to cases like "hansom" and "theater." If
they can point to one or draw pictures of it or both, that is, if they can
"explain'' without using words, they can say it can be explained by example.
By such a definition, only "hansom," "theater," "starry" "angel," "carried,"
"package," and up-le" can be explained by examples.

Different kinds of examples are simply things, (examples) pictures (ex-
ample2), names of individual instances of things or pictures (example3). There
are also different kinds of cases which we can explain by example. There are
cases of things, "hansom," cases of actions, "carried," and cases of qualities,
"starry."

Exercises 16 and 17 should be obvious enough to the students, although
you may need to clarify the difference between explaining by pointing to an
example or picturing it (the last of which both dictionaries and other books
frequently do) and other uses of "example" in dictionaries and other books.
For example, consider the sentence "Any standard desk dictionary, for example,
Webster's New World Dictionary, uses some pictures as part of their explana-
tion of some words." The tag "for example" here clearly indicates that
debster's New World Dictionary is used as an example; but now "example" is
shifting on us again. To name a case to which we can apply a term is clearly
different from pointing to a thing to which we can apply a term. Dietionaries
and other books sometimes name a case to which we can apply a term, and this
is like what we have called "explaining by example," but it is not the same
thr.7. It is not pointing to or picturing a referent.

Subsection C: Learning and Teaching by Verbal cplanations

We're finally getting into what many conventional accounts of definition
spend all of their time on--verbal explanations. We consider four kinds of
verbal explanations: explanation by synonym, equivalent phrase, description
of context, and explanation by criteria.
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Ever(-7.se 18:

In this exercise the students aould recall particularly 2bii, 2biv,

2bv, 2ci, 2cii, 2ciii, 2dii, 60, lObi, 12, and 13.

Exercise 19:

The nature of definition by synonym bill be obvious to the students,
presumably, once they have understood the stipulation that "synonym" here
means only an equivalent word, not an equivalent phrase. Some of the impli-
cations of this kind of verbal explanation may not be equally clear to them,
however. One possible source of confusion lurks in the sentences we often

use to phrase such explanations. And from such a confusion, the student
might be led to say the meaning of a word is its synonym." We might say,
for example, "Melancholy means glum" or "The meaning of melancholy is glum."
Such sentences initially appear to be very similar to many, many others which
have a like grammatical form. We might also say, for example, "Rickram covers
the book" or "The cover of the book is buckram." These two sentences gramma-
tically seem to be just like the two in which we explained a word by synonym.
It often happens that when we have this sort of grammatical similarity, we
are inclined to think that there is some sort of similarity of meaning beyond

the grammatical meaning. Thus in the case of a buckram cover and a book,

one can say 'There's the cover and there's the book, and they are two differ-

ent things." Cr of the sentence "The cover of the book is buckram" one can
say "Buckram" and "cover" both refer to the same thing." The student might

be tempted to handle "The meaning of melanchcly is glum" in the same way.
He might want to say "There's the word and there's the meaning, and they are

tiro different things." Cr he might say "The words 'meaning' and tglrml both

ref ,.. to the same thing." To say either of course is to misunderstand the

nature of explanation by synonym.

To demonstrate this, one might suggest a sentence like "the front of
the cover of the book is there, but the back is missing." Then try it on
"The front of the meaning of the word is there but the back is missing." or

"I gave the cover of the book to John but kept the book" and "I gave the mean-
ing of the word to John but kept the word." These come out to be nonsense.
That is, "meaning of the word" has very different conventions for its use
than does "cover of the book." And one sl._ould not be misled by the superfi-
cial grammatical similarities into thinking the phrases are used alike.

One might also raise the question of the word with three or seven or

fifteen synonyms: which is the meaning? Or the question of the word withodt

a synonym: is it meaningless? Clearly not. That is, the synonym is not in

any literal sense the meaning."

More positively, one can suggest that in the sentences "The meaning of
melancholy is glum" and "Melancholy means glum" we use a kind of shorthand.
We can write the sentences in longhand by saying "The conventions for using
the word 'melancholy,' which you may not know, are roughly the same as those

for using the word 'glum' which presumably you do,know."

The phrasing of question 19ii is supposed to suggest something of all
this to the student, but if he doesn't tumble to it yet, _me needn't push it.
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It comes up again. There are two insights to which the student should arrive
here, though, although both are rather less subtle than that just presented.
The contrast between the effectiveness of explanations a or b (in 19i) and
expirnation d or f should suggest the first insight: that an explanation
should be more understandable to the audience than the word which needs to
be explained. This is not at all difficult, yet one might well dwell on it
gt some length anyway. It does introduce the role of the audience in communi-
cation, thus preparing' for the use of this concept, in the rhetoric units.
Further, the fact that different explanations must be used for audiences of
different linguistic sophistication again suggests that to assume there is
one single meaning for a word is to make a mistake. Is the meaning the explana-
tion you give to a fifth grader? or that given to an eighth grader? or to a
senior in high school? or to a senior in college? The composition assign -

uents at the end of this section of the unit ask the students to dwell on this
by paraphrasing relatively sophisticated paragraphs for a relatively unsophis-
ticated audience. You might dwell more on it here) and thus prepare for the
composition assignment; ask the students to .explain a single word to several
different audiences, first for a first grader, then for a fifth grader, then
for a ninth grader--and then perhaps for a senior in college.

The second insight to which the student should arrive in this exercise
is suggested by the contrast between explanations c or e in 19i and the other
explanations there. That is, sentences which look like explanations by
synonyms may well not be used as explanations. In 8, we have an obvious

signal of this: the synonym is not a synonym at all, but simply the repeti-
tion of the ward to be explained. Such a sentence very frequently is used
to express anger, not to explain. Similarly, explanation e is fairly clearly

a kind of self elevation on the Dart of the speaker, and a kind of face
scratching for the listener: again the speaker may well not be concerned

to explain..

One last point can be started in this exercise, parts vi and vii, but
it need not be developed very far at this point. The student will qaickly see

that not all of the words underlined in 19vi have synonyms. And he may go on
to the implication that to a considerable extent it is a matter of chance
(or sometimes cultural experience--e.g., the many Arabic words for camel, the
many Polynesian words for smells, the many Eskimo words for snow) whether or

not a word has a synonym. But one may suggest further that different kinds

of words work differently. The analogy of the gene is again suggestive. In

a Monopoly game, for example, one uses tokens, hotels, houses, and dice. All
might be made of wood, all are handled--but one does different things with

each. Similarly, in the language gave of explaining wards, there are differ-

ent kinds of words, and one does different things with them, explaining some
by a synonym, explaining others by other ways. It is true that ultimately
the analogy does break down in one respect: there are some words which can
be handled by any kind of explanation, e.g., the concrete noun "football."
But the important point is that many words can be handled only by one or the
other of the various methods of explanation which we are considering. The

need to handle different uses of different words differently when we seek to
explain them makes it clear that one cannot describe the nature of meaning
of one kind of word (e.g., concrete nouns) and assume that we have thereby
exhausted the subject. But this point is also developed rather gradually
through later exercises, and the present exercise is not expected to carry
the whole burden of it.
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Exercise 20: Explanations of a Word or Phrase by an Equivalent Phrase or
Clause: Um: .nd Atilres

These explanations work pretty such like explatations by synonyms and
present some of the saie problens. One might even have combined these two
kinds of verbal explanation into one group, "Equivalent Nords and Phrases."
They differ from syhonyms in using phrases or clauses instead of an equiva-
lent word, but tho explanatory phrase, like the synonym, can usually be said
to be one for which the conventions of use are similar to the conventions
for using the word being explained, although rhetorically it would be trouble-
some to use them as equivalent in many contexts. Still it is useful for our
purposes to draw a distinction between synonyms and phrasal explanations.
We need to make the point that to talk about the meaning of a single word,
one may do several quite different things, so that ultimately we can Lake
the point that there is no such thing as "the meaning." And we need to make
the point that to explain different words, one may need to do quite different
things, so that ultimately we can make the point that words don't all work
alike.

In exercise 20, explanations a and b are intended to contrast with explana-
tions c and d as explanations which are helpful and explanations which are
not. If the slap; in explanation a is no out of date, the explanation won't
work that way, ana you may have to rewrite explanation a. The explanations
which are not helpful, c and d, might be intelligible, however, if one knew
what a "pattern of aesthetic activity" was. That is, here, one might again
ma:') point that the explanation must be more intelligible than the word
or 1,hrase being explained and that the intelligibility of the explanation is
related to the linguistic sophistication of the audience.

The contrast between e and f makes a rather less significant point.
One sometimes sees it said that such definitions as e and f are useless be-
cause anyone who knew what "omophagia" meant would know what "omophagic"
meant as well. But explanation e suggests that this is not always the case
with derivative words. Such explanations can be useful.

The contrast between explanations g and h is of a different sort, al-
though here, too, one finds the contrast between a helpful explanation (g)
and an explanation which is not nelpful (h). But here it is difficult to
imagine circumstances in which explanation g would be helpful.

To suggest why, one might best raise the question "Why would one want
to define the phrase 'morally good man'?" It is not likely to be simply a
matter of a word being unfamiliar (as e.g., "onomatopoeia" might be) or a
conventional use being unfamiliar (as, e.g., "percolating" as explained might
be). The words "man," "good," and "morally" are familiar, and they are not
used in any unusual way. So why would one want to define the phrase "morally
good man"? One mighL want to do it in order to distinguish for himself or
others cases in which he would or would not say "there's a morally good man."
He would thus be trying to distinguish cases in which he would or would not
say "there is a man who acts virtuously." And to say "a man who acts virtu-
ously" is "a man who acts virtuously" isn't very helpful: it is a pseudo
explanation.
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The phrase "a man who does unto others as he would have them do unto

him," by contrast., enabl,:s one to distinguish instances of morally good men

from instances of wen who are not morally gcod. One can ask "Would he want

me to do that to him?" and answer either "Probably" or "probably not." But

if one asked "Is he acting virtuously ?" one can answer "Well, it depends on

how you want to use that phrase." But that's where we came in.

Explanation i presents still a different case, but a case of a sentence

which looks like an explanations but isn't. It comes, of course, from Robert

Frost's poem, "The Death of the Hired Man." Here again it is useful to ask

tY-) question "Why would one want to make such a statement? The answar is

c1( Alen you put the sentence back in context. This is a statemen', one

von'i make in an argument. One might label statements which work like this

one "persuasive explanations" or "persuasive pseudo explanations." What

happens in them is that the speaker includes in his explanation of a word

the point he wants to make in his argument. Here the wife makes the point

that she and her husband should take the dying hired man back in; she does

it by saying "home is where they have to take him back and this is his home."

If one accepts such a statement as an appropriate explanation, he gives up

the argument. These logical implications of this kind of statement are of

less immediate interest to us, however, than the semantic implications, what

such explanations can show us about the nature of meaning. And the main point

of this sort is that phrasal explanations have to be tested against sentences

in which the word is used outside of the context of an argument; so tested

the strangeness in inappropriate phrasal explanations is accentuated and

identifiable. One can then say "But that is not part of the rules for using

that word in any sentences I can inrnne." Thus this kind of pseudo explana-

tion prepares somewhat for later sections of the unit which show that meaning

is not a private but a public convention.

It might be useful at this point to back up and contrast explanations

d and i and introduce the concept cf "stipulative definition." Explanation

d might well have occurred in an essay on the nature of meaning. It can be

paraphrased as "In this exposition of meaning, I use the phrase 'semantics

of a word' like oue would use the phrase 'conventions for the use of the

word.'" There is a need for this kind of explanation because phrases like

"semantics of a word" do not have the kind of restricted public conventions

for their use that a phrase like "dinner table" has. The result is that

ttny may be used by different speakers in quite different ways without

anlY:.:atly violating any conventions. A second reason for such a stipulation

lies in the technical use of the phrase, assuming that it did occur in an

exposition of the nature of meaning. The stipulation thus is supporded to

say that the phrase is going to be more tightly controlled in the present

context than it is in general usage. Thus there are two reasons for using

a stipulative definition. The persuasive definition appears to be a stipu-

lative definition, but with this difference: the purpose of using a persua-

sive definition is neither to avoid confusions in a loose popular use of a

word nor to clarify a treatment of a subject; it is rather to make the point

of an argument. Thus the importance of the question "Why would one want to

make this explanation?"

Explanation j is interesting in something of the same way as explanation

i is. Again the conventions for using the explanatory phrase are not like
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tie-) fo: using the explained word. It seems strange to say "he
was wet as far as the okin," probe'rly because when we use the phrase. "as far
as" in relation to disteace .%e airection ne:eeally, we can add "but not
farther." But here the addition makes no sense. And again it is helpful
to ask "Why would one want to make this leplantion"? It happens that the
explanation occurs in a etanderd desL dictionary, i.e., a context in which
nearly every defined use of every defined word is explained either by a
synonym or by a phrasal explanation. This context suggests why one might
want to make this explanation. One would want to make it if he were writing
a dictionary, if he assumed that every word could be explained by a phrasal
explanation, and if he couldn't come up with a more appropriate one than this.
This seems to be another case of an assumption about How words Mean leading
into confusion. And to avoid a similar kind of confusion on the part of the
students one can use this explanation to make the point that mary uses of
words may not have phrasal explanations.

This point is made again in the last two parts of this exercise (ix and
x). Before assigning ix, you may have to remind the students to put the words
to be explained in sentences before trying to explain them. As Professor
Perrin pointed out, "It is not very profitable to consider the meaning of
isolated words."

Exercise 21: Verbal hxplanatjons Which Describe the Context in Which a
Word is Conventiotally Used

Part I: Kinds

Phis first part of the exercise seeks only to distinguish some of the
kinds of contexts one might refer to in explaining the use of a word. The
first set of explanations refer to the grammatical context, answering the
question "dhat positions in the sentence is this word conventionally used
in?" The second set refer to the other words which frequently are used with
the word being defined, answering the question "What words or phrases does
it pattern with?"; one might term this a "semantic context." The third set
make context mean something like dialect situation, illustrating geographi-
cal, social, and historical contexts or dialect situations. The fourth set,
which make context mean something like "physical surroundings," might be
termed a "real context." They in effect say "one uses the word in cases
like this one" and then describe a particular situation; explanations of
this sort are very useful; but sometimes (as we see in part II of this exer-
cise) misleading. The fourth kind of context explanation is the only one
represented in part II of this exercise.

Part II: Uses and Limitations

(You may find it fruitful to consider the first three kinds of context
explanations in the same way as the fourth kind are considered in the exer-
cises contained in the student, manual, adding particularly exercises which
suggest the kinds of words for which the different kinds of context explana-
tions are or are not, helpful. The exercises given in the student packet,
however, consider the uses and limitations of only real context explanations.)

The nature of context explantions is clear enough in explanations a, b,
ad c in this exercise, but it may not be in explanations d and e. lei
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explanation d, we have the sort of special use which frequently arises in
professional (or other) jargon. i:.r1 e night paraptrase this explanation as

"Assume now that sorile(Jne bccoreJ eligible fer our services. Then for seven
years we systematically seek to notify him of his eligibility, but we cannot
locate him. ;:e therefore transfer his records from the active file to the
inactive file and cease to try to notify him of his eligibility. And we
then speak of his case as being 'dead.'"

Similarly, with explanation e one may need to parapharse. Here is one
pa- 'hrase which might work: "We use 'self indulgence' to characterize actions
WI (;.I are like most of Jake Barnes's actions." One might raise the question
"How is this different from the explanation 'You know what a 'Coke' is? Well,
that's what a "cold drink" is' ? "? This explanation of "cold drink" is an
explanation of example 3 (naming a pictureable instance). Why isn't Jake
Barnes the name of a pictureable instance of self indulgence in the same way?
Someone might say "Think of Jake Barnes eating his 37th hamburger at one
meal and you'll have a pictureable instance of self indulgence." But of
this one might ask, "so how does the picture show it is the 37th hamburger?"
Further, anytime you take a picture of a "Coke" you are taking a picture of
a cold drink; but not all of Jake Barnes' actions can be pictureable instances
of self-indulgence, although some of his most notable actions may be self
indulgent. Thus this is another instance where a superficial grammatical
similarity may lead students to treat this explanation as if it were semanti-
cally similar to explanations by examples.

Exercise 22: Verbal Explanations Which Specify Criteria: Use and Abuse.

Explanations such as these are what we often have in mind when we speak
of definition. They are in effect a list of those characteristics which are
frequently present in part or altogether when the explained word is appropri-
ately used. Thus we might say "'House' means a building in which a family
lives." If, in ordinary circumstances, we came across an object which was:

H1 a building
H2 a place to live in
H3 a place for a family to live in

iev:3 would call it a hcuse. 'jhat are the characteristics for "sulking"? They
are ,A.ese:

S1 he wouldn't engage in the activity at hand
S2 he kept to himself
S3 he was slothful and didn't do anything
Sic he resented the way he was treated.

And, if someone should behave in such a way that S1 - SL were true of him,
then, in ordinary circumstances, we would say he is sulky. A current diction-
ary, to cite another example, provides this explanation for the word 'black-
mail':

'Blackmail' means payment extorted to prevent disclosure of informa-
tion that could bring disgrace.

Here we have those characteristics which, on the whole, distinguish acts
called blackmail from other acts. We can list these characteristics in this
way:
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B1 payment extorted
B2 done to prevent disclosure of information
B3 done to prevent disclosure of information which could bring

some kind of disgrace

If, in ordinary circumstances, we came across an act which had these three
characteristics, then we would call it a case of blackmail.

c

Characteristics which if present in a thing justify our calling the
thing "X" are called criteria for the word "X." Thus Hl - H3 are criteria
for the word "house." Bl - B3 are criteria for the word "blackmail," and
S1 - S4 are criteria for the word "sulky."

The explanations given for the words "sulky," "blackmail," and "house"
illustrate the nature of criteria and their use in explanations of the use
of a word. Before we examine the kinds of criteria, it is important to
notice that there is something fishy about these illustrations: they are
illustrations of criteria explanations, but they are atypical examples of
such explanations. Consider first the implications of the fact that they are
illustrations of criteria explanations. They show how we use criteria; we
use criteria in explanation situations, we use criteria to explain (not
describe or exemplify, but explain) how we use a word. Let us say, for
example, that I am going to take a book out of the public library. 'I take

it frcm the shelf, fill out the card, take it to the librarian and say "I'd
like to take out this--" At this point, before finishing the sentence, would
I run through the list of criteria for the word "book" to see if I could use
that word? Hardly. That is, when we list the criteria for the use of a
word we are not describing or exemplifying what we do when we use words like
"book," "house," "blackmail," and "sulky" in ordinary circumstances. We use
criteria in explanations of the uses of words, not usually in using words,
because in most uses of words the question of the appropriateness of the
word does not arise.

Consider second the fact that our illustrations are atypical examples
of criteria explanations. idhen normally would one find criteria explanations
useful? Generally in those unusual instances when one wants to determine
whether or not a word can be appropriately used. In the zoo, for example,
one might wonder which of the two wild asses he was looking at was the onager
and which was the kiang. To determine, he might recall that the onager is
smaller and lighter in color than the kiang. Similarly, a botanist or ento-
mcloaist might use criteria to decide what to label a rare specimen he gathered
on a field trip. Criteria explanations are as useful and necessary in law
as in natural science; the statutes must again and again list the criteria
for their key words to enable judges and juries to determine whether this or
that specific case is covered by the statute.

Our students, of course, do not often use either scientific or legal
explanations yet, although someday they will. They do use the criteria explana-
tions of others in many dictionary definitions, however, and they should be
encouraged to use their own criteria explanations in two other situations.
First in discussion or argument. In this situation they should learn to say
"Well, let us be clear and in agreement about how we use the word "protestant"
(or "communist" or "jerk" or "noun"); I suggest we use it for cases in which

X, Y, and Z are present." This will not only enable the disputants to arrive
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earlier at basic differences, but often will also end the dispute. The
second situation in which cur students should be encouraged to use criteria
explanations is when writing, whether in notebooks or in essays. Here the
criteria explanation not only clarifies for the reader but even eliminates
a good deal of confusion for the writer himself, particularly eliminating
such confusion as equivocation.

In short, it is important to recognize that criteria explanations, are
explanations--a way of talking about words, useful (generally) only when one
must seek to discover, clarify, or restrict the use of a word. Or, to make
the point negatively, we do not use criteria in most of our language usage.

Now look more closely at the kinds of criteria. As one would expect,
the relation of word to criteria varies. Sometimes, we cannot explain words
in terms of criteria at all; sometimes words have a clearly defined and con-
stant set of criteria, sometimes they have two or three or more, many more,
unrelated sets of criteria, and sometimes they have gradually shifting and
different sets of criteria. There are, that is, at least four different
relationships between words and criteria. Consider :them more closely.
First, words with no criteria. These words are sometimes called "indefin-
able" because one cannot make criteria explanations for them. Words which
refer to the feelings we have are words of this kind, words like "itch" and
"pain." Words which name the colors we see and the sounds we hear--e.g.,
"red" and "loud"--provide additional examples. One cannot list qualities
which justify using "itch" or "green." There are no criteria for such words.

Second, terms with a clearly defined and constant set of criteria. Every
time such wards are used, one can explain the use by citing a single list of
qualities. Such words, in other words, have only one use. The traditional
exercises of finding "the meaning" for a word thus has some justification.
There are a few words for which it would seem to work. But it is important
to see what words it would work for. It would work for technical terms like
"aesch" or "vocoid" and a few other kinds of words. But clearly such words
make up but a small part of our vocabulary. Most words, that is, do not
have a clearly defined and constant set of criteria, but a few do.

Third, words used with very different sets of criteria. For examples
consider the word 'bank.' We call a slope of ground bordering on a river or
a body of water a bank, and we call an establishment for the transmission and
savings of money a bank. Here, as we can see, the word 'bank' used to refer
to a thing with the characteristics mentioned in 'a slope of ground bordering
on a river or a body of water' has a different meaning from the word 'bank'
used to refer to a thing with the characteristics mentioned in tan establish-
ment for the transmission and savings of money.' The word 'bank' thus has
at least two meanings.

There are some words which are used in many different ways, so that thgy
have not just two different meanings but a number of different meanings. In
fact, for some words, the uses are so varied that it is difficult to provide
a standard criteria explanation, since to do so presupposes some degree of
general public agreement. For example, the words 'conservative' and 'liberal'
as they are used in the context of politics have a number of different mean-
ings. Here is a partial list of some of them.



conservative

one who opposes the views of

the ADA and similar groups

one who opposes the increase of
federal power and federal spending

one who is interested in both the
material and spiritual needs of men

one who wishes to maintain the

status quo

what I approve of

what I disapprove of

liberal

one who supports the views
of the ADA and similar groups

one who wants federal power
and spending to increase

an educated and morally
sensitive individual

one who advocates any measure
which leads to socialism

what I approve of

what I disapprove of
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Fourth, words for which there are gradually shifting but related sets

of criteria. For the things referred to by many of our everyday words, we

could list the criteria which distingusih them from other things, for example,

for a magazine. The criteria are, more or less, these: it is a paper-covered

periodical; it contains various articles covering different subjectsty differ-

ent authors; it is about 8 by 10 inches in size. If we came across another

publication which had these characteristics, we would call it a magazine.

Sometimes, however, we will find that not all the criteria are present in all

cases where we would use the word. For example, there are magazines which

lack, say a paper cover, or which do not come out periodically, or which

are written by one person, etc. That is, we often use the same word for

cases which are similar, but which do not share all of a single list of

criteria. The different cases thus may share some or most of the criteria

but not all. This can be represented schematically by letting X stand for a

typical word, P stand for one case, S for similar cases, and C for criteria:

(1) S

Cl, 02, 03, C5

(2) P

Cl, 02, 03, CI

(3) S

C2, C3, C41 C6

The first and third thing are called X because they are similar to the second.

But tooth (1) and (3) lack one criteria of (2). The dissimilarity between (1)

and (3) is much greater than that between (1) and (2) and between (2) and (3).

Let us consider an example of this. Time is a clear-cut example of a thing

called a magazine. But there are periodicals which are hard-bound, which

carry various articles, and which have no advertising which we call magazines,

e.g. Horizon. And small periodicals with soft covers which contain nothing

more than TV listings and advertisements, and which are found in Sunday

papers,, are called magazines. The similarity between these two and Time

is greater than their similarity to each other.

For some words the similar cases near the ends of the spectrum of uses

might differ so radically from each other that there are no similar criteria
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(this comes near to being true in the last example). We can represent this
possibility in this senellhat elaborate schenn7:

X

(1) S (2) s (3) P (4) P (5) S (6) S.
Ci,c6,c7 Cl, C2, 01,02,C4 C2,03,05 C2,C5,08 CS,C81C9

Even though the criteria of (1) are altogether different from those of (6)
we would not speak of 'X' having two different meanings here when the word
is used to refer to (1) and when it is used to refer to (6). That is, it
would not have two different meanings in the sense in which 'bank' and 'defini-
tion' have different meanings in the ways pointed out earlier. The difference
is t''t there is no striking resemblance of any sort between 'bank' used to
ref e- to a slope of ground and 'bank' used to refer to an establishment to
transmit money, whereas there is an indirect resemblance of a particular sort
between (1) and (6). They both resemble other things which are related to a
single thing. As we might say, (1) and (6) fall into the same family in a
way which slopes of ground and establishments for transmitting money do not.
Two children in a large family might not resemble each other too closely,
but nevertheless we see that they do fall into the same family because of
their resemblances to the other members of the family, particularly the
mother and father.

Criteria explanations thus are rather more complex than one might suppose.
Most words, contrary to popular assumption, are not used with a single constant
set of criteria. Some have no criteria, some have different unrelated sets
of criteria, some have different related sets of criteria. And, to make the
matter still more complex, some uses of a word may require different unre-
lated sets of criteria while other uses of the same word require different
related sets of criteria. The relationship of word to criteria again demon-
strates that no single example and no single kind of explanation can represent
how words mean.

We have considered the nature, uses, and kinds of criteria explanation.
Before examining the exercises in the student packet, we should look at how
one can best arrive at the criteria in a criteria explanation. One might
feel that the criteria arise from an examination of all cases in which a
word is used. He might say we look at all cases of "bank" or "blackmail" or
"conservative", find out what is common to them all, and list these common
features as the criteria. But we have seen that "bank" is used with at least
two ecmpletely different sets of criteria, "blabkmail" is used with uadually
shifting criteria (e.g., cf., "The ccurt twice convicted him of blackmail."
and these opening remarks of an after dinner speaker: "Thank you, M. Jones,
for that very flattering introduction. I wasn't sure who you were introduc-
ing. But since it was me, I am sure that you left something out. Perhaps
you intend to use it to blackmail me some day. But I'm going to confess. I

am also an English teacher."), and "conservative" is used with constantly
and dramatically shifting criteria. For words like these (and they comprise
most of our words) we clearly could not hope to arrive at what was common
to all cases because there often is nothing common to all cases. How then

can we arrive at criteria?
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The clearest) most fruitful, and most frequent way is really much more
simple than one might expect. rirst one considers a case in which he would
normally use the word as a matter of course, a single, clear cut example- -
called a paradigm, example. Then one lists the qualities which characterize
that example. These are the criteria for using the word.

The value of something so simple as this may easily be underestimated.
We have seen several uses of criteria explanations already, but the concept
of the paradignm example introduces one more use, and a more important one.
Recall that we acquire most of our words in particular situations. Those
words for which one can list criteria aro thus likely to be acquired in
connection with paradigm examples--clear cut cases in which the word was
used. Recall too that a single word may have very different uses. Thus
arises a frequent sort of confusion: thinking of different cases as if they
were alike. For example, consider the way we often think about "definition."
Very, very often we have tended to assume that all definitions were criteria
definitions which :Listed only a single set of criteria. Thus if we were to
give an example of a definition, we would likely construct a criteria explana-
tion like those we used for "house,'' "blackmail," and "sulky." But such an
explanation is inadequate for most words because most words have several sets
of criteria or shifting sets of criteria. Now we can sae still more of what
was fishy about the illustrations we cited for criteria explanations. They
treated "sulky," "blackmail," and "house" as if they were like "vocoid" or
"aesch," that is, as if they had a single, constant set of criteria. We
were using as a paradigm example of "definition" a case which was very
different from most cases. When we make the paradigm explicit, when we
cite an example and ask if this is like the case to which We want to apply
the word in question, we can see that the example is not like the case to
which we want to apply the word. It is precisely this confusion which led
teachers for so long to send students looking for "the meaning." By citing
a paradigm example and comparing it closely with other instances in which
the word "definition" might also be used, however, they might have d4.scovered
their own confusion, they might have seen that not all words .are words for
which it is sufficient to cite a single list of criteria. Ankthis is the
last and most important use of criteria definitions based on pe:radic..p
examples--to enable oneself or others to be sure that he is not thinking
of very different cases as if they were alike.

So much by way of background and resource material for additional exer-
cises, if needed. The exercise given in the student packet is much less
ambitious than the preceding explanation. It seeks only to show the student
how to put such explanations together, what they do, how they go wrong, and
when you can't use them. Lgain, explanations a, b, and c are intended as
examples which work; explanations d and e are intended as examples which work
for someone with technical knowledge but which are not completely satisfactory
for eighth graders, and f, g$ and h are intended as examples of criteria
explanations which don't work. The contrast between a, b, and c, and explana-
tions d and e may not be as sharp as it needs to be. One may find it helpful
to contrast the ways in which explanations d and e are and are not helpful
to eighth graders. And one will find it helpful to discuss the different
reasons why the last three explanations do not work. Explanation f doesn't
work because it does not include in its criteria items which are public con-
ventions; that is, this is another persuasiveexplanatioa. Since this is a
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not infrequent form of pseudo criteria explanations, an additional word or
two is in order.

As we grow up we find that certain words are used to approve of things
and other words are used to disapprove of things. Generally the language

learner adopts similar attitudes. Thus it is true in our society that most
or many people approve of the things which they believe are covered by such
word: and phrases as 'democratic,' 'freedom,' 'justice,' !art,' 'realist,'
'C'exlstian,' 'the American way,' 'moderate,' !constitutional,' 'education,'
Ipatr.ot,' and 'open minded.' In turn we disapprove of those things which
we 1,elieve are included in the class of 'communistic,' 'radical,' 'reaction-

ary,' 'greedy,' 'lustful,' 'do-gooder,' 'bureaucrat,' 'atheist,' 'aggressor,'
'imperialist,' 'fascist,' 'prejudice,' and 'fanatic.'

It is a fact which is sometimes overlooked that these words are used in
many different ways. For example, people who approve of governments which
are called democratic tend to call their government democratic--or they tend
to call what they think or wish their government to be democratic. Thus
radically different governments are called democratic, and people within a
country use the word in different ways. And if we ask what is meant by
'democratic' we find different answers, such as: a government in which
political power rests ultimately with the majority; a government in which
the leaders are elected by popular vote; a government in which the citizens
are left to do what they want to do and in which they choose those whom they
want to lead them; a government which acts in the way the people would act
if they had proper knowledge of current events, human nature, and history.
The word 'radical,' to considex another example, is often used in connection
with political vies which find disfavor among the organized majority poli-
tical parties. A wide range of different views and different kinds of men

are called radicals. In looking for the distinguishing characteristics of
the people or views which are called radical we find such explanations as:
someone who advocates actions which have not been done in the last hundred

years; a socialist, communist or fascist (in the U.S.); a Stalinist or
Minese Communist (in the U.S.S.R.); someone who holds ideas which differ

from what most hold; someone who deviates from accepted ideas. The reader

can run through for himself sore of the different kinds of things which are

re '4 to by each of the words in the above two lists and the various
expelations which people will have and give for what each word means or what

they mean by the word.

The fact that these words are used in so many ways prevents one's giving
the usual kind ef dictionary definition--i.e., reporting the characteristics
of the paradigm examples which people generally have in mind. Rather, in
the case of these words, dictionaries usually report the way same particular

group uses the word. For example, they mir,ht record the common way or ways

in which the word 'democracy' is used in political science textbooks.

When someone makes a stateent about the "true meaning" of such words

or about the "real definition" of such words (as if the word were used in

only one way) in order to influence people's views or to get people to act

in certain ways, he is said to be giving a persuasive explanation. For

example, imagine someone writing this in an essay addressed to people who

disapprove of religion: "The real meaning of 'religion' is anything which
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provides a spiritual serenity so th-t an Individual can get through the per-
plexities and dangers of daily :Life." And imagine that he goes on to argue
that fighting injustices in the world provides such a serenity for many. He
says this in order to persuade these people to disapprove of their own efforts
and the efforts of others to fight injustices. As we can see, the "real mean-
ing" of 'religion' has not been given. In fact this word is used in a number
of ways, and if this is one of its uses it is indeed rare. However, if
those to whom these remarks are addressed make the mistake of thinking that
this is the definition of 'religion' then the writer would have in all likeli-
hood achieved his goal. For since those in his audience disapprove of religion,
they would not disapprove of fighting against injustices (or they would have
to alter a fundamental attitude). Or, to consider a second example, imagine
someone addressing a group of people who all approve of education and saying:
"Education in the true sense of the word is stirring up students so that they
will be driven to think for themselves." He says this, let us imagine, in
order to get them to approve of his teaching methods (which consist primarily
in an effort to stir up students). Here again we have a person taking a word
which evokes approval and has a number of meanings, and giving it one meaning
which he represents as its real meaning--all in order to persuade and influence.

Are persuasive explanations harmful? To be deluded is or can be harmful,
aid often persuasive explanations lead to people's being deluded. For ea-
ample, one might believe he, unlike most people, now knows the real meaning
of 'education' or 'religion' when there is no such meaning to know. Or some-
one -!_o accepts a persuasive explanation might, as a consequence, approve of
som activity, place, case, etc. whilh he, if he examined the matter, might
not approve of. Finally, as a last example, someone who is taken in by the
persuasive explanation: "Charity isn't giving gold to others but is really
understanding others." might delude himself into thinking he is charitable
in hoarding his money while there are those in need whom he can help.

(Exercise 22a provides an opportunity to do more with persuasive explana-
tions than does exercise 22. It is an optional exercise, though, permitting
an exploration of an interesting aspect c criteria definition and useful at
least negatively in defining them. But it does not lead directly to the main
points of this unit and may be omitted with less loss than any other exercise
in the packet.)

Explanation g in exercise 22 is an instance of a pseudo explanation,
too, but not a persuasive explanation. In this instance, the word is one of
those for which there are no criteria; so is "the" in explanation h. Here
the student should particularly be encouraged to ask these questions: under
what circumstances might one ask for the criteria of this word? when would
I want to say is this a 'the' or not? when would this explanation permit one
to answer the question "Is this a 'the'?"

The remaining portions of exercise 22 and exercise 22a, and exercise
23 need no further explanation here. The last exercise of this section of
the unit--exercise 24--however, dces need a word of explanation. The three
compbsition assignments which end the study of How and Where we Learn and
Teach Words are all fairly long assignments; they are structured, the first
being the easiest, the last the hardest, so that if taken in sequence, they
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trill be less difficult for the st4dents, yet none are easy exercises. But
in some cases you may use the tierce assignments for students of different
abilities, assigning only tlle third to the bright students and only the first
to thn slower students.

Section D: How De We Know We Know the Neaning of a Word?

This fourth section of the unit makes a point which is simple, yet some-
how very difficult to hold to. It is that there is no such thing as "the
meaning." When we examine how we know we know a word, we find either that
we an use it without uneasiness or that we can explain the use of it or we
can do both. But we do not check to see if we have "the meaning" filed
upstairs somewhere. And when we talk about a "table" we don't always have
to "remember" that it is called autable." Similarly, when we examine how
we know we don't know a word, we find that we know because we cannot use it,
or we cannot use it without u:.easiness, or we cannot use it without eliciting
strange responses, or we cannot explain it--or any combination of these.
But at no time do 1Ne check a mental file of meanings or concepts or ideas
to find that the meaning; card for the word is missing.

Exercise 25: How *ee Know We Know or Don't Know the Meeaing of a word.

This exercise takes the student back to his own experience with words
as opposed to his observation of the experience of others, which the next
exercise covers. In parts i and ii of this exercise you may need to reassure
the students that it doesn't matter if they use some of the words incorrectly:
this is not a vocabulary quiz. For the last word, you may ultimately have to
supply an English translation, "profoundly" or "deeply," before they get too
frustrated at looking in an English dictionary for a French word.

The students should have no difficulty with parts iii through viii of
thir exercise, but part ix, may give them pause. One way of approaching it
would be to describe a situation in which one might say "I thought T knew
that word but I guess I didn't." In such a situation one might misunder-
stand someone else who used a word, elicit an unexpected response by using
the word, or think (and learn otherwise later) that someone was using a word
strangely. The reasons why this might happen go back to the reasons why
different kinds of learning and teaching of words go wrong. It may be, for
instance, that one learned a word by example--and took an object (daisy; for
a color (white). Or that one learned by exposure and mistook a single use
(a man who pays for ladies' meals) for all uses (gentleman). Or that one
learned by synonym or equivalent phrase and failed to consider the differences
in the conventions for using the two words (e.g., calling Thoreau a
"troglodyte"). It would be well to dwell on this for two reasons: first,
to review the preceding section; second, to encourage the students to recog-
nize that such errors are a normal consequence of the ways in which we learn
words, and thus to encourage them to risk such errors more readily, to use
new words more frequently with the intention not of pretending to know them
but rather of becoming more familiar with the conventions for their use.
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Exercise 26: How 'ae Know that Others Do or Don't Know the Meaning of a Word

If even after exercise 25 sove students are inclined to postulate some

mental entity or concept as "the meaning," this exercise should make it clear

that there is something unrealistic about this postulation. One determines

that, other people do or do not know the meaning of a word, and in doing this

there is clearly no possibility of checking their mental file. Instead wa

tell by strange responses (ia, ib), or by the uneasiness or embarrassment of

the user (ic), or by the inappropriateness of the use (ic, id) or by the

inappropriateness of the use and the inability of the speaker to give a

satisfactory explanation (ie), or by the various combinations of these

signals. Situation ie is a particularly fertile one for us, since we are

often afflicted by students who feel (say) "I can always do well in English

bece -e you don't have to know anything to write book reports--you just have

to e2ing the bull; but in history and math you have to know something." That

is, here you can let the students know that we know about snow jobs, too.

And that anyone who reflects carefully on a piece of writing can tell the

difference between the writing which superficially seems impressive (big

word writing) and writing which is impressively meaningful. While we may

never 'be able to convince students that we can tell the difference, we should

at least make them sufficiently aware of the difference so that they deliber-

ately choose to snow if they do it at all, so that they aren't fooling them-

selves when they start slinging big words for the sake of impressing, so

they at least know when they're huffing and puffing. In discussing this

one can point out both that we use words according to public conventions (a

point developed by a later exercise), and that if one disregards these con-

ventions by using words only to be impressive he may very well make himself

ridiculous.

This point is made more clearly in part iv of this exercise, the passage

from Ars. Nelaprop. The words here which the student should question are

"progeny'" , (misused for "prodigy"), "simony, fluxioris, or paradoxes" (perhaps

for signs, functions, and parabolas or score such phrase from math, or per-

haps this is not a substitution but simply a series of huffing and puffing

sounds), "inflammatory" (perhaps substituted for "esoteric" or "inspiring,"

but probably an intentional and conventional use: Mrs. Malaprop is so dumb

she thinks that such studies as Greek and Hebrew are sexy), "diabolical"

(another huffing and puffing sound, apparently, used because it sounds like

"mathematical" and "astronomical"), "ingenuity and artifice" (for "ingenuous-

ness" and "artistry"?) "supercilious" (for "superficial"), "geometry" (for

"5elography"), "contagious" (for "contiguous"), "orthodoxy" (for "orthography"),

"reerehend" (for "apprehend") and "superstitious" (for "superfluous"). As

preparation for this exercise you may have to Point out to the students which

words seem to be used only as huffing and puffing words and which seem to be

substituted for wards which would!convontionally be used'n

this context. And since even the words appropriate to the contexts are often

twenty dollar words, before they begin this' exercise you may have to give the

students the list of words Mrs. Malaprop should have used and ask them to

check the dictionary for directions on how one can use these words.

In the class discussion it might be fruitful first to have the class

blot out the inappropriately substituted words, leaving blanks for them. As

they do this one might raise the question of how they know which are the
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inappropriately used words: what is it thet is strange about (we'll say)

VI reprehend" here? why dcesn't it maize eense? The answer ultimately should

be like "People don't normally speak of reprehending meanings; they reprehend

people or animals cr thine."

Two iliplications cf t'ne anstvers can be ueefully unfolded. First an

extension of an earlier point, words pattern with certain other words: mean-

ing is a matter of the use of a word in context. "Apprehend' not "reprehend"
is meaningful in this content, i.e., when we speak cf meaning. Second, an
anticipation of the final point of this unit, words are used according to

pudic conventions: a word is .normally meaningful when it is used as (or

with reference to ways) it has previously teen used, although there are

instances of coinages, or first uses. The terms "public convention" and
"private convention" are best left unuttered at this point, but that one's

use of a word depends upon the use others generally give it ean be suggested

without using these terms.

One might then ask the students to fill in the blanks they created by

crossing out the substituted -lords. In doing so they might consider the still

more interesting qur-stion--how do they determine the word Mrs. Malaprop should

have used for those blanks? Of course, sound plays a large part here; Airs.

Aalaprop often confuses sound alikes. But sound is only part of the answer.
The students look not just for a word which sounds like "reprehend," but for

a word which sounds like "reprehend" and--according to generally used con-

ventions might occur in the given context. The stress here should again be

on the public nature of these conventions, which plays a large part in our

final answer to the question "What is the stature of Meaning?", but again the

phL.aeas "public convention" and "private convention" are still best unuttered.

Part v of exercise 26 is analogous to part ix of exercise 25. Again

the students have a situation in which one might say "I thought I knew the

meaning of that word, but I guess I didn't." Here of course they are observ-

ing someone else in that situation instead of imagining themselves in the

situation. Thus you should lead the students to distinguish between how they

knew the author had misunderstood "arrest" and how the author himself knew

he had misunderstood that word. There is more to be done in this-letter,

though, since the writer also uses other words in un-English ways, ariaectbe

students should both recognize these instances of strange usage and attempt..,,

to explain how they recognized them. Again the roin.t is that meaning is a

matter of conventions of use--that recognizing t_ t someone else doesn't

know the meaning of a word is a matter of seeing enat he used it inappropri-

ately, either with reference to the syntax of the sentence or with reference

to the kind of thing !le is talking about. Much of the strangeness here, of

course, is purely syntactic.

The arresting officer's rebuttal is another opportunity to make the

point that words (and phrases) mean by public convention;---Thenstudents_may

well be skeptical of the honesty and truth of the-rebuttal,.but they should

be led to wonder why they are so skeptical._The answer of course is that

usually when it is addressed to an immigrant irgo"back to where you came from"

meaneeelmotiamr-to yoax-mtivTrIavd": again we have public conventions wrenched.
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Section E: Where Not to Look for the Meaning of a Word

This section begins the end of the unit by indicating negative conclu-
sion:. The introducory fable suggests one cannot use a word like "apple"
to represent how words mean generally: Exercise 29 again makes the point
that there is no one -',rue meaning of a word, and should be a perfectly obvious
exercise for the students by this time. Part v of the exercise, though, asks
a nonsense question without hinting that it is such, and a few students may
be put off by that.

Exercise 30+ suggests a word's meaning is not an object for which it
stands. The phrase "object for which it stands" has two common uses in dis-
cussions of meaning, both of which are illustrated by the diagram of meaning
reproduced on p. 8. One use of the phrase is to suggest a word stands for

represents a thing or event in the real world as "apple" can be said to
stand for the thing apple. But, as we have been several times, most words
do not. A second use for the phrase "object for which it stands" is to
suggest that a word stands for or represents a concept or idea--a mental
thing. But again, as we have seen several times in several ways, we have no
need of that hypothesis; further it doesn't fit the facts of our experience.
Parts i and ii of exercise 30 attempt to suggest how it is that we might be
misled_into thinking that there must indeed be a mental entity or thing which
a word stands-for: it may came simply from a "grammatical confusion." The
peculiar sort of 'grammatical confusion which is pointed to here is that which
arises from failing to see that questions which are superficially similar
may be in fact quite' different, as different as sense and nonsense. Thus
in part i of exercise 30, therirs-t-four iii the list of "What is" questions
make sense but the last four probably don't. One way of demonstrating this
is to ask the students to construct criteria and context explanations of all
of the underlined phrases in the questions. Of the first four they can con-
st2uct such explanations; for the last four, they'll have trouble doing so
meaningfully. Notice that if the students were allowed to substitute synonym
or equivalent phrase explanations--they probably could,--substituting non-
sense, e.g., "the soul of the dog is his dogness or essence."

Superficially all of the questions in part i look alike, so that one
might easily regard them with evaleeriousness, and spend years looking for
answers for unanswerable nonsense questions. Something like that, part ii
suggests, is what has happened in conventional attempts to answer the question
"What is the meaning of words in general?" But questions 30 iia, b, c, and
d seek to test such an attempt against the students's own experience with
language, to demonstrate again that the conventional answer fails to account

for our experience with language.

Exercise 3l++ continues this at a more sophisticated level, seeking to
get the student to use his perceptions about the nature. of meaning in unfier-

standing and criticizing what he hears and reads.

Exercise 32 is primarily a summary exercise, but it has other functions

too. Paraphrase a, Nords are meaningless" is a paraphrase which some stu-..

dents are likely to choose, whether from belligerence or bewilderment. It

is thus included to permit you to proscribe it and to accentuate its-opposite,

to stress that one primary concern of the unit is to enable students_to use

4.
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words more meaningfully: to recognize that meaning is riot a thing and to
recognize that there is usually not one true meaning of a word is a step
toward understanding the tools of language, a step toward using language
more meaningfully. Paraphrase b should be immediately recognized by most
of the students as an acceptable paraphrase. So, too paraphrase c. This
paraphrase looks forward to a composition .assignment in exercise 35, the last
exere.:.se in the unit. Paraphrase d is ambiguous, and if the students have
boo_ properly whetted by the preceding exercises they should recognize that
it can be equated with either a (in which case it is not acceptable) or with
b (in which case it is).

Exercise 33 draws another negative conclusion, that the meaning of a
word is not a private convention. The phrase "private convention" is intro...
duced here, but still may not be readily intelligible. It should be dwelt
on a bit, for it is extremely important: it is supposed to imply here that
a word's meaning is a matter of public convention. One might approach this
by an analogy, citing such public conventions as driving on the right side
of the street in the United States (or the left in England), stopping on the
red light, crossing the street in the cross walks, etc. And you might define
private conventions for each of these--driving on the left side, going on
red, jaywalking--and sugge0,.what-hapnenswhen.one substitutes private con-
ventions where other people use public conventions and where other people
are involved.

The exercise is largely self explanatory down to parts iv e and f. It
is important that the student not confuse private and stipulative definitions.
Most non-persuasive stipulative definitions are not a substitution of a pri-
yate convention for a public convention. They are instead likely to be a
choice from among public conventions or an assertion of criteria for words
commonly used without reference to criteria. The need for stipulative defini-
tions goes back to what the student discovered in examining criteria defini-
tions: words have sets of criteria usually, not a single set, and these sets
may or may not be related. The writer sometimes must indicate the set he is
tiring: he is not usually making up a set in the way that Humpty Dumpty, for
exan.le, does. And this distinction is important if the student is to learn
to use definitions properly in his own writing and reading.

Parts v and vi of exercise 33 should give no trouble.

IIIA: Conclusions

Here the student finds an essay. It seeks to make a positive statement
about the nature of meaning, after summarizing the substance of the conclusions
of this unit. It does not seek to go beyond what you have probably read,
assumed, or concluded in reading this packet. You might glance threugh it,
though, to prepare to explain any obscurities which remain in it..

IIIB: Composition Assignments

The composition exercises this time are perhaps more numerous than any
one student can or should do. Thus you may assign some of them to all stu-
dents or all of them to some students, etc. But perhaps the first group of



quotations (35ai, ii, iii) can usefully be presented to all of the students.
They are all instances of nonoense publicdhed in textbooks for college English
courses, and if properly encouraged, the students might not only enjoy per-
ceiving confusion in the werk of teachers but even develop a healthy critical
eye for it.

IV. Background Information

It is ironical that English teachers have had to go to philosophers to
find out about English. Bat such is the case. The background section of
this unit might better be entitled "Readings in Philosophy," for the selec-
tions reproduced here all represent the work of a group of twentieth century
British philosophers. These writers represent the main movement in modern
British philosophy and often are the figures referred to by the phrase "modern
British philosophy."

Often their work is called "analytical philosophy" or even "linguistic
analysis," for they tend to proceed by scrutinizing individual expressions
and analyzing particular sentences or words. Where one imagines that a
philosopher would ask "What is time?" or "What is the meaning of life?"
these men are more likely to ask "Is the form of these questions misleading
us?" or "How do we use the word 'time' when we are not asking a philosopher's
question?" Their interest in such questions is a philosopher's interest;
many of the traditional questions of philosophy, they feel, arise not because
of the insight of the questioner, but because the questioner is (as one of
them says) "thinking of a use different from that which our ordinary language
make- : of words."1 "Philosophy," as they use the word, is ". . . a fight
against the fascination which forms of expression exert upon us."2 By show-
ing the different uses involved in key words in a philosopher's question,
the analytic philosophers have often dissolved thc. question, shown it to
be not a search for information, but a grammatical trap. And this has been
very useful--for philosophers.

Our interest in their writings is somewhat different. We are not at the
moment interested in philosophical questions per se. But in reflecting on
the nature of language for the purpose of considering philosophical problems,
the modern British philosophers have arrived at new insights about the nature
of meaning. These are the basis of this unit. And it is these for which we
now ask you to read philosophy. One professor of English at the University
of p!ebraska, who thcaght of philosophy as the pursuit of the good, the true,
the beautiful and the other eternal verities, recently protested "How absurd
Philosophers talk about the language and English teachers talk philosophy:"
Absurd or not, as conscientious teachers of language we have to read philosophy.

It is something of a chore at times, even a muddy one. It will be less
so after you have read through your packet and the student packet; then per-
haps the most effective way to proceed would be to skim all. of the selections,
and then reread each very carefully. If you begin with the careful reading,
you may have an overwhelming temptation to quit after the first page; if you
quit after skimming them, you might as well have quit after the first page.

Ludwig Wittgenstein, The Blue and Prawn rooks (Basil Blackwell, Oxford
7,ngland: 1960), p.

2 1r4.:. ,geTstein, op. cit., p. 27.
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But if you get the general nature of what they say and how they say it,
then seek to understand the selections in detail, the intention and method
of this unit will be much clearer, and your presentation of the unit will
be much more effective.


